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Abstract 
 

This thesis examines how musicianship shapes and is shaped by caste and gender 

politics in Maharashtra state, India. Through a historical analysis of the relationship 

between caste, gender, sexuality and music, this thesis presents an alternate history 

of music in modern India through the lens of oppressed caste or Dalit communities 

who represent a generational trajectory of hereditary musicianship. This study 

highlights voices of Dalit women musicians as their embodied labour signifies a 

particular location in caste and gender hierarchy.  Part of this study also presents 

responses of Dalit women musicians to the socio-economic hegemony and cultural 

apartheid of dominant castes, particularly brahmins in contemporary Maharashtra 

with a focus on contemporary Ambedkarite and caste-ending (jaatiantak) cultural 

movements, wherein liberatory politics are asserted through song, poetics, narrative 

and performance styles. Through ethnographic research, this thesis explores genres 

like bhimgeet (songs of Bhim), buddhageet (songs of Buddha) and vidrohi shahiri 

jalsa (rebellious music gathering) that demonstrate traces of a counter history 

marked by a critique of brahmanical constructions of musical knowledge.  It marks 

the distinctive context of western India where the rise of brahmanical nationalism, 

Hindutva and communist mobilisations are challenged by anti-caste movements of 

the 19th and 20th centuries. This thesis then critically examines the dynamics of the 

brahmanical state and society in post-independence democratic India and how Dalit 

musicianship is appropriated, surveilled and incarcerated for different ends. Drawing 

on debates within the fields of ethnomusicology, history, feminist and gender 

studies, political theory, sociology, and scholarly works on caste, race, religion and 

literary criticism, my thesis problematises the overall construction of brahmanical 

epistemologies and highlights alternative spaces of knowledge creation in 
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contemporary Maharashtra. The study ultimately examines the potentials, 

contradictions, and challenges presented in discursive and performative practices of 

music in India/South Asia. 
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Note on Transliteration 
 
Throughout this thesis, I have used Devanagari script for Marathi and Hindi songs, 

poems and conceptual terms. All terminologies in Devanagari are translated into 

English. For the sake of clarity and ease, Sanskrit and Marathi proper names and 

occasional use of adjectives are transliterated according to common practice in India 

with simple Roman version of double and single vowels without diacritics. Plurals of 

Marathi words are indicated with an ‘s’ at the end. The use of diacritics is 

consciously avoided with the recognition of their oriental, colonial and Indological 

legacies. Non-English words are italicised. Recurring non-English terms are included 

in the glossary. All transliterations are included in a glossary at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

This thesis focuses on music and the embedded politics of caste and gender 

in western India. It examines how music and musicianship have been shaped by the 

monopoly on knowledge exerted by brahmins in India through a systematic control 

of caste structure and a stringent control on female bodies. Music has traditionally 

been a hereditary caste-mandated occupation of certain caste groups placed at the 

bottommost position of the caste system or outside of it (the later were referred to as 

‘untouchable’, who have today self-determined themselves as ‘Dalits’). Given that 

the hierarchical caste structure is maintained and perpetuated through stringent 

control on female bodies, hereditary musicianship has had gendered and sexualised 

implications that are defined by brahmanical patriarchy. 

In 19th and 20th century western India, the discursive and performative fields 

of music came to be radically redefined and co-opted with the shift from pre-colonial 

Peshwa regime to British colonialism.  This led to the emergence of brahmanical 

nationalism that continued into the post-independence era, that is after 1947. 

Brahmins were able to reinforce control on Indian society and culture through post-

Enlightenment discourses and British colonialism. As a result, hereditary 

musicianship of most Dalit (and Muslim) communities, particularly women, was 

brutally marginalised and stigmatised through the strategic rise of brahmin female 

singers and a strict codification of womanhood. The current perceptions of music 

and musicianship in (western) India have roots in this era of colonial-nationalist 

confrontations and its repercussions in post-independence regional politics. 

While men from Dalit-bahujan castes (oppressed caste majority) reclaimed 

musicianship stigmatised in the late 19th century, Dalit women were almost entirely 
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excluded from the sphere of public performance. Dalit women began to reclaim 

dignified musicianship only in the mid 20th century with the political movement led 

by Dr Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, the chief author of India’s Constitution, a civil 

rights activist, member of a Dalit caste and the most significant 20th century leader of 

Dalit communities. This musical reclamation marked a new phase of not just 

asserting rights for equal access, opportunity and dignified citizenship for the so-

called ‘untouchable’ Dalit communities, but also towards a new imagination of Dalit 

women’s agency and liberation. It was during this time that the Dalit women 

musicians returned as performers into the public sphere. Today in post-independence 

India, Dalit women have established themselves as professional musicians with 

diverse genres and musical subcultures. In contemporary western India musical 

performances of Dalit women in the Ambedkarite and caste-ending (jaatiantak)1 

cultural movements are significant spaces of resistance and self-determination that 

can direct us in interpreting an alternative history of music in modern India. 

Contemporary Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements in Maharashtra 

are two distinct but closely related sites of musical subcultures that include genres 

like bhimgeet (songs about Ambedkar whose first name is Bhimrao), buddhageet 

(songs of Buddha) and vidrohi shahiri jalsa (rebellious music gathering). Vidorhi 

shahiri is a newer genre that has mobilised a revolution to end caste apartheid. These 

                                                        
1 I have adopted the translation of jaatiantak as ‘caste-ending’ from Sharad Patil’s (2005) 
Caste-ending Bourgeois Democratic Revolution and Its Socialist Consummation. This 
terminology embraces ‘anti-caste’ politics and movements while presenting a more 
emancipatory translation of the Marathi term jaatiantak to mean ‘towards ending caste 
apartheid’. This translation not only implies a political stance against caste but also the 
creation of an alternative culture. The Marathi term used by activists and musicians to refer 
to their work is jaatiantak sanskrutik kranti meaning the ‘caste-ending cultural revolution’. 
Throughout this thesis therefore, I have used the term ‘caste-ending’ to refer to the 
contemporary jaatiantak sanskrutik kranti. The use of the term ‘anti-caste’ refers to all those 
movements or individual expressions that have specifically asserted against caste or 
Brahmanism.  
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performances can be viewed as counter-epistemologies that challenge the 

brahmanical caste structure along with the social and state-sanctioned caste 

apartheid.  Dalit women’s voices in these performances articulate new imaginations 

of the politics of gender, caste and women’s liberation. 

Drawing on ethnographic approaches, this thesis explores the ways in which 

contemporary music performances in the Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural 

movements in Maharashtra offer insights into the musical dimensions of caste, 

gender and sexuality, shape new frameworks of understanding women’s 

positionalities and liberatory imaginings, present liberatory sonic aesthetics, offer a 

decolonial approach to examine the constructions of musical knowledge in particular 

and epistemologies at large. Firstly, this thesis offers a historical examination of the 

caste system, how it has determined specialised knowledge systems, musical 

knowledge in particular, gendered musicianship and the ways in which the 

brahmin’s monopoly on knowledge in colonial India has shaped contemporary 

perceptions of epistemic value around music. Secondly, it looks at the ways in which 

Dalit women have responded to the cultural and socio-economic hegemony of the 

dominant castes and patriarchies by reclaiming a dignified musicianship and 

citizenship marked by Ambedkarite values of gendered performativity. Thirdly, it 

analyses the emergence of a caste-ending cultural revolution that presents new 

theoretical and performative frameworks of women’s liberation, art, culture and 

towards a new philosophy of aesthetics. Finally, given the incarceration and 

surveillance of musicians mobilising the caste-ending cultural movement in 

contemporary Maharashtra concurrent with the capitalisation of Ambedkarite 

musicians for electoral politics, I critically explore issues around democratic 
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citizenship and artistic citizenship shaped by the brahmanical patriarchal society and 

the state apparatus.  

By drawing on literature in ethnomusicology, feminist and gender studies, 

political theory, anthropology, caste, race and religion, the overarching question that 

is explored in this thesis is: how does Dalit women’s musicianship in contemporary 

Maharashtra offer a critique of brahmanical constructions of musical knowledge and 

articulates liberatory politics of caste and gender while navigating hegemonic 

structures of brahmanical patriarchy and the state? 

This thesis is based on an ethnographic research of musicians, activists, 

writers, poets, song-writers and singers in the Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural 

movements. The study follows annual events and celebrations of Ambedkarite 

almanac2. The ethnographic journey criss-crosses protest rallies, demonstrations, 

public speeches, activist meetings, women’s libraries and resource centers, 

conferences and seminars. Inferences for this study were also supported by data 

collected from print media, digital media and the Internet. Finally, the study draws 

on the author’s own experiences performing with musicians from the caste-ending 

cultural movement in Maharashtra and parts of India. The project then, engages with 

and contributes to a number of areas of music research. 

My study about women’s music began during my master’s degree in 2011. 

While working on my masters research, I examined the intersections between 

religion and folklore in an annual religious gathering called bhondla, celebrated 

exclusively by women in Maharashtra. It was during this time I increasingly became 

                                                        
2 ‘Ambedkarite almanac’- a term coined by Sharmila Rege (2012), aptly describes how Dalit 
populations organize and celebrate annual events, not only in memory of Ambedkar and his 
work, but also reflecting on his teachings in contemporary times. This almanac or calendar is 
not limited to annual celebrations around Ambedkar’s life and work, but also includes 
commemorations of a number of Dalit leaders, poets, saints and martyrs and important 
events in Dalit cultural memory (see appendix). 
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interested in feminist and gender theories along with their intersection with 

ethnomusicology. These interests drove me to study issues related to music in the 

women’s and left movements in 20th century Maharashtra.  

I could relate to these songs and theories as they were based on my 

observations and experiences within my family and the larger patriarchal society. In 

particular, these songs reminded me of the patriarchal, orthodox, often abusive 

culture in which I trained to become a Hindustani classical vocal musician since 

childhood. This work represents my increasing dissonance with the training and 

performance in Hindustani classical vocal music that I had pursued for nearly two 

decades. As I embarked on an in-depth study of the history of music in India from a 

feminist lens, I joined a community of scholars who were engaging with similar 

examinations about the foundations of music. I found companionship in works of 

these scholars as they explored the gendered implications of music in India and also 

ways in which discourses on nationalism and modernity had shaped notions of music 

in the country. 

The influential scholarship on music and nationalism opened up a number of 

doors for me to explore how music and musicianship was reshaped by brahmin men 

and was hinged on caste, gender and sexuality in the 19th and 20th centuries (Bakhle 

2005; Chakravarti 2014; Katz 2012, 2017; Mangai 2015; Paik 2016, 2018; Putcha 

2013; Rege 1995; Schultz 2013; Soneji 2012; Wade 1979; Weidman 2003, 2006). 

The studies mentioned above made it imperative to understand intricate relationships 

between caste, gender and sexuality and the seminal works of Uma Chakravarti 

(2003), Shefali Chandra (2012), V Geetha (2002), Shailaja Paik (2014a, 2016), 

Pratima Pardeshi (1998), Dr B.R Ambedkar (1916, 1936) and Sharmila Rege (1995, 

1998, 2003, 2006, 2014) radically changed the course of my research. Not only did 
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they bring to fore a strong critique of feminism aligned with the left leaning 

movements and scholarship, but also presented a sociological analysis of caste. The 

scholars mentioned above challenged existing histories, constructions of knowledge, 

performative traditions and women’s authorship in it. 

The importance of how caste determines knowledge, occupations, 

scholarship and practice further led me to enquire the roots of the caste structure and 

its connection with religion (Doniger 2009, 2014; Patil 1982, 2005, 2010; Thapar 

1978, 1992; 2004; Vishwanath 2012, 2016). I also got interested in critically 

thinking about the various post-enlightenment and colonial narratives that continue 

to determine how we understand “Hinduism” today (Figueira 2002; Gupta 2010; 

Katrak1992, 2006; Nandy 2009; Sarkar 2001; Sinha 1995). These narratives that are 

grounded in colonialism have been crucial in reconstructing the history of caste as 

well as establish the legacies of colonialism that have reinforced it. I have been able 

to establish the inseparability of caste with gender, specifically the control on 

women’s sexuality and bodies endorsed by ancient religious scriptures justified by 

post-Enlightenment and colonial scripts. In this context, I highlight the caste-

mandated nature of knowledge and the ways in which a hereditary musicianship is 

devised by brahmanical patriarchy. 

The above mentioned theoretical constructs have helped me unearth a 

broader history of western India. I was able to trace women’s’ musicianship through 

the lens of caste during the time India transitioned from precolonial Peshwa regime, 

its decline with the rise of British colonial rule, the following nationalist movements 

and post-independence era (Anagol 2005; Bakhle 2005; Bhagwat 1995, 2012; 

Chakravarti 2014; Chandra 2012; Feldhaus 1996; Jones 2016; Morcom 2013; Morje 

1974; Novetzke 2011; Rege 1995, 2002; Sangari and Vaid 2014; Schultz 2013; 
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Tharu and Lalita 1991; Varadpande 1987). Through these works I have highlighted 

in this thesis how musicianship evolved in two broad directions – brahmanical and 

anti-caste (or anti-brahmin) – in the wake of modernity. While the brahmanical 

trajectory was based on musical appropriation, assertion of caste hegemony, 

discrimination and violence, the anti-caste or non-brahmin trajectory authored by 

Dalit and bahujan communities gave rise to a new imagination of musical knowledge 

and performance. 

The anti-caste political mobilisations of radicals like Jotirao Phule and B.R 

Ambedkar are illuminated through musical performances of Dalit communities that 

traversed from the 19th to 20th century (Guru 2009; Jaffrelot 2005; Keer 1997; Mali 

2013; O’Hanlon 2002; Omvedt 1993, 1994, 2006; Pawar and Moon 2014; Phule 

2013; Rajkumar 2010; Rege 2008, 2013; Teltumbde 2010, 2016; Thakur 2005; 

Yedekara 2007; Zelliot 2013). These movements had a big impact in making musical 

performance as a means of self-determination. They have transformed the feudal 

stigmatised hereditary musicianship of Dalit communities into dignified citizenship. 

Thus, one cannot separate Dalit women’s reclamation of their musicianship from 

their assertion of dignity as they continue to navigate the multiple layers of 

patriarchal, gendered, sexual and caste oppression. 

In my examination of contemporary musical performances of women in the 

Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements, I have drawn on a number of 

ethnomusicological frameworks. These frameworks have helped me efficiently 

present the intersections of music and caste with gender, performativity, sound and 

language. I refer here to Amanda Weidman’s (2006, 2014) works on voice along 

with the scholarship on language, music, instruments, sound and social structure 

(Faudree 2012; Feld 1974, 1984, 1986; Feld and Fox 1994; Hofman 2015, 2017; 
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Mali 2013; Stirr 2010; Turino 2008). I also would like to support my arguments with 

literature from sociolinguistics (Lippi-Green 2012; Mendoza-Denton 2008; Zhang 

2005), sound, space and identity (Kun 2005; Rege 2008), censorship, surveillance, 

state patronage (Attali 1985; Crehan 1990; Cusick 2008; Diamond 1997; Sborgi 

Lawson 2011; Noll 1997; Scott 1990), musical citizenship (Andrisani 2015; 

Ingraham 2016; Punathambekar and Mohan 2017) and artistic and democratic 

citizenship (Ambedkar 1936; Baker 2014; Elliot and Silverman 2015; Eliott, 

Silverman and Bowman 2016; Sumarsam 2013; Waghmore 2013). I also ground my 

work in the scholarship on body politics and gender from the perspective of race and 

caste (Butler 1993, 1999, 2004; Paik 2014a, 2014b, 2016, 2018; Mangai 2015; 

Putcha 2011, 2013; Sherinian 2014, 2015). The work mentioned above has further 

informed my analysis of performance spaces, mediation and spatial negotiations. My 

work is also informed by the contributions on feminism, gender and music by Ellen 

Koskoff (1987, 2014), Susan McClary (1991, 2013), Suzanne Cusick (1994, 1999), 

Carol Babiracki (2008), Jennifer Post (1987), Julie Dunbar (2011), Martin Stokes 

(1995, 2010). While the works on social movements, music, art and everyday forms 

of resistance have also fostered my research interests in significant ways 

(Conquergood 2002; Eyerman and Jamison 1998; Ilaiah 2004; McDonald 2013; 

Scott 1985, 1990). While this vast body of research has shaped my work in 

important ways, I foreground local knowledge and understanding of music, gender, 

women and their inseparability with caste. In this regard, my work is also informed 

by black feminist frameworks on domination and intersectionality (Crenshaw 1989; 

Hill Collins 2002; hooks 2000, 2003, 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c). 

In exploring Dalit women’s voices in post-independence India, the literary 

works of Baby Kamble (1986), Kumud Pawade (1999), Urmila Pawar (2003), Hira 
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Bansode (1992), Pradnya Daya Pawar (2010, 2013, 2015), Mallika Amar Shaikh 

(1979, 1984, 1999a, 1999b, 2013) have deepened my understanding of women’s 

voices and positionality as well as of literary aesthetics. Renowned poets and writers 

like Namdeo Dhasal (1975a, 1975b, 1986), Daya Pawar (2015), Arjun Dangle (1978, 

1992) have also been crucial. The recent works of Bama (2008) and Meena 

Kandasamy (2014, 2017) have further added to my understanding of caste in other 

regions of India. Literary examinations by Gopal Guru (1997, 2009), Sharmila Rege 

(2008, 2013), Mulk Raj Anand and Eleanor Zelliot (1992) have been especially 

helpful in deciphering the vernacular.  

Finally, as mentioned above, one of the main objectives of this work is to 

present alternative epistemologies, histories and performative spaces of music 

mobilised by Dalit women.  Given this objective the seminal philosophical debates 

on art and aesthetics as researched by Limbale (2004), Mali (2013), Muktibodh 

(1994), Patankar (2009), Patil (2017), Zecchini (2016) and the abrahmani (non-

brahmanical) epistemologies presented by Mali 2013; Pardeshi and Bhagwat 1998; 

Pardeshi 1998, Patil 2017; inform my examination of sound, music, gender and 

cultural movements.  

Based on this brief survey of literature, I will now provide a historical 

overview of the caste system. In this section I highlight how caste has shaped the 

nature of knowledge in India and caste interrelates with gender and musicianship. 

The second section will look at the soundscape of resistance against caste in western 

India and its contemporary manifestations including the Ambedkarite and caste-

ending cultural movement. The third section provides a note on the use of 

terminology followed by my research methodology. An outline of my thesis is 

presented at the end of this chapter. 
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Caste, gender and music 

Caste, known as jaat in Marathi is a socio-economic organisation of Indian 

society, maintained and perpetuated on the basis of endogamy (marriage within a 

group). Control over marriage implies a stringent control over women’s sexuality 

thereby preserving caste boundaries and maintaining cultures of difference 

(Chakravarti 2003, Viswanath 2016). The caste system evolved over a number of 

millennia when certain elite populations referred to the ancient texts like Vedas 

(composed approximately between 1700-1100 BC) to justify a specific kind of social 

organisation that determined a hereditary occupation, socio-economic location and 

each assigned with cultures of ritual purity and pollution (Ambedkar 1916; 1936; 

Chakravarti 2003;2014, Doniger 2009; Omvedt 1994, 2003; Patil 1982, 2005, 2010; 

Teltumbde 2016; Viswanath 2016). This social organisation, termed as varna in a 

number of ancient scriptures including the Vedas, is divided into four layers or 

Chaturvarnya (the structure of four varnas) in Sanskrit. These four varnas namely 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra are believed to be divinely mandated, each 

assigned a specific social function characterised by a descending scale of purity 

(Figure 2). 

The brahmin priests were the creators and owners of formal knowledge 

systems like astronomy, medicine, religious Sanskrit texts, ritual verses and chants. 

They not only controlled knowledge dissemination within the male kin group, but 

also ensured violent coercive action against those who attempted to access that 

knowledge (Chakravarti 2003; Doniger 2009; Guha 2011).3 Even more blatant was  

                                                        
3 The examples of Eklavya and Shambuka are well-known in Indian history punished 
gravely for violating the rules of dharma  
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Figure 2 A pyramid representation of the varna structure 

 

to refute the status of ‘knowledge’ to artisanal caste groups such as farmers, 

musicians, potters, leather-makers, ironsmiths among many others (Chakravarti 

2003). In an extremely influential text called Manusmriti or the ‘Laws of Manu’ 

dated to approximately the first century AD, the first three varnas (Brahmin, 

Kshatriya and Vaishya) were collectively called ‘twice-born’ (dwija).  The men from 

these varnas were allowed to go through an initiation ceremony allowing them a 

second birth (Omvedt 1990; Vishwanath 2016). The ‘twice-born’ are prescribed to 

enforce inhumane punishments on those ‘once-born’ if they defy varna codes. For 

instance, having one’s tongue cut off, pouring molten led or oil into their mouth and 

ears among others. Such a system ensured that labour of the oppressed castes 

continued to support functioning of the caste economy, while at the same time 

deeming the people and their labour as insignificant and polluted. 

It is a well-established fact that authors of these texts throughout centuries 

have mostly been brahmin men (Viswanath 2016). Through the Chaturvarnya, they 

presented an idealised vision for the Indian society. A famous description of 

Brahma, the cosmic man in the Rigveda, a text dating to approximately 1500-1000 
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BC is often cited as a historical justification of varna hierarchy (Doniger 2009; 

Thapar 2004; Viswanath 2016). Different parts of the man’s body were associated 

with social division of labour and hierarchy. The mouth was associated with 

Brahmins (the priest or teacher who utters the divine truth/knowledge), arms with 

Kshatriyas (the strong warrior-king-ruler), thighs with Vaishyas (the merchant and 

the landowner) and Shudras was associated with the feet (the servant, peasant, 

labourer). This structure provides a justification for the monopoly of Brahmins over 

Vedic knowledge assumed to be the most supreme and authentic form of knowledge. 

Specialised skills and knowledge required by farmers, labourers and cleaners was 

considered less valuable than Vedic knowledge. Brahmin authors, produced an 

increasing number of similar scriptures that propagated this social organisation in the 

centuries to follow. This idealised vision for the Indian society (chaturvvarnya) 

where the brahmin male self-represents at the apex, allows himself to be the sole 

benefactor of a socio-economic structure, only favours the supremacy of the 

Brahmins (specifically brahmin males). All other varnas work towards maintaining 

this brahmanical hegemony for varying bids of power and coercion from dominant 

varnas. These bids of varying power in the course of history, manifested into a 

localised version of the varna structure called caste or jaat (Vishwanath 2016). 

The social workings of such a system led to the formation of another class, 

the ati-shudra. The ati-shudra are outside the varna structure with specific 

hereditary functions like sweeping, cleaning latrines (of all populations), scavenging, 

leather work, music-making among others (Ambedkar 1946). These populations 

were theoretically and in everyday cultures placed outside the varna structure and 

were therefore known as avarna (without varna), as opposed to the savarna (those 

with a varna). They came to be known as ‘acchut’ or ‘asprushya’, meaning 
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untouchable.4 The ati-shudras were governed by an elaborate set of rules that were 

designed to separate and divide of public and private spaces (Ambedkar 1936). For 

example, these rules required the ati-shudras to wear bells in the neck while walking 

on streets so as to warn the dominant castes so they could avoid visual contact. Other 

examples of these rules were wearing a broom on the waist so the “polluting” 

footsteps are erased, wearing a clay pot in the neck so the spit can only be collected 

in the pot so as to not “pollute” public spaces, inaccessibility into temples, public 

wells for water.5 The social and public life of the ‘lower-caste’ communities came to 

be structurally controlled by these rules set by the members of the dominant castes. 

These rules created a structure that kept the members of the lower castes to be 

viewed as a major labour force serving dominant castes. They also gave members of 

lower caste limited access to resources, opportunity or contact with dominant castes 

and the establishment. 

In the 20th century, the political struggle and self-determination of ati-shudra 

communities gave rise to the self-referential term ‘Dalit’. The word Dalit means 

‘crushed’ or ‘broken’ in Marathi language of Maharashtra (derived from the root dal 

in Sanskrit). It continues to be a positive, assertive expression associated with pride, 

dignity and rejection of brahmanical/dominant caste oppression (Guru 1997; 

Zecchini 2016; Sherinian 2016). Today, Dalit populations comprise approximately 

sixteen percent of the total Indian population and almost twelve percent in 

                                                        
4 The term ‘untouchables’ was introduced by the British, who also termed the ati-shudras as 
the ‘Scheduled Castes’, the ‘Criminal Castes’, ‘Musician castes’, ‘Depressed classes’, 
‘Outcastes’ among others to further their project of conducting the Indian census. Later, 
Mahatma Gandhi also termed this population as ‘Harijan’, meaning ‘the children of god’, 
which was strongly resisted by Dalit populations for its patronizing and paternalistic 
connotations (Doniger 2009). 
5 For more on purity and pollution and the atrocities against Dalits, see- ‘Annihilation of 
Caste’, an undelivered speech written by Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar, published in 1936. 
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Maharashtra. They make up a large electoral base in the Indian parliamentary 

democracy.6 Political struggles against the brahmanical caste structure have often 

been led by a coalition of shudras and ati-shudras, today known as bahujans and 

Dalits respectively. The mobilisation of Jotirao Phule in 19th century western India is 

a classic example where shudras, ati-shudras and women were called upon in a 

united fight against caste. The term Dalit-bahujan is thus, often used to refer to the 

anti-caste movements. ‘Bahujanwad’, conceived and practised by Kanshi Ram 

(1934-2006) aimed for bahujans or an oppressed majority to come together so as to 

form a political constituency and succeed in electoral politics (Teltumbde 2007). 

However, as pointed out by Guru (1993) and Teltumbde (2007, 2010), in post-

independent India, this experiment has been taken over by dominant castes like the 

marathas for their own benefit.  In post-independence India, some members of the 

Dalit community have achieved economic equality however the savarna and avarna 

status of bahujans and Dalits respectively enables the caste-mandated dominance 

and coercion of the former on the latter despite economic equality. This is not only 

proved during elections or political movements, but also considering the atrocities on 

Dalits by bahujans (Teltumbde 2007). Considering the rising critique of 

bahujanwad, unless otherwise noted, I have used the term Dalit (and not Dalit-

bahujan) throughout this thesis to primarily refer to the ati-shudra castes or ex-

untouchables. 

The varna system must be understood not as a description of social reality 

but a written scripture that envisions justification of endogamy and socio-economic 

hierarchy. The more localised form of this hierarchical division is the jaati or caste 

that has incorporated values from the varna structure and functions in different ways 

                                                        
6 Census of the Government of India (2011) 
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in different parts of contemporary India (Srinivas 1956, 1959; Chakravarti 2003).7 

The societal structure that facilitated brahmanical hegemony through medieval times 

was also caused by the banding of a number of powerful groups such as chieftains, 

kings of various caste, leaders of tribal communities and the Brahmins. Along with 

these groups coming together their ideological forces, such as temples, religious 

institutions also synthesized into a power structure that through medieval times, 

reinforced the caste-feudal society (Omvedt 1994). The consolidation of caste-

defined village economy in the late first millennium created a number of socio-

economic systems in local contexts. For example, the balutedari in Maharashtra, 

jajmani system in north India among others (ibid). 

The localised version of caste can be understood as flexible where the ‘bids 

for improved local status, successful or otherwise, that are the means by which the 

ideology of social difference (varna), represented in Indian textual traditions are 

linked to the pragmatic actions of different endogamous social groups (jaatis)’ 

(Viswanath 2016, 260). In the absence of a high varna status, another varna could 

take on the status of the dominant caste despite their ritually ‘lower’ status than the 

brahmins (like the popularly known ‘twice-born’ brahmin-baniya-thakur). 

Viswanath (2016) concretely presents how competition over local political and 

economic power has created innumerable jaatis in India over millennia while 

revealing that the relative position of jaatis is not fixed. Thus, class divisions in the 

caste system need to be understood as embedded within caste.  

Landowners not only have economic power due to wealth, but the control 

over land also gives them political power. Brahmins on the other hand, have easy 

                                                        
7 Some scholars like Sharad Patil (2017) have also argued that the varna society crystallised 
into a jaati society. 
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access to material resources due to social power that comes with their links to the 

middle castes that make up significant positions in legislature, administration, 

bureaucracy, and judiciary. Castes possessing land at village levels have always 

belonged to the dominant caste groups. Labourers on the other hand belong to lower 

caste groups. Violence and coercion have played a significant role in maintaining 

control and power within the economy of caste-system. This explains how the 

coalition of upper and/or middle castes ensures the perpetuation of their hegemony 

in local contexts. Such coalitions can also be further understood in the context of 

British India where new forms of relatability on the basis of caste, varna and religion 

emerged. 

Viswanath (2016) has critically brought out the role of British colonial rule in 

creating a new dimension of relatability in India among social groups with reference 

to varna and caste. The nation-wide census in British India included the record of 

jaati names as well as varna positions – establishing how each jaati across the 

Indian sub-continent had a varna position. The census allowed Indians for the first 

time to imagine a shared caste identity with persons from unrelated jaatis beyond the 

locality (Dirks 2001; Viswanath 2016). This also echoes with Doniger’s observation 

that 

Cultures, traditions, and beliefs cut across religious communities in India, and 
few people defined themselves exclusively through their religious beliefs or 
practices; their identities were segmented on the basis of locality, language, 
caste, occupation, and sect. Only after the British began to define 
communities by their religion, and foreigners in India tended to put people of 
different religions into different ideological boxes, did many Indians follow 
suit, ignoring the diversity of their own thoughts and asking themselves 
which of the boxes they belonged in (2009, 62) 

 

A number of historians have made crucial distinctions between caste and 

religion by highlighting ancient historical records, precolonial Oriental and post-

Enlightenment texts. Even though nationalist narratives and propagations of myths in 
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the 19th and 20th c have impacted the idea that caste is associated with Hinduism, 

caste is not necessarily associated to Hinduism (discussed in the course of this 

chapter). Caste exists as an autonomous structure irrespective of religion. As 

prominent historians like Gail Omvedt (2003, 2006) and Sharad Patil (2010) have 

established, religious conversions have been a major part of Indian history 

(Christianity, Islam), but it has hardly changed caste identities, caste-based social 

practices and everyday cultures of people. Viswanath (2016) has also s shown how 

persistence of caste outside of Hinduism is found in Catholic cemeteries in South 

India where walls are built to segregate corpses according to caste so as to avoid 

pollution of a fellow Christian even after death. 

Those who identify as Hindus in contemporary India, hold a wide range of 

views on caste, caste-specific values and everyday practice (Viswanath 2016). Dalit 

activists and scholars have for long rejected being part of the Hindu fold and 

continue to do so (Ilaiah 1996). In fact, the term ‘Hindu’ has been and continues to 

be used to refer to caste or savarna populations (Searle-Chaterjee 2008). The politics 

around how Dalit communities came to be associated with the Hindu fold has roots 

in colonial India when religion and electoral politics had become intimately linked. 

The British colonial government’s announcement of the Communal Award in 1932 

indicated that allocation of political representation would depend on the actual 

numerical strength of a religious group (Vishwanath 2016). Thus, it became crucial 

for dominant castes to count Dalits within the Hindu fold for their own benefit – a 

successful scandal promoted by Gandhi and the brahmanical society (ibid).  

As a way to assert their dignity, political leaders like Dr B.R Ambedkar 

proclaimed that Hindu society was non-existent if by that one meant that people 

shared common values, interests and culture. Ambedkar therefore called for a 
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conversion out of Hinduism as a way to claim self-respect and to reject religion that 

justified caste apartheid. Responding to Ambedkar’s famous invocation “I was born 

a Hindu, but I will not die a Hindu’ he along with some five lakh Dalit populations 

converted to Buddhism in 1956. A number of Dalit leaders as well as Dalit sub-caste 

groups have converted (and continue to convert) to Buddhism (Viswanath 2016). 

Dalit communities have also converted to Christianity and Islam (Khan 1983; Grafe 

1990; Webster 1992; Viswanath 2016). The religious identification and issue of 

conversion in case of Dalit communities has its roots in colonial India where religion 

and politics became intimately entwined and, Dalits were made to belong to 

‘Hinduism’ through administrative verdict.8 Caste and religion, specifically 

Hinduism, continue to have a relationship defined by power and electoral politics. 

However, caste exists irrespective of religion and religious conversions. Similar to 

the oppressed castes, adivasis, having their own belief systems have also undergone 

religious conversions (mostly Hinduism and Christianity) to be used as a 

demographic for varying stakes for power- electoral, religious and others (Bara 

2017). 

Given this nuanced understanding of religion and its relationship with caste, 

the terms ‘Hinduism’ and ‘Brahmanism’ need to be differentiated. ‘Hinduism’ 

became an established terminology only in the 19th century because of British 

colonial rule and the preceding Oriental, post-Enlightenment meddling (Figueira 

2002; Omvedt 2006; Doniger 2009). By propagating centrality of ancient scriptures 

like the Manusmriti and Vedas western scholars continued to reinforce hierarchical 

                                                        
8 This complex history has, in post-independence period, led to a glitch in the way that the 
reservation system functions. The Schedule Castes (SC), according to the government’s 
definition, do not include Dalit communities other than Hindu, Sikh or Buddhist thereby 
omitting a vast number of Christian and Muslim Dalit populations, pointing out a serious 
anomaly for the Indian secular state (Viswanath 2016). 
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ideas and values. This in turn empowered the brahmins and reinforced the caste 

system (Elgood 2000, Doniger 2009; Puniyani 2015). A sense of confusion 

continues to dominate academia and public discourse about the relationship between 

Hinduism, religion, varna and caste. 

Brahmanism attained socio-economic-political hegemony only during the 6th 

to 10th c. AD. The control over power for the Brahamins only came after violent 

confrontations with Buddhism, Jainism, Charvakas (Omvedt 2006, 8). In medieval 

and pre-medieval times, the brahmanic trajectory has also made attempts to curb or 

co-opt a number of heterodox movements such as Bhakti and Tantrism (Salunkhe 

2015, 2016). The characteristics of Brahmanism are the authority of the Vedas, the 

orthodox religious scriptures like the Manusmriti written in the centuries to follow, 

identification of orthodoxy, acceptance of the authority of the Brahmins, upholding 

the caste-system and stringent control of the caste hierarchy and therefore of 

women’s sexuality (Omvedt 2006). Omvedt’s (ibid) The above six points are a 

critical reminder that Hinduism was only one of many consolidations within a 

diverse subcontinental cultural tradition. 

Furthermore, from an etymological perspective, not only did the Indian 

geographical land came to be known as ‘Hindustan’ from the Persians, but also the 

people were referred to as ‘Hindustanis’ (Doniger 2009). The term ‘Hindu’, comes 

from the word ‘Sindhu’, the name of the river in the northwest of the subcontinent, 

to refer to people who lived beyond this river (the European version of the word, 

being Indus) (ibid). Most importantly, the terms ‘Hindus’ or ‘Hinduism’ were not 

used in brahmanic scriptures such as Manusmriti.  The scriptures offered a concept 

of whom this religion applies to in a geographical and ritualistic sense (ibid). 

Synonymising Brahmanism with Hinduism must be examined critically as a political 
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propaganda of the 19th century. This critical analysis within the context of nationalist 

and anti-colonial movements will be discussed at length in Chapter 2.  

In summary, caste is unique in that it functions as a holistic autonomous 

structure of graded oppression on the basis of heredity (birth in a caste group), 

hereditary occupation (which determines socio-economic positionality), endogamy, 

food cultures (pure vegetarianism and impure meat consumption), geographic 

localities and local caste councils/patriarchal governments (known as panchayats). 

These structures ensure smooth functioning of caste system. The norms of 

endogamy, food cultures, touch, purity-pollution, geographic localities are most 

visible forms of practising caste today. 

As mentioned above the discussion of the caste system cannot be complete 

without understanding the location of women within the caste system. The 

endogamous caste system entails stringent control over women’s sexuality, their 

bodies and social interaction. The fears and anxieties associated with mixing castes 

are central to the psyche of the brahmin male authors who wrote and interpreted 

“Hindu religious scriptures” like the Manusmriti. This fear of mixing castes, and 

therefore blood lines, would lead to a society without any tangible divisions, 

hierarchies resulting in loss of power for the brahmanical patriarchal rule. Caste thus 

implies a robust practice of maintaining racial purity wherein procreation is the 

central function of endogamous marriage. A caste order will only be maintained by 

offspring from that particular blood line. Women are then mere carriers of blood 

lines, from father to husband (Chakravarti 2003). Those violating rules of endogamy 

are punished by expulsion, violence, lynching and are ‘outcasted’ (ibid). Such a 

structure maintained by its patriarchal participants is theorised by feminist historian 

Uma Charavarti (ibid, 34) as ‘brahmanical patriarchy’. 
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Although oppression of women is pervasive throughout the caste system, 

Dalit women are located at the extreme bottom and confronted by multiple and 

graded layers of oppression, namely class (as labourers), gender (as women) and 

caste (as Dalit). As opposed to brahmin women, Dalit women’s sexuality marks the 

highest ritual impurity and is therefore not as stringently controlled. Dalit women 

have often endured generations of sexual violence and abuse by members of the 

dominant castes. Brahmins have capitalised on the bodies of Dalit women towards 

different ends. For example, given that musicianship was one of the hereditary 

occupations of Dalit castes, sexual slavery entwined with entertainment or ritual 

performance manifested in music and dance is one way that members of the upper 

caste have abused Dalit women. The studies on devadasis in south India (Dunbar 

2011; Morcom 2013; Soneji 2012), the politics of classicism and gendered voice in 

Carnatic music (Weidman 2006, 2013), Kuchipudi dance, caste and women (Putcha 

2011, 2013) and the tamasha and lavani performances in western India (Bakhle 

2005; Chakravarti 2014; Paik 2016; Rege 1995) are classic examples of the intimate 

links between caste, gender, sexuality and music. Any form of knowledge or 

specialised skill prescribed by caste also has gendered and sexual implications. Thus, 

the links between caste, gender, sexuality and music need to be examined. 

The brahmin’s capitalisation of Dalit women’s bodies on one hand has meant 

usurping them for sexual slavery or entertainment while at the same time 

stigmatising them for allowing that sexual oppression. This was particularly 

observed in western India during the rise of brahmanical nationalism in late 19th and 

early 20th centuries. This rise in nationalism underlined the supremacy of the 

brahmins and introduced new ideals of ‘pure’ womanhood. The social stigma 

associated with Dalit women’s bodies is reinforced and legitimised through the 
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social constructions of brahmin women’s bodies as ‘pure’ and ‘honourable’ (more on 

this in Chapter 2). While this is largely a binary construction, the brahmin woman 

sets a standard for all womanhood given her dominant caste and gender positionality 

and proximity to the brahmin male. Musicianship and performative spheres have 

thus rendered Dalit women performers as immoral. Brahmins create dominant 

discourses and determine validity and value of certain forms of knowledges. As 

authors of these discourses, brahmins use a convenient interpretation of knowledge 

to retain their hegemonic position thus ensuring that patriarchies are pervasive 

throughout caste groups. In a patriarchal system, oppressed caste men are not only 

coerced by dominant castes but are also positioned to coerce ‘their’ women so as to 

not break caste boundaries. This can be observed in terms of music performance. 

Stigmatised musicianship of Dalit communities was reclaimed in western India in 

the 19th century primarily by Dalit and bahujan male performers warranting a 

complete exclusion of Dalit women. 

Given this context, it must be noted that Dalit women in contemporary 

Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements in western India represent the 

historical trajectory marked by caste apartheid, patriarchal violence and stigma. 

While details of this historical trajectory are discussed at length in Chapter 2, the 

above outline is designed so as to further understand the political motivations with 

which counter-revolutions may have emerged from oppressed castes. I also hope to 

have offered through this discussion reasons why music is an important medium in 

mobilising counter-revolutions. Given the hereditary nature of musicianship, its 

almost exclusive Dalit authorship and inaccessibility of any other form of knowledge 

to caste-hereditary musicians it is important to examine musicianship and music in 

the context of caste.  In the next section I present the broad spectrum of this caste-
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hereditary musicianship in western India with a focus on how it has traversed 

through different socio-political contexts. I also discuss how caste hereditary 

musicianship in western India is employed as a commentary against caste and/or 

brahmanical hegemony. 

 
Soundscape of resistance against caste 

Revolutions against caste have had diverse histories and contexts across 

India. Resistance to caste-based oppression has taken different forms to articulate 

experiences of untouchability, inaccessibility to public spaces, stigma associated 

with women’s bodies, exploitative hereditary labour and enduring consistent 

brahmanical coercions. Since music, theatre, dance performances constituted 

hereditary occupations of Dalit caste groups like mahar, mang, dombari, kolhati, 

gondhali, gavli, shimpi, sali, mali in western India, these performances also became 

a medium to express resistance to injustice and discrimination based on caste. Since 

these caste groups were kept away from any form of written or formal knowledge, 

music performances became their modes of expression, communication and a tool 

for literacy and social critique. 

Resistance to caste and brahmanical traditions can be observed in 

philosophical traditions like Buddhisism, Jainism and Charvaka.  Aural literary and 

performative traditions of bhakti in medieval and pre-modern times along with 

collective assertions of shudras and ati-shudras in colonial India also represent some 

other forms of resistance. The revolution of Buddha and his school of thought 

(between 6th century BC to 7th century AD) which was taken forward by Dignanga, 

Dharmakirti is considered one of the most unique, important and perhaps a first 

attempt to counter Vedic prescriptions and brahmanism (Chakravarti 2003; Omvedt 
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1994; Patil 1982; Thapar 2004). The Charvakas (also known as Lokayats) who 

similarly questioned Vedic knowledge were deemed as atheists like Buddhists and 

defamed by the brahmanic authorities (Salunkhe 2016). In the more consolidated 

caste-feudal society of medieval and pre-modern India, the bhakti sphere (that 

emerged in south India around the 6th century and later spread to central and northern 

parts of India) is considered as a significant heterogenous tradition that promoted 

public performance and reception of ideas through song and narrative. This sphere 

challenged the brahmin’s dominance and caste-based discriminatory practices 

(Bhagwat 2012; Novetzke 2007). 

Bhakti 

Public performances of song and narrative in bhakti (like abhangs and kirtan) 

are considered one of the earliest vernacular literary traditions. These traditions are 

known to have resonated with the oppressed castes who mobilised these traditions so 

as to challenge brahmanical oppression. Particularly in western India, the Marathi 

varkari tradition marks a clear anti-brahmin sentiment.  The works of Tukaram in 

17th century (kunbi caste group), Namdev in 14th century (shimpi caste group), 

Chokhamela and Soyarabai in 14th century (mahar caste group) are a testimony 

(Jones 2016; Kosambi 1962; Novetzke 2007) to how songs and narratives have been 

used to speak out against oppression. However, a number of brahmin authors like 

Dnyaneshwar and Eknath are also known to have formed a bhakti public (Novetzke 

2007). Chokhamela’s abhangs express his devotion to Lord Vitthala of Pandharpur. 

He sang about his despair at belonging to an ‘untouchable’ caste that denied him 

access to the Vitthala temple until his death (Zelliot 1981). Dnyaneshwar brought 

Bhagwad Gita into performances and made it accessible to the public by interpreting 

it from Sanskrit into vernacular (Novetzke 2007). Tukaram’s rebellious nature can 
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be observed in one of his abhangs, ‘Good you made me a Kunbi, otherwise I might 

have died an arrogant hypocrite’9. He revolted against Brahmin hypocrisy 

throughout his life until he was murdered and his works were left to drown in the 

Indrayani river (Chitre 1991; Omvedt 2003; Salunkhe 2015). 

Shudra and ati-shudra women’s voices have been central in bhakti and 

represent a distinctive positionality that are characterised by multiple layers of 

oppression. Tharu and Lalita (1991), Vidyut Bhagwat (1995, 2012) and many others 

have presented the significant contribution of women in bhakti within the Marathi 

context. This has provided a social history of medieval and modern western India 

through the lens of caste and gender. Women’s voices in bhakti have provided a 

social critique that has fuelled a revolt in western India. In their songs and narratives 

these women discuss untouchability and other caste-mandated coercions. They also 

sing about inaccessibility and confinement to hereditary occupations. Varkari saints 

like Janabai, Muktabai, Kanhopatra, Soyarabai, Bahinabai and others are examples 

of women who have resisted and challenged the brahmanical patriarchal order and 

its exclusionary practices. Janabai, a shudra bonded slave (dasi) declares in one of 

her abhangs (devotional song)-  

I will let my saree slip 
From my head to the shoulders 
Hold my head high and walk  
Into the market place 
Taking cymbals in hand and veena on my shoulder, I will go 
Let me see who forbids me 
I have opened a shop in Pandharpur 
Put oil in my wrist now 
Jani declares herself a prostitute 
Leaving you O God, this ‘home’ (ibid, 32) 

 

                                                        
9 Abhang number 320; translation adopted from Omvedt (2003, 203) 
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In the above abhang, throwing away of clothes marks a significant rebellion against 

brahmanical social conventions. In another abhang, Soyarabai, a mahar (Dalit) saint 

and Chokhamela’s wife, questions untouchability thus –  

O God!  
Every human being carries impurity along with purity, 
Then why should some human beings be treated as untouchables? (ibid, 17) 

 

Brahmin dominant Mahanubhav sect that emerged in the second half of 13th 

century included women such as Ausa, Mahadamba, Kamalaisa, Hiraisa among 

many more (Bhagwat 2012, 28). Ausa defied the oppressive patriarchal order when 

she was denied rights to funeral rituals. The system at that time only allowed men to 

carry out the funeral rituals.  She declared in a verse, that she was the daughter and 

she was the son too (ibid, 28). Baisa, another Mahanubhav saint claimed her bodily 

autonomy by rebelling against rules prescribed to women. These rules forbade 

women to express themselves in specific gendered ways. in the name of modesty and 

grace (ibid, 28). The founder of this sect Chakradhar is revered and remembered 

today for his radical thoughts on equality for women (ibid, 29). 

The above mentioned bhakti voices represent a lived tradition of 

emancipatory resistance of women and Dalit-bahujan castes against brahminism. 

Expressed in song, these voices exemplify one of the first articulations of a caste 

apartheid with women’s agency and autonomy in western India. Alongside bhakti, a 

number of other musical and performative traditions emerged in medieval and pre-

modern western India that were authored by hereditary musicians and other 

oppressed castes. These traditions to a large extent form the basis of a number of 

cultural movements in modern western India and contemporary Maharashtra. Shahiri 

is one of these traditions used by the lower castes to speak out about oppression. 
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Shahiri 

 The term shahiri can be traced back to medieval times having roots in 

Arabic. The term came to be used in India through Persian and Urdu influences 

(Thakur 2005; Mali 2013). ‘Shahiri’, meaning song or sung verses is written and 

composed by a ‘shahir’ (Persian ‘shaayar’), who is also the singer of those verses 

(Thakur 2005). Shahiri has been most prominently associated with 17th century ‘war 

musical’ or ballad composed for the Maratha king Shivaji of western India (Thakur 

2005; Mali 2013). A number of historical accounts, however, broaden the scope of 

shahiri to include aural literature and performance traditions associated with caste-

hereditary musicianship of Dalit communities (Morje 1974; Varadpande 1987; Rege 

2003; Thakur 2005; Kosambi 2017). I assume this broader scope of shahiri and use 

it as an umbrella-term to further understand historical narratives that situate these 

cultural traditions. Musical and performative genres like lavani, tamasha, powada, 

gondhal comprise an important part of shahiri. Among them, lavani, tamasha and 

powada are central to this dissertation because of their political journey in 19th and 

20th century. 

Lavani emerged from expressions of everyday life experiences and practices 

(including sexual experiences) found in the Gathas, (ancient collection of poems in 

Prakrit language between 1-7AD) (Morje 1974; Varadpande 1987; Rege 2003).10 In 

medieval India, these everyday expressions started to take on a spiritual and erotic 

form. Lavani has often been associated with domb11 and matangi songs performed 

by women from domb and matang (or mang) caste groups (Rege 2003). Similar 

                                                        
10 Contemporary Marathi is derived from the ‘Maharashtri’ Prakrit (Dhongde and Wali 
2009) 
11 The Marathi version of Dom caste group 
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references can be found in the Dnyaneshwari written by Dnyaneshwar in 13th 

century (ibid). 

Tamasha, is another term having roots in Arabic (then Persian and Urdu) and 

it means a ‘frivolous/fun drama’. Tamasha became a popular form of multi-modal 

theatre/musical in medieval western India (Sakakibara 1992; Thakur 2005). Lavani 

and tamasha must be seen as inseparable from one another because tamasha theatre 

involved lavani which enacted erotic song and dance as its central component.12 

‘Tamasha’ is a term that has been documented to describe forms of entertainment in 

several parts of north and south India (Varadpande 1987). Although the exact origins 

of tamasha are difficult to trace, a number of texts describe tamasha-like 

performances throughout medieval times. Starting from 16th century, explicit use of 

the term ‘tamasha’ is observed in a number of texts. For example, texts written by 

saint Eknath used the term tamasha (Novetzke 2011). Tamasha is often ascribed as 

the counterpart of Bhavai in Gujarat, Nautanki in North and central India and Jatra 

in Bengal (Varadpande 1987; Hansen 1991; Sakakibara 1992; Novetzke 2011; 

Soneji 2012). Some have postulated that soldiers from the Mughal army patronised 

local groups and bards of entertainers during their conquests in different parts of 

India. Similar situations have been observed in Deccan and parts of south western 

India (Varadpande 1987). It is possible that these soldiers may have termed these 

performances as ‘tamasha’ in their own language. Others have suggested that 

Marathi tamasha must have crystallised through the influence of theatre traditions 

from the south, (e.g. Karnataka) (ibid). 

                                                        
12 I have used these terms separately (lavani and tamasha) as lavani was removed from its 
public performance as part of the tamasha and brought into the private sphere by the Peshwa 
court. To identify these historical nuances, I use these terms separately to see their respective 
histories. 
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Like the tamasha and lavani another form of musical performance used by 

lower caste members is powada. Powada, gained significance during the Maratha 

empire in 17th century. References to powadas are found in texts of Namdev in 13th 

century and also in Dnyaneshwari as a form of tribute or eulogy (Rege 2002). 

Powadas are mostly known for their celebration of bravery and valour that Maratha 

heroes displayed in battles. Such powadas became especially associated with King 

Shivaji. It has also been well-established that performers of powada were 

predominantly men from hereditary castes like gondhali, gavli, sali-mali and some 

other castes (Varadpande 1987). The performers of powadas were called Shahirs. 

The origins of these musical, literary and performative genres in shahiri 

cannot be traced accurately because of their aural nature and also due to the 

hegemony and monopoly of brahmanical written knowledge that was materially 

visible in public sphere. However, based on available sources, it is certain that 

powada flourished during Maratha reign of Shivaji (1630-1680). Tamasha-lavani 

became significant during the subsequent Peshwa period (17th to 19th century) in late 

18th and 19th centuries (Varadpande 1987; Rege 1995, 2002). It is clearly noted that 

performers and authors of shahiri, along with the audiences who came to watch 

these performances have predominantly been from oppressed castes (Novetzke 

2011). 

Lavani, tamasha and powada became significant sites of political 

contestations based on religion, caste and gender in the second half of 19th century. 

This era also marked the entry of lavani, tamasha and powada in the public sphere. 

Their literary value was suddenly elevated when Marathi brahmin men under an 

emerging nationalist ideology started to collect these songs to reclaim a “golden 

past”. This nationalist movement and collection of songs was conducted to oppose 
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the British colonial rule (Rege 2002, 1041). These collectors focused on powadas to 

highlight valour of Maratha warriors in battle. Lavani, however, was presented as a 

cultural counterpart to the political nature of powada/ Lavni was collected from 20th 

century onwards, a little later than the powadas (Rege 2002, 1041).13 

Powada was performed by men with overtly strong, deep and powerful 

voices. Powadas celebrated deeds of kings and their loyal soldiers with daf (frame 

drum) and dholki (two-headed hand drum). The powada was at its peak during the 

time of Shivaji in 17th century and declined dramatically during the Peshwa regime 

(Mali 2013). The Peshwa regime constituted of brahmins taking on the role of 

warriors. Unlike in the preceding Maratha rule, the Peshwas who served as prime 

ministers to the king hired brahmin writers to compose powadas praising their own 

brahmanical rule (Mali 2013; Rege 2002). Historians, have revealed how musician 

castes were inspired to sing powada for Shivaji because he was rayatecha raja – that 

is, king of all, especially the majority labouring people viz. the marginalised shudras 

and ati-shudras. In stories and public narratives Shivaji is described as a king who 

took responsibility for the wellbeing and happiness of oppressed caste people. The 

Peshwas in contrast promoted brahmanical values and had to recruit brahmin authors 

to praise the kings in power (Pansare 2016, More 2016). 

                                                        
13 Lavani will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2 as it is central to the core questions of this 
thesis. 
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Figure 3 A portrait of Shivaji (c.1680), The Rijksmuseum, Netherlands14 

 

Shivaji and powadas, became extremely contested in 19th century when caste 

lines and identity politics determined ‘authenticity’ of Maratha history. Brahmanical 

(here, “Hindu” nationalist) appropriation of Shivaji presented him as the Hindu king 

of kshatriya varna who protected interests of brahmins and cows. This is depicted in 

the title bestowed on Shivaji by brahamins; ‘gobrahman pratipalak kshatriya 

kulavatans’ (Pansare 2014). Powadas were not only collected and reinterpreted, but 

new ones were written so as to create a new brahmanical image of Shivaji.  

Brahamin writers such as Rajaramshastri Bhagwat and Eknath Annaji Joshi forced 

this new image of Shivaji into public sphere (Rege 2002). 

These “newer” powadas were published in magazines, literary and political 

journals and were justified by misrepresenting texts from the Maratha era (ibid). 

Increasing number of powadas appeared in the public sphere, predominantly 

                                                        
14 Image available in public domain on the The Rijksmuseum website: 
http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.320531 (accessed on 12-09-2018) 
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characterised by the brahmanic aesthetic. For example, powadas written by Eknath 

Annaji Joshi, were composed in the meter of Sanskrit verses or shloka (ibid). Thus, 

the newer powadas were aligned with brahmanical nationalism. The stark example 

of appropriation of powada performances is uncovered by Anna Schultz (2008, 

2013). Schultz explored the genre of ‘Marathi rashtriya kirtan’ that emerged in early 

20th century western India. She found that ‘Marathi rashtriya kirtan’ was solely 

based on Hindu nationalist propaganda. It was performed by brahmin men who 

actively used Shivaji to evoke a sense of Marathi nationalism and masculinity. 

Schultz’s study also brings to fore how other performance genres that encompass 

varkari tradition (e.g kirtan, bhajan, abhang) were appropriated in order to 

formulate a devotional nationalism. Increasing appearance of sanskrit powadas in the 

public sphere through print media must also be analysed as an extension of such 

brahmanical hegemony and nationalism. An example involving Jotirao Phule 

highlights how brahmanical agendas were forwarded forcefully in order to create 

narratives suitable to their nationalist propaganda. As mentioned above Jotirao Phule 

was one of the first leaders to mobilise Dalit-bahujans against caste apartheid in the 

19th century. His literature was rejected by most publishers for his anti-brahmin, anti-

caste and anti- nationalist stance (ibid). By rejecting his literature, the brahmanical 

narratives remained dominant within the public spheres.  

The strongest contestation of ‘brahmanical’ Shivaji’ emerged from Phule. 

His seminal work on Maratha history that he presented in form of an eight-part 

powada, ‘A ballad of Raja Chhatrapati Shivaji Bhosale’ was published in 1869. 

Phule presented Shivaji as ‘kulwadi kulbhushan’ – pride of the shudras. Based on 

his re-reading of Maratha history and visiting historical sites of Shivaji’s empire, 

Phule concretely presented how Shivaji was in fact from a kunbi caste group (shudra 
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varna). With evidence, Phule also made an argument that Shivaji was not interested 

in protecting brahmanical interests such as cows or the caste-system (Phule 1869; 

Omvedt 1976; Rege 2002; Thakur 2005; Mali 2013). He was the king of shudras 

and ati-shudras and looked after their interest and well-being.15 Phule’s powada 

became extremely controversial. It was during this time that powada as a popular 

and performative musical tradition, became a site of identity politics and caste 

contestation (Omvedt 1976; Rege 2002). 

In the Marathi brahmin male’s imagination, powada became a pathway 

towards formation of a homogenous Marathi “Hindu” male identity while 

capitalising on hereditary traditions (Rege 2002). Phule, who was now representing a 

unified anti-brahmin, anti-caste struggle, was clear in his understanding of the 

Marathi identity as primarily the non-brahmin caste communities. Phule did not 

support any association of powadas or other popular traditions with brahmanic 

religion or its upholders (Rege 2002). Powada thus became ‘a vehicle of underlining 

caste contradictions as they were being distorted, enlarged and polarised’ (ibid, 

1042). 

What is most interesting is that there are hardly any accounts of these sanskrit 

powadas being performed in public sphere in 19th century India.  Those who 

performed in early 20th century through ‘Marathi rashtriya kirtan’ required a 

complete appropriation of musical genres and performance styles of caste-hereditary 

musicians from oppressed groups (Schultz, 2008). Primacy of the textual – writing, 

                                                        
15 A number of historians including Sharad Patil (1992), Govind Pansare (2016), Wendy 
Doniger (2009) among others have demonstrated the validity of Phule’s historiography and 
criticized the appropriation and fraud of the brahmanical trajectory. Pansare was murdered in 
2014 for his staunch anti-brahmanical and anti-caste politics and was most known for his 
ground-breaking publication- ‘Who was Shivaji?’ (2016): where he presents a new method 
of reading history and with evidence, reveals how Shivaji was indeed a rayatecha raja from 
a kunbi caste.  
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collecting, publishing written work – only justified the colonial-imperial legacy of 

proving authenticity of knowledge. Phule’s powada flipped this primacy of written 

text being the authentic source of knowledge. He put together performance troupes 

as part of his ‘Satyashodhak Samaj’ (the community of truth-seekers). These troupes 

performed plays and musicals that focused on anti-caste narratives and 

commemorated an anti-caste performative tradition that was mobilised by and for the 

marginalised (Omvedt 1976; Rege 2002). These performances were called 

‘Satyashodhak Jalsa’ (musical gathering of the satyashodhaks). They were 

characterised by bringing together popular traditions of hereditary musicians to 

mobilise an anti-caste cultural movement (Thakur 2005). The structure of tamasha 

was central to satyashodhak jalsa. but with drastic alterations given the rise of the 

elite Marathi theatre, Victorian morality, brahmanism and its subsequent impact on 

Dalit women’s sexuality, gender and their caste-coded social behaviour during this 

time (Rege 2002; Thakur 2003). This movement mobilised by Phule must be 

considered as the first conscious political organisation of oppressed castes and 

women. Before this time, voices of social critique against caste were not part of any 

social or political organisation. 

Satyashodhak Jalsa 

Having roots in Arabic and Persian, the term ‘jalsa’ means a musical 

gathering or assembly with an intention to please or entertain the mind. It is used to 

describe a number of musical and performative contexts (Thakur 2005). Mehfils or 

soirées of Hindustani (classical) music that are intimate private recitals are also 

termed jalsa in19th century India. Phule’s ‘Satyashodhak Jalsa’, however, was a 

performance put together to disseminate his political thought in the medium and 

language of the masses. 
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The Satyashodhak Samaj (Community of truth-seekers) of Phule, founded in 

1873, launched a radical movement against caste apartheid and Brahmanism. The 

Samaj condemned untouchability, oppression on women, gender and caste 

discrimination, exploitation of peasantry, blind faith and dominant caste coercions. 

The Samaj also built alternative spaces for promoting critical education, inter-caste 

marriages, widow remarriage, birthing centres for single women and rape survivors 

and some other initiatives. Critical debates around all these social issues were 

condemned in mainstream media. However, they were published in smaller 

newspapers like Dinbandhu and Deccan Rayat and were disseminated to the masses 

through performances of jalsa – a new imagination of theatre/musical (Rege 2002).  

Satyashodhak jalsa was essentially a reformulation of the tamasha. Jalsa is 

often described as a new “political” form of tamasha (Guru 1997; Rege 2002). It was 

characterised by replacing all (mostly “Hindu”) religious references within the 

tamasha like the gan (offering to Ganpati) and gavlan (dialogic song between 

Krishna and the milkmaids). It included praises of an anonymous creator, and a 

critical encounter between a brahmin daughter of the village priest and a non-

brahmin hero (Rege 2002). The most important part of the jalsa was vag. Vag or 

spontaneous theatre, promoted modern science and education while mocking 

religious practices (ibid). All these themes were employed to disseminate new 

popular culture of Maharashtra and to organise Dalit communities for critical 

education. The jalsa was also used to mobilise a caste revolt against brahmanical 

violence, discrimination and cultural appropriations (Omvedt 1976). The 

satyashodhak jalsa became extremely popular with mass mobilisations and 

communicated new anti-caste equalitarian politics through musical theatre (ibid) 
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  The most striking characteristic of the satyashodhak jalsa, unlike the 

traditional tamasha was that the audience who came to watch satyashodhak jalsa 

included women (Shinde 1973; Rege 2002). Satyashodhak jalsas actively took up 

issues of enforced widowhood, customary tonsure of widows and promoted widow 

remarriage. Even though satyashodhak jalsa composed and performed a number of 

songs in voice of the woman, women performers were completely obliterated. There 

were a number of women characters but all characters were played by men (Rege 

2002). However, the progressive anti-caste themes of the jalsa were educational and 

powerful tools of communication. Rege (ibid, 1044) notes a frequently appearing 

encounter between a non-brahmin man and a group of brahmin women (substituting 

the gavlan, which traditionally featured a dialogue between Krishna and milkmaids) 

who critiques brahmanism. The complete erasure of non-brahmin women characters 

is striking. The placing of a non-brahmin man as the critic of brahmanism reveals the 

patriarchy across caste groups. Such representations to a great extent made invisible 

the agency and revolutionary potential of non-brahmin women because an inverse 

situation could hardly be imagined.16 

The reason behind the use of the term ‘jalsa’ instead of ‘tamasha’ must be 

located as a way to completely dissociate this genre from erotic lavani. Lavani was 

stigmatised for its authorship of Dalit women (Omvedt 1976). The term ‘jalsa’ 

clearly established a separation from tamasha and it became a popular name. Jalsa 

as a genre went on to become one of the most important performance genres of anti-

caste mobilisation in 20th century western India. This moment marked a significant 

rise of patriarchal control that must be located in the background of caste 

                                                        
16 A non-brahmin woman critiquing a group of brahmin men. 
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contestations: the “Hindu” (brahmin) nationalist religious patriarchy on one hand 

and anti-caste, anti- “Hindu”, anti-Brahmin on the other. Indeed, Guru (1997) has 

rightly pointed out that such an environment also led to a legitimation of patriarchy 

within Dalit communities. 

Although, through the efforts of Phule and other reformers, Dalit women 

were increasingly encouraged to receive formal education Dalit women’s association 

with music, dance or any performance tradition became precarious to a point of 

complete erasure.17 During this time the, satyashodhak jalsa emerged as an 

expression of alternative cultural imagination for caste-hereditary musicians. This 

imagination set a standard for the jalsa to be a medium of critical education for 

shudra, ati-shudra and women populations. In the decades following the 

establishment of jalsa different manifestations of the jalsa marked by new anti-caste 

politics ensured the complete exclusion of women. After Phule’s passing in 1890 

Satyashodhak jalsa continued in smaller numbers and in concentrated areas of 

Maharashtra (Rege 2002). But jalsa as a genre continued to define new musical, 

performative, caste and gendered meanings. 

Ambedkari Jalsa 

Dr B R Ambedkar’s political mobilisation of Dalit communities had created 

an impact on national politics in 20th century colonial India. Following the 

satyashodhak jalsa, Ambedkari jalsa became a significant genre that translated 

Ambedkar’s political thought – expressed in his speeches and published works – into 

song. Ambedkari jalsa reached every nook and corner of Maharashtra from 1920’s to 

1960s. Exclusively authored and performed by men, Ambedkari jalsa spread 

                                                        
17 Savitri Phule, Tarabai Shinde, Phule’s student Mukta Salve represented that critical voice 
with education. 
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throughout Maharashtra with increasing number of musical troupes and innumerable 

songs. Most of the songs remain undocumented (Guru 1997; Rege 2002). Dr 

Bhagwan Thakur’s (2005) ‘Ambedkari Jalse’ documents the jalsa troupes with 

exclusive participation and representation of men (Figures 4 and 5).18 

 
Figure 4 Satara district, ‘Samatawadi Jalsa Sahakari Mandal’ (03-03-1942) 

 
Figure 5 ‘Navamatavadi Kalapathak’ (Date unknown) 

                                                        
18 Both images have been reproduced with permission of publisher (Sugava Prakashan, 
Pune) 
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Ambedkari jalsa was instrumental to invoke positive cultural memory, 

messages about protests, gatherings and public meetings. It also criticised 

brahminism, religion, blind faith and was instrumental as a critical literacy 

programme for Dalit masses across colonial western India. Musicians in the 

Ambedkari jalsa, were mostly from mahar and mang communities. These musicians 

and music sometimes became overtly politicised with emerging discourses of 

Ambedkar (Rege 2008). Their means of communication and publicity, was through 

traditional forms of performance like bhajan, powada, gondhal with songs and 

poems that revered Ambedkar (‘Bhim’). The songs celebrated his work, his life and 

his speeches (ibid). Dialogues remained central to Ambedkari jalsa and the 

introductory song (gan) was now a praise of/dedication to Bhimrao Ambedkar. 

Many compositions also involved a critique of the political parties such as Indian 

National Congress. The compositions also criticised Gandhi and his casteism, 

brahmanical nationalism and of course British colonial rule (Rege 2008). For 

example, the term ‘harijan’ (‘children of god’) extended to Dalits/untouchables by 

Gandhi was highly contested in song by Ambedkarite composers such as Bhimrao 

Kardak (Rege 2002, 2008). 

Complete exclusion of women performers continued in the Ambedkari jalsa. 

For both, satyashodhak jalsa and Ambedkari jalsa, the ‘ranjan’ or entertainment 

motif (predominant in tamasha) was dropped entirely while associating it with 

women performers.  The central role was now taken over by the comedian or 

‘songadya’ (Rege 2002). Both emerge as ‘political’ genres as opposed to the 

’entertaining’ lavani, thereby reifying the binary distinction between jalsa and lavani 

as masculine and feminine. Given how the jalsas were structured they can be seen as 

political and pleasurable respectively (ibid).  
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Ambedkari jalsas of the 1940s also critiqued Hindutva19 - the right-wing 

religious nationalist ideology of V.D Savarkar (the formulator of the Hindutva 

philosophy). The Ambedkari jalas also discussed corruption of political parties and 

liberatory politics of Ambedkar. As India’s pathways to independence actively 

neglected caste, these jalsas were used as tools to critique those pathways. 

Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism in 1956 and his call to a larger Dalit and 

bahujan community across India to embrace the Buddhist faith became a contested 

political issue in 1950. This act of conversion is popularly summarised in a statement 

he made – “I was born a Hindu but I shall not die a Hindu”. This statement became a 

title for many songs within the jalsa repertoire. Jalsas then were themed largely 

around the Buddhist dhamma: Buddhist way of life marked by equality, freedom and 

fraternity while contesting oppressive “Hindu” religion (Rege 2008). 

In post-independence period and after Ambedkar’s death in 1956, jalsas were 

on a slow decline. This decline is attributed to subordination of Dalit politics by the 

Congress government. Dalit leaders’ neglect toward cultural movements and rise of 

electronic media also are some factors that led to the decline of the jalsas (Guru 

1997, Rege 2008). It should be noted that jalsas declined also because educational 

and employment opportunities for all Dalit communities including hereditary 

musicians increased due to government reservations (government mandated quota 

system or affirmative action). 

The long jalsa performances were transformed into succinct bhimgeet and 

buddhageet which became increasingly popular. Many musicians with these new 

genres also formed gayan parties or singing troupes (ibid). They performed during 

                                                        
19 Doniger (2014, 44) translates this ideology as ‘Hinduness’, a territorial, racial and 
fundamentalist form of Hinduism 
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commemorative events marking Ambedkar’s birth and death, his conversion to 

Buddhism, birth anniversaries of Buddha, Shivaji, Savitri and Jotirao Phule among 

many others. A significant change was that jalsakars (jalsa composers and 

performers) often performed standing, while gayan parties performed seated 

(Thakur 2005). In these new genres theatrical aesthetic of jalsa, critical 

commentaries, narration and skits, were almost entirely erased with more stress on 

the song – the genre, musical instruments, singers, newly composed songs and so on 

(ibid). Bhimgeet and buddhageet expressed newly found values of modernity such as 

equal access to education, socio-economic progress, betterment of the quality of life 

and neo-Buddhist politics. The central theme of these new songs and performances 

presented reverence towards Bhim (Rege 2008). 

One of the most significant outcomes of Ambedkar’s movement was that 

Dalit women started to sing and improvise verses about Ambedkar in the domestic 

sphere. Guru (1997), Pointevin & Rairkar (2011) have documented ovis (song 

improvised on the stone grind mill) of Bhim that represent impact of Ambedkar’s 

work on issues of Dalit women. Later, Ambedkar’s speeches and meetings addressed 

specifically to Dalit women led to a number of radical changes. Not only did Dalit 

women participate in political struggles, but they also organised themselves to assert 

their rights as women (Paik 2016). After their conversion to Buddhism Dalit 

women’s meetings took innovative forms. One of the initiatives within these 

meetings was singing and creating new bhimgeet and buddhageet. This phase 

marked a re-entry of Dalit women in public sphere as performers and gave them 

newfound dignity and respectability. 
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Shahiri and ‘Samyukta Maharashtra’ Movement 

‘Samyukta Maharashtra’ (United Maharashtra Movement) was a socio-

political movement that focused on the formation of Maharashtra as a separate state 

based on linguistic identity. This movement during 1950s marked another phase of 

shahiri as shahirs gave it a characteristic identity. Present-day Maharashtra was 

formed with Bombay Reorganisation Act, 1960. The Samyukta Maharashtra 

movement brought together three fronts - communists20, socialists and Dalit leaders. 

This marked a unique, unanimous Marathi identity while revealing distinctive claims 

to regional identity through shahiri (Omvedt 1993; Rege 2002).21 Musicians and 

shahirs, who were mostly men from all three fronts mentioned above clearly 

reflected their distinctive ideological positions through powadas, lavanis and other 

genres. Annabhau Sathe (Dalit communist)22, Shahir Amar Shaikh (communist), 

Vasant Bapat (Brahmin socialist), Vamandada Kardak (Dalit Ambedkarite anti-caste 

musician), Shahir Gavankar (communist) were some of the well-known composers 

during this movement. Organisations and kalapathaks (performance troupe) like Lal 

Bawta Kalapathak came together and performed at factory gates, chawls and streets. 

Annabhau, Vamandada and Amar Shaikh’s songs are performed by a number of 

activists even today. Amar Shaikh’s troupe often included one or two women, 

although most commonly as chorus singers and embodying strict gendered codes. 

This was attested by Keshar Jainu Chand, one of the women singers performing with 

                                                        
20 The communist party of India’s cultural wing, Indian People’s Theatre Association 
(IPTA) found in 1943 had brought together film actors, musicians, writers, playwrights, 
lyricists to voice against the British colonial rule. 
21 The socialist and communist fronts have emerged separately in India as it has with many 
other countries with the rise of Leninism. Although both trajectories are inspired by Marx, 
their tactics and vision for the society have remained different (Rau 2013). 
22 IPTA often claims Annabhau’s works as part of their legacy, but forgets to recognise 
Annabhau’s Dalit hereditary musicianship and the long legacy of tamasha, lavani and jalsas 
in western India. 
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Amar Shaikh. Keshar Jainu Chand described to me during an interview how Amar 

Shaikh himself gave specific instructions about draping sari, wearing makeup, 

jewellery and so on.23 

Shahiri of the Samyukta Maharashtra Chalwal manifested another phase for 

powada. Powada again became a signifier of the unified authentic Marathi identity 

(Rege 2002). However, in songs that were sung during the Samyukta Maharashtra 

Chalwal differing caste-class-political positionalities expressed as claims to 

masculinity are revealed in complex awkward ways. For instance, shahir Annabhau 

Sathe, a Dalit factory worker in his lavanis and powadas portrays the movement as 

primarily of working-class people against non-Marathi bourgeois. At the same time, 

he addresses anti-caste thought of Phule and Ambedkar combined with casteist 

brahmanical ideology of Bal Gangadhar Tilak, known to be an orthodox brahmin 

nationalist (ibid). 

Vamandada Kardak, an Ambedkarite shahir, extremely critical of an alliance 

with communists, foregrounds annihilation of caste and occasionally touches upon 

issues of redistribution of land and resources in his powadas (Salve 1997). Socialist 

kalapathaks present theatricals of Maharashtra Darshan staged as “the culture of 

Maharashtra”. It is noted that Maharashtra Darshan, while highlighting the great 

shahiri tradition of Maharashtra, often did not acknowledge or credit significant 

Dalit shahirs (Rege 2002). In powadas that adapted socialist traditions like that of 

Vasant Bapat, King Shivaji appears as a “Hindu” king and in another powada 

written during a time of extreme divisive communal political environment Bapat 

claims a “brotherhood” among all faiths and religions (ibid). 

                                                        
23 Interview date: 22 February 2016 (Mumbai) 
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During the Samyukta Maharashtra movement lavani also came to forefront 

as a site of experiment for almost all shahirs. It appears either in its exclusively 

male-dominated context with highly political commentaries (like Annabhau’s 

Mumbaichi lavani, ‘the lavani of Mumbai’ and Mazi Maina, ‘My Mynah’)24; or in 

case of socialist theatricals, the sensuous lavani is presented as shadow play/dance to 

avoid any direct visual of sensuality (ibid). Anti-caste themes of Vamandada Kardak 

and Annabhau Sathe’s shahiri were deeply marginalised from mainstream literary 

tradition. The dominant caste socialist and communist powadas of Vasant Bapat 

became mainstreamed as they were recast for middle-class brahmin urban audience 

through public broadcasting tools such as All India Radio (Korde 1999; Rege 2002). 

In marking an integrated Marathi identity internal tensions and contestations were 

glossed over and mainstreamed dominant caste authors became authors of another 

phase of appropriation. 

Decades following 1960, Maharashtra saw rising Hindutva forces like Shiv 

Sena, (‘an army of Shivaji’, the far-right militant political party) who reinforced 

Shivaji as a “Hindu” king and fortified theatre and powada performances of 

Babasaheb Purandare, a historian influenced by Hindutva (Rege 2002). Marathi 

“Hindu” masculinity that was to be recuperated through consumption of these 

powadas was part of Hindutva politics in Maharashtra. This political movement was 

mobilised by Bal Thackrey who founded the Shiv Sena with other members incited 

deep hatred towards Muslim and Dalit communities. Purandare’s representation of 

powada, Maratha history, image of Shivaji as a symbol of Marathi male bravery and 

                                                        
24 Mazi maina gavavar rahili (My Mynah is left behind in the village) is a famous lavani of 
Annabhau Sathe, highlighting the chhakkad format – poetic dialogues coupled with mime – 
which originally took on extremely erotic content. Annabhau has presented this lavani to 
describe the pain of separation between him and his wife in the hope for a better life as he 
moves to Mumbai for work. Mumbai is presented as a metropolis of opportunity and 
employment but with extreme suffering and pain. 
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saviour of “Hindu” religion became ingrained in middle class brahmin Marathi 

consciousness (ibid). 

Apart from contesting claims to Marathi identity (ingrained in masculinity) 

through powada and political lavani, the Samyukta Maharashtra movement is a 

noteworthy example of how caste-hereditary musicianship was appropriated not just 

by right-wing brahmanical forces in 19th century but also by brahmanical socialist 

forces. The socialist forces redefine authorship and presentation of powada thereby 

reinstating their caste hegemony. Masculine powada during this time emerged as an 

unadulterated, authentic and political expression of a Marathi and “Hindu” identity 

with brahmanical influence. At the same time feminine lavani remained associated 

with sensuality, entertainment and took central stage within commercial cinematic 

representation of tamasha (ibid). Sharmila Rege goes further in her examination of 

how recasting popular caste-hereditary music traditions based on socialist 

(brahmanical) appropriation for dominant caste middle class audiences set the base 

for its appropriation by electronic media-  

Cultural distinctions between the political powada and commercial lavani 
between Annabhau’s shahiri in the slums, Kardak’s shahiri on the outskirts of 
the village and Bapat’s shahiri for the middle classes legitimise forms of 
power and control that are rooted in caste, class and gender inequalities. 
Bapat’s presentation of these popular forms in an aestheticized form – really 
set the base for its appropriation by the electronic media (2002, 1046)  

 

In this way, claims to a unified Marathi identity are played out through 

contestations of masculinities and resulting degree of control on women’s 

positionality and participation. Although socialists and communists presented a 

number of songs from women’s point of view there was no space for women to 

claim centre stage. The movement was carried out under the umbrella of “labour 

class” as a single identity and it ignored gendered and caste layers that were 
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underlying in a unified class struggle.25 It is significant also to note that 

appropriation of shahiri tradition by socialists was passed on to mainstreamed 

women’s movement during the decade of 1970. This phenomenon of appropriation 

by mainstream women’s movements in Maharashtra was led and dominated by 

dominant caste middle class urban women. 

Contemporary Maharashtra 

Through 1960s and 1970s, Ambedkarite Dalit-bahujan communities 

organized to sustainably fight for their rights due to an increased exploitation from 

the governing Congress party and a growing opportunism of Dalit leaders who were 

unable to control an increasing number of atrocities on Dalit communities 

(Teltumbde 2016). This fight for rights was carried out in a number of political and 

cultural struggles across Maharashtra. This time also marked a widespread famine 

across India along with non-electoral oppositional politics, student activism, farmers’ 

movements, Communist Party of India led land grab movements and outbreak of 

Naxalbari – a Maoist revolution – culminating in declaration of an Emergency across 

India (ibid). As India went through its transitions a global crisis of capitalism was 

felt in the world. This global crisis was marked with escalation of civil rights 

movement in the United States, formation of Black Panther Party, German students’ 

movements, protests against Vietnam War, socialist movements across Europe, 

warfare against dictatorship in Brazil and many others. 

Given this global environment, Dalit youth had begun to organise against the 

status quo in India. They were drawing extensively from black literature published in 

the United States (Naik 2003; Teltumbde 2016). The impact of African American 

                                                        
25 This is exemplified in songs such as “we, the labouring women” (Amhi shramik mahila) 
appearing in song booklets of left organisations with no author credits, which I came across 
at the women’s archive SPARROW in Mumbai 
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literature, culture and struggle led to a radical wave of Dalit youth writing and 

publishing poetry, autobiographies and fiction. These Dalit writings were promoted 

by magazines such as Asmitadarshan (Sight of our self-respect) and Vidroh 

(Rebellion) (Teltumbde 2016). Inspired by the Black Panthers in the United States, 

the formation of Dalit Panthers in 1972 was a result of rising anguish among Dalit 

communities for their neglect by the government, Dalit leaders and civil society 

given the increasing cases of caste atrocities and repression of Dalit communities.26 

Dalit Panthers’ political struggle was strengthened by their literary movement that 

completely disrupted existent position of dominant caste literature and its aesthetic 

(Mali 2013). 

Emergency declared by then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi acted as a catalyst 

for a number of social movements in during 1970-80. This period also saw gradual 

decline of Dalit Panthers. Newer socio-political problems such as rising droughts, 

famines, unemployment, oil crisis and an overall economic calamity fuelled labour 

and student movements against autocratic rule of the Congress government. In this 

time Maharashtra also saw a sixteen-year long struggle (1978-1994) of Namantar 

Andolan (Re-naming struggle). This protest was led by Dalit youth organisations 

who demanded renaming Marathwada university in central Maharashtra after 

Ambedkar. This protest can be said to be a part of struggle for regional development. 

Namantar Andolan witnessed gruesome violence, riots and killings in Maharashtra 

(Teltumbde 2016). A number of youth and student organisations mobilised during 

this struggle to form cultural troupes like Avahan Natyamanch (Invocation theatre 

group). The Avahan Natyamanch reached out to people in villages through music. 

                                                        
26 The term ‘Dalit’ was claimed as a politicised term of assertion during this time (Sadangi 
2008; Teltumbde 2016). 
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Sambhaji Bhagat and Vilas Ghogre were two most significant musicians in Avahan. 

Their unique musical-lyrical contribution created a new sound aesthetic and politics. 

Lyrics and poetry were imagined in urban Mumbai dialect with relatable political 

content focused on urban youth. Sambhaji Bhagat was influenced by works of well-

known Telugu musician and anti-caste naxal cultural activist Gaddar. Gaddar was an 

influential voice in a movement for a separate Telangana state. His songs ‘we 

fertilise the black soil with our blood’, ‘while you will be at puja, we play drums 

outside the temple’ were very popular (Ilaiah 2004). Gaddar’s strong critique of the 

left in India for its ignorance towards caste and its predominantly dominant caste 

leadership radically impacted anti-caste politics. He raised important concerns about 

reasons why caste and class cannot be differentiated in India -  

 
Isn’t the one who makes pots a potter by caste? 
Isn’t the one who breaks stones a stone-breaker by caste?27 

 

Bhagat often recalled during his conversations with me how he was deeply 

influenced by Gaddar and how his song-writing and poetry matured because of his 

collaboration with Gaddar. Gaddar himself has also shared in public dialogues about 

his deep love for Marathi poets and shahirs like Vilas Ghogre and Bhagat.  Gaddar 

has translated some of the Marathi songs into Telugu. Both Gaddar and Bhagat have 

drawn on each other’s’ musical and literary works and continue their performances 

today within their respective contexts.28 These newer socio-political movements that 

Ambedkarite neo-Buddhist populations had begun to participate in wore out the jalsa 

                                                        
27 Featured in Jai Bhim Comrade (2011) by Anand Patwardhan 
28 Vilas Ghogre, one of the most significant poets and songwriters ended his life in 1997 
after the brutal Ramabai Nagar massacre of Dalit communities in Mumbai. 
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traditions. Bhimgeet, buddhageet, gayan parties were however, still performing in 

rural contexts (Thakur 2005). 

In late 1980-90 there were agitations against the Mandal committee’s 

recommendation for affirmative action through reserved quota in educational and 

government institutions for oppressed castes. This time period in Maharashtra also 

saw factory workers’ strikes and rising assertions from Dalit women. Dalit women’s 

literature had increasingly appeared during and after Dalit Panthers’ movement. 

Baby Kamble, Hira Bansode, Pradnya Pawar, Mallika Amarshaikh, Urmila Pawar 

were among many others who powerfully and unhesitatingly articulated their life 

narratives. However, these were overshadowed to a certain extent by Dalit male 

writers and poets. 

In 1990s, a number of autonomous Dalit women’s organisations, national 

level federations and forums of Dalit women came in prominence.  This decade also 

saw revival of women’s wing of Dalit political parties such as Bharatiya Republican 

Party, Bahujan Mahasangh and Republican Party of India. Rise of all these Dalit 

women’s movements changed the landscape of Dalit women’s assertion in public 

sphere drastically (Rege 2013). Writings, conferences and conversations about 

women’s liberation were being ideologically discussed and revised with increasing 

tensions between women’s movements across different parts of the country. 25 

December was declared in Ambedkarite calendar as Indian Women’s Liberation Day 

by Dalit women. This day was chosen as it marks the day Manusmriti was set ablaze 

by Ambedkar.29 During this time a number of magazines, booklets were circulated 

                                                        
29 Ambedkar burnt a copy of the Manusmriti on 25 December 1927 that symbolizes a step 
towards renouncing the “Hindu” fold, ending the caste system and women’s slavery upheld 
by the Manusmriti. This day is marked in the Ambedkarite calendar as Manusmriti Dahan 
Divas, or the day marking when Manusmriti was set ablaze and is still celebrated by a 
number of women’s autonomous groups across Maharashtra.  
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on themes surrounding ‘Ambedkar and Women’s Liberation’. These publications 

also addressed possible reasons for neglect of Ambedkar’s writings on women’s 

liberation by brahmanical feminists, organised left winged parties and Dalit political 

parties (Rege 2013, Pardeshi 1998). 

This decade (1990s) also marked the rise of vidrohi or rebellious literary 

conferences, organisations and cultural movements led by Dalit, bahujan and adivasi 

communities. Such conferences and movements brought ‘vidrohi’ or rebellious 

tradition in the public sphere and consciousness (Rege 2002; Teltumbde 2014). 

Marathi vidrohi sahitya sammelan (rebellious literary convention) emerged in 1999 

as a way to create an alternative space for Dalit and anti-caste literary voices to be 

heard. Conferences of this nature represented a strong protest against mainstream 

Marathi sahitya sammelan. The mainstream sammelan promoted brahmin and 

dominant caste writers and poets and was often funded by the state.  

Radical shifts in Indian socio-economic, political and religious sphere were 

also witnessed during 1990s. 1991 saw liberalisation of the Indian economy. While 

this period observed a number of Dalit-bahujan-adivasi assertions, it was also a 

decade plagued with another phase of Hindutva.  The Hindutva movement protested 

against globalisation. They connected globalisation with westernisation and 

concerned themselves with the erosion of “Hindu” culture. This narrative was 

adapted by right-wing populists and led to a rising anti-Muslim sentiment, 

culminating in destruction of Babri mosque.30 This communal environment was 

further intensified across the country during the 2002 pogrom of Muslim 

                                                        
30 For more on the fall of Babri mosque and the rise of Hindutva see: The Babri Masjid and 
the secular contract by Harold A. Gould (1998); Anatomy of a Confrontation: The Babri 
Masjid-Ramjanmabhumi Issue by S. Gopal (1993). 
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communities in Gujarat by Hindutva terrorists.31 The gruesome nature of this 

pogrom - killings, burning of houses, gang-rapes, killings of children and pregnant 

women - shook India and minorities became vulnerable more than ever. Dalit 

communities as one of those minorities were increasingly organising and protesting 

against communal violence. Vidrohi shahiri jalsa or rebellious music gatherings 

emerged in this context. It was during this time that a cultural troupe Kabir Kala 

Manch (KKM) started to perform songs by Sambhaji Bhagat, Annabhau Sathe, 

Vamandada Kardak, Jotirao Phule, Vilas Ghogre among many others. KKM later 

started to write and perform their own songs. Their radical work also led to a number 

of cases of state violence and incarceration in the years to follow (details in Chapter 

4 and 5).  

In the last two decades soundscape of Ambedkarite politics and resistance 

against caste authored by Dalit communities can be located in a number of contexts 

and genres. These include bhimgeet, buddhageet, bhim qawwali, Saamna or 

Mukabla (Confrontations). Performance troupes of senior shahirs like Sambhaji 

Bhagat and vidrohi shahiri jalsa are also spaces that mark contemporary forms of 

Ambedkarite politics and resistance. They are all characterized by distinct but 

intertwined soundscapes, genres, musicians, performativities, performance spaces, 

occasions and mediating technologies. Musical cultures of Dalit communities across 

India, especially those voicing their resistance against caste seem to be flourishing 

and have drawn inspiration from each other. For example, the collaboration between 

Gaddar, Sambhaji Bhagat and Vilas Ghogre cited earlier in this chapter is striking. 

                                                        
31 For more on the 2002 Gujarat riots: Gujarat, the Making of a Tragedy edited by S. 
Varadarajan (2002) and Rana Ayyub’s ‘Gujarat Files: Anatomy of a cover up’ (2016), a 
brave journalistic piece that exposes the complicity and incitement of the present prime 
minister of India, Narendra Modi, his associates, and BJP party president Amit Shah in the 
massacre of Muslim communities in Gujarat 
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Shital Sathe, a prominent shahir and primary case-study in this thesis, also draws her 

poetic and performative aesthetic extensively from Sambhaji Bhagat. Rise of cultural 

troupes like Yalgaar Sanskrutik Manch in Maharashtra with relatively growing 

number of women performers are setting a new example after Shital Sathe. 

Emergence of alternative anti-caste bands like The Casteless Collective (Tamil 

Nadu), rock bands like Dhamma Wings, metal bands like Willuwandi (Kerala) and 

hip-hop artists like Ginni Mahi (Punjab) and Sumeet Samos (Odisha) represent broad 

and diverse spectrum of Dalit musicianship in India. Newer musicianship focused on 

Ambedkarite politics and resistance to caste can be seen mixed with global 

influences. Further dissemination of music has drastically shifted from song-

booklets, cassette cultures to CDs, DVDs and most recently to YouTube, Facebook 

and WhatsApp. Television channels like Lord Buddha TV have also created an 

alternative space with a focus on political and cultural issues of Dalit and bahujan 

communities. 

Despite these developments, hereditary musicianship embedded in religious 

ritual is certainly not wiped out. In fact, it is very much part of caste-mandated 

occupations and many hereditary musicians struggle to bring themselves out of their 

lower socio-economic margins despite affirmative action. It is true that among many 

Dalit sub-caste groups in Maharashtra, mahar and mang castes are most upwardly 

mobile and progressive castes. Ambedkar himself was born into a mahar family 

(Keer 1995; Paik 2011; Teltumbde 2016). Most Buddhists in Maharashtra today, are 

also members of mahar caste group (Paik 2011; Teltumbde 2016). Consequently, 

musician castes which also happen to be from mang and mahar caste groups are 

most dominant in Ambedkarite cultural movement. Certainly, not all mang and 

mahar communities have transformed their hereditary musicianship to Ambedkarite 
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or anti-caste music, neither have they all converted to Buddhism (Paik 2011; 

Teltumbde 2016). It is a well-established fact that innumerable castes like wadar, 

pardhi, kaikadi are still on the margins and Ambedkar’s politicisation did not reach 

them during his lifetime or later. Although many of these castes are part of 

government mandated reservation system (affirmative action towards equal 

opportunity in government offices and educational institutions) their socio-economic 

status has hardly led to any significant transformation. As in their past, they are 

currently socio-economically marginalised. Structural basis of caste-based 

discrimination and patriarchy in everyday life ultimately results into inaccessibility 

to resources, education, employment or any mainstream structures. Dalit 

communities thus continue to organise with a view to ensure inclusion and equal 

opportunity for all. Their organisation has an underlying realisation about limitations 

of electoral politics and lethargy of the Indian judicial system. 

This outline presents a detailed narrative of how interconnectedness between 

caste and music evolved in western India. In this narrative I have highlighted the 

crucial role of literature, theatre, embodied music performances and performative 

traditions at large in the long legacy of resistance against brahmanical caste structure 

authored, articulated and performed predominantly by Dalit communities. 

 

A brief note on naming and terminology 

In the previous section I have highlighted a long legacy of music 

performance in western India and how it signifies diverse modes of articulating 

resistance against caste. Consequently, it has also revealed complexities involved in 

consolidating or generalising names and meanings assigned to movements solely 

based on its authors or politics. For example, the Ambedkarite movement, Dalit 
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movement, Dalit-bahujan movement, anti-caste movement, neo-Buddhist movement 

are all terminologies used in public discourse and academia (often interchangeably) 

to refer to movements mobilised by and for Dalit communities.  This terminology is 

used in some contexts by and for Dalit-bahujans and in other contexts, it is based on 

anti-caste politics. These terms are used by diverse social actors including dominant 

caste politicians, Dalit politicians, bahujan politicians, Dalit communities at large as 

well as leaders and activists of movements and these terms mean different things in 

different contexts. It is therefore necessary to clarify some of these terms within the 

scope and focus of this thesis.32  

For the purpose of this research, I have used the terms ‘Ambedkarite cultural 

movement’ and ‘caste-ending cultural movement’ with a specific understanding. 

Both movements are mobilised and led predominantly by Dalit communities but they 

can be differentiated based on how they have evolved and their distinct political 

stance. I have discussed this phenomenon in the earlier parts of this chapter. The 

Ambedkarite cultural movement marks an impact of Ambedkar’s life and works on 

Dalit musicians in contemporary Maharashtra. This movement is based on 

Ambedkar’s contribution to opening of public spaces to Dalit communities, 

criminalising untouchability and equal access to education.  The movement also 

brings in conversation his work for equal rights for all women as law minister of 

India. Dalit musicians, mostly from mang and mahar caste groups have documented 

his role as chief author of the Indian Constitution, his marriage to Ramabai, his 

education in England and United States and his conversion to Buddhism. These 

                                                        
32 Dalit has also evolved as a term to encompass a number of meanings and populations in 
different movements. For instance, Dalit panthers in their revised manifesto of 1973 
included ‘Scheduled tribes, neo-buddhists, the working people, the landless and poor 
peasants, and all those who are being exploited economically and in the name of religion’ 
(Omvedt 1993,47). But it has been consistently used by Phule and Ambedkar to refer to 
‘untouchables’ or outcastes. I follow the same usage. 
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narratives and stories are based on Ambedkar’s own writings and speeches. 

Although some of these narratives are imagined by Dalit writers. Presented in this 

thesis are case studies of bhimgeet and buddhageet performers who belong to these 

caste groups and call themselves as followers of Ambedkar or Ambedkarite values. 

Some of these performers have not converted themselves to Buddhism.33 As a part of 

this thesis I use the term ‘Ambedkarite cultural movement’ to mean specifically 

those musicians performing bhimgeet and buddhageet unless otherwise noted. 

The caste-ending cultural revolution or jaatiantak sanskrutik kranti on the 

other hand, encompasses Ambedkar’s contribution as described above and further 

draws on a longer philosophical trajectory that has worked towards ending 

brahmanical domination, class domination and patriarchy. From counter histories put 

forth by Jotirao Phule (2013), Ambedkar (1936, 1946, 1948), Sharad Patil (1982, 

2005, 2006, 2010), A.H Salunkhe (2015, 2016), Govind Pansare (2016) it is noted 

that caste-ending cultural revolution draws on ancient literary sources such as 

Buddhist philosophy, Charvaka, Basweshwara, Paigambar, Dnyaneshwar, Tukaram, 

King Shivaji to Tarabai Shinde, Mukta Salve and Savitri Phule. The caste-ending 

cultural movement embraces Marxism as labourers and working class members were 

mostly Dalit.  Even though the movement borrows from Marxist theories it is 

extremely critical of communist and socialist movements in India for their dominant 

caste leadership and neglect of caste. As observed during introductory remarks of 

this chapter, the term ‘jaatiantak’ was introduced in Marathi by Sharad Patil (2005). 

He put forth a programme for a ‘caste-ending bourgeois democratic revolution’ 

(jaatiantak bhandwaldari lokshahi kranti). In this thesis I use the term ‘caste-ending 

                                                        
33 Often, the term ‘jai bhim’, meaning ‘victory to bhim’ is used as an adjective to refer to 
ones Ambedkarite identity. 
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cultural movement’ to describe a political and social movement that aims to create a 

revolution (kranti). I refrain from translating this movement as ‘anti-caste’ not only 

because it is an inaccurate translation of jaatiantak but also because Shital Sathe and 

Sachin Mali, my principal informants use it to describe their work. The term ‘anti-

caste’ would refer to all those movements, groups, individual expressions or politics 

that have specifically asserted against caste or brahmanism and have not used the 

term jaatiantak sanskrutik Kranti (Mali 2013) to describe their movement. 

As part of this thesis I would also like to move away from anthropological 

and sociological debates that problematise understanding of ‘cultural’ as implying 

‘non-political’ (Eyerman and Jamison 1998; Eyerman 2002). In this thesis a ‘cultural 

movement’ is seen as political. Members of the Dalit community have blurred 

boundaries between ‘culture’ and ‘politics’ and this thesis honours these blurred 

boundaries.  The reference to music, theatre, poetry, fiction, autobiographies 

written/performed by Dalit authors came to be termed as ‘Dalit cultural 

movement/revolt’ in 1970-80. Gopal Guru (1997), Gail Omvedt (1976), Eleanor 

Zelliot (1987) were some of the first scholars to use this terminology which later 

became common in public discourse. I embrace Binkley’s (2010, 656) understanding 

of how cultural movements are ‘articulated together with social movements, cultural 

processes and effects of macro-level societal transformations’. According to Binkley 

(2010) cultural movements take on a ‘reflective character’ wherein ‘taken-for-

grantedness of culture itself is questioned and denaturalized’. Similarly, Sachin Mali 

(2013) presents ‘cultural revolution’ (sanskrutik kranti) as a deeply political process 

which asserts needs and priorities for social change aimed towards ending caste 

system and liberation of women in everyday life. Conforming to these writings and 

examinations this thesis uses cultural movement as a term that blurs socio-political 
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and cultural boundaries. In this thesis I do not use the term ‘Dalit cultural 

movement’) since it poses a danger of essentialising the expression of Dalit 

communities as inherently aimed towards ‘protest’ and therefore ‘political’. It will 

be clear through this thesis how musicianship of Dalit communities is diverse, 

vibrant and ever-changing and cannot be boxed as a protest or only a political 

movement. The authors, performers, musicians, songwriters cannot in any way be 

homogenised as they hail from a number of different castes, sub-castes and 

subjectivities. 

Further, drawing on Rege’s (2002) important insight, I have also used the 

term ‘popular’ to reclaim its meaning in the Indian context. In this thesis I describe 

as popular traditions, practices, performances that have emerged out of socio-

economic conditions of Dalit and bahujan, communities of India (lok-kala; 

loksangeet).34 ‘Popular’, synonymised with mass-mediated cultures of dominant 

castes, mostly brahmanical arts and entertainment, ghettoise practices of hereditary 

musicians as “folk”. By calling these practices folk, the dominant castes access them 

through exoticism and are able to assert control over their forms and sructures (more 

on this in Chapter 2). 

Additionally, I have refrained from describing Dalit women’s politics or 

musical performances/assertions as ‘feminist’ because ‘feminism’, translated in 

Marathi is strivad, a term that is not used Dalit women musicians. Liberation of 

women in caste-ending cultural movement is often articulated as stridasyanta (end of 

women’s servitude). Feminism has come to be associated mostly with brahmin 

women. Liberation is articulated by women in diverse ways depending on their 

                                                        
34 Census figures through years have also indicated that brahmins are the most powerful 
minority populations. See Vinod K. Jose’s (2010) Counting Castes.  
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caste-class positionality. Finally, it may be helpful to mention that brahmanism 

implies supremacy of brahmins and therefore an enforcement of caste structure, 

patriarchy and ensuing cultures. In this sense, my principal aim here is to reveal 

structural hegemony that brahmins enjoy from a varna and jaati perspective. I 

concede that such a hegemony may not be necessarily enforced only by person(s) of 

a brahmin varna but also by others given their stakes in preserving caste for their 

power and position. In such a case, my use of terms like brahmanical, brahmanic, 

Brahmanism are directed towards sustaining the hegemony of brahmin males, 

brahmin castes and therefore caste structure at large. But I emphasise that this caste 

structure is propagated by brahmin males and brahmin castes at large. I have 

mentioned names of other dominant non-brahmin varna or caste groups whenever 

necessary. 

 

Methodology 

My research methodology entailed a number of undertakings that draw on 

ethnographic approaches in the field of ethnomusicology (Babiracki 2008; Barz and 

Cooley 2008; Nettl 2005). Critical discussion on doing fieldwork ‘at home’ offered 

by Stock and Chiener (2008) has been particularly significant. Given my caste and 

class positionality (Marathi deshastha brahmin middle class), my education in 

English schools/colleges as well as my upbringing in Pune, an urban city in India 

have largely shaped my access and approaches to this research. 

With an increasing urge to study music and feminism as mentioned earlier in 

this chapter, I started out my doctoral research through an exploration of songs from 

women’s movement (from 1970s onwards) in Maharashtra. This exploration led me 

to access a number of archives, NGOs and women’s resource centres where these 
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songs, theatricals and musicals were documented as booklets, sometimes CDs or 

cassettes. My interactions with a number of senior feminists (who were the writers 

and performers of many songs and plays) during this process made me aware of the 

important shifts in the field.  

Mainstream women’s movement in India despite all its contributions has 

serious challenges and critiques. The movement was unable to account for issues of 

caste and ways in which caste shaped gender, patriarchy, sexuality and women’s 

oppression (Bhagwat 2012; Chakravarti 2003; Rege 1998). It became 

‘mainstreamed’ due to its brahmin leadership and ideology and the surrounding 

brahmanical power structures that validated it (Rege 1998). Additionally, my 

interviews with founding members of two important women’s NGOs, Sonal Shukla 

(Vacha) and Jyoti Mhapsekar (Stree Mukti Sanghatana or women’s liberation 

organisation) were revealing of the caste tensions. Sonal Shukla, shared how decline 

of music in her organisation was directly linked to obtaining funds for projects. The 

websites of these NGOs also did not indicate any recent activities specifically related 

to music performance. They reflected how women’s movement was NGO-ised with 

differing agendas and enormous foreign, corporate and government funding.35 As 

scholarship had indicated that growing autonomous organisations and forums of 

Dalit women in the 1990s posed a challenge to the idea of a single feminist or 

women’s movement in India. This was also a that marked the liberalisation of Indian 

economy (Chakravarti 2003; Omvedt 1993; Rege 1998). I was increasingly 

witnessing evidence of differences and conflicting agendas of women’s NGOs. My 

increasing caste consciousness also made it imperative for me to engage more deeply 

                                                        
35 http://streemuktisanghatana.org/our-partners/  
http://www.vacha.org.in/resources/seminar-reports/ (accessed on 20-08-2018)  
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with my own caste-class-gender positionality, and also explore how that had 

informed my ‘feminist’ politics and my growing interest in understanding how music 

performances challenged caste-gender-patriarchy. 

As part of my research I had planned to meet members of Kabir Kala Manch 

(KKM). I had been reading about KKM and watching them perform on television 

since 2013. I had never or attended any of their music performances despite their 

active presence in Pune. Shital Sathe, a prominent performer in KKM was arrested 

with her partner Sachin Mali after several years of being underground. They were 

accused of being Naxalites (the Maoist insurgency in India). They were held in 

detention under the UAPA (Unlawful Activities Prevention Act) by Maharashtra 

state anti-terrorist squad. I was aware that Shital was six months pregnant when 

arrested and was granted bail just before she gave birth to their son Abhang. A few 

weeks into my fieldwork, I was able to locate Shital after some struggle. She had 

been out on bail for about two years and was living in Tasgaon, Sangli district with 

her little son and in-laws. Shital and her partner Sachin’s family were awaiting his 

bail. Right after our first phone call, Shital invited me to meet her.  

She was fascinated to learn about my research. We spent the whole day 

together as she described her journey into the movement. As we spoke more about 

the intersections between caste, music and women, she asked me, “We are talking 

about feminism. But really where is the movement today? If women’s sexuality and 

their bodies are controlled so stringently in the caste structure, can women be 

liberated without the end of the caste system?” Shital’s response in many ways 

validated my theoretical understanding and my observation about caste and women’s 

liberation. She used the term stridasyanta (literally, ‘end of women’s servitude’) to 

describe her feelings toward the above mentioned issues. The term stridasyanta was 
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knitted together with jaatianta or ‘end of caste’ as both were interconnected and 

dependant on each other. This exploration seemed extremely urgent to me as it was 

not only motivated through personal experience and politics, but also because of its 

long legacy and ‘invisibalisation’. It oppressed not just women from all castes but 

also specific communities. Musical cultures of Dalit communities operated from and 

for the margins and had nothing to lose. They could not choose out of music and 

performance as it was an imposed hereditary occupation that had been reclaimed as 

voice of self-determination. It brought together struggles of marginalised cultures, 

communities and women together which could hardly be separated from one 

another. 

During my first meeting with Shital I felt a sense of ease and connect. She 

not only presented Sachin’s recently published book Jaatiantak sanskrutik krantiche 

atmabhan (The consciousness of a caste-ending cultural revolution) 36 but also sang a 

song she and Sachin had recently written for their little son. Finally, the most 

connect moment came when she asked me to sing. I also wanted to attend her 

performances as she had recently (summer of 2015) put together a new troupe of 

musicians. Sachin and Shital had moved away from KKM due to ideological 

differences and were exploring their own path.  

Shital and my relationship blossomed organically and a whole new world 

opened up for me. I delved into the vast musical spheres mobilised by Dalit and 

bahujan communities. As Shital and I regularly travelled together with her troupe for 

performances across Maharashtra, we consistently and passionately discussed a 

number of crucial issues around caste-gender-class: why and how caste had been 

                                                        
36 Sachin was writing increasing number of poems and articles during his time in prison 
which were being published outside 
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ignored or side-lined by most left movements and feminist discourses – a critique 

that also emerged in the 1990s from some scholars in academia Chakravarti 2003; 

Guru 1997; Rege 1998). As I was challenging my own caste privileges and 

unlearning everyday caste cultures, Shital was increasingly questioning her own 

gender position entangled with caste and patriarchy. We not only discussed our 

everyday experiences but also came up with strategies to confront patriarchal 

attitudes in everyday life as we navigated male-dominated performance spaces. 

Despite caste and class difference, we were able to negotiate and meet at a middle 

ground. This research therefore has been largely shaped by my relationship with 

Shital, through her observations and insights and importantly, her social capital.  

Therefore, my fieldwork has involved attending musical performances, 

making audio and video recording of performances, travelling with Shital to 

different parts of Maharashtra (about ten to fifteen different towns in western, 

central, coastal and south-eastern Maharashtra) and performing as a co-singer and 

chorus singer with her. I have conducted in-depth interviews of poets, writers, 

academics, activists and musicians. I have during the course of this work attended 

protest rallies, demonstrations, public meetings, Ambedkarite almanac events, press 

conferences and other events that demanded release of musicians from prison. 

During fieldwork I visited Ambedkarite and left publishing houses, resource centers 

and libraries. I consistently explored internet-based resources, attended legal 

proceedings in court that involved Shital and Sachin’s cases, and exchanged research 

notes with Sachin as he was lodged in Arthur road prison, Mumbai. I was able to 

attend a number of events organised by left political groups and alliances, student 

collectives which invited Shital. Attending these events made it possible to engage 
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with audiences and organisers of autonomous groups. These meetings at different 

events were also important to build a network of contacts and meet new musicians. 

During one of my journeys with Shital to Deglur and Mukhed in south-east 

Maharashtra, the organiser of her vidrohi shahiri jalsa invited us for a meeting with 

local community members. Shital asked me to go with her to the meeting hall. 

Everyone sat in a circle. My presence was seen as conspicuous and I was asked to 

introduce myself after Shital. After my introduction, some people asked for more 

details about my research. One person responded “you look like them but talk like 

us”. I smiled and so did everyone else. Shital intervened and said, “the biggest 

mistake we can ever make is to ostracise brahmins who want to be our allies and 

friends in the movement against caste. Remember, Babasaheb’s (Ambedkar) 

dominant caste colleague burnt the copy of the Manusmriti with his own hands 

during the mass-protest organised by Ambedkar.” This was a crucial moment during 

my fieldwork which symbolised a number of issues with regard to ethics, caste 

tensions, caste visibility, caste audibility and collaboration. While Shital was very 

important to create that bridge between me and the organisers/activists/hosts, my 

appearance, my language, my last name were indicative of my brahmin caste and 

middle-class identity. At the same time, performing and travelling with her allowed 

me to build a larger network of people and friendships. Although my navigation in 

the field was made easier because of Shital, I also have taken essential 

responsibilities to ensure that domination, appropriation, insensitivity do not 

replicate in any manner. 

As well-known Indian anthropologist M.N Srinivas (1997) has noted, an 

Indian researcher studying another caste or group in India takes on a role of the 

Other as well as shares certain cultural beliefs and values with that caste or group. 
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They are not the Other in totality but become an insider, outsider, both and neither at 

the same time (Gilbert 1994; Godbole 2015). Invariably, the ‘Indian researcher’ most 

often than not happens to be a brahmin studying other castes, or dominant castes 

studying oppressed castes.  

My training in anthropology and ethnomusicology has informed me about 

critiques of post-structural theory by making me aware of crucial issues around 

objectivity, fieldwork ethics and representation. I have therefore striven to develop 

strategies and methods that apply to local contexts and concerns. Critiques of Dalit, 

bahujan and adivasi women on non-Dalit women like me for conducting research 

with/on Dalit-bahujan life and culture has required close examination. For instance, 

Lata PM (2015) has raised the following issue in one of her recent articles-  

Today many Dalit Bahujan activists like me understand how historians and 
researchers can murder our works by not mentioning them. It then becomes 
our responsibility to write down our autobiographies, experiences and oral 
histories. We will have to write our own histories. However, the necessary 
resources such as fellowships, libraries, research institutes and universities are 
not accessible to us. Dalit-Bahujan and Adivasi women and survivors of 
violence opine that if established universities take up our projects and give us 
opportunities then many new doors would open up for researchers… One 
cannot deny the fact that when Brahmins and other upper-castes take up 
Phule’s and Ambedkar’s thoughts, they receive a holy sanction in academic 
circles. (www.dalitweb.org). 

 
Following such critiques and observations, I have been extremely aware and self-

reflexive about every field encounter and every description presented here. Given the 

aural character of musical traditions, I ensured crediting and acknowledging 

musicians, composers, songwriters, poets, authors appropriately. I have also 

mentioned how ideas and insights were presented to me by specific people in the 

field. I have ensured that I share information that is only approved by my informants 

and have often checked with them if in doubt. During all my interviews, I adopted a 

semi-structured interview approach wherein I had specific questions and themes but 
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I also allowed myself and the respondents to be flexible. I created a space for 

spontaneity and for individuals to represent themselves in their own way. I have 

worked hard to forge professional relationships with scholars, musicians, activists 

and also cherished a number of deep and meaningful friendships. Each interview and 

recording involved giving consent forms to musician/interviewee followed by a 

detailed explanation of how the material was going to be used, for what purpose. I 

also stressed the point that they could always withdraw or anonymise according to 

their will. I will send a copy of my thesis to all interviewees and those people I 

consulted for information who made important contribution to my research. In a 

country that continues to use terms such as ‘Scheduled castes’, ‘scheduled tribes’, 

‘other backward classes’, ‘backward classes’ today, I have attempted in my writing 

to choose language carefully as it is the only means of representation as far as this 

thesis is concerned. This aspect of use of language is highlighted in the section above 

where I discuss terminology. 

Being a native Maharashtrian, language was not a hindrance. It must be noted that 

Marathi is not a homogenous or a standardised language of Maharashtra (despite the 

Hindutva imposition). There are dialects, accents and vocabularies based on regional 

contexts. Marathi is also marked by caste, class and local geographies. Caste markers 

usually define “pure” and “impure” sounds in Marathi, while class and 

urban/rural/suburban location may be an indicator of accent and dialect. In my case, 

the “Puneri” Marathi (Marathi language spoken by brahmins from Pune) was also 

recognised as a caste marker. Therefore, while translating songs and representing 

them in Devanagari in this thesis, I have been utmost sensitive to sonic variations 

and interpretations. 
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My field assistant Dhammrakshit Ranadive, was also crucial in helping me 

navigate some spheres during my fieldwork. Dhammrakshit, a musician himself was 

inspired by Shital and Sachin and had brought together a group of musicians to 

perform the songs from the left, Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements. 

Since his father was a well-known shahir of Ambedkari jalsa, Dhammrakshit was 

familiar with the subculture of bhimgeet and buddhageet. He was very much willing 

to help me get introduced to it. His interest in my research was motivated partly 

because he was pursuing a master’s degree in popular cultures of Maharashtra. 

Dhammrakshit’s facilitation was crucial for me to meet the incredible musicians in 

Ambedkarite musical subcultures. Not only did I learn about live performance 

spaces, CD-DVD and booklet cultures and Ambedkarite almanac events, but also 

learnt songs and playing a drum from him. 

It is also important to mention here that Shital, Sachin and all others featured in 

this thesis have not only been crucial as musicians and respondents, but also as 

theorists. While academia tends to ghettoise Dalit musicians as “non-literate” or by 

associating them with aural cultures, I foreground the crucial role of musicians as 

theory makers and creators of new epistemologies. My conversations with Shital on 

our journeys, her improvised narratives in performance, my correspondence with 

Sachin and my interviews with all bhimgeet and buddhageet performers - Kadutai 

Kharat, Meera Umap, Sushma Devi, Anita Kharat, Sarubai Waghmare - has enabled 

a profound understanding of the structural relationship between caste, music and 

gender. Sachin Mali is also well known for his political and philosophical writings 

and similar to Shital, encourages musicians to be critical thinkers and writers. 

My meetings and interviews with some of the most important academics, writers 

and poets who have changed the landscape of gender, feminist scholarship and 
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literature in India further helped me to get perspectives of different movements that 

emerged in different parts of India. These included Uma Chakravarti (feminist 

historian), A. Mangai (feminist playwright, director, literary critic), Mallika 

Amarshaikh (poet), Kamala Bhasin (feminist activist, writer, poet, song-writer, 

singer) among others. I also closely interacted and interviewed some male shahirs 

(in addition to Sachin) in anti-caste movements who recognised the importance of 

caste-gender politics in their movement. Many of them have written songs ‘from 

women’s perspective’. These included key figures like Sambhaji Bhagat and 

Shantanu Kamble. Their perspectives have been important to further understand their 

positionality as musicians within the context of patriarchy and representation. 

My ethnographic research would have been incomplete without the resources I 

could access at the SOAS library, British Library, SPARROW archives in Mumbai, 

Stree Mukti Sanghatana office in Pune and Mumbai, Aalochana women’s resource 

centre in Pune, resources made available by the Krantijyoti Savitribai Phule 

Women's Studies Centre (KSPWSC) in Pune University, Lokvangmay griha in 

Mumbai and most importantly, Sugava, the Ambedkarite publishing house in Pune. 

YouTube, twitter and WhatsApp have been important social media platforms to 

access newly recorded/disseminated music videos of performances, public lectures, 

speeches, demonstrations as well as for keeping up to date knowledge of 

forthcoming events. A number of digital archives, magazines, Dalit women’s blogs, 

online portals like Savari, Velivada, dalitweb.org, Roundtable India, journals and 

magazines like Watsaru, Economic and Political Weekly, Vidrohi presented an 

opportunity for me to be up-to -date with contemporary debates and critical 

conversations in the field of caste and gender politics. Further, Anand Patwardhan’s 

‘Jai Bhim Comrade’ and his other documentaries have added immensely to my 
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understanding of the Ambedkarite, anti-caste and left movements. Feature films of 

Nagraj Manjule – Fandry (2013), Sairat (2016), short film Pistulya (2009) as well as 

Chaitanya Tamhane’s Court (2014) deeply impacted me and my research. 

My role as a performer singing with Shital deeply affected me and my 

sensibilities as a musician trained in Hindustani classical tradition. Musical 

participation has afforded me insights not only into musical knowledge, practice and 

spaces, but also allowed me to question notions surrounding music itself - the socio-

political processes that create shared meanings. I performed with Shital in three 

locations (six performances altogether) -  in Delhi during a press conference 

organised by an alliance of left autonomous organisations to protest state violence 

and censorship on Dalit students, activists and musicians; at Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, where the student organisations put together a performance; in 

Hyderabad Central University, after a Dalit student’s suicide in January 2016 for 

being discriminated on the basis of caste by university authorities; at a progressive 

theatre venue in Hyderabad; and in Mumbai where another left alliance put together 

‘Mumbai Collective’, a two-day conference celebrating freedom and pluralism in 

defence of secularism. It was of utmost importance for me to be present and perform 

at these events given the political context in which I did my fieldwork in 2015-2016. 

There were a number of threats while traveling with Shital and performing with 

her, given that she was out on bail and was often surveilled by Pune police. Right 

wing student organisations had also openly made public announcements against 

Shital and had threatened to stop her from performing. However, this was now 

happening in the state ruled by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) with their 

stupendous win in during 2014 elections. The BJP, known for their right-wing 

religious fundamentalism and association with Hindutva politics, had demonstrated 
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their fanatical brahmanism – beef ban, cow vigilantism, lynching of Dalits and 

Muslims to dilution of atrocities act (on Dalits), increasing privatisation of education 

and so on. BJP’s coming to power empowered a brazen environment of impunity to 

those who took law in their own hands in the name of “Hindu” religion. The series of 

assassinations starting with rationalist Narendra Dabholkar, left intellectual Govind 

Pansare, prominent historian MM Kalburgi and the progressive journalist Gauri 

Lankesh was a result of this impunity. Educational institutional were also incited 

with communal and caste politics by employing BJP sympathisers on authoritative 

positions in public universities. The case of Film and Television Institute of India 

(FTII) and Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) are two examples where new 

government employed sympathisers in authority positions. In JNU, student leaders 

(Kanhaiyya Kumar, Umar Khalid, Anirban Bhattacharya) were falsely accused of 

raising “anti-national” slogans allegedly expressing sympathy with Kashmiri 

separatists and convict Afzal Guru. All three were charged with sedition. While 

these charges turned out to be fake and manufactured through a doctored video, 

right-wing forces including the BJP were able to create narratives of nationalism in 

India. This brand of nationalism endorsed anti-Muslim, anti-Dalit, anti-women 

viewpoints and was about to dictate and impose an environment of hate-politics. In 

such a milieu, my research on caste, gender, patriarchy and my collaboration with 

cultural activists like Shital and Ambedkarite musicians took on deeper meanings 

and gained further importance. 

Given this context, I have endeavoured through my research to present a wider 

picture of an ex-colony in the 21st century from the perspective of one of the most 

marginalised communities. It is my intention to contribute to scholarship in the field 

of ethnomusicology, sound and performance studies, feminist and gender studies, 
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cultural theory, political theory and anthropology. I also hope that this research will 

ignite further conversations and debates about music, caste, gender and sexuality, the 

brahmanical nature of knowledge and account for perspectives from Dalit women, 

and larger majority of marginalised communities. 

 

Thesis outline 

The present thesis is arranged into four ethnographic chapters (Chapters 2,3,4,5) 

and a concluding chapter (Chapter 6). Chapter 2 reinterprets the history of music in 

modern western India and poses the questions: What critiques are put forth by Dalit 

women musicians in contemporary western India with regard to hegemonic 

constructions of knowledge? How can these critiques offer insights about 

brahmanical cultural apartheid with a specific use of musical knowledge to shape 

caste, gender and sexuality? In what way can reinterpretation of modern history of 

music offer insights about politics of knowledge, critical debates in the field of 

ethnomusicology and ‘postcolonial’ frameworks?  Chapter 3 examines contemporary 

subculture of bhimgeet and buddhageet in the Ambedkarite movement and asks the 

questions: how did Dalit women reclaim a stigmatised musicianship in the 20th 

century? In what way has Dr B R Ambedkar contributed to that reclamation? How is 

Ambedkarite politics envisaged today by bhimgeet and buddhageet performers and 

what are its gendered and caste implications? How do Dalit women negotiate with 

patriarchal, market and brahmanical forces while preserving their musicianship? 

How do Dalit women articulate a liberatory politics through bhimgeet and 

buddhageet as they illuminate the significance of reclaiming sound, music, 

performance in public sphere? Chapter 4 explores vidrohi shahiri jalsa to investigate 

coming together of theoretical and performative aspects of a caste-ending cultural 
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revolution and asks: How does the vidrohi shahiri jalsa bring together themes of 

women’s liberation and annihilation of caste? In what way does vidrohi shahiri jalsa 

present counter-epistemologies of music, performance, caste, gender and 

brahmanical aesthetics through lyrical and musical experiments and critical 

dialogue? What are sonic, performance and gendered aesthetics of the vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa? How do musicians and cultural activists perform vidrohi shahiri jalsa 

and theorise caste-ending cultural revolution? Chapter 5 examines the role of 

brahmanical state in contemporary Maharashtra and how brahmanical structure of 

power control, silence Dalit musicians? This chapter also raises questions such as: 

What motivations does the state have in controlling mediation of sound/music? How 

can we analyse state patronage, surveillance and incarceration of musicians in 

contemporary democratic society? In what way is contemporary state reinforcing 

brahmanism through appropriation of Ambedkar and Dalit women’s musical labour? 

What are responses of Dalit women musicians to state’s appropriation of music in 

the Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements? Chapter 6, the final chapter 

brings together all the themes of this research and offers conclusions to this project. 

Drawing on debates within the fields of ethnomusicology, feminist and gender 

studies, political theory, sociology, and scholarly works on caste, race, religion and 

literary criticism, my thesis problematises the brahmanical construction of 

epistemologies at large and of music in particular. In doing so, I examine potentials, 

contradictions, and challenges presented in discursive and performative practices of 

music in India/South Asia. Ultimately, this thesis offers a generative dialogue on 

multiple and intersectional layers of decolonising, which are essential in study of 

music and culture of India. 
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Chapter 2 

Politics of knowledge: reinterpreting the modern history of 
music 

 

 
Writing in the brahmin’s house, grain in the kunbi’s house and singing-playing 

(musical instruments) in the house of mangs and mahars37 
(A Marathi proverb) 

 

 

A few months into my fieldwork in January 2016, the death of Rohith 

Vemula, a Dalit PhD student in Hyderabad Central University (HCU) sparked 

protests all over the country, especially on university campuses. Rohith was an 

activist part of the Ambedkar Students Association (ASA) and was committed to 

anti-caste philosophy and democratic student politics. He had political differences 

with ABVP (Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad). ABVP is a right-wing nationalist 

student association affiliated with RSS (Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh) and BJP. 

The RSS acts as a parent organization for ABVP. Rohith was suspended by 

university authorities over what seemed like his continued political differences with 

ABVP. He along with four other research scholars from ASA were indicted of 

violence by university authorities. The administrative enquiry report did not show 

any evidence of violent behaviour by Rohith. The findings of this administrative 

report were aligned with thoughts echoed by Rohith’s friends and fellow activists. 

After suspension Rohith, and other accused students were evicted from their hostels. 

                                                        
37 Brahmin, kunbi, mang and mahar are the names of caste-groups in western India, 
traditionally known to be the knowledge producers/authors/writers, farmers/agriculturalists, 
cleaners/ labourers/ musicians respectively. 
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They were banned from entering public spaces on university property and also from 

participating in student union elections. 

This conflict with university authorities prevented Rohith and other accused 

students from receiving their scholarship funds for about seven months. There were 

concerns that university authorities might have overplayed their hand in prosecuting 

Dalit students over a case of student politics. These concerns were heighted because 

no evidence had been uncovered suggesting that violence or bullying was initiated 

by Dalit students or other ASA members. A series of letters and communication 

between university administration, local BJP leaders and MHRD (Ministry of 

Human Resource Development) revealed that university authorities had given more 

weight to statements provided by ABVP and BJP members.38 

As mentioned above Dalit students decided to protest this action initiated by 

university authorities. On day fourteenth of this sleep-in strike (17th January) Rohith 

hung himself using a blue protest banner (colour of Ambedkarite movement) in a 

friend’s hostel room on the university campus and left a letter that shook the 

country.39 Rohith had written many letters to University authorities asking them to 

initiate a fair investigation. In those letters he had also appealed for a conversation or 

dialogue with ABVP student leaders. Evidence suggests that university authorities 

did not give any attention to these letters. The protests that followed Rohith’s death 

demanded a thorough investigation of university authorities and their alignment with 

ABVP/BJP (specifically, Bandaru Dattatreya- local BJP member of Parliament and 

union minister).40  

                                                        
38 For a detailed report of this case see report by All India Students’ Association (AISA) 
Rise Up against the Institutional Murder of Rohith Vemula! (18 January 2016) 
39 Rohith’s letter available here: http://raiot.in/last-words-of-rohith-vemula/ (accessed on 26-
04-2018) 
40 The Atrocities Act of the Indian penal code criminalises caste-based discrimination or 
coercion to protect the rights of oppressed castes. 
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During these protests, student movements drafted and put forth a proposition 

for implementing ‘Rohith Act. This act would ensure legislative protection for 

students from marginalised communities (Dalit-bahujan-adivasi) in higher 

educational institutions from any form of discrimination. The students who protested 

Rohith’s death considered his death an ‘institutional murder’. Student protests cited 

evidence that university authorities hastily conducted autopsy of Rohith’s body and 

cremated it without due process. This haste shown by university authorities along 

with other evidence such as Rohith’s letters gave legitimacy to student groups who 

were protesting his death. These student protests wanted to hold the university and 

state authorities accountable for their actions. As these protests gathered steam some 

university authorities along with the vice-chancellor disappeared. Their 

disappearance was cited by student protesters as evidence of the administration’s 

complicity.   

Along with these students’ protest movements, Dalit and adivasi student 

groups, cultural activists from caste-ending cultural movements and other 

progressive fronts played a key role in demanding the right and access to knowledge 

for Dalit-bahujan-adivasi communities. Many of them forwarded these demands 

through music performances. ‘Rohith is gone, a Dalit is dead’, a song written and 

composed by Shital Sathe, became popular and was extensively shared on social 

media by student protesters. This song was repeatedly performed by Ambedkarite 

and anti-caste activists in India (see below). 
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Figure 6 Poster made by the student associations AISA (All India Students’ 

Association) and RYA (Revolutionary Youth Association)41

 
नाही िशकायचं तुम्ही राबायचं 
मनुसृ्मतीनं घातली बंदी 
वेद ऐिकले तर मंत्र वािचले तर 
शीस वतलय कानामंदी 
िपढ्यान िपढ्यांची मक्तेदारी 
िवद्येची ठोकशाही 
रोिहत गेला दिलत मेला 
मरते ही लोकशाही! 
 
करण्या संशोधन गेलं िवद्यापीठी 
बाबासाहेबांचं लेकरू खरं 
जातीवाद्यांच्या हो दुखलं पोटामदी 
नाही मनाला वाटलं बरं 
हाकलून देऊन अपमान करून 
दाखवली गुंडाशाही 
रोिहत गेला दिलत मेला 
मरते ही लोकशाही! 

 
You cannot be educated, You must 
only toil 
Manusmriti banned us from learning! 
If we heard the Vedas, chanted the 
verses 
You poured molten lead in our ears 
Generations of control and power 
A forced rule on knowledge! 
Rohith is gone, a Dalit is dead 
Democracy is dead! 

 
(He) went to the university to 
undertake research 
An honest child of Babasaheb 
The casteists felt envious 
And did not like it 
They insulted and threw him out 
And displayed their rowdiness 
Rohith is gone, a Dalit is dead 
Democracy is dead! 

 
 

Select verses from the song written and composed by Shital Sathe; translation by 
author 

 
  

                                                        
41 Poster reproduced with permission of AISA (http://www.aisa.in/dalit-researcher-from-
university-of-hyderabad-commits-suicide-afters-being-falsely-implicated-by-rss-and-abvp/) 
(accessed on 29-01-2018) 
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          The words of this song emphasise oppressive trajectories that are conveniently 

overseen by brahmin and other dominant caste groups. The song also talks about the 

brahmin’s control and monopoly over educational institutions, formal knowledge 

structures and administrative structures. Affirmative action in post-independence 

India (the reservation system) was set up to ensure equal access and opportunity for 

historically oppressed and marginalised castes and communities. However, hopes of 

equity through affirmative action remain fictive and hopeless for marginalised 

populations in India to a large extent. Salma Rahman’s (2017) report reveals a series 

of eight student suicides from oppressed caste communities on Hyderabad Central 

University campus alone. According to this report, Rohith’s death marked suicide 

number 23 of a Dalit student in India since 2007.42 Evidence suggests that 

‘postcolonial democratic Indian state’ does not ensure equal rights and access for all. 

This raises a question; who defines and governs Indian democracy and for whom?  

Evidence also suggests that Rohith’s equal right and access to education was 

violated. It can also be said that university authorities culled his democratic rights by 

not allowing his assertive anti-caste political presence on campus. This begs a 

question; How could university authorities ostracise Rohith and his friends with 

impunity? 

          Following Rohith’s death I performed ‘Rohith gela, Dalit mela’ with Shital on 

a number of university campuses across India. I was deeply confronted with complex 

issues around the nature and ownership of knowledge. I pondered over questions of 

ownership, authorship and epistemologies at large. The Marathi proverb quoted 

above (begining of this chapter), reveals how knowledge has been divided and 

                                                        
42 See Salma Rahman’s (2017) article Rohith is the 23rd Dalit student suicide in institutions 
like AIIMS and IITs in cathnews.com 
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hierarchised according to caste. Gopal Guru (1997) and Sachin Mali (2013) cite this 

proverb in their respective works to underline Ambedkar’s observation that caste 

ensures ‘division of labour and labourers’. Rohith, a Dalit student from Mala caste 

group in Andhra Pradesh, India was punished for asserting his right to freedom of 

expression, to claim his Dalit identity and engage in student politics. During this 

period, I learnt that members of Mala caste group have been marginalised such that 

they face extreme poverty. I also learned that one of their hereditary occupations 

apart from bonded labour was to entertain the village during harvest season through 

acrobatics and performances of songs (Rajpramukh 2013). 

          During this period, I increasingly became aware of my own caste positionality. 

Being raised in a brahmin community, my ease of access to public spaces, 

educational institutions and to institutionalised education – particularly my training 

in Hindustani classical vocal music were tragically revealing. I also reflected on my 

current position, as an ethnomusicologist and how my upbringing gave me access to 

European academic institutions. Born and brought up in a brahmin middle-class 

family in urban India, I had hardly ever given a thought to issues related to access. I 

had better access to institutional education systems than non-brahmin caste groups 

who to prove their caste identity to secure a seat in reserved quota within 

government institutions.43 Like many generations of brahmins before me my smooth 

navigation in public sphere, in educational institutions and ‘invisibility’ of caste was 

indeed a privilege I could afford. I represent the trajectory of a typical ‘postcolonial’ 

                                                        
43 Non-brahmin caste groups have to present a ‘caste certificate’ in order to secure a place in 
universities as part of the affirmative action policy, which is only applicable for government 
jobs or institutions. Anytime I had to fill a form, I only had to check the box that read “Open 
category”, meaning I am from a brahmin caste group and therefore do not require a seat in 
the reserved quota. 
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subject; I am one of the many children of Thomas Babington Macaulay who 

envisioned in his (in)famous Minute on Indian Education in 1835- 

We must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters 
between us and the millions whom we govern, a class of persons Indian in 
blood and colour, but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals and in intellect. 
To that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular dialects of the country, 
to enrich those dialects with terms of science borrowed from the Western 
nomenclature, and to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying 
knowledge to the great mass of the population (Sharp 1965, 107-117) 44 

 

Shefali Chandra (2012) in her seminal work draws on Macaulay’s minute to prove 

how dominant caste male reformers, who were English educated native actors 

ensured a specific demographic based on gender-caste lines as recipients of 

institutional education. I was one of them. I was a brahmin woman domesticated by 

her male counterpart to ensure an exclusive authorship (and monopoly) over 

knowledge as well as to cultivate specific forms of heteronormative sexuality and 

companionate marriage through that education. 

           Invisibility of caste extended also to other forms of institutional education, 

especially in the Hindustani classical music sphere that I navigated since childhood. I 

realised how this sphere was exclusionary and dominated by dominant castes, mostly 

brahmins. When I witnessed Shital, a cultural activist in a caste-ending movement 

(who had a master’s degree in Education) singing for a bright Dalit student who was 

dead owing to ostracization, it required much needed and long overdue 

contemplation on my part and many like me. 

Accessibility to institutional education in India has remained an issue deeply 

entangled with caste for centuries. Even though Dalit leaders have drafted and 

recommended affirmative action policies in colonial and post-independence India, 

equity remains elusive. These affirmative action policies offer reserved seats/quotas 

                                                        
44 From: Bureau of Education. Selections from Educational Records, Part I (1781-1839). 
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in state/civil services, elected bodies and educational institutions. They have had a 

long history in modern India.45 Implementation of these policies were drafted in 

Article 15 and 16 (Right to Equality) of the Indian Constitution. They became 

effective since 1950. However, it was only in 1993 that these policies were 

undertaken in a substantial manner. Mandal commission’s research and 

recommendations for affirmative action initiated amends for these policies in 1970-

80 (Bhushan 2009; Chakravaarti 2003). Affirmative action through reserved quota is 

a policy that creates opportunities for historically disadvantaged and oppressed 

communities, (shudras and ati-shdras – Scheduled Castes (SC), Scheduled Tribes 

(ST), Other Backward Classes (OBC)) in government and educational institutions.46  

It is important to understand that reservation policy is directed specifically to 

identify and acknowledge discrimination, oppression and exclusion of Dalit-bahujan- 

adivasi communities from learning, creating, teaching and, working in the 

‘mainstream’. This policy aims to create a space for lower caste communities in 

institutions that have been historically designed, created and stringently controlled 

by brahmins. Even though reservation is a policy that is embedded within the 

constitution of India, Dalit communities have had to struggle to claim their right. 

These struggles serve as a testimony to how brahmins have a strong hold over 

knowledge and its self-proclaimed superiority. Needless to say, that these struggles 

have made reservation a controversial policy. A number of violent protests across 

India have occurred after reservation policies were introduced into the system. Anti-

                                                        
45 The reservation policy for Dalit students in schools, educational institutions and state 
services was first implemented by Shahu Maharaj of Kolhapur in 1902 based on the ideas 
put forth by Jotirao Phule. 
46 These are not the only communities eligible for reservation today. Some forms of 
reservations also include quotas for women, disabled communities and religious minorities, 
depending on state-specific policies. While the former has had a more or less positive 
response, reservations for religious minorities – Muslim, Christians etc. – have been 
extremely controversial.  
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Mandal agitations and Marathwada University agitations (seen briefly in Chapter 1) 

between 1990-97 are well-known national examples. These protests led and 

organised by dominant caste members actively resisted and continue to resist the 

reservation policy. 

Brahmins’ monopoly over knowledge and formal education structure was 

reiterated in Rohith’s case along with many like him. My reflections led to a number 

of unresolved questions that exist in a caste-based society.  If caste has truly ensured 

division of labour and labourers, why are specialised knowledges of oppressed castes 

not represented by those caste groups in mainstream today?  If music has been a 

caste-hereditary occupation, why is “classical”, film and mass-mediated music 

predominantly practiced, represented and mainstreamed by brahmins? How have 

caste foundations of formal educational structures transferred to formulation of 

music education, brahmin authorship and pedagogy? Why is “classical” music 

assumed to be the apex of a cultural, social and economic hierarchy? Who has 

shaped and defined “classical” music and why is caste-hereditary musical, theatrical, 

dance forms like tamasha, lavani, gondhal of Maharashtra placed in opposition to it 

or deemed as “folk” music? How and why has caste determined the value, validity, 

hierarchy, authenticity and exclusivity of knowledge(s)? Why is Shital’s musical and 

performative labour limited to ‘cultural and political movements’ and not 

represented in mass-mediated mainstream culture? What are the politics of caste and 

gender that have shaped epistemologies, theories, pedagogies and discourses of 

music? How did my caste status inform my access to musical knowledge? 

Extant ethnomusicological studies based in India/South-Asia have 

established the relationship between music and caste. These studies have also 

explored class and feudal underpinnings of music in India (Babiracki 1991; Bakhle 
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2005; Katz 2012, 2017; McNeil 2014; Morcom 2013; Qureshi 2000, 2002; Ranade 

2006; Sherinian 2015; Thompson 199; Weidman 2006; Widdess 2016; Wolf 2009). 

However, most of them predominantly represent “classical” music traditions and 

have rarely engaged with caste as a valid framework that can offer insights beyond 

class and socio-economic analysis. Constructions and representations of ‘Indian 

music’, within and outside academia continues to assume Hindustani and Carnatic 

traditions as most ancient, sacred and complex. These studies also present 

Hindustani and Carnatic traditions as a parallel to European classical music. 

(Ethno)musicological engagement with caste has often departed from studies of 

classical music traditions to address marginalised hereditary musicians and has 

limited itself to analysis of class, communalism, Indian nationalism and British 

colonialism. Quite a few of these studies have confused caste with class and often 

used both terms synonymously. Some of these studies have commonly avoided use 

of caste-specific terms to describe brahmins or other dominant castes with 

ambiguous terminologies like an “educated middle-class”, “elite” populations and 

“oppressed” or “marginalized” classes for Dalits. These studies represent a complete 

neglect or erasure of caste as a valid structural framework to examine Indian society. 

Deeper implications of caste on musical knowledge needs further exploration given 

its historical nuances in different regions of India and South-Asia. 

These questions and concerns became crucial for me and I started to examine 

them during my fieldwork. It became essential for me to reflect on my positionality 

and motivation to undertake this research. Uncovering implications of caste on 

music as gendered knowledge and determination of its epistemic validity became a 

parallel focus of my work. In this chapter I explore all these complex layers by 

revisiting 19th and 20th century history of music and musicianship through a lens of 
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caste and gender. I examine the crucial role of music within a larger nationalist 

cultural politics that continues to dictate musicianship today. I first review women’s 

positionality within caste structures to illuminate intricacies of gender, sexuality and 

their interplay with music. Drawing on lavani I further present how musicianship 

took on sexualised, gendered and caste-specific meanings in western India. I re-

examine colonial and nationalist legacies as they are crucial in revealing less 

explored terrains of interconnections between caste, gender, sexuality, music and 

resulting epistemologies. Further, I explore aspects of masculinity to establish 

foundations of brahmanism and casteism in modern India. I also examine how it is 

has manifested through music performance and pedagogy. Finally, this chapter 

presents reflections on decolonising epistemologies of music through critiques 

offered by contemporary activists like Shital Sathe in a caste-ending cultural 

movement. 

 

Women and caste 

In the first chapter, I established the foundations of knowledge through a 

historical overview of varna and jaati. We can infer from that discussion that varna 

ideology directs ways in which local caste groups constitute and propagate a socio-

economic-political structure marked by brahmanical oppression. Caste system is 

unique in that it functions with distinctive characteristics that can be defined as 

follows:  heredity (birth in a caste group), hereditary occupation, endogamy, ritual 

purity and pollution, food cultures, caste localities and local caste councils 

(patriarchal male-only governing bodies). In general norms of endogamy, food 

cultures, localities are most accepted and visible forms of practising caste in 

Maharashtrian society and perhaps the larger Indian society. The graded nature of 
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the guiding varna structure and local functioning of caste groups validate hierarchies 

of knowledge and separation between them. Brahmin priests – creators and owners 

of formal knowledge systems not only controlled dissemination of these knowledge 

systems within the male kin group, but also ensured violent coercive action against 

those who attempted to access that knowledge (Chakravarti 2003; Guha 2013).47 In 

this way, dominant castes blatantly denied status of ‘knowledge-bearers’ to farmers 

or artisanal caste groups - musicians, potters, leather-makers, ironsmiths and deemed 

their labour as free of any epistemic value. Such a system ensured that labour from 

oppressed castes continued toward functioning of a caste economy, while deeming 

the work generated by members of oppressed castes as insignificant and polluted. 

This shows how brahmins became custodians of a knowledge system that they 

themselves proclaimed to be most sacred and pure. This structure kept majority of 

other populations away from the knowledge system and served to maintain 

brahmanical hegemonic position. It may also be argued that brahmins (and other 

dominant castes) depend on labour class of a caste-system which allows them to 

employ and exploit knowledge skills of lower caste members for their own benefit. 

These skills are often performed to survive in a system of caste apartheid and avoid 

coercion. Such a system of cultural, economic, social oppression cannot be limited in 

its analysis of caste as hereditary labour or skills are not homogenous, but gendered 

in specific ways. Women have been at the core of defining that embodied gendered 

and sexualised labour. 

                                                        
47 The examples of Eklavya and Shambuka are well-known in Indian history who were 
gravely punished for violating the rules of brahmanic scriptures. Shital’s song about Rohith 
also demonstrates this with the example of molten led being poured into the ears of 
transgressors. 
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In different historical periods, women across caste groups have been strictly 

kept away or strategically brought into structures of brahmanical knowledge. Control 

on women’s sexuality, their bodies and their social interaction has played a crucial 

role in defining their (in)accessibility to knowledge and authorship. The framework 

of intersectionality as put forth by black feminist activists and scholars’ aids in 

understanding how and why caste cannot be separated from gender. Structures of 

domination and oppression are interlinked. These structures are interdependent and 

based on different and local forms of discrimination. Race, gender, sexuality, caste, 

class cannot be reduced to an examination of only one of these frameworks of 

analysis (Crenshaw 1989; hooks 2000, 2003).48 The intersection of caste, gender and 

sexuality in this particular dissertation, is a case in point of how intersectionality in 

India has played out: caste and gender cannot be examined as two independent 

institutions. Following section presents this intersection with a focus on structural 

oppression of women thereby presenting their location and role in knowledge 

production, authorship and dissemination. Women from different caste groups have 

a different role to play in order to maintain the caste structure and brahmanical 

hegemony. This discussion would be crucial in uncovering how musical knowledge 

has been employed in brahmanical patriarchy by capitalising on caste hierarchy, 

women’s labour and their sexuality in Maharashtrian history. 

 “A girl, a young woman, or even an old woman, should not do anything 
independently, even in her own house. In childhood a woman should be under her 
father’s control, in youth under her husband’s, and when her husband is dead, 
under her sons’. She should not have independence -Manu [4.147-9; 9.3]” – 
(Doniger 2014, 662) 
 

                                                        
48 Although bell hooks does not prefer to use the term ‘intersectionality’ for its diluted 
outcome, she foregrounds the necessity of how structures of domination are interlinked, 
pushing for her coinage of the term ‘imperialist, white-supremacist, capitalist patriarchy’ 
(2000, 46). 
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“A virtuous wife should constantly serve her husband like a god, even if he 
behaves badly, freely indulges his lust and is devoid of any good qualities. [Manu 
5.144]” – (Doniger 2014, 660) 
 
“A virtuous wife should constantly serve her husband like a god, even if he 
behaves badly, freely indulges his lust and is devoid of any good qualities. A 
woman who abandons her own inferior husband … is reborn in the womb of a 
jackal and is tormented by the diseases born of her evil. [Manu 5.154-64]” – 
(Doniger 2014, 662-663) 
“When her husband is dead she may fast as much as she likes, living on 
auspicious flowers, roots and fruits, but she should not even mention the name of 
another man. Many thousands of Brahmins who were chaste from their youth 
have gone to heaven without begetting offspring to continue the family. A 
virtuous wife who remains chaste when her husband has died goes to heaven just 
like those chaste men, even if she has no sons. She reaches her husband’s worlds 
after death, and good people call her a virtuous woman. [4.156-66]” – (Doniger 
2014, 663) 
 
 

- Excerpts from Manusmriti (Manu’s Code of Law) approximately dating first 
century BC and second century CE (Olivelle 2005). Above translations are 
directly quoted from Wendy Doniger’s ‘On Hinduism’ (2014). Manusmriti is 
considered one of the most significant religious scriptures and sacred texts in 
the Brahmanic tradition and in modern Hinduism.  

 

Scriptures justifying chaturvarnya written in early India provide elaborate 

codifications governing castes as established in Chapter 1. Most well-known of these 

texts is Manusmriti. This text prescribes moral-legal codes, including forms of 

punishment or coercion for each caste to be extended to women and shudras (women 

and shudras occupy same position and class for Manu) (Olivelle 2005). Manu’s 

moral codes appear as guiding laws for the brahmin male to be an ideal oppressor 

and controller of women and all other caste groups. Manusmriti and similar texts that 

prescribed “religious” laws, were always written by brahmin men. These texts 

ensured ways in which brahmin male’s hegemony could be sustained, propagated 

and in turn preserved the caste system. While property, wealth and material 

configurations are minutely addressed in Manusmriti, a major emphasis is also on 

brahmin male’s authority over sex and sexuality. This sheds light on women’s 
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position within the caste system. Control on women’s sexuality is framed as part of 

their essential duties. These duties are achieved through obedience and fidelity 

(Olivelle 2005). According to Manu, women are inherently adulterous and 

untrustworthy. Strisvabhaav (inherent nature of women) needs to be tamed and their 

sexuality needs to be controlled (Buehler 1886; Chakravarti 2003). Most stringent of 

laws in most texts including Manusmriti govern brahmin female bodies since these 

represent purest blood lines and need to be preserved to safeguard purity. Brahmin 

women are thus, stringently controlled by men in their caste group. 

Ambedkar (1916) rightly argued that women are gateways to the caste system as 

it was only through regulation and control of women’s sexuality that caste 

enclosures and purity of blood could be maintained. Sexuality and gender codes of 

brahmin women are most valued and carefully guarded to avoid ‘impure’ line of a 

lower caste man.  Practices like sati, enforced widowhood and child (girl) marriage 

were primarily invented so as to solve the problem of ‘surplus’ woman and man 

(Ambedkar 1916; Paik 2014a). All these practices ensure that woman’s surplus 

reproductive power is either killed with death of her husband or is utilised as soon as 

her body is ready to reproduce. In case of widowhood, she is inhumanely ostracised 

to avoid contact with any man in order to guard morality and honour of the caste 

group. Surplus men, however, could re-marry and continue their blood line while 

following rules of caste endogamy. Such practices institutionalised dominant castes’ 

sexual access to oppressed-caste women but not the other way around (Paik 2014a). 

These practices also reveal the fears around mixing castes or varnas, central to 

the psyche of brahmin male authors of dharmashastras (religious law) like the 

Manusmriti. This fear of mixing blood lines, would lead to a society without any 

tangible divisions, hierarchies resulting in the fall of brahmanical rule. The caste 
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system and chaturvarnya places procreation as a central function of endogamous 

marriage.  where caste order is maintained through an offspring from a particular 

blood line. If rules of caste endogamy are violated, offenders will be punished by 

expulsion and can be outcasted (Chakravarti 2003). Dharmashastras unanimously 

present this view with a reasoning that if such codes are not followed, ideal caste 

society, based on chaturvarnya will collapse into kaliyug (the dark era). This 

dystopia will be a result of hypogamy (woman marrying a lower caste man), or 

miscegeny (interbreeding between castes) (Chakravarti 2003; Bheemaiah 2011; 

Rege 2013).49 

Attempts to institutionalise (dominant caste) women’s sexuality, their bodies and 

resulting social and cultural norms, in very specific ways also determine how these 

prescriptions apply to men in a family and caste group. Men are put on a pedestal to 

perform certain duties as regulators of caste and punishers for those who violate 

rules.  Fathers, brothers, husbands and sons create close(d) self-sustainable order (as 

is clear from excerpts cited in beginning of this section). It is precisely for these 

reasons that marriages are arranged in India and among the diaspora.  

Similar to Manusmriti, many texts have been written over centuries in order to 

institutionalise women’s sexuality. One of them, found in western India 

(Maharashtra) is Stridharmapaddhati (Guide to the religious status and duties of 

women). This text was written by Tryambakayajvan, a minister of the Peshwa court 

in 18th century (Chakravarti 2003; Leslie 1995). Child-marriages among brahmins 

were very common during Peshwa rule. This practice was instated to ensure that 

brahmin girls are married within brahmin caste/sub-caste group and reproduce 

                                                        
49 The rules for brahmin men, married to or having relations with a lower cate woman, 
however, differ according to the convenience of the dominant caste man in particular 
contexts. This will be clear from the examples in the following paragraphs. 
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within same caste group. Ritual ceremony of consummation, termed as 

‘garbhadaan’, (literally, ‘donation of the womb’) among brahmin women marked a 

legal consent from family to sexual relationship. This was done primarily to facilitate 

conception at first available capacity of reproduction (ibid). 

However, during the same Peshwa regime, Dalit women formed the basis of a 

slave trade that was central in production of state revenue. Peshwa state was in 

serious debt and struck by serial natural calamities during the 18th and 19th centuries 

(Chakravarti 2014; Rege 2002). Dalit women were enslaved during this time not on 

criminal grounds, but by falsely accusing them of adultery and sexual misconduct 

(Chakravarti 2014). Many were enslaved and sold off to wealthy Portuguese, French 

and English merchants. Many were recruited as workers in different departments of 

Peshwa court or entertainers in ‘natakshalas’- entertainment houses or schools of 

dance/music/drama (ibid). Brahmin Peshwas justified enslavement of Dalit women 

by constructing their sexuality in ways that could benefit a brahmin state. 

As observed above a brahmin woman is systematically placed in 

heteropatriarchal structure of marriage and confined to a domestic sphere (as dutiful 

wife, mother) while a Dalit woman’s body is ‘dispensable’ for any means and ends. 

Dalit women’s bodies were used for feudal economic growth, physical labour as well 

as entertainment. Thus, both brahmin and Dalit women were controlled by brahmin 

males towards different functions aimed at preserving the caste order. This historical 

evidence is significant to understand precisely how caste positionality determines 

experience and worldview. Peshwai, or rule of Peshwas represents brahmins as 

social and political oppressors (brahmin warriors), a peculiar merging of the two 

varna positions at the apex (brahmin and kshatriya). This position granted them 

unprecedented power to control and coerce. The historical context of the Peshwai 
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needs to be understood as it provides crucial context to 18th- and 19th century 

western India along with caste-gender-sexuality complex that provided a foundation 

to it. 

Female bodies are assumed to be locations exclusively marked by their sexuality 

and reproductive power. Sexualised female body takes on gender codes as prescribed 

by caste in which she is born. Sexuality and gender are thus, knit together by caste, 

specifically for perpetuation of brahmin hegemony. This shows obsession and 

interference of brahmin men toward sexuality. Chakravarti (1993, 2003) terms this 

as ‘brahmanical patriarchy’, a conceptual term that encapsulates how control on 

women from all caste groups in specific ways ensures perpetuation of the caste 

system. Brahmanical patriarchy advocates the idea of chaste wives who are loyal, 

committed and pativrata women (those who are completely dedicated and devoted to 

their husbands) irrespective of the husband’s behaviour. A social hierarchy and 

women’s subordination are maintained in such a system not only through an 

imposed consent, but also by coercion (Chakravarti 2003). Such a patriarchy makes 

sure that privileged men always remain materially and socially powerful. While 

oppressed lower caste members remain materially, socially, culturally subordinate. 

Brahmanical patriarchy ensures pervasiveness of women’s subordination throughout 

the caste system. However, brahmanical codes for women differ according to caste 

groups, their place within a hierarchy and their caste status in specific regions. But, 

to echo Doniger (2014), why would someone allow for an interference in matters 

related to sexuality and gender in this way? 

 Feminist historian Uma Chakravarti (1993, 2003) has noted, dominant caste 

women’s complicity in maintaining a caste system and brahmanical power has been 

manufactured through a combination of consent and coercion. This is a significant 
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observation that reveals how brahmin women play an active role in becoming 

dominators of oppressed castes (specifically women). Chakravarti’s (1993) ground-

breaking research on early India sheds light on this aspect of how brahmin women 

help maintain caste hierarchies  

women's perpetuation of the caste system was achieved partly through their 
investment in a structure that rewarded them even as it subordinated them at 
the same time. That they too subscribed to the ideology of the caste system is 
evident from an account in the Jatakas of two high caste women who ran to 
wash their eyes when they sighted two low-caste untouchables [Jataka IV: No 
391]. All the anxiety displayed by the early texts to monitor the upper caste 
woman's sexuality maintain her purity and thus of the caste would become 
somewhat unnecessary once women became complicit in the larger structure 
in which their own subordination was embedded (ibid, 585) 

 
The above quote shows how dominant caste women, in lure of power that they claim 

through their fellow dominant caste men, uphold and perpetuate casteism, 

discrimination and “purity”. Chakravarti (1993, 2003) also critically points to 

instances where brahmin women, have in fact been active agents in inciting their 

fellow men to coerce unchallenged social power. 

Although dharmashastras and resulting social norms shape an ideology for 

brahmins, structures of coercion as well as desire for upward mobility together make 

up foundations of similar structures emulated among oppressed and lower caste 

groups. These groups especially emulate patriarchal codes and control (Chakravarti 

1993). Sexuality of Dalit women, their gender and socio-cultural values that 

surround embodied practices are determined and regulated by dominant caste men 

and women. The nature of this regulation is evident in their constrained social 

mobility. It is also clear that not all castes policed their caste boundaries in a way 

similar to the brahmins, either because they did not have the privilege to do so or 

because they did not find the need to do so (Geetha 2007; Rege 2002). The practice 

of endogamy with stringent control on women thus becomes a luxury as Dalit 
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women’s ‘polluted’ bodies are assumed to be available at all times for dominant 

castes as resources to be utilised and coerced at their will. In brahmanical patriarchy 

sexual violence on Dalit women with impunity is rampant and presented as a 

patriarchal justification. While there is a ‘risk’ of brahmin (dominant caste) men 

getting polluted by having forced sexual relations with lower caste women, sexual 

violence is seen as an assertion of their ‘pure’ status. In such a case patriarchal logic 

of caste can enable them to regain their ritual purity (Hibbs 2015).50 

Assertion of caste power is gendered and sexual access to Dalit women is 

seen as a caste prerogative by dominant castes. Obsession with female sexuality and 

its control is also seen as a matter of ‘honour’ within certain caste groups. 

Brahmanical patriarchy controls women in specific ways to ensure that honour of 

their caste group is not lost. Women’s assertion or autonomy over their sexuality is 

generally seen as dishonourable. In contemporary India instances of ‘honour 

killings’51 and gang-rapes are deeply rooted in caste violence. These instances of 

violence or coercions are perpetuated by dominant caste men, or men from the same 

caste group.  

Women’s bodies are most often subjected to caste-based violence as they 

continue to be perceived as currency and property when seen through a patriarchal 

framework.52 A disturbing example of caste-based violence on women’s bodies can 

                                                        
50 The ‘pollution’ associated with Dalit female bodies is thus, a justification for all forms of 
violence extended to Dalit women’s bodies, including the violence through music and dance 
practices, as will be clear in the next section. 
51 ‘Honour-killings’ are mostly associated with inter-caste or inter-religious relationships. 
Maharashtra has been ranked as the 4th state in the list of highest number of honour killings 
as per the National Crime Records Bureau report of 2016. A much-contested term by 
feminist scholars and organisers, ‘honour-killings’ are suggested to be termed as family or 
‘community violence’ as the use of the term ‘honour’ in some way reinstates that honour is 
somehow placed in the female body. For more on honour crimes, see Lynn Welchman and 
Sara Hossain eds. (2005) ‘Honour’: Crimes Paradigms and Violence against women. 
52 Accounting for the recent cases of violence in Kathua and Unnao, the list extends also to 
female children or underaged teenagers. 
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be observed in 2006 in Khairlanji, Maharashtra where a Dalit family was lynched. 

Women were publicly raped, paraded naked and brutally assaulted by dominant 

caste non-brahmin men. Other villagers including non-Dalit women remained 

passive as bystanders. Observations from Dalit activists further brought out evidence 

that government representatives situated within a brahmanical culture projected 

number of false versions of a story to defame women in the Dalit family.  These 

steps to defame Dalit women were taken to protect local dominant castes (kunbi and 

kallar- known as the OBC or Other Backward Castes).53 

Khairlanji remains in public memory as ‘strange and bitter crop’ but 

mobilisations of Dalit women have significantly risen since this incident.  Increasing 

ground-breaking works in academia, public discourse and performance cultures are 

witnessed in western India (Teltumbde 2007). What needs to be addressed here are 

the significant theoretical shifts in ways Dalit women have challenged mainstream 

feminism, patriarchy, caste and class. Their three-fold and intersectional oppression 

is formulated as follows (Chakravarti 2003, Pardeshi 1998)-  

- caste-based oppression by dominant castes;  

- class-based oppression as labourers  

- as women who experience patriarchal oppression from all dominant caste men 

and men in their own caste group  

 

                                                        
53 Anand Teltumbde (2008) analyses the Khairlanji massacre against the backdrop of the 
emergence of the rich Other Backward Castes (OBCs) in the post-Green Revolution era in 
India when capitalism brought the construction of big dams, agricultural subsidies and so on. 
But the Green revolution failed to subvert the caste institution. The so-called democratic 
journalistic institutions in Maharashtra, especially the print media highlighted a story that 
this gender and caste violence was a result of an illicit affair between Surekha and her cousin 
when there was a clear history of land disputes among the Dalit and OBC family following 
the Dalit family’s ostracization from the village, cases of physical intimidation on several 
members of the Dalit family, legal action and arrests of dominant caste perpetrators  and the 
socio-economic-cultural upward mobility of the Dalit family.  For more on Khairlanji and its 
after effects see: Anand Teltumbde’s (2007) Khairlanji and its Aftermath: Exploding some 
Myths in EPW and Anand Teltumbde (2008) Khairlanji: A Strange and Bitter Crop 
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The framework of brahmanical patriarchy has presented how oppressed castes 

emulate a set of codes and norms that mostly shape dominant castes, especially when 

seeking upward mobility. Guru (1995, 2549), drawing on assertions of Dalit women 

activists, writers, poets and composers in 1990s, identified that Dalit men were 

‘reproducing the same mechanisms against their women which their high caste 

adversaries use to dominate them’.54 In fact, Guru (ibid) has also addresses that one 

of the reasons for Dalit women to organise has been what he terms ‘Dalit patriarchy’. 

Dalit patriarchy has always subordinated, marginalised or suppressed Dalit women’s 

voices as leaders or speakers. Indeed, autonomous groups of Dalit women like Dalit 

Mahila Sanghatana (Dalit Women’s Organisation) have critiqued persistence of 

‘manuwadi sanskriti’ (culture prescribed by Manu) among Dalit men who otherwise 

trace their philosophical lineage to Phule-Ambedkarite ideology (Rege 1998, WS45). 

 The Khairlanji case along with similar other cases also reveals the 

vulnerability of Dalit men within brahmanical patriarchy. This case can be also seen 

as pivotal in terms of Dalit women organising against patriarchal culture that they 

are most close to and presents how subjectivities are embedded in locations of 

power. Patriarchy and subordination of women is ubiquitous in caste system. 

Recognising this, scholars like Chakravarti (2003, 2017) have suggested ‘caste-based 

patriarchy’ as a more useful term. This term allows for a theoretical examination 

even in caste-specific contexts and retains political meaning of the term ‘Dalit’ to 

mean oppressed. In a recent volume ‘Dalit Women: Vanguard of an Alternative 

Politics in India’ (Anandhi and Kapadia 2017, 25), also brings to fore how Dalit 

                                                        
54 I have added the emphasis on ‘their’ (italicized) to critique the widely normalized usage 
denoting some form of ownership; here it could mean either ‘women belong to the caste’ or 
‘women are owned by the men, the dominators in that caste’. 
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women in different parts of India are challenging ‘neo-patriarchy’ emerging in their 

own caste groups. 

This discussion can be summarised with Sharmila Rege’s (2002) observation 

that caste system and brahmanical patriarchy ensures ‘sexual division of labour as 

well as regulates division of sexual labour’. Relations of production and 

reproduction are largely determined by this social order that thrives on endogamy 

and manifests in diverse customs, norms, rituals, value-systems in everyday life. 

Control on women’s sexuality is most stringent in case of dominant caste women to 

maintain caste purity. Punishment for dominant caste women is most severe if she 

breaks these codes.55 Women confront multiple and graded patriarchies depending 

on their caste location and oppressed caste women have no gender, class or caste 

privilege. While locating gender on an axis of caste, it is significant to note that men 

and women from all oppressed castes are prone to coercion from brahmin males.56 

Dominant caste, especially brahmin women have been complicit in maintaining 

power they have attained through their male counterparts and have largely been 

responsible for maintaining the caste system in its current form. This discussion 

shows how dharmashastras and brahmanical control present a vision of a society 

which works as an advantage for very few men who are at the apex of caste order. 

All those who are complicit in this system facilitate its reproduction. Chakravarti 

                                                        
55 Manu, for instance, prescribes a range of punishments in case of adultery depending on 
the varnas of the participants (if consensual), perpetrators and/or assault victims (Olivelle 
2005, 187)– ‘When a woman, arrogant because of the eminence of her relatives and her own 
feminine qualities, becomes unfaithful to her husband, the king should have her devoured by 
dogs in a public square frequented by many. He should have the male offender burnt upon a 
heated iron bed; they should stack logs and burn up that villain there’. For unmarried woman 
having relations with Dalit man: he ‘loses a limb and all his possessions...’For other varnas, 
specific fines are to be borne by the man, often leading to loss of property and at times or 
always expulsion from the kingdom. 
56 Here, I acknowledge that gender is assumed as a binary of men and women but it only 
shows the nature of caste as a heteropatriarchal order. Thus, queer, gender-fluid or non-
binary people within the caste system continue to confront a different set of issues. 
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(2003, 36) thus describes how brahmanical obsession with controlling female 

sexuality and its complicity has survived into an ‘earliest method of genetic 

engineering’ in India. 

Throughout history, a number of cultural tools, including music has been 

employed in (re)defining women’s sexuality to ultimately preserve caste order. The 

example of Peshwai briefly mentioned in this section can be underlined as a critical 

example of this politics. In the following section, I will explore in detail how cultural 

politics played out in the making of musicianship during 19th and 20th century India. 

Bringing musicianship within a framework of epistemological enquiry on the basis 

of caste, sexuality and gender would be a step towards critically understanding an 

idea of knowledge itself as it evolved through pre-colonial, colonial and post-

independence times.

 

Lavani: constructions of womanhood, sexuality and musicianship 

िवटाळ वाढला ताटात	 
िवटाळ पोसला पोटात	 
िवटाळ फुलांच्या देठात	 
िवटाळ सुरात कंठात	 
प्यावं माणसानं रगात माणसाचं	 
नरक िजनं हे कुन्या मुलखाचं? 	 

Pollution served on our plate 
Pollution nurtured in the womb 
Pollution in the stem of flowers 
Pollution in the music and the voice 
People thirsty for the blood of people 
How abysmal is life on this land? 

 
- A verse from vitaal; songwriter and composer: Shital Sathe; translation by 

author 
 

One of the first songs Shital ever wrote, calling out caste and gender 

oppression throughout history was vitaal. Vitaal means ‘ritual pollution’ in Marathi. 

This opening verse from vitaal captures the core of intersections between caste, 

sexuality, gender and music. Vitaal, is a term commonly used today in everyday life 
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to refer to a number of social practices of stigma and untouchability. Vitaal would 

‘occur’ for instance, during Peshwa rule, if a brahmin occupied the same space as 

that of an ‘untouchable’. ‘Untouchables’ therefore, had to tie a broom to their waist 

so as to ensure cleansing of space that they occupy (Ambedkar 1936). They were 

also required to tie a bell around their neck so as to warn brahmins, who then could 

avoid ‘polluting’ shadow or sight (ibid) of an ‘untouchable’. In case vitaal occurs, 

history provides ample examples of how brahmins ‘cleansed’ themselves by bathing, 

or often avoiding certain public spaces (ibid). Vitaal has often been used by brahmin 

writers and social reformers as a term of reference for ‘untouchables’ in western 

India (Chandra 2012). Vitaal is also associated with the menstruating brahmin 

female body. Brahmin women are still ostracised (bajula basne) by families during 

the first three days of their menstrual cycle in many parts of Maharashtra. During 

menstruation brahmin women confine themselves in a secluded area of a house 

where no one can have contact with them. They are provided with all necessary 

utilities by an older woman in the same house while stringently maintaining the 

distance for three days. Dalit women, however are not entitled to caste purity and are 

therefore ‘untouchable’ at all times.57 The verse ‘pollution nurtured in the womb’ in 

the song above, marks this sharp contrast and asserts a historical trajectory of the 

ways in which Dalit women’s bodies have been utilised and discarded in 

brahmanical patriarchy. 

What is most striking in this verse is a line that associates pollution with 

music and voice. It symbolises contemporary musical hierarchy embedded in caste 

where music of Dalit communities takes a bottommost position (often described as 

                                                        
57 For more on menstruation, female body and caste see Why are the debates on menstrual 
taboo on-sided? by T. Sowjanya (2017) on roundtableindia.co.in  
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“folk” music, exoticised and sensationalised). It also represents a long historical 

trajectory of cultural oppression and marginalisation of oppressed caste 

communities. In Maharashtra for instance, Dalit women have been temple dancers 

and singers – murali, jogtin, devdasi. These vocations have been assigned to them 

through caste structure. They are known to be coerced into sexual slavery or 

prostitution by dominant caste men (Soneji 2012; Tambe 2008). Caste-hereditary 

musicians (village bards, entertainers), particularly females, when in performance 

are assumed to be an indexical symbol of sexual performance by dominant caste 

males and are often taken to imply by higher castes as sexually available. Their 

musicianship and dance have often been socially stigmatised but also consumed only 

by dominant caste, upper-class men. The relationship between Dalit women’s 

sexuality and musicianship is intricate and unavoidable. How do we locate this 

cultural oppression and ritual embedded in food cultures, female bodies, music and 

musicianship as pollution presented in ‘vitaal’? There is historical evidence from 

ancient times to see how ritual pollution is associated with ‘untouchable’ bodies, 

menstruating bodies and around food cultures (specifically associated with meat 

consumption or non-vegetarianism) (Bhagwat 1995; Doniger 2009, 2014; Guru 

2009). However, music and voice are hardly ever mentioned on an impurity 

spectrum of caste in an explicit way that Shital does in this song. How may we 

understand this and how do we historicise it? To examine the historical roots of how 

music became a sphere of vitaal, how it enabled the constructions of female 

sexuality, gender and caste, we will have to turn back toward end of Peshwai in early 

19th century western India. This time is the earliest known era when musicianship 

played a key role in understanding ways that we perceive its nature and authorship 

today. 
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The bankrupt Peshwa state was able to generate state revenue through slave 

trade as well as through offering ‘entertainment’ performances where Dalit women 

were court entertainers- musicians and dancers – known as bateek (Rege 2002). Dalit 

women musicians and dancers embodied sexual objectification enforced upon them 

by Peshwai through performance of lavani –erotic song and dance performance. As 

seen in Chapter 1, Gathas, an ancient collection of poems in Prakrit language written 

between 1-7AD have revealed that some form of erotic songs emerged from 

expressions of everyday life experiences and practices. These included sexual 

experiences and practices (Morje 1974; Rege 2002 Varadpande 1987). In medieval 

India these performances started to take on a spiritual and erotic form. They were 

often associated with domb and matangi songs performed by women from domb and 

matang caste groups (Rege 2002). Similar references can be found quite explicitly, 

in Dnyaneshwari written by Bhakti saint Dnyaneshwar in 13th century western India 

(ibid). Dnyneshwari describes performances of erotic songs by ‘lower-caste’ women 

with an explicit aim of provoking wealthy men to hand over their wealth.  The 

Dnyneshwari suggested that these performances had entered a realm of exchange 

(Rege 1995). The exact origin of erotic lavani is however difficult to trace. The 

erotic lavanis in later centuries are only found in official records of Peshwai (Oturkar 

1950; Rege 1995). These records reveal that lavani was mentioned to be part of a 

public performance of tamasha during early Peshwa period but never included 

female lavani performers. Erotic lavani is only described in later period of Peshwai 

after it was brought into a private sphere by Peshwa Bajirao II (1774-1818). Erotic 

lavani articulates female desire in explicit sexual terms almost entirely composed 

and written by dominant caste, mostly Brahmin men (like Ram Joshi) recruited by 

Peshwa kings (Chakravarti 2013; Novetzke 2011). Lavanis were performed by 
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women for an exclusive male audience. Most elite males could bid for sexual 

services from a female performer (Chakravarti 2014; Novetzke 2011; Rege 1995). 

Lavani, a dance-musical performance expressing eroticism and seduction for male 

pleasure was in its ‘golden age’ during Peshwai.  

During the reign of Peshwa Bajirao II, an intense deprivation of peasantry led 

to one of the worst famines in history (Fukazawa 1991, Rege 1995). Indebtedness 

resulting from these conditions had led to an increase in sale of women from Dalit 

castes (Fukazawa 1991). In normal circumstances as well, trade of female slaves was 

rampant during Peshwaai and an important source of state revenue. In conditions of 

famine recovery of revenues became increasingly difficult. Much of the revenue was 

recovered through trade of female slaves (Chakravarti 2014; Rege 1995). Usually 

slaves were acquired primarily through abduction in wars or charging ‘lower’ caste 

women with adultery. However, Bajirao II did not wage a single war in his reign. 

The latter is this underlined as the major source of revenue recovery (Rege 1995). 

Oturkar (1950), Bhave (1976) and Gavli (1981). It is well documented that the 

British, French and Portuguese were also some of the major buyers of female slaves. 

Peshwai enslaved Dalit women not only to generate revenue, but also for their labour 

in different government owned factories. Dalit women slaves were recruited as 

workers in different departments of the Peshwa court (homes, stables, granaries, 

cattle houses and so on) (Chakravarti 2013). Dalit women were also recruited to be 

part of natakshala - entertainment or dancing houses. It is in this context that erotic 

lavani thrived during Peshwai. 

Sharmila Rege (1995, 2002) analyses ‘Andharatil Lavanya’ (Lavanis for the 

dark) performed in Peshwa Bajirao II’s court. These lavanis are characterised by an 

overtly expressed female sexuality of a performer and a strong endorsement of a 
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contrast between a whore (bateek) and wife (saubhagyawati). Within this contrast 

the lavanis presented many themes. Some of these themes presented insatiable 

desires of a bateek while others staged a theme that brought out the bateek’s need for 

regular bodily fulfilment, pain of separation felt by a wife (because of the husband 

being away at war/business, presence of elders in the family or menstrual 

segregation), a wife expressing pride in ‘manhood’ of her husband, his virility, his 

excessive and sometimes perverted desires, pleas to a husband to take her in her 

fertile period, husband’s demand for intercourse several times in a night, wife’s 

pleasure in motherhood among many other themes (Rege 1995, 27). A major part of 

Dalit slaves during Peshwai were kunbinis. Kunbinis were women most-probably 

from shudra and middle-castes coerced for their illicit relations outside their caste 

and banished to do domestic and agricultural labour (ibid). Bateeks however, were 

from ati-shudra and shudra castes.  They were enslaved because of adultery so as to 

appropriate their sexual and productive labour (ibid). 

Rege (1995, 2002) critically examines how insatiable sexuality and an 

inherent adulterous nature of bateeks performing lavani was an ideological 

justification of enslavement of Dalit women. Their caste-gender location enabled for 

Peshwai to usurp their sexuality in ways that were beneficial for brahmanical social 

and state structure. Construction of sexualities, procurement of slaves for 

entertainment and sexual ‘pleasure’ during a time of extreme poverty only represents 

voyeurism of the Peshwai. This phenomenon is noted in an (in)famous Marathi 

saying Lavani va bai chya nadane Peshwai budali (Peshwai collapsed because of 

lavani and women). This saying reflects how brahmanism was entrenched in 

Peshwai and the society at large. 
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Lavani moved from private performances in the natakshalas to public 

performances at the court of Bajirao II. This is when lavanis reached the peak of 

their popularity. These public performances were called ‘lavani tamashas’ 

(‘tamasha’ is a form of popular theatre) and had an all-male audience (Morje 1974, 

52). Tamasha performers had to seek new patronage after the Peshwai ended in 

western India. After Peshwa Bajirao’s surrender to the British in 1818 many tamasha 

troupes, predominantly from mang and mahar caste groups migrated north to other 

princely courts. Those who stayed in western India were dominated by landowners 

or zamindars/inamdars/jagirdars (Rege 1995, 2002).  

Lavani tamashas almost entirely moved to rural areas with these migrations. 

Composition and authorship entirely shifted to dominant caste male 

writers/composers who served the Peshwa court. Thus, lavani performances 

expressing female sexual desire exclusively performed and articulated by enslaved 

Dalit women through and for the brahmanical male gaze, the appropriation of Dalit 

women’s sexual, musical, embodied labour, the gendered, social, sexual and caste 

constructions of the wife-whore dichotomy, the endorsement of brahmin wifehood 

and domesticity – are all significant socio-political and cultural alterations in western 

India ascribed to the Peshwa court. 

An increasing grip of British colonial rule in western India in early and mid-

19th century led to the introduction of market forces and major economic changes 

within Indian agrarian framework. This led to substantial increase in land acreage 

under cotton, sugarcane and poppy (ibid). Land alienation in 1850s following 

Deccan riots of 1875, decline of production of local crafts were testimony to a shift 

from feudal to capitalist economy. New socio-economic categories emerged in this 
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time with rising middlemen and middle-classes who further determined fate of 

lavani, Dalit female sexuality, their musicianship and womanhood. 

It was during this time, on 05 November 1843, that Vishnudas Amrit Bhave, 

staged a production of Sitaswayamvar, (the episode of Sita’s marriage from the 

‘Hindu’ mythological scripture Ramayana) at the order of a chitpawan brahmin58 

(similar to Bhave) ruler of Sangli, Chintamanrao Patwardhan. In emerging cities of 

Bombay and Pune this play became extremely popular and was placed in opposition 

to the lavani tamasha. The female parts in Bhave’s plays were performed by male 

performers. Bhave’s plays, predominantly taking on ‘Hindu’ mythological themes 

became middle-class brahmin theatre. These plays were often termed to be of ‘native 

origin’ and were characterised as ‘early classic dramas of Hindoosthan’ in 

newspapers like Bombay Times (Rege 1995, 28). Emphasis on these plays void of 

‘everything approaching licentiousness and indecorum’ is particularly striking (ibid). 

5th November 1843 is considered the official birth day of Marathi theatre 

even today. This day commemorates Bhave’s first theatrical production, entirely 

erasing hereditary musicianship and performance traditions of Dalit communities. 

The timing of Bhave’s theatre productions and impulse of chitpawan brahmin Raja 

(king) to sponsor it suggests that brahmins were anxious to occupy a cultural 

landscape in a new value system created by Victorian mortality.59 While Rege 

(1995) unhesitatingly examines Bhave’s ‘classical drama’ as co-optation of popular 

music and performative traditions, Bakhle (2005, 84) terms it as a ‘pioneering 

contribution to the transformation of folk theatre’. 

                                                        
58 Among the many sub-castes of brahmins, chitpawans are assumed to be the descendants 
of the Aryans in western India and pride themselves with their fair complexion and green-
grey eyes – a superiority based on their myths of origin (Figueira 2002). 
59 The rising anxiety of brahmin males during this time of British takeover is also associated 
with issues of masculinity (or the lack thereof) and will be further examined in the next 
section. 
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The emergence of bourgeois theatre controlled by brahmins and other 

bourgeois classes (like the Parsis) and its exclusion of female performers marked 

lavani as immoral. With increasing popularity of this elite theatre among brahmins, 

dichotomy between ‘nachee/nartaki’ (dancing girls in lavani / respectable dancer), 

‘tamasagir/kalaakaar’ (tamasha-performer/classical artist) intensified. Dalit 

musicians were being displaced from their hereditary sphere of performance (Rege 

1995). The complete absence of women performers in the elite Marathi theatre due 

to influence of Victorian morals combined with values of brahmin orthodoxy 

stigmatised lavani and tamasha as vulgar, immoral and dishonourable. These moral 

codes deeply affected tamasha performance resulting in drastic changes. For 

instance, vag or spontaneous-satirical section in tamasha which was earlier 

secondary to lavani, now emerged as a central motif of tamasha. It became a new 

off-shoot, sangeet-baree that emerged from kolhati women performing erotic lavani 

(Rege 2002).  

The centrality of vag in tamasha was upheld for its increasingly moral and 

political character, while sangeet barees were considered to be licentious expression 

for sheer sensuous entertainment even by the new tamasha troupes (ibid). Thus, 

sangeet barees and what was termed as ‘dholki-phad’ tamasha evolved in two 

separate directions.60 Dholki-phad tamasha managed by men included male 

performers and women were married off to a troupe member. These groups of 

performers were now subject to rigorous patriarchal and familial codes (ibid). They 

endorsed their tamasha as more authentic and in doing so extended brahmanical 

stigma towards kolhati women of sangeet barees.  Kolhati women continued their 

                                                        
60 Dholki-phad: dholki is the drum and phad is a ‘troupe’ or ‘band’ 
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performances of lavani of various sub-genres – ada (expression), baleghati 

(emotion), chhakkad (erotic). They lived as single women and were never allowed to 

marry according to rules of the caste panchayat (a village/local caste governing body 

of dominant caste men) (ibid, 1043). In this way desexualisation of elite theatre 

through complete exclusion of women performers set a standard of high cultural 

value. Sangeet barees became oversexualised with their promotion by theatre owners 

and middle-men who organised private performances for wealthy men (ibid).61 

Sexual morality of bourgeois theatre was mainstreamed and tamasha, 

through an amplification of vag, almost replaced lavani with its overtly political 

content. Dalit women were marginalised from a cultural sphere which was 

previously their hereditary occupation. Emergence of bourgeois Marathi musical in 

1870s further underlined new sonic and musical dimensions. This Marathi musical 

was newly classicised and had Sanskritised forms of storytelling. They retained 

themes from ‘Hindu’ mythology, where singers/actors, mostly dominant caste men, 

were trained by Muslim hereditary musicians or gharana ustads (Bakhle 2005). 

Marathi playwrights used dramatic material to produce a new ‘Hindu’ high culture 

which emulated Victorian theatre as an epitome of civilised culture and lavani and 

tamasha continued to be immoral (ibid). 

While Dalit women performers were marginalised and stigmatised within the 

popular sphere, lavni-tamasha appeared in Marathi ‘talkies’ or cinema in early and 

mid 20th century.  Lavni-tamasha asserted “authentic” regional identity and 

successfully got placed into a budding capitalist market (Rege 1995, 2002). Marathi 

                                                        
61 Although the elite Marathi theatre and the tamasha is often described as being 
desexualised, what needs further exploration is the sexual nuances embedded in the 
historical records of all-male theatre troupes in an era characterised by a growing need to 
assert masculinity (embedded in nationalism) or in the quest to survive in case of tamasha. 
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cinema dominated by brahmins and marathas (middle castes, mostly landowners) 

took caste hereditary musical knowledge of mang, mahar, kolhati communities and 

put it in commercial cinema. This hereditary knowledge was generated as music was 

an imposed caste occupation. Only a few actors from kolhati castes (like Usha 

Chavan and Sarala Yevalekar) worked as tamasha artists in films while rest were 

non-kolhati caste women. Kolhati women did not qualify for any other role besides 

lavani performers. This phase, as Rege (2002) points out is marked by dominant 

caste lyricists (like Jagdish Khebudkar) writing lavanis. These dominant caste 

lyricists constructed sexuality of lavani performer as wild, rustic, insatiable that 

would be tamed by a dominant caste man. Most lavanis are also sung by dominant 

caste women singers like Lata Mangeshkar, Usha Mangeshkar and Asha Bhosale. 

These singers brought a new ideal female voice in cinema. This voice was high-

pitched, shrill and satisfied nationalist and ‘modern’ imagination. The dichotomy of 

‘wild lavani performer’ with ‘passive desexualised wife’ is striking and is a reminder 

of lavanis during Peshwai. 

Regional and national cinema threatened lavani and tamasha performers to 

an extent of closure. Many Kolhati women had to integrate with regional cinema for 

survival and fit into new performative aesthetics that they could hardly identify with 

(ibid). Many performers had to take up seasonal contracts as agricultural labourers or 

domestic workers to make ends meet (ibid). Lavani became popular among certain 

classes and immoral for others. Ironically it was around this time that the Bombay 

state banned tamasha troupes for their vulgar lyrics and practices of prostitution. 

(Rege 1995, 2002).62 

                                                        
62 As a reaction to the protest of tamasha artists, in 1948, Tamasha Sudahrna Samiti 
(Committee for reforming the Tamasha) was set up to address the obscenity and vulgarity 
claimed by the Bombay state. This committee, headed by a brahmin male author and 
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The destiny of tamasha, lavani and sangeet baree in the 20th century and its 

impact on Dalit women performers radically changed meanings and politics of caste-

hereditary musicianship. Dalit women were subject to sexual and gendered 

exploitation and were relegated from hereditary musical and performative spheres. 

These processes in Maharashtrian history represent caste-sexuality-gender relations 

within musical economies. They reveal how patriarchy is shaped in specific caste 

groups and becomes a ubiquitous force in maintaining interests of brahmins (and 

other dominant castes). Gopal Guru (1997) points out that erasure of women as 

caste-hereditary musicians as a consequence of mounting Victorian morality and 

brahmanical hegemony paved a way for patriarchy among Dalit-bahujan 

communities to flourish. 

The rise of Marathi proscenium theatre that allowed stealing of elements 

from tamasha and ‘sanitising’ them for consumption of urban brahmin middle 

classes and elites is not just a case of marginalisation but of epistemic violence. 

Hereditary musicianship now had (and continues to have) lowest value in musical 

and cultural hierarchy of caste. As Fiol (2015, 2017) and Korom (2006) remind us 

equating musical category of ‘folk’ to hereditary caste musicianship (gondhal, 

powada, lavani etc.) must be seen within this politics of “modernity” that is shaped 

primarily by dominant caste elites. Construction of ‘folk’ in process of appropriating 

and then classicising Hindustani music of Muslim hereditary musicians largely 

shaped colonial and post-independence regionalism for Maharashtra. This paved a 

way for further capitalising on it through modern technology and media. Regional 

                                                        
historian Datto Vaman Potdar had to approve all scripts and lyrics (Rege 1995). The timing 
of this state censorship was also ironically the same, as when the ‘political’ lavani was 
employed as a mark of regional cultural unity in the Samyukta Maharashtra movement 
(Movement for a united Maharashtra on linguistic basis-as against the bilingual state of 
Bombay). 
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and national cinema, television ‘reality’ shows continue to co-opt lavani among 

other popular forms of music-dance-theatre. Lavani and tamasha have allowed only 

specific instruments to enter this mainstream media of which, particularly 

noteworthy is the dholki. Instruments such as tuntune, halgi, sambal, largely remain 

exclusive constructed and played among Dalit hereditary musicians.63 Brahmanical 

stigma around using or touching instruments made out of animal skin, thus, seems 

like a discerning choice.  

As discussed in chapter 1, anti-caste leader Jotirao Phule transformed all 

male tamasha troupes into jalsas (musical gatherings) (Omvedt 1976). Jalsa 

trajectory evolved in 20th century with the political mobilisations led by Dr 

Babasaheb Ambedkar. As tamasha troupes were on a pathway of closure contractors 

demanded that lavani performers or nachees emulate erotic dance movements and 

sequences from Marathi cinema (Rege 1995). Brahmanical cultural appropriations 

(of tamasha and lavani) came back to Dalit women performers as a new standard to 

be achieved. This can be seen as a mockery of their sexual- musical-gendered history 

and labour. Rege (1995) further notes from her research in 1990s that some women 

in order to survive also performed lavanis from Marathi films in a new genre of 

sangeet orchestra (with new attire like pants, shirts, caps and so on). While dholki-

phad tamasha barely continues to survive it can be seen today in predominantly rural 

settings. Sangeet barees occasionally perform in towns and cities during yearly 

gatherings (ibid).  

                                                        
63 While the makers of classical instruments like sarangi, sarod, have also been Dalit and/or 
Muslim hereditary musicians and craftsmen, the use of only certain instruments in the 
mainstream is ‘validated’ through brahmanical co-optation. Most other instruments, 
continue to be exclusively made and played by Dalit communities in village/rural settings 
for religious or social functions. In this sense, Shital’s song featured at the beginning of this 
section, offers a challenge not just to the pollution in voice but also in the musical 
instruments and their craftsmanship. 
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Construction of Dalit female sexuality on basis of caste and through mode of 

music-dance performance, reinforced gender and caste identities through a radical 

reshaping of authorship, economic dependency and epistemic value of music. The 

“immoral” construction of the musical skill and labour of the tamasgir and nachee of 

the oppressed castes was enabled through the reinforcement of a caste. Dalit 

women’s musical knowledge, sexuality was fabricated as “degraded” at will of 

brahmin male. ‘Lower’ caste men are coerced within brahmanical patriarchy in such 

a way that they are assumed to be incapable of controlling sexuality of their women; 

also implying that it is an inherent responsibility of the male carries to control the 

sexuality of women. This reiterates and legitimises the hegemony of dominant castes 

(Rege 2002). ‘The patriarchal caste ideology that orders the sexual division of labour 

also regulates the division of sexual labour’ (Rege 2002, 1044). It is also crucial to 

note that patriarchal dominance on kolhati women and other Dalit caste groups more 

generally has been evident given that caste panchayats make final decisions about 

employment and training of dancers/performers. Given that caste panchayats usually 

are all male institutions this leads to patriarchal control over female sexuality and 

can be seen as ubiquitous throughout caste groups (Rege 1995). 

The journeys of lavani from 19th century to contemporary times has reflected 

intersections of musicianship with caste-gender-sexuality, with a specific focus on 

Dalit women. Brahmanical rule from Peshwai to nationalist movements in colonial 

India and post-independence era give an overview of how caste has shaped 

patriarchal control on not just performative traditions, but also on discourses of 

musical knowledge. Pre-colonial Peshwa politics and growth of ‘Hindu’ nationalist 

politics in colonial western India, resulted in a reconstruction and reinforcement of 

caste-gender-sexuality relations. Within this nationalist narrative India was imagined 
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as a homogenous land of “Hindus” with no history of syncretism, polytheism, 

existence and cohabitation. A number of religious communities had a strong anti-

Muslim and anti-Dalit ideological foundation (Bakhle 2005). This imagination was 

based on usurping of cultural elements in those communities who were placed as 

Other- Muslims and Dalits. This was done for establishing brahmanical hegemony 

veiled in an anti-colonial stance that was deeply influenced by Oriental and 

European post-Enlightenment literature.  

Constructions of ‘Other’ and reinforcement of stigmatisation of Dalit 

(women’s) musicianship were based on two key processes of gender and sexuality 

politics. One was the issue the of masculinity and/or emasculation and another was 

introduction of brahmin woman singer as moral, honourable and opposite of Dalit 

woman musician. It is crucial to closely look at these processes of nationalist 

narratives that shaped colonial modernity in India and resulting caste-gender-

sexuality politics. What were the ways in which music was employed as a tool of 

nationalist politics based on communalism and caste violence? How did discourse on 

masculinity (and womanhood), caste and race play a role in shaping and reinforcing 

brahmin’s hegemony on music, its authorship, its discursive paradigm and sonic 

aesthetics? These overarching questions need to be asked in order to explore how 

perceptions of musical knowledge and authorship have shifted in the last two 

centuries. 

 

Masculinities and nationalism  

History, once transformed into myth, becomes an instrument to construct 
social forms. It shapes the present through an evocation of the past and 
specific groups that inhabit it  

- Dorothy Figueira (2002, 1) 
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The crystallisation of a nationalist ideology in 19th century British India was a 

result of formation of ‘Hinduism’ as a monotheistic and a supra-local Hindu identity. 

Hinduism was equated with brahmanism, assuming Vedas as foundational texts of 

Indian culture and Aryan heritage as essence of this civilisation. But what led to such 

an understanding of Indian culture? In what historical context did this interpretation 

emerge and who were proponents of it? What role did music and musicianship have 

in ways that ‘Hindu nationalism’ became a defining feature of Indian modernity? 

Oriental and Romantic mythography along with British colonialism consolidated 

into a power and influence that changed socio-economic-political-cultural and 

religious landscape of India. Scholarly activities and technological means provided 

western scholars to indulge in finding “origins” of cultures and societies during late 

Renaissance period and supported the process of power consolidation (Figueira 

2002; Henn 2014). Brahmins were main authors of what is often termed as ‘Hindu 

nationalism’. Hindu nationalism was characterised by a theory of race, ethnicity, 

gender, sexuality and culture that had roots in post-Enlightenment European and 

Orientalist texts (like that of James Mill, William Jones, Max Mueller, Nietzsche 

among others). Many of these texts, misinterpreted the word ‘arya’ in Vedic texts in 

racial terms and this provided an false framework for colonial scholars studying 

India (Doniger 2009, 2014; Figueira 2002; Sinha 1995; Trautmann 2006).64 As 

philology showed relationship between Sanskrit and European languages (including 

Latin, Greek, German and English) and despite the discovery of the (non-Aryan) 

                                                        
64 It is important to remember that a racial interpretation of premodern texts and societies is 
an ‘invention of early modern European colonialism and imperialism’ (Hock 1999, 15). 
Thus, the following original meanings of these terminologies need to be noted- Arya: those 
who spoke Sanskrit and observed caste regulations; Mleccha: barbarian; Dasa/Dasyu: 
subject peoples, short and of dark complexion (Figueira 2002; Thapar 1992). 
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Indus Valley civilisation, the assumption that the Indo-Aryans were the originators 

of Indian civilisation was reinforced. According to the Aryan theory of race, 

brahmins had preserved the purest Aryan strain which they had protected with racial 

exclusivity maintained through the caste system. Increasing number of arbitrary 

interpretations, writings and authoritative definitions of “Aryan” were disseminated 

in nineteenth century. Social reformers capitalised on some of these definitions in 

order to mobilise public opinion that focused on ‘the battle against modernity, 

diffuse Western missionary propaganda and ‘to combat social inequity’ (Figueira 

2002, 117)65. Brahmins regarded themselves as descendants of ancient Aryans in 

order to reassert their self-esteem under colonialism. By calling themselves Aryans 

they continued to ensure a continued superiority and supremacy of their culture and 

position respectively (ibid). 

In seeking to negotiate power with British colonisers, dominant castes, held on to 

numerous traditions and practices as one religion, ‘Hinduism’ (Chakravarti 2014; 

Henn 2014; Doniger 2014; Paranjape 2012; Ramaiah 2013). In formation of this 

Hindu identity, caste was concealed under the surface of what was emerging as a 

nationalism characterised by race and ethnicity. Brahmins identified as ‘Aryans’ 

(Indo-Europeans), assumed the primacy and centrality of Vedas and became 

founders of Hindu religion (Figueira 2002; Omvedt 1994). They represented a 

homogenous religious identity for all Indians through mythical nostalgia of a Vedic 

past ignoring diversity and syncretism within their own culture (Doniger 2009; 

Omvedt 2006; Thapar 1989). 

                                                        
65 Hinduism was presented by reformers like Rammohan Roy and Dayanand Saraswati as a 
monotheistic religion as a way to parallel the Christian mission in India (Figueira 2002) 
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In reinterpreting Vedic scriptures and dharmashastras, brahmin men such as 

Raja Rammohan Roy (1772-1833), Dayanand Saraswati (1824-1883), Vivekanand 

(1863-1902) and Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-1920) among others interpreted the 

caste system as a ‘meritocracy and presented a discourse on an active retrieval of an 

“Aryanised” Hindu masculinity’ (ibid, 119). In other words, Aryan theory of race as 

interpreted in British India was deeply rooted in articulation of loss of brahmin 

masculinity. This loss of brahmin masculinity can be attributed to India’s 

subjugation and England’s use of colonial power to masculine superiority (Figueira 

2002; Sinha 1995). Such a sexualised and gendered construction had an Oriental 

legacy of British writers who often invoked the ‘softness and indolence of Hindus’ 

(Tzoref Ashkenazi 2015; 82). Mrinalini Sinha (1995, 1), in ‘Manly Englishman and 

the Effeminate Bengali’ profoundly underlines how dynamics between ‘colonial and 

nationalist politics are best captured in logic of colonial masculinity’. Orientalist 

cliché of phallic male penetrating a passive and feminised unknown interior of 

another country was internalised (McClintok 1995). Indeed, Figueira rightly points 

out that the 

British colonial rule was the symptom, not the cause, of India’s real tragedy. 
The cause was to be found in the loss of Aryan manhood. Emasculation had 
brought about India’s legitimate defeat at the hands of the British (2002, 119) 

 

It is interesting how emasculation was attributed to the entire Indian civilisation 

around this time, reflected in tropes of “glorious past” and “degenerate present” 

(ibid). While early ideologues mentioned above attributed loss and decay of Indian 

civilisation and identity to loss of Aryan masculinity, they also propagated ways in 

which it could be reconstituted. For instance, Dayanand Saraswati suggested an 

active involvement on a world stage instead of renunciation prescribed by orthodox 

brahminism. Restoration of Vedic textual knowledge and its readership to promote 
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“correct interpretation” so as to provide guidance to a glorious past and reclaiming 

caste as a meritocracy among other things were promoted by these social reformers 

(Figueira 2002).66 Drawing on these early ideologies Mahadeo Govind Ranade and 

B.G Tilak advocated similar thoughts in western India. Both Tilak and Ranade were 

Marathi chitpawan brahmin men. They continued to uphold authority of Vedas to 

recreate a glorious Aryan past. Tilak and Vivekananda in particular followed 

Dayanand’s trajectory of emphasizing masculinity as ‘the uniqueness of Aryan 

physical and mental, prowess, courage, bravery, and conquest’ (ibid, 140). They 

employed Aryan myths towards a nationalist vision of Aryan superiority that could 

enable India’s regeneration through restoration of Hindu culture. Tilak and 

Vivekanand’s usage of the term ‘Hindu’, could be interpreted as brahmin male who 

was the descendent of Aryans. 

As evidence suggests Aryans were sole creators of a culture in which other 

community members such as Dravidians, lower-castes, adivasis and Muslims could 

not evolve beyond a certain state of community hierarchy (ibid). Some lower caste 

members were presented as barbarians. This image of barbarian shifted from religion 

to caste and community. However, Aryans always represented the epitome of a 

civilized culture establishing a binary between civilised (Aryan) and (barbarian) 

other. Surely, non-Aryan influences were represented as reasons for degradation of 

social order (ibid). Masculinities of Dalit and Muslim men were constructed by 

dominant castes in ways that would retain brahmanical status. These images were 

stereotypical in that they had an imperial legacy of constructing a Muslim man as 

                                                        
66 As a way to reclaim this glorious Vedic past, these Hindu male reformers through a 
process of (self?) critique, questioned ‘Hindusim’ and the ‘brahmin’ for their incapability of 
reading their own texts and knowing their own past. This paved a way for and justified the 
need for a new social order, for defining a new brahmin manhood and what Hinduism stood 
for (Figueira 2002). 
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someone with virility. British writers presented softness of a Hindu man as an 

inability to oppose Muslim despotic rule. This narrative also helped with a 

justification for colonialism (Tzoref Ashkenazi 2015).  

The anxieties around Dalit and Muslim men in colonial India emerged as they 

were viewed to be particularly ‘dangerous’ and their sexuality would be a ‘threat’ to 

a brahmin woman (Hasanat 2009; Gupta 2010).67 In Gupta’s (2010) study of colonial 

north India, identity of Dalit males is also constructed as criminal, feminine, 

effeminate, violent, drunk and within a repertoire of masculine and feminine 

stereotypes. These emerging identities were viewed as uncertain and ambiguous. By 

attaching uncertainty and ambiguity to identities of lower caste men brahmin males 

could retain their hegemonic position.  

This discussion historicises intersections of race with caste, gender and 

masculinity, providing a basis of brahmanical nationalism conceptualised by 

brahmin ideologues of Aryanhood. This nationalism characterised by discrimination, 

exclusion and religious orthodoxy formed discursive roots of othering and violence 

against Muslims and Dalits. Roots of these oppressive ways can be traced back to 

hundreds of years and they continue in contemporary India. Most influential 

discourse in early 20th century would be V.D Savarkar’s Hindutva.  Doniger (2014, 

44) translates Hindutva as, ‘Hinduness’ which was formulated as a territorial, racial 

                                                        
67 The Aryan myth had firmly taken hold of public consciousness already by the mid- 19th 
century. Dr B. R Ambedkar and Jotirao Phule presented a staunch counter attack on the 
Aryan myth in this context. They overthrew the myth by presenting complex histories of 
those “barbarians” or the oppressed castes (dasyus) and revealed with evidence, the brahmin 
fraud and violence against the oppressed majority populations. Because of their traditional 
control over knowledge and greed, brahmins presented a false history and manipulated 
Vedic interpretations to preserve their power. “The Aryan invasion theory was contrived to 
support brahmin superiority, justify their overlordship over non-brahmins, and satisfy 
brahmin arrogance” (Ambedkar 1990, 7.80; Figueira 2002). 
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and fundamentalist form of Hinduism, a founding ideology of contemporary right-

wing politics in India. 

In the process of ‘remasculinisation’, reshaping of womanhood and femininity 

was necessitated and reformulated through social reform (Figueira 2002). ‘Since 

identity was text-centered Aryanization of modern Indian male identity centered on 

reading Vedic canon as texts written against a ‘female body’ (ibid, 120). Mrinalini 

Sinha (1995, 1999), Tanika Sarkar (2001) and Figueria (2002) present how liberal 

reformers (like Ranade) as well as religious revivalists mentioned above became 

champions of women’s issues as a way to legitimate their claims to power and to 

enhance their masculinity. Sarkar (2001) profoundly reveals constructions of Hindu 

domesticity. Sarkar in her work on colonial Bengal constructs an identity of a Hindu 

brahmin male as one who has allowed himself to be colonised by western powers 

and has limited voice in colonial public sphere. While the Hindu woman is seen as a 

wilfully surrendering chaste Hindu woman. Construction of these identities are seen 

as marked differences between Hindus and Westerners. Referring to events within 

domestic sphere, Mukherjee (2011, 531) also writes how ideals of womanhood were 

constructed in colonial India. These ideals were ‘based on a division between home, 

a refuge from the world where male authority prevailed in an extended family 

structure, and outside world where colonial power ruled’. Such a womanhood was an 

intriguing combination of Victorian and Hindu values of ‘suffering and self-sacrifice 

that effectively subordinated and restricted women’ (ibid, 531). These critical 

observations link us to ideals of brahmin womanhood that were imagined and 

represented in theatrical and performative genres appropriated by brahmins in 19th 

century. 
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Within colonial contexts of cultural, sexual, caste, gender and racial politics, 

music and discourses surrounding it played out in consolidation of ‘Hindu 

nationalism’. This Hindu nationalism was ideology of brahmin men that asserted 

their monopoly over knowledge and culture of India by linking it to Vedas and 

sacred texts (Bakhle 2005; Manuel 2008; Schultz 2008). Post-enlightenment, 

Oriental and colonial writings on music, culture and knowledge of India played a 

key role in assumptions that were made by brahmin ideologues in formulating a 

homogenous ‘Hindu’ identity based on hegemony of brahmanic scriptures. Some 

noteworthy writings during this time involved William Jones’s work on music. Jones 

foregrounded need for ‘Hindoo’ music to be classicised and prerequisites for the 

same would be- ‘nation, notation and religion’. These three would be assumed to be 

key parameters of Western musical superiority were now seen as foundations for 

Hindu classical music (Bakhle 2005, 10-11). Return to Vedic scriptures and 

dharmashastras was central in legitimising ancient roots of music and knowledge of 

India at large (ibid). For dominant caste elite Indians, return to Vedas was significant 

not only because they linked their supremacy to Aryan race, but also as a political 

strategy that enabled them ‘to access a discourse of power as reified Aryan 

overlords’ (Figueira 2002, 119). 

It is no surprise then, that two chitpawan brahmin men, V.N Bhatkhande and V.D 

Paluskar took up a project of modernising Indian music in late 19th and early 20th 

century. Their project had deep implications on status of women and most 

importantly on changing meanings of musicianship, caste, gender, sexuality and 

religion. 
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The honourable brahmin woman singer  

Janaki Bakhle (2005) presents in her account how two men, V.N Bhatkhande 

and V.D Paluskar in their project of modernising ‘Indian music’, institutionalised, 

standardised, and notated Hindustani music while claiming it to be inherently 

‘Hindu’. As she rightly points out, this impulse, although somewhat different for 

both men, was driven within a larger complex of political processes detailed above. 

As music and its authorship was placed within tenets of Hindu nationalist politics, 

peculiar trajectory of regionalism emerging in Maharashtra created new caste-

gender-class-religious divides. These divides shaped ways in which we access 

(musical) knowledge and its validity today. 

I argue that Bhatkhande’s project of modernising music, given all the 

limitations in his approach and methodology, did not succeed precisely because it 

did not fit within the then emerging nationalist politics Even though his project 

presented an underestimation of Muslim musicians and had vile comments on 

‘Badshahi’ (Mughal rule), Hindu nationalist politics demanded more than just an 

anti-Muslim sentiment. Music needed to be sacralised and ‘cleansed’ (Bakhle 2005). 

Music was to be racially cleansed from “non-Aryan”, viz. Muslims, lower castes and 

further sacralised by invoking a religious, gendered and (a)sexualised musical 

pedagogy and practice (termed as bhakti by Paluskar). 

Vishnu Digambar Paluskar (1872-1931), a Marathi chitpawan brahmin man, 

assumed to be the ‘moderniser’ of Indian music was deeply influenced by Dayanand 

Saraswati and B.G Tilak. As mentioned above, both Dayanand Saraswati and Tilak 

were advocates of Aryan race theory and proponents of reclaiming an Aryanised 

“Hindu” masculinity. Paluskar, had no secular pretentions about music. He 

recognised early on the political potential of music and wanted to employ it as a tool 
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for brahmanic or Aryan proselytising (ibid). A firm believer in brahmanic history, 

Paluskar found relevance and meaning in dharmashastras like Manusmriti as 

guiding principles of ‘Hindu life’. He presented one of the earliest links between 

Vedas and Indian music (ibid).  Assuming these epistemic foundations for music, 

Paluskar changed pedagogy, practice and performance culture of music into what he 

believed was true religion and way of life of India- Hindu way of life. This narrative 

with all its ironies fits perfectly within its context of reclaiming Aryan-brahmin 

masculinity. ‘Music was not simply a lost and misguided form that had fallen into 

wrong hands and needed to be rescued, [it also needed to be] corrected, and then 

made available to all’ (ibid, 138). 

Paluskar’s pedagogy, which he presented as religious or devotional (bhakti), 

focused on rescuing music from its function of entertainment and transforming it 

into a high art form with overtly brahmanised themes. This is clear from all different 

examples Bakhle (2005, 138) has investigated. These examnples are as follows: 1. 

Reintroducing guru-shishya parampara (the tradition of lifelong subservience and 

loyalty of the student towards the teacher), 2. Regularly conducting poojas or 

worship in music schools, 3. Chanting Sanskrit prayers, 4. Singing devotional songs 

of Hindu deities, 5. Organising music performances at brahmin rituals like thread 

ceremony and weddings 6. Hosting musical events at birth anniversary celebrations 

of Krishna or Rama 7. Accompanying his performances of bhajans and kirtans 

(devotional songs) with speeches on Ramayana (A Hindu epic), 8. Holidays on 

Hindu festivals in music. Records also show how Paluskar utilised Muslim 

hereditary musicians to gain complete access to Hindustani music in all of his 

schools and systematically marginalised the Muslim teachers once a need was 

fulfilled (Bakhle 2005; Katz 2012). On one hand, Paluskar redefined religiosity 
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itself, specifically ‘Hindu religiosity’ and on the other through his rhetoric, he 

implied exclusionary practices of music pedagogy and performance that excluded 

Muslim and oppressed caste communities. Most significant here, is the role of 

dominant caste women in aiding this programme of exclusion. 

As established earlier in this chapter, brahmanic caste strictures had confined 

brahmin women to the domestic sphere with stringent control on their body and 

social interactions. Not only was there a stigma around women’s education at large, 

but there were increasing anxieties around brahmin women’s education whose social 

interaction and literacy could turn out to be subversive. In addition, given that there 

was stigma associated with musical knowledge for its ‘lower’ caste or Muslim 

authorship (the “whores” and the “ignorant class”) a musical performance by a 

brahmin woman was unimaginable. Given this background, Paluskar’s unique 

program to bring dominant caste middle class women (whom he termed ‘women 

from good families’) in mainstream music pedagogy and performance surely seemed 

progressive (Bakhle 2005, 162). 

While ensuring their restraints in brahmanic companionate marriage, brahmin 

women were encouraged to learn vocal music so their offspring could be initiated in 

this music tradition from an early age. Paluskar made his propaganda attractive in 

many different ways so as honour and respectability of brahmin women could be 

translated into honour for music itself.68 Paluskar wanted brahmin women to be 

confined to the domestic sphere and companionate marriage while engaging in music 

education as ‘noble upholders of nationalist ideology’ (Bakhle 2005, 173). This was 

                                                        
68 As a number of feminist scholars have noted, ‘honour’ (ijjat in Marathi and Hindi) of a 
woman in the brahmanical logic depends on her sexual conduct which ultimately represents 
her family’s, caste’s and community’s respectability. A number of strictures and codes are 
thus defined in order to “save” the honour of a woman (Sangari 1999; Chakravarti 2003). 
The discourse on ‘protecting’ women must also be critically seen in this light. 
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further affirmed by music appreciation schools where the binary of ‘wife/whore’ 

reappears in modern nationalist imagination -  

(Parsi Gayan Uttejak Mandali’s (1870) Kabraji Mandlik) wrote incessantly 
about the links between music and prostitution and believed that if 
respectable women could learn music, they could prevent their husbands from 
leaving them at night for extramarital nocturnal entertainment (Bakhle 2005, 
72) 

 

Indian music’s purity was linked to brahmin women69, educational reform, 

companionate marriage and emerging notions of bourgeois religiosity. Singing and 

dancing emerged as two separate forms of performance to draw a clear line between 

respectable brahmin women and courtesans/entertainers. The lure of respect and 

dignity for brahmin women however, came with a pre-condition of their compliance. 

 Since Marathi theatre was exclusively male, it turned out to be an important 

space for women to be guided as performers where male actors and singers such as 

Bal Gandharva (the star of Marathi sangeet natak/musicals, famous for playing 

female characters) set standards for bourgeois women in his gendered performativity 

(ibid). Through roles in productions such as Manapmaan (Honour and Insult) he set 

standards of fashion, styles and mannerisms for brahmin Marathi women’s clothing 

(draping the sari over the shoulder) and gestures, often applauded by Paluskar and 

other Marathi nationalists. He popularised a nose ring, carried handkerchiefs and 

wore flowers in his hair. His manner of speaking was mimicked as ideal speech for 

cultivated, refined, and educated women. Hirabai Badodekar, one of the first  

                                                        
69 Bakhle (2005) among others, have also noted how there was an increasing number of 
Parsi women in the agenda of Paluskar, who represented the minority bourgeois class but 
posited no threat to the nationalist agenda.  
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Figure 7 Balgandharva (left) and Hirabai Barodekar (right)70 

 

professional singers of newly classicised Hindustani music was influenced by Bal 

Gandharva’s performance styles and represented this shift in music being performed 

by courtesans or nachees to upper-class respectable authors (ibid).71 Rahaim (2012, 

22-24) has demonstrated how movement and gesturing of a performing female body 

around this time was gaining new meanings with shift from a ‘courtesan who sang 

and danced in private rooms to a respectable middle-class (brahmin) woman who 

sang in public but sat on the floor, quite still’. This shift was represented by a female 

singing body that was ‘not to reach out to audiences with glances and gestures but 

was to remain self-contained, pious, detached, still’, so much so that they would 

                                                        
70 Image source (Balgandharva): screenshot from Youtube video by dattaji 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFVAgWWWOZ8) (accessed on 15-05-2018); Image 
source  (Badodekar): screenshot from Youtube by rliesky 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rtyzg__-UNY (accessed on 15-05-2018) 
71 The case of Hirabai Badodekar is a great example of the intersections between religion, 
caste and gender given that she was the daughter of Abdul Karim Khan, the Muslim court 
musician of Baroda and Tarabai Mane, a Hindu singer/student of Abdul Karim Khan. 
Tarabai’s mother was a baiji from Goa and had taken the name of her patron, Marutirao 
Mane. Hirabai’s musical excellence was very well-known and she was one of the first 
women to have taken on the newly created Hindu brahmin identity and performed on stage 
in the sangeet natak as well as a solo performer (Bakhle 2005)  
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even ‘restrict their eye movements’ (ibid, 24, Quinn 1982). Singers performing on 

stage actively distanced themselves from ‘any suggestion of courtesanry’ as they 

performed on public stages in urban India (ibid). Amanda Weidman (2006) has 

termed this in context of south India, a kind of performance of non-performance. 

Emergence of dance and singing as separate performative spheres was also a result 

of rise of this new repertoire of (non) movement and embodied meanings associated 

with morality and honour of women. 

However, it was precisely this fact that the standards were set by men like 

Balgandharva. These were standards that made it acceptable for women to appear in 

public sphere in the context of western India. Women had to comply to these 

performativities to gain respect and dignity. Several music experts and connoisseurs 

in 19th century India expressed concern for music to be practised by brahmin 

middle-class women to conserve companionate marriage. 

Construction of brahmin woman singer as a new respectable Indian woman 

was a nationalist anti-British assertion from Paluskar. The construction of ‘Kulin 

stree’ (literally, ‘woman of a pure lineage’), a respectable brahmin woman by 

Paluskar was also in opposition to Dalit/oppressed caste hereditary musician women 

such as lavani performers. Brahmin women gained mark of honour and 

respectability through their musical and gendered labour in public sphere during 

early 20th century. Their emergence in sangeet natak and as solo artists of Hindustani 

classical music was made possible only through strictures that they embodied with 

proper appearance, attire and performativity that produced an asexual, chaste and 

respectable affect. The ideal wife, mother and singer (Bakhle 2005) was an identity 

that was promoted among upper caste women singers. While effeminacy of brahmin 
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men led women into domestic sphere during 19th century, Paluskar presented same 

women as honourable cultural saviours. 

Paluskar’s institutionalisation of music is a reminder of how access to 

institutionalised English education was organised and disseminated in colonial 

western India as illuminated by Chandra (2012) (and also from Macaulay’s minute 

cited earlier in this chapter). Chandra (ibid, 4) examines how some brahmin men 

‘reinterpreted English through vocabulary of gender in order to produce sexual 

difference, sexual desire and new regimes of caste exclusivity’. She demonstrates 

how Marathi brahmin men decided to educate brahmin women so as to ensure an 

exclusive hegemony on knowledge but also to construct a heteronormative 

patriarchal caste structure. Since Paluskar believed that music was a ‘live agent’ 

which had an important task to perform, he made it possible to establish 

‘inextricability of Indian art from brahmanised Hindu sacrality’ not only in western 

India or contemporary Maharashtra but across north India (Bakhle 2005, 138). By 

claiming music to be a sacred brahmanised art form, his pedagogy seems to follow a 

pathway that links together caste, gender and womanhood. In his vision, women 

were trained in music for devotional purposes alone as ‘carriers of religious 

ideology’ and not to become professional musicians or performers (ibid, 171). They 

were to ‘stay at home, teach their children and other women about devotional music’ 

(ibid). Women were encouraged to confine themselves to a private sphere and that 

was their sole duty and contribution to a religious vision for India (ibid, 172). Of 

course, this is not to suggest that brahmin women were mere followers of this vision. 

  While their agency in not denied in this process, women like Hirabai 

Badodekar, Kesarbai Kerkar and few from courtesan classes appeared in public 

spheres as performers. While entering public sphere, women had to comply to 
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certain performative standards which marked them as honourable and this 

conditionality reflects a brahmic politics. Eva Hellman (2007) has termed this as 

creation of freedom zones for women but with ‘double locks’; ‘a metaphysically 

legitimated patriarchal gender order and a likewise transcendentally founded organic 

outlook’ (ibid, 25). Such patterns of conditionalities also form basis of contemporary 

fundamentalist Hindutva ideology and mobilisations. 

From the perspective of Dalit women, it could also be said that brahmin 

women were posited in service of the nation, which aligned them with brahmanical 

patriarchy. By aligning themselves with brahmin men, the latter benefited through 

preservation of their high-caste position, securing honour and respectability, access 

to musical education and professional performance in public sphere. But all of this 

came at the cost of marginalisation of Dalit women performers accompanied by 

stigmatising them and their bodies. Such an examination emerges from frameworks 

presented by Pardeshi and Bhagwat (1998), Kamble (1998), Rege (1998), 

Chakravarti (2003) among others who have advocated and accounted for standpoint 

of Dalit women. Both Chandra’s (2012) study as well as the case of Paluskar raise an 

urgent concern of how brahmin men have reconstituted and mediated knowledges in 

colonial India. Such perspectives have also emerged from critical race theories and 

Black feminist thought where white women’s positionality has been examined as 

mainstreamed (as feminism) and characterised by more privilege because of their 

proximity to white men and/or white supremacy (Crenshaw 2017; Davis 2011; Hill 

Collins 2002; hooks 2014; Roth 2004). Similarly, dominant caste women can have 

access to certain privileges from their male counterpart, as long as they are complicit 

and play within rules of the prescribed brahmanical design. While acknowledging 

their subjective journeys, struggles and agency in appearing as performers into a 
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public sphere, insights that have emerged from perspective of caste that need to be 

considered. Brahmin women’s position enabled them to access this performative 

sphere by attaining certain preconditions and capitalising on their privileges without 

much critical reflection. 

Thus, in addressing effeminacy and in a quest of reclaiming Aryanised 

“Hindu” masculinity, Paluskar stands as a crucial example of how women’s 

sexuality and gender across caste groups gained new meanings of moralities 

resulting into a drastically altered musical authorship. This history of music is central 

to reconstruction of caste, gender, sexuality and religion, especially in western 

Indian regional context.72  

Further, Rege (2002) has rightly reiterated that examination of literature from 

a “glorious past” by brahmin collectors was also a way for dominant caste nationalist 

men to reclaim their masculinity. A case of brahmin powada collectors in 19th 

century (discussed in Chapter 1) is a point that demonstrates such an anxiety around 

reclaiming masculinity. Powadas describe valour and bravery of Maratha kings, 

especially Shivaji and present those qualities necessary for reclamation of masculine 

power. Not only were powadas appropriated by brahmin authors and collectors, but 

they were made a political tool of conserving brahmanical hegemony. This is a 

classic example of how and why brahmanical dogmatism combined with new 

obsession of nationalism required active steps of appropriation since it was a 

necessary step in proving their hegemonic masculinity. All culture, was thus a 

                                                        
72 Another crucial aspect that needs further examination, is the striking commonality of the 
chitpawan caste status of Paluskar, Bhatkhande, Tilak, Vishnudas Bhave, and the Peshwa 
rulers (with the surname Bhat). They all have been influenced by the nationalist discourse or 
the racial discourse and have taken the position of ‘reformers’ or rulers. As mentioned 
earlier in this chapter, their claim to the purest breed of brahmins and the resulting racial 
pride, is observed until today. 
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resource for creation of the “other”. Dalits and Muslims were the “other” and this 

ensured that brahmin masculinity was more authentic. 

The transformation of tamasha into Marathi sangeet natak (the elite Marathi 

theatre/musical), appropriation of lavani in films, rise of brahmin women singers, 

marginalisation of Dalit women in particular and Dalit communities at large – cannot 

be read merely as ‘cultural transformation’. Cultural appropriation implies 

ownership (of culture) in anthropological literature but in case of music of western 

India it suggests something more. Hereditary musicianship of oppressed castes was 

not a choice, but a structural persecution. It was an occupation assigned to them by a 

brahmanical caste structure. Musical labour (and other artisanal specialised labour) 

forms a significant part of feudal economy inherent in caste structures with deep 

divides between producers and controllers/appropriators who are mutually dependent 

on each other (Qureshi 2002). Musical cultures of Dalit communities which are more 

often than not their hereditary occupations, hardly ever embodied any level of 

dignity. Gendered, sexual, epistemic violence along with economic and cultural 

marginalisation of Dalit communities, women in particular experience abuse and 

humiliation. Dalit women’s sexuality was utilised and moulded in ways convenient 

for the oppressors. Brahmin women without much critique also became complicit in 

this project. They did not have privilege to “choose honour” and performative 

gendered skills of new dominant caste “Hindu” woman for upward mobility or to 

retain their musicianship. 

This history of music as a form of caste-based knowledge testifies how ideas 

of purity and pollution in case of caste cultures are used flexibly by dominant caste 

to their own benefit. A knowledge system or epistemology gains status of “purity” or 

epistemic worth once it is practiced by brahmins or dominant castes. The 
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appropriative potential within caste structure is also hierarchical and descending. Not 

only did Hindustani music become “pure” with its brahmin authorship, but so did 

lavani and tamasha. A detailed examination of regionalism, lavani and other forms 

of popular music is presented in Chapter 4. What is crucial at this point is to bring 

together all themes discussed in this chapter to reflect on the extent to which 

modernities, nationalist discourses and cultural shifts have altered themselves after 

India’s independence in 1947. While British colonial rule ended in 1947, what state 

of affairs existed in the new republic of India and how did it shape experiences of 

Dalit populations at large and of musicians in particular? 

 

Problematising the ‘postcolonial’  

गोरे हाकीम गयो रे भैय्या आ गए हाकीम काल े
बदल गई चािबयाँ लेिकन बदले नही है ताले 
 
The white ruler has left brother! Now the black rulers have arrived 
The keys have changed but the locks are still the same 
 

-Dushyant Kumar (a legendary poet of British India) 
 
 

Colonial knowledges were structured on binaries that distinguished India 

from west, the Orient from the Occident. Hindu nationalists imagined alternate 

knowledges by reversing claims of superiority of ‘the West’, locating the superiority 

of the Vedas, regarded as the most ancient Hindu scriptures. Although colonialists 

and nationalists contested the function of knowledge in colonial India, both these 

groups generated knowledge that was essentially brahmanical which was claimed as 

‘Hindu’ knowledge (Omvedt 2006; Rege 2010). Construction of epistemologies in 

India are deeply rooted in caste determined by supremacy of brahmins. The ways in 

which we conceive knowledge of India, Indian culture, Indian music today is shaped 
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by a long history of caste, race, gender, sexuality, imperial/colonial regimes and their 

interplay. 

The contribution of Indian postcolonial theorists (Bhabha 1994; Chakrabarty 

2002,2009; Chaterjee 1989; Chakravorty Spivak 1999) although invaluable in 

foregrounding the position of the ‘subaltern’ and exposing European construction 

(destruction?) of the ‘Global-south’, is extremely limited in its exploration of the 

local hegemonic structures viz. caste and brahminism. It is no surprise then that all 

of these authors are in fact representatives of dominant castes. Their brahmanical 

‘top-down’ perspective and experience almost entirely erase Dalit, bahujan and 

adivasi voices (specifically of women), thereby reproducing the same hegemonic 

caste structure. Scholars have also recently pointed out that popularity of 

postcolonial theories among West-based theorists can be contrasted with Dalit and 

adivasi intellectual tradition in India where ‘postcolonial’ has hardly any referential 

value (Ayyathurai 2018). The ‘postcolonial’ experience and condition, thus, seems 

limited only to a minority elite population (brahamins) and other elite classes. In 

context of music scholarship, songs of Shital and of all her musical and political 

predecessors has barely made it into mainstream scholarship except for a very few 

scholars. 

In such a context, Shital recalling verses of Dushyant Kumar (quoted at the 

beginning of this section) during many of her performances must be analysed in 

conjunction with her song about revolutionary Bhagat Singh73. This song not only 

challenges the persistence of caste through precolonial-colonial era, but makes the 

category of ‘postcolonial’ rather slippery – 

                                                        
73 Bhagat Singh (1907-1931) was one of the most influential young revolutionaries in the 
Indian independence movement who was executed by the British for his armed revolt 
against them. 
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तूने तो तब ही बोला था ये आज़ादी नहीं 
धोका है	 
ये पूरी मुिक्त नहीं है यारो गोरों के संग 
सौदा है	 
इितहास में भी हम भूखे थे और आज भी 
ठोकर कहते है	 
िजस खादी	पर रखा भरोसा वो	आज भी 
धोका देते है	 
कोई रामनाम बलहार पुकारे आज भी 
जाने लेते है	 
अब याद है भगता तेरी आती आग लगी 
है सीने में		

 
You warned us long ago, this was 
not real freedom, but treachery  
This was a deal made with the 
Whites and not real freedom  
We were left hungry throughout 
history and are still staggering   
The Khadi we trusted continues to 
betray us 
The dominant castes still kill us in 
the name of Ram 
We remember you Bhagta! Our 
heart is ignited with fire! 

 

Select verses; composer and writer: Shital Sathe; translation by author74 

 

It would not be an exaggeration to examine Dalit experience merely shifting 

from one oppressor to another:  from feudal brahmanic to British colonial and again 

to a modern brahmanic hegemony. The theoretical framework of ‘postcolonial’ 

needs to be critically examined as limited to experiential world of dominant castes, 

mostly brahmins. 

A number of recent studies have explored how independence movement 

against British colonialism in India was largely led and represented by dominant 

caste populations with their interests at the forefront (Rege 2010). These movements 

ensured perpetuation of caste and gender hierarchy, thereby maintaining brahmanical 

status quo. Despite critiques against brahmanical domination and caste apartheid 

                                                        
74 A reference to Gandhi who propagated self-rule through making a hand-spun cotton cloth, 
termed as ‘Khadi’; ‘Khadi’ is a reference to Gandhi and his Khadi movement which 
propagated self-reliance. People were encouraged to wear and make Khadi, the hand spun 
cloth as a form of boycott on the expensive British goods; Ram is character from Ramayana, 
a mythological text, associated with modern Hinduism and appropriated by militant right-
wing organizations and political parties. Legends of Ram are often invoked by these powers 
to communalise the Indian society (Hindu-Muslim). The anti-caste movement, through the 
process of dharmachikitsa (critique of religion) presents a strong critique of Ram, his 
proponents, saviours and propagators. 
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presented by Dalit-bahujan activists and intellectuals like Jotirao Phule and Dr B.R. 

Ambedkar this status quo continued. Their vibrant, equalitarian and creative mass 

mobilisations against Aryan myth, brahmanical hegemony, caste ideology, 

patriarchy remain side-lined in public sphere, mainstream academia and memory 

even today. On the other hand, their contemporary Gandhi who was from a dominant 

caste (baniya) remains intact in mainstream mass-mediated consciousness for his 

political mobilisation. Gandhi’s socio-political views are critiqued to be casteist, 

hegemonic and exploitative towards Dalits, adivasis and women (Katrak 1992; Rege 

2010; Roy 2017). 

Many scholars now acknowledge how Ambedkar, a legendary Dalit leader 

and contemporary of Gandhi had a much more inclusive and dignified vision for the 

people of India. Gandhi’s precarious politics around race and caste during his time in 

South Africa reveals his investment in domination, brahmanic caste ideology and 

class privilege (Roy 2017). Gandhi’s active resistance to a separate electorate for 

Dalit communities and his ‘paternalistic’ reforms for Dalits (whom he called 

‘harijans’ or children of god) such as the eradication of ‘untouchability’ but not of 

‘manual scavenging’ and his upholding of caste system and Hindu orthodoxy are 

now being addressed by dominant caste academics and scholars (Gill 2001; 

Mallampalli 2004). Songs from Ambedkarite movement from 1930s as well as 

Ambedkar’s speeches and writings bear all these critiques of ‘the Mahatma’75. 

Katrak (1992) further challenges Gandhi’s representations of women and female 

sexuality and his symbolising from ‘Hindu’ mythology of select female figures who 

embody a nationalist spirit. Katrak further states how Gandhi’s vision of promoting a 

                                                        
75 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RcGJtl2nhE – a recently published BBC interview 
(2017) with Ambedkar from 1955; Published correspondence of Ambedkar and Gandhi: 
http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/mmt/ambedkar/web/appendix_2.html 
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traditional ideology was embedded in brahmanic logic wherein female sexuality was 

legitimately embodied only in marriage, wifehood, domesticity.76 Gandhi a dominant 

caste baniya saint (‘mahatma’) overshadowed Ambedkar, a Dalit barrister and 

intellectual who stood for equality. This shows how resistances to colonialism bear 

traces of unequal gender, caste, religious relationships actively carried forward in 

post-independence India.  

Subsequent to the obliviousness towards the Phule-Ambedkarite political 

trajectory, the, musical subcultures of Dalit communities in the 20th century - jalsas, 

bhimgeet or buddhageet – were also largely marginalised in western India.  India’s 

musical identity was confined to Hindustani classical music, shaped by Paluskar 

with new brahmin authors. All forms of caste-based hereditary musicianship were 

deemed ‘folk’ and were considered to have an inferior epistemic value.77 What was 

mainstreamed, became mass-mediated and Dalit musical subcultures largely thrived 

only among Dalit and bahujan masses and took on the essentialist labels of “political 

music” or “protest music”.  

In caste-ending cultural movements of Maharashtra an increasing number of 

songs in referred to Hitler and fascism. These songs link fascism to brahmanical 

dominance (as fascism) located in everyday culture. These songs are a testimony to 

lasting caste apartheid in post-independence India.  as located and preserved in the 

home, society, community and by the state. These songs also reflect an increasing 

polarisation of political spectrum and debate in India. Witnessing censorship and 

torture of Dalit musicians in state custody, brahmanical sexual assaults on Dalit 

                                                        
76 Important works on Gandhi’s views on sexuality, his upholding of celibacy, his own 
sexuality and experimentation is recently revealed through the diaries of his grand-niece and 
is being further analysed in a controversial light (Dhiman 2016; Lelyveld 2011). 
77 The extreme marginalisation of Muslim hereditary musicians in classical music, with only 
a few of them surviving this phase, is accurately captured by Max Katz (2012, 2017).  
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women, hate crimes and lynching of Dalit and Muslim communities for beef 

consumption, caste-based discrimination in institutional settings and many such 

assaults during last four years have proved time and again the intensified nature of 

brahmanical coercions. Hence, Arundhati Roy (2011, 2017) states that India is now 

colonising its own people, its own minorities and oppressed people (like many other 

ex-colonies). 

 

Reflections on decolonising epistemologies of music   

As I increasingly travelled with Shital singing about Rohith and other songs 

from the caste-ending cultural movement, I was able to challenge as well as 

transgress my own boundaries of caste, gender, musical knowledge and 

epistemologies. Witnessing a paradox in Rohith’s struggle and demand for access to 

critical education and democratic debate within a brahmanical educational structure 

and Shital’s mobilisation through musical performance in the same social structure, 

profoundly revealed to me how caste and gender can be enabling and disabling at the 

same time. As I increasingly reflect on these issues, I also think about decolonising 

processes required of me as a brahmin ethnomusicologist navigating brahmanical as 

well as Euro-American academic spheres. I use the term ‘decolonising’ drawing on 

bell hooks’ (2003) articulation where multiple and interlinked layers of domination 

are recognised (dominator culture) and liberatory imaginations from all of those 

layers are articulated. In this context, it would mean liberating epistemologies, 

performative traditions, instruments, sounds, voices, bodies from the 

colonial/imperial discursive-scriptural-performative regimes, but also from local 

militant brahmanical regime that has colonised for centuries. This would require not 

just the decolonisation of content or knowledge itself, but also of the ways of 
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knowing. Ethnomusicological research on South-Asia (Babiracki 1991; Bakhle 

2005; Kalra 2015; McNeil 2014; Morcom 2013; Qureshi 2000, 2002; Schultz 2013; 

Sherinian 2015; Thompson 1991; Weidman 2006; Wolf 2009) has increasingly 

brought to fore issues around caste-based hereditary musicianship, its gendered 

implications, how they were shaped during this time of emerging modernities and 

the rise of nationalism and so on. Ethnomusicologists have also criticised colonial 

models of scholarship including scholars of classical music continuing a centuries 

old scholastic tradition of studying great individuals, mostly men, divine historical 

tradition and vast collections of music. 

Sherinian (2015) rightly points out how analysis of classical music implied 

reinforcement of long-standing local hierarchies of musical and social identity until 

late 20th century (which also includes epistemic value of music). Indian 

musicologists like Ashok Ranade (1986, 1998) and I E N Chauhan (1971), while 

questioning applicability of western models for Indian music have reproduced 

‘Hindu’ nationalist and brahmanical narrative of the binaries of classical versus all 

other forms of music. Notable departures in ethnomusicology during last three 

decades have been significant with a focus on people, their context and processes 

that evolve from sound making. These newer works discuss shared experience of 

performance, and relationships that evolve through fieldwork processes, as well as 

music’s political-social-cultural process of production, transmission, and reception. 

While these developments are significant, full potential of a caste-based 

examination of music and musicianship would need further exploration. History of 

caste hereditary instruments in specific regions, sonic, musical and lyrical 

specificities of sub-caste groups, their performance aesthetics in local economy, 

music pedagogy, politics and its contemporary nature need to be studied. The 
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examination of caste would not only ensure decolonising epistemologies of music, 

but decolonising knowledge itself and its representation, which has essentially 

remained brahmanical. 

Most importantly, analysis of caste would further entail an investigation of 

gender. Women’s musicianship and issues around sexuality and heteronormative 

patriarchies need to be analysed with a caste-based lens. Such an approach would 

also help us with a nuance understanding of cultural movements as emerging from 

everyday experiences of oppressed communities. This would move us away from the 

lens of viewing this music as “protest music” or “political music” and the 

implication that all other performances (of dominant castes) to be less or apolitical. 

The dominance of written scriptures on music (and other epistemologies) from 

European legacies and later internalised by brahmins also must be challenged since 

aurality has been one of the central modes of expression and communication of 

majority populations since they were kept away from formal institutional education.  

Further, the grave concern around under-representation of local scholarship 

on music, gender and caste, especially in vernacular and authored by Dalit and 

bahujan scholars, musicians and intellectuals must be a central agenda of 

decolonising ethnomusicology in India. A full potential of a caste-based examination 

of sound, language, musical instruments, voice and a decolonised historiography of 

music needs deeper exploration. Erasure, denial or ignorance towards caste and 

gender would only result in a scholarship that would perpetuate status quo of 

brahmin and colonial dominance. These approaches foreground caste and gender as 

necessary frameworks for a study of music in India and this thesis is an attempt in 

the same direction. 
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Concluding thoughts 

After a performance with Shital and her troupe at Hyderabad University 

campus in March 2016, Rohith’s friends shared with us many stories about him with 

lump in their throats and damp eyes. They took us to the hostel room where Rohith 

breathed his last breath. The room was locked and covered with barricade tape. Our 

heavy hearts could hardly fathom how students in adjacent rooms were still living 

there. They gazed at us and returned to new degrees of normalcy that they had 

adapted to. Shital and I went to our guest house so her little sleeping toddler could 

finally rest on a mattress. Late into the night, Shital and I spoke about accounts of 

Rohith we had heard from his friends. We spoke of his letter he left for the country 

to read and reflect on and maybe take on responsibility. Reminiscing one of 

Ambedkar’s biography, Shital shared a story of how Babasaheb (Ambedkar) cried 

all night on the day he was awarded his PhD. I thought of my visits to the house in 

London (near Chalk farm), where Ambedkar lived in the 1920s while pursuing his 

higher degree in Law and Economics at Gray’s Inn and LSE. Shital said “What 

would have Babasaheb felt to receive that degree having lived all his life as an 

‘untouchable’!? I can imagine why he must have cried all night. Rohith and many 

like him did not get a chance to cry”. 

It was no coincidence that I, a brahmin middle-class woman, born and 

brought up in Pune, a city that prides itself of Peshwa heritage78 until today, turned 

to Hindustani classical music. It was not an autonomous choice, but one that was 

                                                        
78 Pune, the headquarters of the Peshwa regime prides itself of the brahmanical legacy. The 
Shaniwar wada, Vishrambag wada, Parvati in Pune, still stand as ‘rich cultural heritage’ of 
Pune. The segregated areas of the city are still very visibly Dalit and Muslim 
neighbourhoods - the area which marked the outskirts of Pune during the Peshwai. Pune also 
marks other significant brahmanical spots like the Kesariwada of Tilak, Deccan College 
among many others. 
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constructed long ago. It was no coincidence that I navigated easily, spheres of music 

education as well as academic education without any active reflection about caste or 

gender. It was all unfolding through systemic control, overt or covert. The choice 

was already made like most choices about caste are. That caste is ‘invisibalised’ in 

everyday life is true to a certain extent Chakravarti (2003). But it is also true that 

only dominant castes can actually afford to ignore it, invisibalise it, as they can get 

away with it with impunity. 

While increasingly becoming aware of caste and gender during my fieldwork 

and listening to critiques offered by Shital, it has been crucial to trace histories of my 

own positionality along with history of my collaborators. The present chapter was an 

attempt to reveal those with responsibility. I have presented how epistemologies of 

music are embedded in caste and have been radically reshaped in 19th and 20th 

century India. I have presented how brahmanic nationalism was shaped by 

discourses around race, sexuality, caste and gender from a legacy of post-

Enlightenment, Oriental and colonial writers and how nationalism was internalised 

uncritically by brahmin male reformers. Through these contexts of 19th and 20th 

centuries, I have looked at women’s locations in performance spheres that were 

being reshaped highlighting the case of lavani and its impact in turn on caste and 

gender relations. I have explored how female bodies became sites of nationalist, 

religious, casteist agendas to preserve brahmanical hegemony. It has revealed how 

ideological, political and cultural battles among dominant castes and 

colonial/imperialist patriarchies are fought through use of female bodies. Easy 

acceptability and mobilisation of dominant caste, mostly brahmin woman singer and 

performer as a new face of honour and respectability as manufactured by the 

dominant caste male is examined in this chapter.  Replacing Dalit (and Muslim) 
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women performers from their economic and cultural sphere loudly reiterates 

continuing legacy of complicity, beneficiary role, and co-conspiracy of dominant 

caste women.  

An impulse to re-examine modern history of music embedded in caste and 

gender emerges from contemporary nature of caste apartheid and rise of nationalist 

discourses in India. Brahmanical structures that dictate this country failed Rohith and 

many like him who fought for equality in educational institutions and also for rights 

to express political opinions – a basic democratic right guaranteed by the Indian 

constitution. The present caste apartheid on knowledge, culture and people is just an 

upgraded version of processes by which knowledges have always sought to be 

monopolised by dominant castes. Dominant caste members in administrative, 

bureaucratic top spots replaced British colonisers in modern India whilst retaining 

their historically dominant position in Indian society. Representatives of ‘India’ have 

been from dominant castes. Scholars of India tend to have their first contact with 

brahmanical cushion that keeps them from not addressing caste and gender 

intricacies. These considerations are significant, especially in academic traditions. 

They have largely shaped ways in which we consume and understand music, musical 

aesthetics, authorship and musical hierarchies today. Through critiques and 

challenges offered by Shital Sathe, this chapter has brought to fore brahmanical 

cultural apartheid that marginalised and stigmatised Dalit women’s musicianship to 

further their own agenda.  

In the next chapter, I look at how that stigmatised musicianship was 

reclaimed by women in 20th century by drawing on contemporary musical subculture 

of bhimgeet and buddhageet. I focus on contributions of Dr Ambedkar in facilitating 
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reclamation of a dignified musicianship, citizenship and politics of self-

determination. 
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Chapter 3 

In the name of my Bhim: reclamation of Dalit women’s 
musicianship 

 
 

On December 6, 2016, I followed my research assistant Dhammrakshit79 to 

Chaityabhoomi in Dadar, Mumbai. We were attending the 61st death anniversary 

(also known as Mahaparinirvan din) of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar. 6th December marks 

an important day for Dalit populations and holds important spot in the Ambedkarite 

almanac. Chaityabhoomi, where a memorial of Dr Ambedkar stands after he was 

cremated on this day in 1956, signifies a reverential space for Dalit communities 

who visit and pay respects every year. Chaityabhoomi transforms into a utopian 

space where music performances play a central role in making of a soundscape of 

liberatory social imaginations. I reached Dadar, a suburb of Mumbai in the 

afternoon. Hundreds walked towards Chaityabhoomi like a course of a river leading 

to Babasaheb’s memorial. I had never seen Dadar ornamented this way for a 

celebration ever before. Innumerable posters, banners, flags, decorations in blue 

waved over Shivaji Park (a huge open space in central Mumbai) clearly displaying 

what Ambedkar meant to Dalit masses. It was a festival to celebrate significance of 

Ambedkar’s work as a Dalit leader and principal architect of the Indian constitution. 

It was Ambedkar who proclaimed ‘sky is the limit’ appealing to oppressed Dalit 

communities to organise and fight, colouring Dalit experience, assertion and protest 

in blue. Most people wore white (or blue) coloured saris, shirts, pants, as a way to 

                                                        
79 Dhammrakshit is a peculiar Buddhist name, meaning ‘protector of the Dhamma’. 
Dhammrakshit’s father, also a shahir in the Ambedkarite movement, renounced the Hindu 
fold along with his family and turned to Buddhism. 
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assert what Shailaja Paik (2016, 14-40) has examined, a form of Dalit Buddhist 

modernity in post-independence era. Dignity and respectability came to be 

characterised by specific coloured clothing, cleanliness, modesty and mannerism.80 

Many Buddhist monks in maroon or red robes also marched along. 

Shivaji Park, adjacent to Ambedkar’s memorial hosted thousands perhaps 

millions of Ambedkarites, Buddhists, Dalits and bahujans who travel from across 

India every year. I had to halt my taxi about half a kilometre away from the entrance 

as the only possible way to reach there was by foot. The path was adorned by 

numerous sellers of ‘Ambedkarite merchandise’.  

 

 
Figure 8 Entrance to Chaityabhoomi near Shivaji Park, Mumbai (photo by author) 

                                                        
80 Detailed discussion of this aspect in the following sections of this chapter 
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Figure 9 Photos and paintings of Ambedkar And Buddha for sale (photo by author) 

 

 
Figure 10 Educational aid - English alphabet featuring important leaders in the Dalit 

cultural memory (photo by author) 
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Photos, posters, keychains, calendars, educational aid, stationery all featuring 

Ambedkar, Buddha, Jotirao Phule, Savitri Phule, Shivaji among others were sold by 

sellers who adorned the path to Chaityabhumi. Some vendors sold calendars that 

marked all important dates in Dalit cultural memory. These calendars were unlike 

regular Hindu calenders. Blue scarves, head bands, flags were extremely popular. 

Calls to sell merchandise dissolved in songs and street-plays that were audible from 

a distance with their resounding drums – halgi, dimdi, daf – and chorus voices, 

prompting teachings of Ambedkar. 

I spotted Dhammrakshit (Dhamma)81 in a blue kurta (long tunic) with his 

fellow musicians a little further away. They were ready to perform their set for that 

day. I had attended their rehearsal a day before and was very curious how it would 

all unfold in front of an audience. Dhamma and his troupe, all Dalit students or 

young professionals (with only one woman) were all set to perform.  There were no 

microphones or sound system. The halgi82 and voices were supposed to gather 

people around. Charan, a drummer began with an enthralling rhythm on the halgi. 

After a few rhythmic cycles, Dhamma’s group started to vocalise in unison 

seemingly meaningless words that symbolised assertion, a protest, a call for attention 

– “Heeeeee! He! He!”. This clarion call melted into a rhythmic repetition of a slogan 

‘Jai Bhim’ (salutations to Bhim, meaning Bhimrao Ambedkar). People joined in and 

gathered in a circle around the musicians.83 

                                                        
81 Dhamma- short for Dhammrakshit, his nick name 
82 A frame drum played with sticks, traditionally associated with the mang or mahar caste 
group. Halgi is associated with a ritual performance for goddess Lakhabai, Jokai, Mariai 
among others. 
83 ‘Jai Bhim’, literally meaning ‘salutation or victory to Bhim’, is also an alternative greeting 
to ‘Ram Ram’, commonly used in everyday conversations. It asserts an Ambedkarite politics 
and identity, while at the same time rejecting the normalised greeting of the Hindu deity 
‘Ram’. ‘Jai Bhim’ is also a political slogan chanted by activists all over India. It is perhaps a 
lesser known fact that Ambedkar’s friend and activist, Babu Hardas L.N (1904-1939) coined 
and disseminated this phrase in the mahar community in a small village near Nagpur 
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Figure 11 Dhammrakshit (extreme left; playing dimdi, a small frame drum) with his 

troupe (photo by author)84 

After ‘Jai Bhim’ slogan, the troupe welcomed everyone and started with a song 

written and composed by shahir Sambhaji Bhagat -  

    गेली गेली िशवशाही,	त्या मागून पेशवाई 
    चाक उलटं िफरं िफरं गं माझे माय	 
    चाक उलटं िफरं िफरं गं माझे माय	 
    अन बया ऐकता ऐकता यांनी ियकला   
    व देस  
    अन पालटला भेस	 
    कुठं शोधावी मी येस गं माझे माई	 
    कुठं शोधावी मी येस गं माझे माई 
 

The (progressive) reign of King 
Shivaji concluded  
And what followed was the 
(regressive) Peshwai 
The wheel is moving backwards O 
mother 
And slowly they have sold the 
country 
And flipped their disguise  
Where do I look for the threshold, O 
mother?

 

Dhamma critically commented on the state of affairs in present-day 

Maharashtra throughout this song. The song also addressed BJP (Bharatiya Janata 

Party) rule consisting of brahmanical politicians, their oppressive policies and 

                                                        
(Manwatkar, 2017). Hardas, the chief secretary of the Independent Labour Party (Swatantra 
Majdur Sangh) and an activist of the Bhim Vijay Sangh later disseminated this phrase with 
the help of the workers in these organisations (Wasnik 2013). 
84 Some people, often wear colours closest to blue if they do not own or find blue coloured 
clothing. So, one can see how many musicians are wearing purple instead of blue. 
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corruption. His commentary about this right-wing religious fundamentalist political 

party was positioned as a legacy of Peshwai as opposed to that of King Shivaji. 

Shivaji is considered a progressive 17th century ruler who cared for shudras and ati-

shudras.  References were made to Peshwai’s regressive ideology of violence and 

killing of minorities and women. The songs promoted progressive work of Shivaji, 

Phule (19th c.), Shahu Maharaj (19th c.) and Ambedkar (20th c.). People heard with 

full attention. Ears locked into sounds of drums and uninhibited voices. People 

waited until the end and carefully witnessed what shahirs were saying. 

Similar troupes performing street-plays and revolutionary songs were spread 

all around Shivaji park. These troupes invoked Ambedkar’s work and drew a 

contrast with present-day casteism and brahmanical oppression. At the end of each 

song, they called for salutations to Ambedkar - “Dr Babasaheb Ambedkarancha, 

vijay aso!” (Victory to Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar!). Dhamma’s troupe also ready with 

a skit addressed issues of superstition, fake (religious) gurus and blind-faith while 

reminiscing teachings of Ambedkar that called to renounce “Hindu” religion. 

Musicians visiting Chaityabhoomi meet during such performances and invite each 

other to sing. Many songs that are performed are from a rich legacy of Vamandada 

Kardak, Annabhau Sathe, Vilas Ghogre among others. Crowds stop and listen to 

these troupes, collect leaflets and talk to shahirs. They praise and also sometimes 

invite them to perform in their native villages from where they have travelled. 

After a set was over everyone took a break and we all decided to take a tour 

of the event at Shivaji park grounds. We saw books/music stalls and visited 

Amberkar’s memorial. As we entered Shivaji Park, I noticed a group of Ambedkarite 

women. They were all dressed in white saris and were standing with a pair of 

scissors at the gate. They checked if people wore a “Hindu” ‘holy thread’ on their 
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wrist or around their neck. These women cut threads tied on every wrist and neck 

entering Chaitya Bhumi. This was a sign of truly breaking away from Hinduism and 

embracing a Buddhist way of life as taught by Ambedkar. I waited for a few minutes 

to see people’s reaction to these Ambedkarite Buddhist inspectors. Most people 

initially appeared confused and smiled. As soon aspeople realised the critique they 

allowed these women to cut threads off their wrists and necks. They had 

accumulated a few kilograms of red and saffron sacred veneration. “These were to 

be dumped in garbage cans later” informed one of the women. 

A number of people handed over leaflets of bookstalls, announcements of 

upcoming events, advertisements of food-stalls. Soundscape changed from traffic 

noises, police vans (to maintain order and direct traffic) to a mixture of songs 

bursting out of several loudspeakers from music kiosks. Many of them, I could 

recognise were set on tunes of Hindi and Marathi film songs to lure crowds. Across 

from music and book stalls were kiosks providing free medical services and others 

serving free water and food. We all had lunch at one of these kiosks. I was deeply 

moved to be part of this utopian setting. I was reminiscing all my readings of 

Ambedkar, Phule, and remembering songs of shahirs from movements in 20th 

century. I sat on ground with everyone and we ate a free plate of rice and lentils. 

This brought to my mind thoughts of celebrations I attended growing up. These 

celebrations which I experienced as a child were mostly focused on Hindu deities 

like Ganpati or some goddess. My childhood celebrations were not critical or 

emancipatory. My non-blue attire, me holding a camera and a recorder and my 

obvious non-Dalit appearance earned me a number of stares. But Dhamma and a 

female singer in his trope, Pranali guided me through this space. They repeatedly 

asked me if it was really my first time at a ‘6th December event’. Dhamma’s troupe 
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was extremely kind and supportive given my ignorance and lack of skills to navigate 

through the space. 

I spent the rest of this day at Shivaji Park. I followed some other musicians, 

explored this space, listened to soundscapes as a whole new world unfolded before 

me. I was moved by watching a self-mobilised communality expressed in this space. 

Free food, water, medical services, free advice on monetary matters, singing 

together, sloganeering together and allowing a space for everyone to exist 

irrespective of their appearance or caste. While there are similar celebrations in most 

cities and towns, I had never ever noticed or paid attention to these sounds, this 

aesthetic, this festival. Ignorance and disdain of Ambedkar among brahmin 

communities had truly blinded me to not even learn about his radical contributions to 

Indian society, Dalits and women’s rights. It was during my doctoral research that 

this door was opened for me. I learnt that day what he meant to Dalit communities at 

large and to Dalit women in particular. The gratitude and reverence towards 

Ambedkar reflected in multi-modal cultural expressions at Chaityabhoomi. The 

soundscape, music in this utopian space opened a new door for me to examine the 

historical trajectory of Dalit women’s musical agency and its reclamation in light of 

Ambedkarite politics. 

 In the last chapter, I explored Dalit women’s hereditary musicianship and 

their exclusion from performative spheres due to caste-gender-sexual politics of 

brahmanic nationalism. In this chapter I examine how first-generation Dalit women 

reclaimed their musical and performative agency in public sphere within context of 

Ambedkar’s political mobilisation of Dalit women. I draw on case-studies from my 

field research to illuminate history of a distinct musical subculture of bhimgeet 

(songs of Bhim) and buddhageet (songs of Buddha) and its contemporary landscape. 
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I examine how Ambedkarite women composers and musicians retrieve and assert 

their hereditary musicianship. I also look at how they imagine a gendered modernity 

and political consciousness as they navigate market forces and a co-optive dominant 

caste culture and patriarchy in contemporary Maharashtra. Emphasising diverse 

manifestations of bhimgeet and buddhageet I further locate their inextricability in the 

making of an ‘audiotopia’ (Kun 2005) at major Ambedkarite calendar events. 

 

Ambedkar and Dalit women’s mobilisation  

Despite exclusion and stigmatisation of Dalit women performers in public 

sphere during 19th and 20th centuries, Gopal Guru’s (1997) research shows how 

women composed and sang ovis (verses improvised on the rhythm of the grinding 

stone) in domestic spheres. These ovis were sung during birth ceremonies, naming 

ceremonies, while weeding and harvesting crops, plucking cotton in central and 

eastern parts of Maharashtra (Jadhav 2016). While ovis were characterised by Hindu 

religious themes (Ram, Krishna) in early 20th century, ‘Bhim’ became a central 

theme of Dalit women’s ovis. Dalit women replaced local Hindu gods and goddesses 

in their ovis. In an example of ovi presented by Guru (1997) a Dalit woman presents 

Ambedkar or Bhim as a rich and wealthy man wearing a suit with golden tassels. 

Such imagination of Ambedkar is placed in opposition to Congress leader (political 

party) Jawaharlal Nehru’s image. Nehru’s was known to be one of the wealthiest 

dominant caste elites (ibid, 25). Such imaginations of Ambedkar in song became 

dominant in western India. These imaginations show the significance of contribution 

Ambedkar made in political and social mobilisation of Dalit women.85 

                                                        
85 This trend is still part of Ambedkarite consciousness in families, traced beautifully in an 
article by Pradnya Jadhav (2016) Bhima’s force shall keep going… on Round Table India. 
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Dalit women’s erasure from public sphere as performers was complemented 

with rise of Dalit men performing jalsas or musical gatherings that were 

characterised by Ambedkar’s politics (called ‘Ambedkari jalsa’, discussed in 

Chapter 1). Dalit women as village bards, performing bhajans (devotional songs) 

using an ektari -single stringed drone lute or khanjira (tambourine) had to take a 

subordinate role to dominant male counterparts (Guru 1997). However, this time also 

marked an active political mobilisation of Dalit women by Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar 

(1891-1956). Dr Ambedkar and his political predecessor, Jotirao Phule emphasised 

the indispensable role of Dalit women in mobilisation of oppressed communities. 

Ambedkar’s political ideology was largely influenced by Phule. Ambedkar sought to 

establish egalitarian relationship between men and women through a restructuring of 

women’s roles and representations. He also sought to ‘explicate how political 

projects of constructing a nation and community were entangled with Dalit’s sense 

of self, rights, self-respect, affect, anxiety, desire, and everyday life’ (Paik 2016, 14). 

From access to public spaces (temples, trams, streets, schools) and education 

to eradication of untouchability, Dalit radicals like Ambedkar demanded an active 

role of women in reform and upliftment. His speeches at a number of conferences for 

Dalit women highlight many of these issues (Paik 2016; Rege 2013). Pawar and 

Moon (2014), through memories and oral narratives of first generation Ambedkarite 

women present experiences of women claiming rights to public spaces that had been 

denied to them as ‘untouchables’ by brahmanical oppressors. Stories of Dalit women 

storming temples and drawing water from ‘public’ wells (well-known as Mahad 

satyagraha of 1927) present Dalit women’s collective action against dominant castes. 

Dalit women’s mobilisation, was thus deeply entangled with caste. 
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Figure 12 Artist Malvika Raj's Madhubani representation of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar 

(1891-1956), his life journey and contributions (2016)86 

 

While Phule’s contribution as a pioneer leader of an anti-caste political 

movement in western India is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, it is important to note 

here that his efforts towards equal access to education (for all castes and women) set 

a foundation for Ambedkar. Ambedkar used a platform provided by Phule to 

nationalise Dalit questions, specifically of Dalit women. Ambedkar himself was a 

member of mahar caste group. He experienced untouchability and violent forms of 

discrimination and had to struggle for his own education. His experiences made him 

realise the importance of critical thinking as a powerful way of self-determination. 

His thirst for knowledge as a weapon to mobilise issue of critical importance was 

evident from his achievement of multiple degrees from Mumbai University, 

Columbia University, London School of Economics and Grays Inn, London. All of 

this was possible for him with awards and scholarships given to him by king of 

                                                        
86 Image reproduced with permission of artist Malvika Raj 
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Baroda.87 Streeshikshan (women’s education) was at core of women’s social reform 

and Ambedkar emphasised women’s personal freedom as interlinked with 

cultivation of intellect and self-development (Paik 2016). In his vision, educated 

Dalit women could also enable a sense of self-respect and ambition in their children 

and family. Ambedkar highlighted women’s domestic roles (motherhood, wifehood) 

as a way to shape a new Dalit identity (ibid). 

Further, Ambedkar’s extensive study of ancient scriptures allowed him to 

present counter narratives to Aryan race theories and brahmanic prescriptions (like 

Manusmriti). His extensive knowledge about Buddhist philosophies crystallised into 

a number of publications that presented counter-histories and methods of counter-

revolutions. Ambedkar was also a pioneer voice to theorise and present the 

interconnections of women’s sexuality and caste as seen in Chapter 2. He uncovered 

fundamental functions of endogamy thereby locating women as a class that was 

subordinated by brahmanical patriarchy. This is his biggest contributions to feminist 

analyses which only recently is being acknowledged by dominant caste women. He 

underlined the importance of inter-caste or mixed marriages as a way to fracture 

organic relationship between caste and gender. 

Feminist critiques would certainly challenge Ambedkar’s constructions of 

womanhood confined to marriage and domesticity. On its surface this does seem like 

a classic case of restricting women. These constructions also remind us of 

brahmanical nationalist discourse (Chapter 2) wherein women were idealised as 

caretakers, transmitters of culture and custodians of community. Yet, as Paik (2016, 

21) reminds us, the location of Dalit women confronted with multiple and 

                                                        
87 Ambedkar was responsible for a number of members in his family. Despite the 
scholarships, his poverty-struck life continued for a long time. For more on Ambedkar’s life, 
see his biography written by Dhananjay Keer (1995) Dr. Ambedkar: Life and Mission 
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intersecting layers of class-caste-gender (and colonial) oppression ‘that precluded 

any formation of personhood or inculcation of pride’ must be recognised in a 

specific historical and cultural context. While fashioning a new ‘womanhood’ and 

dignity for Dalit women, Ambedkar linked their emancipation to family as a 

potential political site where Dalit women could critically question patriarchy. This 

was the space where they could challenge their subordination, humiliation, abuse, 

sexual control and victimisation. He enhanced Dalit women’s autonomy by 

promoting women’s individual choice that she could be solely in control of within 

the household. By doing so both private and the public spheres became more 

accessible to Dalit women.  

Ambedkar made invaluable contributions as law and labour minister. He 

furthered eradication of untouchability, caste-based discrimination and promoted 

reservation bills (affirmative action). He also put in place a Hindu code bill that 

sought to radically present women from all castes with equal rights to land, property, 

marriage, divorce and maternity. The Hindu code bill promoted thoughtful 

considerations for dealing with atrocities against women (ibid). 

Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism as a radical pathway to renouncing 

Hinduism was also an important step for Dalit women to imagine a new identity for 

themselves. New vows with a new Buddhist worldview offered Dalit women new 

politics, dress codes, performativities and body politcs.  New familial and communal 

dynamics were embraced as Ambedkar furthered his vision of Dalit modernity. As 

part of this chapter I will discuss in detail Ambedkar’s conversion and its impact on 

Dalit women (Paik 2016; Rege 2013). Ambedkar’s initiative to mobilise Dalit 

women was important toward seeking education, self-reliance, dignity and restoring 

autonomy. As a result, Dalit women sought to resist, assert and subvert brahmanic 
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hegemony and caste discipline. They asserted their identity through participating in 

protests, public meetings, listening to political debates, speeches, organising 

autonomous women’s groups and satyagraha among other collective actions. 

Dalit women increasingly formed mahila mandals (women’s groups) and 

organised conferences to discuss women’s issues and future directions. Mahila 

mandals became significant sites of creating, sharing and performing songs of Bhim 

and Buddha. This is seen as an important step in reclaiming their musicianship and 

performance in public sphere and is marked by a deep political engagement with 

caste and gender (Guru 1997; Rege 2008). We can safely assume that this was the 

first phase of the evolution for bhimgeet and buddhageet and new Ambedkarite 

musical and literary genres. 

Both Guru’s (1997) and Rege’s (1998, 2013) research show that these 

women’s groups started to perform annually at Chaityabhoomi in Mumbai (6 

December). They also performed at other Ambedkarite almanac events such as 

Dikshabhoomi in Nagpur (14 October)88. Their presence was also seen in several 

other events organised locally. These mahila mandals were also central in taking 

Buddhist teachings as well as Ambedkar’s life stories and political thought from 

village to village (Guru 1997). Ambedkari jalsas (Ambedkarite musical gatherings), 

during this time were performed by men and were immensely popular (from the 

1920s to 1950s). These jalsas attracted mainstream attention but marginalised 

women’s musicianship (Guru 1997). 

While Ambedkarite politics of revolutionary social change reached villages 

through shahirs and jalsakars, post-Ambedkar era witnessed deep stratification of 

Ambedkarite musical subcultures. After Ambedkar (post 1956), a number of musical 

                                                        
88 The day marking Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism at Deekshabhumi in Nagpur 
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trajectories evolved into gayan parties (singing troupes) and qawwali troupes.89 

Bhim-qawwali, a musical subculture and genre in itself, may have come together 

with the long cohabitation of Muslim and Dalit communities. As with many 

marginalised segregated communities Muslim and Dalit communities in India often 

live together on peripheries of villages/towns (Shaban 2018; Sikkand 2004).90 

Thakur’s research brings to fore Shantabai Dani’s (a senior Ambedkarite activist) 

views about Ambedkarite musical subcultures after Ambedkar’s death- 

The jalsa movement declined after 1956, also because the opportunities for 
education increased, public speeches, gatherings and events started to 
dominate the political scene. Instead of the (long) jalsas, the more succinct 
bhimgeet were performed at inaugurations of public meetings. These 
composers-singers of bhimgeet found more opportunity around this time and 
it became increasingly popular. They started formulating ‘gaayan parties’ 
(singing troupes). So, in that way the jalsa transformed into gayan parties 
(2005, 425).91 

 

This account demonstrates how politicised jalsa performances transformed into 

succinct performance of songs during public meetings. Thakur (2005) has further 

traced how gayan parties and qawwali troupes responding to commercial and 

capitalist allurements gave live performances of songs. These songs were laden with 

sexual content and diverged from political revolutionary content of songs that 

reflected the radical teachings of Ambedkar –  

…those gayan parties and kalapathaks which were inclined to earn more 
money, and were attracted to celebrity and fame, formulated qawwal parties. 
Those singers-artists who recognized that Dalit populations are attracted to 
songs and music, gave a commercial form to this art. They remained artists 
from Ambedkarite populations, but could not sustain as Ambedkari singers 
(subscribing to the politics), like shahirs and jalsakars…they could never 
become revolutionary elements of social change and awakening…they 

                                                        
89 Qawwalis of Bhim include participation of Muslim and Dalit musicians. They typically 
include chorus singers, dholki and the Indian banjo or bulbultarang. These musicians are 
alsooften known to perform together at Muslim celebrations like Urs. 
90 Thanks to Shital Sathe for this insight during one of our conversations about Bhim-
qawwali 
91 Originally in Marathi. Translation mine  
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dedicated themselves to entertainment, thereby blunting the revolutionary 
character of Ambedkarite movement (Thakur 2005, 428-429)92 

 

While this account traces and critiques new trajectories of Ambedkarite musical 

subcultures after Ambedkar’s death I will discuss these phenomena in later chapters.  

The focus of this chapter is how Dalit women re-entered public sphere as musicians 

through bhimgeet-buddhageet or gayan parties. Moon, Omvedt and Zelliot (2002), 

Thakur (2005), Guru (1997) among others provide evidence for dominance of male 

performers in gayan parties and qawwali troupes it should be noted that women are 

also significant performers within new off-shoots called ‘Saamna’ or ‘Mukabla’ 

(meaning ‘Confrontation’). 

In my conversations with Dhamma and many other musicians, I learnt that the 

Saamna or Mukabla93 were often interpreted and described as ‘deviant’ or ‘immoral’ 

by radical Ambedkarites. However, sustenance and popularity of this subculture 

today, testifies its importance among masses. Not only is it part of live performances 

but is also consumed and disseminated through YouTube, social media, CDs and 

DVDs. My brief online research of these performances revealed that they typically 

have a solo male performer and a solo female performer seated in front of each 

other, strategically facing the audience. They have their own musicians and chorus 

singers and lead singers improvise verses and tunes in a dialogue form.  There is a 

scaling sexual confrontation between male and female leads, while lyrics are marked 

with double entendre. Male performers entice women performers by presenting 

women as overly-sexualised object of desire. Women then reject these claims as well 

as male advances. Women singers then lengthily describe male impotence or express 

                                                        
92 Originally in Marathi. Translation by author 
93 Also, sometimes termed as Sawal Jawab (Question Answer) sometimes featured in lavani. 
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displeasure in having relations with males. These songs or verses are often composed 

or improvised on tunes of Hindi film songs or draw on tunes and rhythms of 

qawwali. In fact, most of these Saamnas are described as qawwali performances. 

Songs are performed in a traditional qawwali setup of instruments such as 

harmonium, dholki, chorus singers and Indian banjo or bulbul tarang. These 

performances take place on Ambedkarite calendar events and mark an Ambedkarite 

collective identity. However, as Thakur (2005) points out, songs in these 

performances have little or no reflection on Ambedkar’s thoughts and work. 

I was unable to delve more into Saamnas and Qawwalis but I was struck by 

sexual assertion and autonomy that women in these performances displayed. Women 

were dressed in bright, rich sarees and heavy jewellery. If it was a married woman, 

she would wear her marital necklace (mangalsutra) and a red dot on her forehead. 

Saamnaa is similar to lavani but presents nuances in terms of autonomy for women. 

Further research of this musical subculture would perhaps lead to insights showing 

ways in which Dalit women claim their sexuality without necessarily bringing in 

Ambedkarite politics in their music or performance. 

However, for this discussion my focus is on how Ambedkarite politics became 

part of Dalit women’s musical assertion and imagination. Bhimgeet and buddhageet 

present important insights into how Dalit women carry a vision of Ambedkar in 

contemporary Maharashtra. I draw on case-studies to examine how contemporary 

Ambedkarite women articulate Dalit womanhood. I also examine how Dalit women 

themselves emerge in Ambedkarite politics and modernity while performing 

bhimgeet and buddhageet live and in CD/DVD cultures. 
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Bhimgeet and Buddhageet 

I. Kadutai Kharat 

During a conversation with Dhamma and some musicians from his troupe 

about bhimgeet and buddhageet musicians, one of them showed everyone a recent 

video. This video was circulating on WhatsApp. In this video a bhimgeet singer was 

performing a famous song, ‘माझ्या भीमाच्या नावाचं’ (In the name of my Bhim).94 It was 

not a high quality video (shot on a phone camera) but I could see her playing an 

ektari (single-string lute) and singing on a porch (perhaps of her house). I and 

everyone else watching this video were absolutely stunned. The performer in this 

video had a strong, melodious, piercing and an uninhibited voice. I paid close 

attention to her voice, rhythm of her ektari and tune of the song. None of the people 

watching this video knew her, who/where she was or details of how this video was 

widely shared among Ambedkarite musicians. What was clear was that she was a 

bhimgeet singer somewhere in Maharashtra. I was able to trace her song and its 

different versions with Dhamma’s help and my online research. 

माझ्या भीमाच्या नावाचं कंुकू लािवलं 
रमानं	 
असे मधुर मंजुळ वाणी ऐका रमाईची 
कहाणी	 
वागे घरात नेमानं कंुकू लािवलं रमानं	 

In the name of my Bhim, Rama wears 
the vermillion                                     
The sweet melodious speech, listen to 
the story of Rama                              
She resides in the home unvaryingly, 
Rama wears the vermillion

रमा उपवाशी रािहली दीन	दिलतांची 
माउली	 
नाम कमिवलं श्रमानं कंुकू लािवलं रमानं	 
नाही केली आशा सोन्याची करी िचंता 
सदा धान्याची	 
ठेवी पतीचा सन्मान कंुकू लािवलं रमानं	 
 

Rama had to starve, the mother of the 
weak and Dalits 
Success will follow hard work, Rama 
wears the vermillion 
She never aspired for gold, she was 
only concerned for her husband 
She respected her husband, Rama 
wears the vermillion  

 
                                                        
94 Now available on YouTube -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSovXQA8sjM  
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 Select verses; writer/composer unknown; translation by author

 

The song above presents Ramabai or Rama, Ambedkar’s first wife as an ideal 

wife who sacrifices many things for her husband and his political work. Rama is 

described as mother of Dalit community and her sacrifices are read as contributions 

to betterment of community. A dominant theme of an ideal companionate marriage 

is striking in this song and links to Ambedkar’s views on Dalit women’s contribution 

to family and community as seen earlier in this chapter. Construction of Dalit 

womanhood is indeed constrained within wifehood characterised by selflessness and 

sacrifice for her husband. 

A few weeks later, I was informed by Dhamma that a bhimgeet musician was 

coming to Mumbai. He also told me that she was Kadutai Kharat a singer performing 

in the Whatsapp video that I had seen a few weeks ago. Kadutai Kharat was coming 

to Mumbai for a performance as part of concert, ‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ (The garden of 

Bhim). Dhamma found out some details for me with regards to organisers of 

‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ event. He also happened to know quite a few performers. He 

was able to connect with Kadutai and requested her for a meeting and an interview.  

Next week we went to a typical Mumbai chawl where Kadutai and her 

husband were accommodated. Dhamma and I were warmly welcomed. I introduced 

myself and told them about my research. Kadutai asked me to give all written 

information, consent form and papers related to my research to her husband. She 

couldn’t read or write and was a little nervous. I told her I had seen her video and 

that I really loved it. She was happy, a little surprised but became a bit more relaxed. 
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Kadutai Kharat95 was born in a mang family of hereditary musicians in Jalna 

district of central Maharashtra. She grew up in extreme poverty. Her father was a 

bhimgeet singer from bhajan (devotional song) tradition who performed with an 

ektari. He was influenced by songs of Vamandada Kardak, a significant shahir of  

 
Figure 13 Kadutai Kharat performing at ‘Bhimrayacha Mala’, holding an ektari, 

2016 (photo by author) 

Ambedkari Jalsas. Vamandada was also a prominent performer during the Samyukta 

Maharashtra movement (seen in Chapter 1). Kadutai, could never go to school but 

learnt all songs from her father. She started to perform with him as a child. They 

sang together in order to get alms.  He got Kadutai married to a man who turned out 

to be an alcoholic and eventually passed away. He left Kadutai with three children to 

raise by herself. Her parents had passed away when her second child was a toddler. 

Kadutai started to sing bhimgeet and buddhageet for alms (bhiksha) on an ektari and 

barely survived. She sometimes had to starve for days to be able to feed her children. 

                                                        
95 I was later told by Shital, that the term ‘Kadu’ meant an unwanted or a bastard child. 
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Kadutai later found a partner and married him. They are still together and live in 

Aurangabad. He was accompanying her to Mumbai and was present throughout this 

interview. Both of them explained how they had been living on economic margins. 

Kadutai’s singing was their only source of income that helped them survive and 

maintain a little hut that they owned. 

As Kadutai along with children barely survived, she came across Meera 

Umap, an Ambedkarite singer. Meera Umap was a bhimgeet singer and was 

traveling across Maharashtra to conduct campaigns on anti-alcoholism and against 

sex-selective abortion (‘female foeticide’ or stribhrunhatya) on behalf of 

government. During one of Meera Umap’s performances in Buldhana (northern 

Maharashtra), Kadutai went to meet her and asked if she could join Meeratai’s 

troupe. Meera Umap agreed. Kadutai expressed immense gratitude towards 

Meeratai, whom she refers to as ‘Akka’ (older sister). Kadutai received enormous 

support and love from Meeratai. Meeratai encouraged Kadutai to learn new songs. 

Kadutai learnt songs Meeratai had composed for state sponsored initiatives on anti-

alcoholism, domestic violence and sex-selective abortion. “I don’t understand the 

ways of the commercial world. I am an illiterate woman. Akka has supported me for 

a long time now. I couldn’t have imagined reaching even here if it wasn’t for her”, 

Kadutai exclaimed emotionally.96 

Kadutai is passionate about singing bhimgeet and buddhageet that she learnt 

from her father. “My entire life has now passed singing ‘Jai Bhim’ songs of 

Vamandada Kardak which have enabled me to get to this stage”.97 I requested her to 

sing one of her favourite songs of Vamandada Kardak. With a chipli (similar to a 

                                                        
96 More on Meera Umap in Chapter 5 
97 Kadutai’s use of ‘Jai Bhim’ as an adjective is to describe the extensive repertoire of 
bhimgeet and buddhageet 
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kartal, chipli is a percussion instrument with two fish-shaped wooden pieces joined 

by brass discs in the middle, played by striking the wooden pieces together creating a 

clinking sound of the discs and a firm thump of the wooden pieces) and her orange 

ektari, Kadutai presented a famous buddhageet of Amrapali – 

गुलाबाची लाली वसे गौरगाली	 
िपंपळाच्या झाडाखाली आली आम्रपाली	 
अंतरात न्हाली श्रुंगार ल्याली	 
सजली	महारी एकरूप झाली	 
रतीच्या रूपात एकरूप झाली	 
िपंपळाच्या झाडाखाली आली आम्रपाली	 
 
 
 
 
 

Her cheeks adorned like rose 
petals 
Amrapali arrived under the Pipal 
tree 
The beautiful one, was  
The adorned beautiful one became 
one (with the teachings of the 
Buddha) 
In the embodiment of Rati,  
She became one (with the 
teachings of the Buddha) 
Amrapali has arrived under the 
Pipal tree 

 
Select verses from ‘Pmpalachya zadakhali’; composed and written by Vamandada 

Kardak; translation by author
 

This particular song narrates the story of Amrapali, chief courtesan in the 

state of Vaishali (contemporary Bihar) during Buddha’s time. Amrapali’s beauty was 

legendary and she was sought by rich and powerful men as well as kings. She 

decided to renounce all her material wealth, including her mango grove (Amravana) 

outside Vaishali and became a follower of Buddha. Buddha’s teachings left a lasting 

impression on her after she attended a sermon during Buddha’s visits to Vaishali. 

(Rao 1978; Verma 2011). There are many versions of this story in Pali, Sanskrit and 

Tibetan texts. However, this narrative presented above is more or less consistent in 

all three. This particular song indicates the impact of Buddha’s teachings on 

courtesan Amrapali (a courtesan’s association with dance and music performance 

and her open sexuality must be emphasised here). Amrapali is presented as a 

beautiful woman who was desired even by Buddha’s followers. However, the refrain 
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of the song (Amrapali arrives under a Pipal tree and then following verses suggest 

how she herself dissociated from her profession as a courtesan and ended up 

devoting herself to Buddha’s teachings. The symbolism of this song was striking 

given that Dalit women performers were stigmatised based on their sexuality (which 

was usurped by dominant caste men at their will) and sexual slavery that they faced 

during Peshwai.  Shailaja Paik (2018) has examined Ambedkar’s active involvement 

in uplifting Dalit sex-workers by appealing them to leave their occupations as a way 

to gain dignity and respect. Ambedkar’s call to embrace Buddhism and his thoughts 

on Dalit sex-workers’ upliftment could have possibly motivated Vamandada to 

compose this song, but this can only be speculated today. 

While Kadutai did not respond much to my questions about Buddhism, she 

surely expressed deep reverence towards Ambedkar. “Babasaheb has nurtured my 

entire family. I have been able to support myself and my family because of him. I 

will always be indebted to him. I understood Babasaheb’s work and life through 

songs. There is a new song I recently heard and have started to perform it. Let me 

sing it for you” 98

कंुभारापरी तू भीमा समाजाला 
घडिवले	 
िधक्कारून गुलामीला तझु्याकडे 
वळिवले	 
जीवन उध्दारी रे, पाळताना पंचशील  
झोपडीच्या जागी आता िदसू लागला 
बंगला	 
प्रगतीच्या िशखरावर आम्हाला 
चढिवले		

 
 

                                                        
98 Panchsheel: The five basic principles of human conduct according to Buddha- abstaining 
from killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying and consumption of intoxicants. 

You developed the society like the 
potter Bhim! 
Reproaching servitude, you showed 
us the way  
Our life is reformed while we 
practice the Panchsheel 
I can now imagine a bungalow in 
place of a hut,  
You uplifted us in the direction of 
progress 
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कंुभारापरी तू भीमा समाजाला घडिवल े
दरवाजे केले खुले िशक्षणाच्या 
भवनाचे	 
दूध आम्हा पािजयाले गुरगुरट्या 
वािघणीचे	 
तुझ्या कष्टापायी िभमा खूप काही 
िमळिवले	 
कंुभारापरी तू भीमा समाजाला घडिवल े

 
You developed the society like the 
potter Bhim! 
You opened the doors of education 
You fed us the milk of the fearless 
tigress  
Because of your efforts Bhim, we 
earned a lot 
You developed the society like the 
potter Bhim!

 
Songwriter and composer: unknown; translation by author 

 

While the writer and composer of this song is not known, many versions of 

this song can now be found online. Resembling a bhajan, themes of Bhim and 

Buddha merge characteristically in this song. It also demonstrates that bhimgeet and 

buddhageet cannot be easily separated from one another. They exist as two different 

terms to clarify focus of this song. Musically, they may take on similar instruments, 

singers, and genres, but content-wise, they may differ from each other. Reference to 

‘Panchsheel’ in this particular song shows how bhimgeet often includes themes from 

Buddhism highlighted by Ambedkar. But bhimgeet is essentially about Bhim and his 

contribution towards Dalit communities. Buddhageet often includes stories from 

Buddha’s era (like that of Amrapali or Buddha’s dialogues with his student Anand 

and other episodes from Buddha’s time). In this sense, bhimgeet can be an umbrella 

term encompassing themes related to Buddha, which may not always be same in 

case of buddhageet. However, since these genres are performed by Ambedkarite 

musicians (often converted to Buddhism), their repertoire consists both of bhimgeet 

and buddhageet and combinations of both. 

Kadutai, in her song mentioned above uses potter as a metaphor. This is 

noteworthy given that ‘kumbhar’ or potter is a Dalit caste group whose occupation is 

pottery. Reverence towards Bhim is expressed by presenting him as enabler of 
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bringing prosperity for Dalit communities. These songs mention that prosperity came 

to Dalit communities because Ambedkar carved a pathway through education. The 

mention of economic upliftment is clear from references to ‘hut’ and ‘bungalow’ in 

the song mentioned above. While Kadutai herself did not have access to education or 

any substantial access to economic upliftment, her singing this song signifies an 

importance of at least a portion of Dalit communities who were able to access 

mainstream resources. Kadutai’s inaccessibility to both (education and economic 

prosperity), however, also shows that a large number of Dalit population is still 

marginalised. Kadutai shared with me that Bhim had nurtured her family as she 

performed bhimgeet wherever she could and earned money through singing.  

 It is interesting also to note that Kadutai could not read or write and 

therefore was not familiar with Ambedkar’s writings. However, she learnt about 

Ambedkar and his teaching through songs. This confirms a well-known saying 

among Ambedkarite musicians ‘Ambedkar did not go to every village, but his 

speeches and thoughts reached every village because of shahirs’. She could not read 

Ambedkar, but that did not stop her from learning about his work and understanding 

what he did for Dalit communities. She witnessed teachings about Ambedkar 

through her own life-narrative. Kadutai did not necessarily fit into Ambedkar’s 

vision of modernity for Dalit women but she certainly educated herself through 

songs. Kadutai did not compose or write her own songs but learnt new ones as she 

moved through her life. Learning new songs was a way to develop her repertoire, 

earn a living and a strategy to navigate needs of market forces. 

I asked Kadutai if she performed any songs about Ambedkar’s work with 

women. Kadutai’s husband prompted her to sing the song about Ramaai- 

Ambedkar’s first wife. This song was composed on a tune from a Hindi film called 
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‘Lambi Judaai’ from film ‘Hero’ (1983). Kadutai did not know the film song but had 

managed to effectively transform it into a rhythm on her ektari. Her bhajan aesthetic 

remained intact in ways that she performed bhimgeet. 

का हो नेत नाही तुम्ही प्राणनाथा परदेशी 
जाताना	 
अमेिरकेनला जाता कधी इंग्लंडला जाता	 
कधी या मनाला समाधान होई? 
का हो नेत नाही तुम्ही प्राणनाथा परदेशी 
जाताना मला? 
 
बंधू माझा शंकर दादा सोबतीला घेते	 
शेण गौर्या थापायाला रमा तुमची जाते	 
पाखरासारखी वाट	तुमची पाही	 
का हो नेत नाही तुम्ही प्राणनाथा परदेशी 
जाताना	मला? 

Why don’t you take me with you, 
O beloved, when you go abroad?  
When you go to America and to 
England 
When will this heart be satisfied?  
Why don’t you take me with you 
O beloved, when you go abroad? 
 
I ask my brother Shankar to 
accompany me  
Your Rama goes for work to make 
cow-dung cakes  
I yearn for your return like a bird  
Why don’t you take me with you 
O beloved, when you go abroad? 

 
Songwriter and composer: unknown; translation by author

 

The song above presents themes of companionate marriage and imagination 

of a loving relationship between Ambedkar and Ramaai. The song above is similar 

in theme to the first song I had ever heard Kadutai sing on social media. This theme 

is dominant in bhimgeet repertoire. Ramaai is considered as a mother of Dalit-

Ambedkarite communities. She is revered for her contributions to Ambedkar’s life, 

his politics and work for communities. Ramaai is framed always within a conjugal 

setting and is portrayed as an ideal wife. A number of songs imagine Ramaai’s 

characteristics as an “ideal” honourable, loyal, respectful, wife yearning for 

Babasaheb’s return from US or England. The songs imagine her to never demand 

wealth or jewellery from him and proudly wear vermillion in Bhim’s name.  

Similar observations were made by Rege (2013) in her research of cassette 

cultures during 1990-2000. These themes starkly reproduce discourse on Dalit 
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women’s modernity in post-independence India as imagined by Ambedkar as 

discussed earlier in this chapter. Both songs that I heard Kadutai sing (one on social 

media and another during my interview with her) were about Ramaai. These songs 

imagined Ramaai’s conjugal-private life and created an intersection of political, 

household and communal spaces that Ambedkar and Ramaai experienced during 

their lifetime. As discussed earlier Dalit women’s responsibility in Ambedkar’s view 

of modernity was to make family (private sphere) a political space where women 

could have a voice. These songs reveal intersections that Ambedkar tried to create 

for women between private and public spaces. 

My further research and conversations with activists also revealed that 

Ramaai is positioned on a moral high ground in opposition to Savitabai Ambedkar or 

Sharda Kabir, Ambedkar’s second (brahmin) wife.  Ambedkar married Savitabai 

thirteen years after Ramaai’s death. Savitabai, also known as Maisaheb was a 

medical doctor who is often seen by some sections of Dalits as a betrayer and 

murderess of Babasaheb. A number of songs documented on cassettes also express 

utter hate towards Savitabai. Given her brahmin identity, she is perceived to be 

someone who did not contribute to Babasaheb’s life in any way (ibid). Not all Dalit 

community members have negative feelings toward Savitabai. Guru (1997) has 

recorded a number of ovis of Dalit women who have positively perceived 

Babasaheb’s second marriage as an ideal example of inter-caste marriage. His inter-

caste marriage is seen as a step towards eradicating caste discrimination. Not only 

are there innumerable songs about Ramaai within the bhimgeet repertoire, but she is 

also presented as the ideal wife and mother of the community. On the other hand, the 

songs that refer to Savitabai in a positive light are fewer in number. These songs 

never mention her by name but discuss her caste underlining Bhim’s marriage to a 
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brahmin woman. These contrasting narratives between Ramaai and Savitabai form 

an important part of a social imagination presented by musicians who discuss 

intersections between political, personal and social spaces within Dalit communities. 

This topic about how Ambedkar’s wives are presented in songs did not come 

up after Kadutai presented her melody. However, when I asked her about 

Ambedkar’s contribution toward Dalit women, Kadutai’s bias toward Ramaai was 

apparent in the way she and her husband thought of songs about Ramaai. For 

Kadutai, Ambedkar was a reverential figure she learnt about from her father’s and 

Vamandada’s songs. She was able to earn money because of singing bhimgeet and 

ensure basic survival of herself and her children. Today, with economic prosperity of 

a portion of Ambedkarite populations, Kadutai is able to become part of a market 

where events of bhimgeet and buddhageet are organised regularly. Her performance 

in Mumbai (‘Bhimrayacha Mala’) was also a similar one organised by son of a 

famous Ambedkarite musician Vitthal Umap. 

‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ was indeed a rich ethnographic experience given that it 

was not a self-mobilised Ambedkarite calendar event but a ticketed concert. I learnt 

from Dhamma that about eight to nine bhimgeet and buddhageet singers were to 

perform at this event. These singers were very well known in a growing market of 

Ambedkarite music. Kadutai, rather unknown to people became a star through her 

performance. Kadutai, dressed in a simple white sari, wearing a mangalsutra 

(marital necklace) and holding her ektari performed ‘Mazya Bhimachya navacha’ 

(‘In the name of my Bhim’), which I had first heard on WhatsApp. 

White sari holds a special meaning and must be examined, again in context 

of Dalit modernity and dignity. Ambedkar and his associates in their effort to shape a 

dignified Dalit womanhood had created an intimate body politics model specifically 
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with regard to women’s corporeality. Saris, clothing, jewellery, habits of cleanliness 

became important aspects of bodily presentation that were discussed in public 

speeches and meetings by Ambedkar himself during mid 20th century. Dalit women 

were encouraged to embrace a nine-yard sari (like Brahmin women), footwear, only 

one necklace as marks of dignity. 

Dalit women intentionally desired traditional forms of full dress from which 
upper-caste women and men excluded them. Only upper-caste women could 
afford this form of full sari, and they even enjoyed the privilege of draping it 
in a particular style.  We need to note that Ambedkar always wore a Western-
style three-piece suit and was called saheb, a title reserved for a European 
officer. Before this time, Dalit women had not been allowed to wear a full 
sari (or even a breast cloth in South India), and hence the political practices of 
donning a full sari in public were significant in the remaking of the self and 
the community (Paik 2016, 29) 

 
These observations are critical as they resonate with contemporary corporeal 

politics of Dalit women musicians. It is noted that in post-independence India, a 

white sari or salwar-kameez (loose trousers and long tunic) became a mark of 

modernity that Dalit women embraced to maintain their image. These modern dress 

codes were maintained during public meetings and commemorative events. 

Kadutai’s white sari, necklace and red dot on her forehead symbolised dignity and 

respectability that is historical rooted in ways that Dalit modernity was being shaped 

by radicals like Ambedkar.99 

‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ reminded me of ‘bhaavgeet’ (light music) evenings that 

feature brahmin middle-class musicians singing Marathi and Hindi film songs. 

Bhaavgeet became an alternative mass-mediated music industry which featured 

Marathi middle-class brahmin musicians, song-writers and audiences, Bhaavgeet 

became popular during 1960s in Maharashtra and continue to be popular in current 

                                                        
99 This reading is of course indicative of the masses of women dressed in white on the 6th 
December event described earlier. 
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times (Bharatan 2016; Ranade 2006). I grew up learning bhaavgeet and had attended 

many concerts with my family. Similarities in settings between ‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ 

and bhaavgeet were remarkable. Both settings had an orchestra that provided music 

for an entire evening and featured a number of artists. In both settings an auditorium 

is a symbolic space for middle and upper-middle classes to watch a performance that 

was focused on entertainment. In case of ‘Bhimrayacha Mala’ a host read a script 

that discussed ‘greatness of Ambedkar’ (as they read of the greatness of music 

composers/lyricists, singers in bhaavgeet evenings).  Organisers for ‘Bhimrayacha 

Mala’ invited a number of politicians on stage for reasons that were not clear. 

However, I can speculate that politicians who were invited had funded some portion 

of this concert. It is also possible that these politicians provided funding so that they 

could be recognised as part of the community ensuring that people voted for them 

during elections. 

This particular concert also represented domination of urban Dalit middle-classes 

who are supported by local political parties. This setting was also a reminder of 

Guru’s (1997) examination of Dalit women’s musical assertions being 

overshadowed by Dalit male writers, musicians and Dalit patriarchies. 

After my interview with Kadutai and in our follow-up phone conversations 

Kadutai and her husband shared with me their financial condition. They often 

described their living conditions which consisted of a one-room house. “Coming to 

Mumbai and performing gives a different impression, but if you visit our home, you 

will know our real condition” Kadutai’s husband said. She just smiled in affirmation. 

Kadutai often reflected that she didn’t understand how to navigate an increasing 

commercial world. Living in rural Maharashtra and growing up in a poor hereditary 

musician family and caste group it can be observed that education, migration, 
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opportunity or employment were inaccessible to her.  Kadutai did not know her 

birthdate or year thus making it difficult to trace an exact time of when she grew up 

in Maharashtra. However, her references to Vamandada, Meera Umap and state led 

initiatives during 1970, lead me to believe that she grew up in post-independence 

and post-Ambedkar era.  

As I discuss reclamation of a lost musicianship of Dalit women, Kadutai 

embodies a representative case that brings to fore position of Dalit female hereditary 

musicians. Sushma Devi, Meera Umap and others I interviewed also echoed similar 

experiences like Kadutai. Ambedkarite politics is central to their performance, 

content, body politic and performativity. Their strongest link to Ambedkar is 

bhimgeet and buddhageet. which has allowed them basic survival through years and 

in current times. Kadutai and many like her remain economically deprived despite 

embracing Ambedkarite politics thus calling for a further examination of dignified 

musicianship.  

Economy of live performances in case of bhimgeet and buddhageet is complex 

given that they are organised by powerful Dalit musicians (and their families). These 

powerful Dalit musicians have political links with local political leaders that provide 

them with status, economic and political patronage. This linkage also makes it easy 

for state structures to appropriate and use Dalit cultural resources to their own 

benefit. This is certainly not to rid Kadutai of her agency but to recognise complex 

linkages between Dalit leaders in electoral politics, patriarchies within Ambedkarite 

musical cultures and their economic domination. 

Qawwali, saamnaa, bhimgeet and buddhageet subcultures are often harshly 

critiqued by Dalit writers and cultural activists who proclaim their radical politics. 

But it is also important to pay attention to specific trajectories and subjectivities of 
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musicians in post-Ambedkar era. Aspects of ‘entertainment’ have immense stigma 

within Ambedkarite and caste-ending musical culture. This stigma arises from 

historical context where ‘entertainment’ was associated with sexual connotations 

related with Dalit women’s bodies. This stigma also arises from ways in which Dalit 

womanhood was constructed and reified within Dalit modernity. Ambedkarite 

politics, modernity and Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism were embraced only by 

a majority mahar populations. Mahars make up a certain substantial percentage of 

Dalits in Maharashtra (Teltumbde 2016). There are however a number of other Dalit 

sub-castes which did not respond to Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism or to his 

politics (ibid). While their critique is well taken, writers and cultural activists can 

also look at economic and social backgrounds from which Dalit women have created 

a space for themselves in pre-globalised India. It is also important to note that Dalit 

women continue to sustain themselves in contemporary globalised neoliberal 

economic conditions with deep gratitude for Ambedkar. 

II. CD culture 

On 6th December 2015, as I walked from one music stall to another at Shivaji 

park, I was struck by a vibrant collection of CDs and DVDs. This seemed outdated 

given that streaming video and digital music dominate urban settings across India. 

However, it is possible that Dalit communities in rural India do not have digital 

access. I noticed that covers of music CDs were mostly of solo artists from different 

parts of Maharashtra. They represented a unique sub-regional (rural Maharashtra) 

lyrical and musical aesthetic and imagination. I was particularly struck by women 

featured on CDs, as solo artists, co-singers or chorus singers. Number of women solo 

artists were clearly fewer compared to men. I randomly picked up some CDs and 
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DVDs featuring women so as to further explore their role in contemporary 

Maharashtra.

CD and DVD covers featuring women read ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ (Daughter of 

Bhim), ‘Bhim Maaybaap’ (Bhim, my mother and father), ‘Jai Bhimwala Navra 

Pahije’ (Wanted, an Ambedkarite husband), ‘Kokila Samajachi’100 (The singer of 

our community), ‘Nagpurchi Nagin Bhimgeetanchi Rani’ (The ‘Nagin’ of Nagpur, 

the queen of bhimgeet)101, ‘Bhimachya Vicharanchi talwar aahe mi’ (I am the sword 

of Ambedkarite thought), ‘Rangucha Navra Jai Bhimwala’ (Rangu’s husband is 

Ambedkarite!) - among many others. I had never seen or heard of any of these 

musicians despite navigating Ambedkarite spheres with Shital and Dhamma for a 

few months. I was curious to find out what these media were going to reveal and 

reasons why I had not come across these artists as I traversed so many political and 

musical spheres. 

 
Figure 14 A collection of mp3, audio and video CDs and DVDs featuring women 

                                                        
100 Kokila, the cuckoo bird is a metaphor associated with renowned female singers like Lata 
Mangeshkar. 
101 Nagin, meaning a female cobra, is used here, as a symbol of power and assertion. 
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CD and DVD kiosks were a significant site at Ambedkarite calendar events 

that symbolised intersection of music with social imaginings of Ambedkar’s life and 

work through perspective of Dalit women. Bhimgeet and buddhageet performed in 

diverse musical styles across Maharashtra, featured uniquely on covers of these CDs 

and DVDs. Popularity of CDs and DVDs was noteworthy given admiration for live 

performances as well as increasing use of online platforms such as YouTube and 

WhatsApp to record and disseminate songs.102 But it is important to remember not 

all rural areas of Maharashtra are as well connected through the internet.  Perhaps it 

was also because of this divide that I had not come across these musicians earlier. In 

addition, vibrant presence and sale of Ambedkarite music at such a significant event 

perhaps has a symbolic value given that production of CDs and DVDs was preceded 

by cassette cultures studied by Sharmila Rege (2008). In 1980s more possibilities 

were created by companies offering locally produced inexpensive cassettes in large 

quantities for a wide range of genres, artists and musics across region and 

community (Manuel 1993, Rege 2008). Rege’s (2008, 2013) study from 1990s and 

2000s shows how Ambedkarite booklets and cassettes dominated other items sold at 

Ambedkarite almanac events. Her study also showed how increasing numbers of 

Ambedkarite women singers and their troupes came to prominence with a cassette 

revolution. 

Since Rege’s (2008, 2013) research however, some features seem to have 

changed like the new ways of mediation (CD-DVD), video representation (VCD), 

electronic sounds, songs and images of younger Dalit unmarried women and their 

liberatory imaginations among others. The cassette culture was replaced by an ever-

                                                        
102 Dhamma, his friends and many other people I met and interviewed often showed me, or 
shared with me, audio and video files of some upcoming or recent songs of different artists. 
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growing ‘CD culture’ and increased use of online platforms accessed on mobile 

phones. This shift is predictable given that CD/DVD production became easier in 

2000s (Karaganis 2011; Morcom 2017). The symbolic value of DVDs and audio 

CDs perhaps also lies in construction of a visual imagery. CD and DVD covers 

represent a space that intersect Ambedkar’s life and works, ideals of Ambedkarite 

womanhood and liberatory politics asserted by women through song. 

For instance, the cover of the MP3 audio CD ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ (Daughter of 

Bhim) (2013) presents a woman in blue sari holding a blue flag with a white wheel 

on it (dhamma chakra: the wheel of Buddhist law)103 on it and an Ambedkar 

painting in background. This can be seen as representations of Ambedkar as a father 

looking upon his daughter, who is emphasising her Ambedkarite politics and Dalit 

identity. Another cover of a video CD ‘Duniya mein Bhimji Mahan’ (Bhim, greatest 

in the world) has Ambedkar’s photo, adjacent to Buddha’s image in blue and dome 

of Deekshabhumi underneath.104 Young twin sisters (Vijaya Jadhav and Vinaya 

Jadhav) featured below this dome pose like singers specifically because of their hand 

gestures. Both are dressed in festive kurtas, one of them in blue. Both these covers 

feature Deekshabhumi, the sacred Buddhist monument where Ambedkar converted 

to Buddhism. The meeting of Ambedkar, Buddha and women musicians/singers on 

the CD covers signifies singers’ Ambedkarite and/or Buddhist identity and politics. 

More importantly, it reflects the construction of 21st century young Ambedkarite 

women. These visual characteristics are crucial in construction of Dalit womanhood 

                                                        
103 The white dhamma chakra on the blue flag is peculiar to the Ambedkarite movement in 
Maharashtra symbolising the conversion of Dalit communities to Buddhism. 
104 Deekshabhumi, a monument where Ambedkar converted to Buddhism in Nagpur in 
eastern Maharashtra. 
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as imagined by Ambedkar in colonial and post-independence western India and must 

be examined in relation to musical content on CDs and DVDs. 

MP3 audio CD ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ (Daughter of Bhim) consists of forty-two 

total ‘gauravpar’ (admirable/venerable) songs. These songs predominantly take on 

themes of Ambedkar’s life as a postgraduate student at Columbia University and at 

London School of Economics. These songs also discuss hardships he faced while in 

a foreign country, his return as a barrister to India and service to his people. Some 

songs explore Ambedkar’s wedding to Ramabai, his social mobilisations as opposed 

to Gandhi’s nationalism, Ambedkar’s contribution as law minister of India, his 

progressive ideals while chairing committee of members for drafting the Indian 

Constitution. The songs follow a trajectory and highlight his leadership to renounce 

Hinduism, conversion to Buddhism and showing a model for a dignified life to Dalit 

masses. Most songs are in Marathi, and some in Hindi. As informed to me by 

Dhamma it is often difficult to trace song-writers of popular songs. My investigation 

of CD/DVD cultures and live performances shows that authorship and copyright do 

not necessarily seem to be of utmost importance. Although song-writers are often 

known, a proper acknowledgement of writers (if different from the singer) is not 

considered necessary.105 Although song-writers are sometimes unknown, singers 

never go unnoticed and are credited for their work. In such a context it was 

surprising to see that almost all CDs presented names of singers, music directors and 

song-writers.106 ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ featured these credits on its cover –  

                                                        
105 This is also true for live performances. 
106 Often, the songwriter, composer and singer might be one person. Occasionally, songs are 
written and composed by someone other than the singer. It is rarely the case that the writer, 
composer and singer are three different persons and is mostly observed in CD cultures. 
Examples of these combinations will be observed in the course of this chapter. 
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Singers: Vishnu Shinde, Altaf Raja, Shailendra Bharti, Gulzar Naja, Shailendra 

Daware, Nisha Bhagat and Nilesh Kumar. 

Music: Mohammad Shafi Niyazi and Ram Shankar 

Song-writers: Vishnu Shinde, Shantaram Nandgaonkar, Manvel Gayakwad, Nilesh 

Kumar, Kaviraj, Pratapsingh Bodade 

 

I was surprised that despite the title (‘Bhimraj ki beti’), there were no women 

artists featured on the CD other than Nisha Bhagat. Composers and songwriters were 

all men. This meant that songs in this CD were all male constructions of 

Ambedkarite women as ‘daughters of Bhim’. This was an interesting shift in 

comparison to cassette cultures where women were often song-writers and 

composers themselves (Rege 2008, 2013). A literary analysis of these songs was 

essential to further examine construction of Ambedkarite womanhood. 

It was unclear which songs were composed by whom as songs were listed 

with titles one after another. In the CD titled ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ (in Hindi) Nisha 

Bhagat sang the first song that was called ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’.  This song opened with 

a dholki intro. A background harmony on a synthesizer was clearly audible and 

established a pitch for the song. An instrumental bridge connecting two verses 

heavily relied on electronic sounds and resembled melodies played on a harmonium 

which were now replaced with a synthesiser. Indian electric banjo, or bulbul tarang, 

led harmony accompanied by synthesized sound of a flute were some other features 

in this song. Use of electric banjo and Hindi lyrics in ‘Bhimraj ki beti’ are indicative 

of influences that Bhim-qawwalli has on these songs. There are also many Muslim 

names of musicians credited on cover of Bhimraj ki beti. Women chorus singers 

repeat refrain in this song after Nisha Bhagat.
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उमर में बाली सीधी साधी सील की 
झोली हँू	 
भीमराज की बेटी मैं तो जयिभम वाली हँू	 
मैं हर दम हसती रहँू, हर िदल में बसती 
रहँू	 
बुद्ध धम्म के तत्वों की मैं वो हिरयाली हँू	 
भीमराज की बेटी मैं तो जयिभम वाली हँू	 
दुशमन भी मुझसे डरे, गर टकराये तो मरे 
चीरती है दुशमन का सीना मैं वो बोली हँू	 
भीमराज की बेटी मैं तो जयिभम वाली हँू	 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I am young, innocent and precious 
(girl/woman) 
I am the daughter of Bhim, the one 
representing the ‘Jai Bhim’ 
community 
I hope to always smile, laugh and 
hope to reach everyone’s heart  
I am that greenery of the ideals of 
Buddha’s dhamma 
I am the daughter of Bhim, the one 
representing the ‘Jai Bhim’ 
community 
The enemy is also afraid of me, if 
attacked (he) is dead 
I am that language, which kills the 
opponent 
I am the daughter of Bhim, the one 
representing the ‘Jai Bhim’ 
community 

 
Select verses of ‘bhimraj ki beti’; translation by author

Construction of womanhood in this song is quite different than themes 

appeared so far. A woman ‘daughter of Bhim’ is not a wife or mother or associated 

with any domestic spheres. In this case womanhood is constructed within a 

conservative and stereotypical understanding as innocent, precious and someone 

who pleases everyone with her smile and laugh. She also asserts physical power and 

expresses herself in powerful language if attacked by an enemy. Construction of 

‘enemy’ is not clear but may hint towards a ‘non-Jai Bhim’ person or anyone who 

questions or attacks woman’s autonomy. Her dedication to Buddhism as stated in a 

verse indicates her conversion to Buddhism as an essential trait of being an ideal ‘Jai 

Bhim’ daughter. This song is another example of how bhimgeet and buddhageet 

often intersect in their literary themes and a way to understand Buddha is only 

through teachings of Ambedkar.  

I wanted to explore these themes of womanhood further in this CD but to my 

surprise again, there were no other songs sung by women except for this one. All 
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other forty-one songs were sung by men. Many of them drew on elements of 

qawwali and others often composed as tunes of Hindi film songs. This CD, its title 

and content amusingly contrasted each other. It is significant then, to consider role of 

market forces in producing such MP3 CDs (in this case, ironically, produced by a 

famous company VENUS). Representations of voices of women in this case seems 

tokenistic. This not only reveals patriarchal attitudes of producers but the content and 

authorship points that Dalit men are also constructing Ambedkarite womanhood.  

‘Bhimraj ki beti’, a popular song in last few years is used to sell this particular CD. 

 This example made me even more curious about constructions of 

Ambedkarite womanhood in CD cultures given that they presented new imageries of 

Dalit women than traditional ones. I examined some video CDs and DVDs to further 

explore these new imaginations and to discover how scripted visuals added to 

gendered narratives. 

VCD ‘Kokila Samajachi’ (The singer of our community) featured a lead 

artist, singer and song-writer, Anjali Bharti from Nagpur. The cover of this VCD 

presents a young Ambedkar and Deekhabhumi background. In front, are two pictures 

of Anjali Bharti wearing decorative clothing and jewellery. In one of these pictures, 

she is actually dressed like ‘Kokila’ bird (figure 17). 

 
Figure 15 ‘Kokila Samajachi’ (2015), a VCD featuring Anjali Bharti 
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The VCD begins with a title track with credits appearing as a background of 

an aircraft moving around on an airport. First track titled ‘Kokila Samajachi’ features 

Anjali Bharati alone on stage performing for a huge audience during a live 

performance.

वाघीण िभमाची नागीण िभमाची	 
िभमकन्या मी िभमाची	 
िभमामुळे मी झाले बाई कोिकळा 
समाजाची	 
भीमाच्या ह्या नािगणीला छेडे हो कोणी	 
मरण यातना या जगी भोिगल्या हो 
त्यानी	 
नािगण िवषारी वैर्याला मारी	 
रक्षा करा या जीवाची	 
िभमामुळे मी झाले बाई कोिकळा 
समाजाची	 
गात आहे कोिकळा ही भीमाची कीतीर्	 
या कोिकळेला म्हणतात अंजली भारती	 
प्रथम आज बोलतो समाज	 
प्रभाई क्रांतीसूयार्ची	 
िभमामुळे मी झाले बाई कोिकळा 
समाजाची 

 
Tigress of Bhim, (female) cobra of 
Bhim 
I am the daughter of Bhim 
I became the singer of my 
community because of Bhim 
If someone teases/pesters this 
cobra 
He will suffer and be tormented  
A poisonous cobra, killing the 
enemy 
Protects herself 
I became the singer of my 
community because of Bhim 
This singer is able to sing because 
of the glory of Bhim  
This singer is called Anjali Bharti 
The community says it today 
This is the blessing of the great 
revolutionary 
I became the singer of my 
community because of Bhim

 

Other than the symbolism of a tigress and cobra, these lyrical representations 

resonate with ‘Bhimraj ki beti’. Most significantly, Bharti, daughter of Bhim 

presents in a refrain how she became a ‘singer of the community’ because of Bhim.  

This is an important indication suggesting Dalit women’s reclamation of a dignified 

musicianship following community’s affirmation. Anjali Bharti pays tribute to 

Ambedkar for her popularity and recognition as an established singer. Intriguing 

symbolism of a tigress and cobra followed by Bharti’s assertion of physical power 

also resembles lyrics of Bhimraj Ki Beti. It is indeed a drastic shift to see a theme of 

physical power and assertion in bhimgeet in comparison to an earlier study on 
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cassette cultures by Rege (2013). The cassette culture highlights a domestic sphere 

of Ambedkarite women which is similar to repertoire of Kadutai and other 

performers of bhimgeet and buddhageet. This theme therefore needed further 

exploration. 

Visuals of this song include about four to five frames that appear on and off 

throughout this song. The frames appear to have been coordinated with the lyrics. 

Anjali Bharti sings on stage and a huge audience cheers throughout her performance 

(clearly a clip used from another performance). In some visuals on cover of her other 

CDs (like ‘Nagpurchi Nagin Bhimgeetanchi Rani’: The ‘Nagin’ of Nagpur, the 

queen of Bhim songs), Anjali Bharati is seen swaying her arms like a bird, with a 

flock of birds flying in the background. The flock of birds flying around is a cartoon 

clip of colourful birds. On yet another visual Anjali Bharti in a khaki costume is seen 

beating up men during second verse of her song. Although no musicians are ever 

seen in any of her video songs, the musical arrangement is quite unique. The song 

translated above, includes a dholki, harmonium, daf played with sticks, ankle bells 

and heavy electronic sounds like a solo on the synthesizer (strings), sustained chords 

in the background and open high-hats corresponding to the ankle bells. Most 

interestingly, a shehnai (shawm) solo is played between verses, uncharacteristic of 

bhimgeet or buddhageet. The shehnai, associated with processions (mostly 

marriage), has had long historical association exclusively with hereditary Dalit and 

Muslim musicians (Alter 1998, Bhanu 2004, Nair 2007). None of the songs on this 

VCD are composed on film song tunes, despite some of these songs sung in Hindi 

and one Punjabi song.107 

                                                        
107 It is not clear why there is a Punjabi song on the VCD, but it could be an influence of 
Hindi films, Bharti’s personal association with Punjab or perhaps an influence of a 
substantial Punjabi communities residing in Nagpur.  
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There are nine songs on this VCD and they take on themes that represent shifts 

experienced by Ambedkarite women as a result of Ambedkar’s revolutionary work 

for women’s right to education (and the Dalit community at large). In a song titled 

‘Aeroplane’, Anjali Bharti, sitting in an airplane (a set), sings of how Ambedkarite 

women can imagine traveling in an aircraft to different places today. In this song she 

sings about how Dalit women have access to education and can become engineers, 

doctors, collectors and political leaders. Imagery of the airplane is striking 

throughout this VCD and also marks access to travelling internationally, an 

impossibility if it was not for Ambedkar’s efforts and mobilisation. This also 

indicates a class shift among Dalit communities and increasing number of educated 

women who can now imagine traveling internationally for work or education. 

Another song features a young girl as daughter of Anjali Bharti. The daughter 

sings about her wish to go to Buddha vihar (Buddhist monastery) with her friends 

since it is a Sunday ritual.108 The daughter nags her busy working mother to permit 

her to go to Buddha vihar and sing praises of Buddha (Buddha vandana) with her 

friends. In another Hindi song ‘Meri aawaj’ (My voice), Bharti sings of her voice 

being her identity as ‘daughter of Bhim’ and proclaims those people who do not 

recognize her as ignorant. She describes her ‘voice’ not just as a representation of 

‘Jai Bhim’ community’, but also a declaration against injustice, abuse, corruption 

and rape. She announces this ‘voice’ as a warning to ‘Manuwadi’ communities and 

their culture (those aligning with the laws of Manusmriti- mostly the dominant caste 

communities and patriarchies). She asserts power of ‘real education’ given to Dalit 

communities by Bhim so as to inculcate critical thinking. She also connects 

                                                        
108 Buddha viharas mark the presence of a dominant Buddhist community residing in a 
neighbourhood/ town 
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education with a strong belief in values granted by the Indian constitution which was 

drafted by Ambedkar. Bharati further expresses her ambition of being a famous 

singer given that her community encourages her to sing bhimgeet as she 

acknowledges her gratification as a bhimgeet singer – 

जब मैं गाती हँू गीत मेरे भीमराज के	 
मुझको कोयल कहे लोग ये समाज के	 
जब मैं गाती हँू गीत मेरे भीमराज के	 
मौत आयी भी तो ग़म नही है मुझे  

When I sing songs of Bhim 
The community compares me to a 
cuckoo bird 
When I sing songs of Bhim 
I will not be distressed even 
though I die

 
Most interestingly, this VCD has hardly any consistent or substantial image of a 

man except for those actors who Anjali Bharti beats up in one of her songs and in 

another one where some men flaunt blue flags on their motorcycles. This VCD, 

bringing together bhimgeet and buddhageet offers new imaginations of Dalit 

womanhood, most of which resonate with Ambedkar’s vision of Dalit modernity for 

women. 

‘Kokila Samajachi’ lends a reflection of contemporary Ambedkarite Buddhist 

woman musician grappling with impact of market forces to reach out to a wider 

community. Given versatility of language, musical instruments and styles, this 

production is a reminder of a Hindi album culture from 1990s and 2000s. These 

albums were characterised by solo artists, mostly singers, presenting songs in diverse 

genres. These singers were also with featured in videos as themselves (Beaster-Jones 

2009, 2014). Anjali Bharti’s VCD presents an imagery and poetics that move beyond 

reverential, ‘gauravpar’, devotional and offer liberatory ideas of a model 

Ambedkarite Buddhist woman. This model imagines Ambedkarite Buddhist women 

to be independent, highly educated, (perhaps a single) parent to a daughter who 

wishes to go to a Buddhist monastery, woman who is a proud bhimgeet singer and 

musician, passionate about Ambedkarite politics and rights of Dalit women, 
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politically aware, critical of electoral politics, corrupt leaders, patriarchy and 

dominant ‘Manuwadi culture’.  

These articulations transgress traditional expressions in bhimgeet and buddhageet 

and present a contemporary worldview of Dalit women beyond domestic sphere. 

Perhaps this is a reality only for a small portion of Dalit communities who have 

created a space for themselves in mainstream educational and employment spheres. 

These are Dalit communities who have pushed class boundaries and have 

transcended to middle and upper classes within Indian society. Nonetheless, this 

trajectory of economic, educational and artistic self-determination and upward 

mobility presents a positive example of an Ambedkarite woman. The CD cultures 

also tend to bring together hereditary music and sounds with new melodies. 

Resonating with Ambedkar’s vision of modernity, Bharti represents a dignified 

womanhood and musicianship, independence, and that too beyond conservative 

framework of a family. Since every video song is scripted, Bharti’s body politic and 

gender performativity is not consistent and depends on the song’s theme. Her 

presentation in pants and shirt, in salwar kameez (loose trousers and tunic) and never 

wearing a sari marks another generational shift in ways that Dalit womanhood is 

conceived. It also perhaps shows her own inputs in ways she wants to be perceived 

within her community.  

Themes of Buddhism in this VCD are also indicative of Buddhist conversion 

of Anjali Bharati reflected in everyday or weekly rituals. These themes were not 

audible in Kadutai’s repertoire or performance (and many like her). This suggests 

perhaps ex-mahar identity of Bharti and mang caste of Kadutai have a role to play in 

how themes in their songs play out. Kadutai while embracing a comprehensive 

Ambedkarite politics, never mentioned her official conversion to Buddhism. 
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Most important shift I observed in CD cultures at large is a theme of 

asserting physical power and self-protection. While this is not observed to be a 

traditional theme in bhimgeet and buddhageet, it surely emerges as an important 

aspect of Marathi gendered modernity in Ambedkar’s discourse. Shailaja Paik (2016, 

25) examines this theme as ‘masculine Dalit womanhood’. In colonial India, Dalit 

communities were at a receiving end of contempt from upper-castes as well as 

British colonisers. Dalit women were associated with vulgarity and Dalit men were 

regarded as ‘submissive, fatalistic and of low intellect’ (ibid, 25). These 

constructions were utilised to keep Dalit communities from asserting their civil 

rights or speaking against discrimination. In order to counter this discourse, 

Ambedkar among other Dalit radicals encouraged Dalit women to ‘embody 

“masculine” qualities, including independent mindedness, autonomy, nishchay 

(resoluteness), dhadadi (bold and dauntless) and dhamak (willpower and daring)’ 

(ibid, 25). Dalit women encouraged to assert their agency within familial 

relationships were also encouraged to rethink their attitudes towards motherhood, 

public roles, education and employment. Ambedkar encouraged women to imagine 

themselves in radically new roles. While specifically encouraging them to become 

part of a political public sphere in protests, conferences, public meetings, Ambedkar 

promoted a moral and physical superiority of women in opposition to men (for 

instance, in the fight against untouchability). Ambedkar wanted women and men to 

become “masculine”, but for Dalit women it implied embodying characteristics 

which were in contrast with brahmanical patriarchal constructions of womanhood- 

genteel, submissive, ‘dependant and fickle female’ (ibid, 27). Ambedkar was acutely 

aware of the sexualised stigmatised history of Dalit women and as a way to restore 

dignity and basic rights he seems to draw on problematic conceptions of masculinity 
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and femininity as two opposite poles. He argued that ‘daring and self-respect were 

applicable to masculine nature’ (ibid, 28). 

Anjali Bharati’s and Nisha Bhagat’s representations in CD culture when 

examined through lens of these gendered constructions provide a direction as to why 

their songs had a characteristic theme of asserting physical power. It is important to 

remember that songwriters and producers of these songs and CDs are men who are 

shaping Dalit womanhood in their imagination. This is not to say that Bhagat and 

Bharti do not have agency, the “masculinity” trope examined by Paik (2016) did in 

fact establish and reform performances and performativities of Dalit women. While 

Ambedkar’s invocation of inculcating these “masculine” characteristics was many 

decades ago, one may ask how and why these themes have suddenly appeared in 

lyrical and visual representations in musical cultures.  It also needs to be asked why 

cassette cultures were only confined to themes of domesticity, wifehood, 

motherhood and companionate marriage. In my view, reclamation of an assertive, 

daring and fearless Dalit womanhood could be a response to remarkable increase of 

sexual violence on Dalit women in Maharashtra during last two decades and 

increasing public protests resulting from them.109  

 One can critique Ambedkar and Dalit women for creating and actuating a 

problematic discourse on gender and especially present assertions of Dalit women in 

song. However, we need to remember that these strategies were developed to claim 

basic human dignity by refashioning an independent political self, during a time 

when they were (and continue to be) at receiving ends of multiple layers of 

oppression. Many Dalit women transformed their conditions in radical ways through 

                                                        
109 For more on caste atrocities in the last two decades see Most Crimes Against Dalits Are 
Against SC Women: NCRB Data reported in the wire.in; also see Crimes against Dalits rose 
19% in 2014, murders rose to 744 by Bharti Jain (2015) in the Times of India. 
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education and self-making however limited. It is important to therefore examine 

these liberatory politics in light of their historical contexts and present subjectivities. 

I was not aware of new doors that would open with analysis of this CD 

culture. I did not interview or interact with any of the performers which presents 

limitations to this study. A distant overview of this CD culture certainly presents 

important insights and shifts in Ambedkarite musical cultures at large and Dalit 

women’s position in it. This CD culture promises continuous prosperity given its 

musical, symbolic and economic value. Commercialisation of these genres is ever-

increasing, adding to demand and popularity they already have, especially during 

Ambedkarite almanac events. While few Ambedkarite women seem to be claiming 

autonomy within this sphere they face challenges. These challenges come from 

patriarchy within caste groups, Ambedkarite music subcultures and market forces. 

Dalit women’s reclamation of this space is significant given its long and turbulent 

history. 

There exists a prominent divide between CD culture and live performances. 

Those who are established in CD culture, like Anjali Bharti, Nisha Bhagat, Preeti 

Torne, Anand Shinde, Maina Kokate among many others, do not seem to give as 

many live performances. But artists like Kadutai are mostly confined to live 

performances and hardly have an existence in CD culture. This divide, in my opinion 

is also associated with the urban-rural divide since all CD artists are residents of 

major cities in Maharashtra. Artists and market forces in urban centers have much 

more accessibility and are much more adapted to inner-workings of production and 

consumption. 

Further, exclusive labour of singing associated with Dalit women in CD 

culture comes across as effect of the ‘sanitising’ project of modernity discussed in 
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Chapter 2. As described in Chapter 2 the making of brahmin woman 

“honourable/respectable” singer in opposition to dishonourable lavani dancer are 

fundamentals of the sanitising project. As dance and singing became separate 

endeavours as a result of modernity it was also perhaps necessary for Dalit women to 

re-emerge within established ideals of “honour” and respectability. Not many 

women also play musical instruments. Kadutai with her ektari and chipli must be 

seen as an exception. There are very few women bhimgeet singers like Meera Umap, 

Kadutai Kharat, Sushma Devi who play instruments on stage or on screen.  

Dalit women’s reclamation of musicianship in bhimgeet and buddhageeet 

must also be examined by highlighting importance of song lyrics. Using same 

hereditary musical instruments, same voice, but to sing of Bhim and Buddha and 

expressing new imaginations of their liberation, achievements and dignity must be 

recognised as a significant shift. Along with their retrieval of a dignified body 

politic, place of words, poetic imaginations must be given equal importance. Indeed, 

as Mali (2013) has suggested, liberation of hereditary musicians is possible only 

when meanings associated with those embodied acts are changed to claim one’s 

dignity. Many testimonies including Kadutai’s are a case in point suggesting how 

singing songs of Bhim and Buddha instead of traditional bhajans or performing in 

rituals earned them at least a basic livelihood. Bhimgeet musicians I met explained 

primarily in economic terms, why they continue to sing and perform with same 

instruments that are associated with their caste and thus, oppressive histories. I want 

to highlight the importance of words and of poetry in enabling this process. While 

they themselves did not clearly reason in this manner nor did they identify 

themselves as activists, importance of words cannot be undermined. 
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Bhimgeet and buddhageet present hereditary musicians reclaiming their 

dignity through musicianship, their occupation and primary source of income. 

Ambedkar’s politics reached hereditary Dalit musicians through songs of 

Ambedkarite shahirs which became their new pedagogy and performance practice. 

Dalit women musicians certainly claimed a dignified musicianship and citizenship 

with Ambedkar’s conception of modernity, however, many of them continue to face 

intense economic hardship. Politicized Dalit women in urban centers who could 

access education were able to imagine a different future for themselves along with 

surviving liberal market forces. For many hereditary musicians, however, a dignified 

musicianship and performance did not ensure even consistent economic survival or 

gain. While Dalit cultural memory is invoked in the reverence expressed toward 

Ambedkar’s life and works in bhimgeet and buddhageet (access to education, 

eradication of untouchability, discrimination, promotion of inter-caste marriage), the 

economic conditions do not seem to have changed for many. In this context, many 

Dalit hereditary musicians, specifically women represent a section that is at the 

receiving end of patriarchal forces within musical cultures and corrupt state’s 

patronage in retaining resources and power.  

Given these complexities and challenges dominant castes and a number of 

public intellectuals (like Arun Shourie 1997) have questioned and critiqued the 

foundations of such deep reverence towards Ambedkar. This criticism includes an 

attack on Ambedkar, questioning his contributions, rationality in his thought and is 

often perceived in light of ‘irrationality’, ‘blind faith’ or ‘deification’. This reading is 

also partially based on impact of market forces on Ambedkarite musical subcultures, 

and similar commercial interests observed at Ambedkarite calendar events (buying 

and selling of goods described at the beginning of this chapter). Sharmila Rege 
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(2008, 16-20) examines such critiques persuasively by presenting Dalit communities 

as ‘Ambedkarite counterpublic’ asserting their ‘passionate politics’ in historically 

unmarked inaccessible public spaces controlled by dominant castes. Highlighting 

‘musical memoirs’ and their dissemination, she contests these perceptions of 

dominant castes, media and state by illuminating relationships between public 

spaces, alternative social imaginations and subversive counter emotions (ibid, 17- 

20). A world of musical subculture opened up for me during my visit to 

Chaityabhoomi on 6th December 2015. What did CD and DVD stalls and live 

performances at Chaityabhoomi signify? What did this self-mobilisation mean? Why 

do Ambedkarite populations including bhimgeet and buddhageet musicians visit 

Chaityabhoomi every year? And how may we examine critiques of an ‘irrational 

deification’ of Ambedkar from perspective of musicianship, gender and caste? (ibid, 

16). 

 

Ambedkarite audiotopia  

As crowds slowly began to recede in late afternoon of 6th December at 

Chaityabhoomi, stalls began to wrap up, music troupes finally got a break after 

performing all day. I observed spaces being cleaned. After an intense day of learning 

I imagined these spaces being readied for brahmin Marathi middle class 

neighbourhood occupants in Dadar so that they could be used for morning and 

evening walks and other activities. I sat there in silence- no loudspeakers, no music, 

no traffic, no police - staring at tired musicians in blue, sipping tea and thinking of 

my host and friend in Mumbai Shrujana Shridhar who said to me that morning, “If it 

weren’t for Babasaheb, I wouldn’t have been where I am today”. Shrujana, a young 

professional born to Dalit parents is an illustrator and designer who graduated from a 
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renowned institution and has two publications in her name. Shrujana’s words stuck 

with me, and reminded me of poet Pradnya Pawar’s words –  

“Every year on the 6th of December, without fail, I along with my son, 
Prateek, thousands of mothers, sisters and brothers light a candle and 
sincerely salute you. I see your clear reflection in the sparkling eyes of 
Prateek and thousands, lakhs and crores of Ambedkarites. This is very 
reassuring, propelling one to dream of a tomorrow amidst everyday struggle 
to live in the terrible and fierce reality. Really… you made us all so beautiful” 
– Pradnya Daya Pawar (2004)110 
 

Pawar’s and Shrujana’s words were so powerful and truly represented what Rege 

described as ‘subversive counter emotions’ (2008, 20). I thought of the first 

generation of women who were able to perform in public sphere at Ambedkarite 

calendar events through mahila mandals (women’s groups). Following their 

footsteps, Dalit women musicians today pay their respects to Ambedkar through 

consistently creating new songs, performing throughout the year and have their 

presence in the form of CDs and DVDs at annual gatherings. Similar to them, many 

musical troupes expressed their deep gratitude towards Ambedkar and stated how 

such events were actually festivals for Dalit communities. 6th December, an 

important date amidst many other annual calendar events, asserts reclamation of a 

marked public space by a population that was denied access to public spaces for 

centuries. It is a celebration of dignified existence, citizenship and of legal rights. It 

invokes cultural memory of resistance, struggle and brings together oppressed castes, 

Dalits and bahujans irrespective of their differences and accommodates dominant 

castes like me.  

One of my informants, a brahmin woman (Hindustani classical music 

practitioner), who lives just around Shivaji park, informed me during an interview, 

                                                        
110 From Pawar’s Kendra ani Parigh (Centre and Margins); Translation by Sharmila Rege 
(2013) 
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how she and her partner left town for a few days until 6th December celebration was 

over. Several such reactions along wth complaints were also noticed in a film ‘Jai 

Bhim Comrade’ (2011), when film-maker Anand Patwardhan interviewed some 

residents around Shivaji park.111 These complaints summarised, are usually about 

“loud noise”, “litter and dirt”, “nuisance”, “traffic jam”, “crowded area” – a 

‘sensorial pollution’. Rege (2008, 17) strongly critiques these complaints as 

“reactions to unmarked public spaces being occupied on certain days in a physically 

marked manner”. Caste has operated for centuries with strict prescriptions of spatial 

arrangement and positioning to maintain hierarchical relations, thereby denying right 

to public spaces to Dalit communities: temples, public wells, streets etc. The 

celebrations at Ambedkarite calendar events reject and subvert this history and 

prescription by claiming right to material, physical, social, cultural, sonic and 

imaginative space.  

Sharmila Rege terms Ambedkarite almanac events as ‘heterotopias’,112 - ‘real 

places that exist on a map, and which can be visited. They mediate in a mirror-like 

fashion between utopias and ideological subjects and link popular masses with a 

possible political moral identity that they can assume’ (2008,17). They connect 

utopia in Ambedkar’s call to ‘Educate, organise and agitate’ with real places that 

consume those ideals. The musical subcultures present in form of CDs, musicians’ 

troupes performing at Shivaji park or those Ambedkarite musicians who attend this 

commemoration, all are contained in it and tied together with feelings of gratitude 

and loyalty towards Ambedkar. Considering the centrality of sounds and music in 

                                                        
111 Shivaji park, a prime location in Mumbai is surrounded by residential areas, dominantly 
populated by brahmin middle and upper- classes. 
112 Heterotopia- a medical term, introduced in the social sciences by Michel Foucault in 
‘Of Other Spaces’ (1986). 
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such a space, we can further examine Ambedkarite almanac events drawing on Josh 

Kun’s (2005, 22) conception of ‘audiotopia’ – ‘where convergence of sound, space 

and identity occurs’.  

Ambedkarite almanac events as audiotopias offer a reimagining of present 

social world into an enacted utopia in the present rather than looking for plans of a 

future. They mark ‘music’s utopian potential, its ability to show us how to move 

toward something better and transform the world we find ourselves in’ (ibid, 17). 

Audiotopia enables us to think of sound in terms of space(s) that ‘music fills up, the 

spaces that music helps us to imagine as [musicians] and listeners occupying our 

own real and imaginary spaces (ibid, 21). Audiotopia, like heterotopia, direct us to 

the possible, sameness, that help us to cope with the present. They mark a sonic 

space of ‘effective utopian longings where several sites normally deemed 

incompatible are brought together, not only in space of a particular piece of music 

itself, but in the production of social space and mapping of geographical space that 

music makes possible as well’ (ibid, 23). In this sense, then, audiotopia is a sonic and 

musical space ‘where contradictions and conflicts do not cancel each other out but 

coexist and live through each other’ (ibid, 23). It embraces music’s role in what 

Edward Soja (1989) calls ‘the lifeworld of being creatively located not only in the 

making of history but also in the construction of human geographies, the social 

production of space and the restless formation and reformation of geographical 

landscapes’ (Kun 2005, 22). 

On Chaityabhoomi, the marked ways in which the leather drums reverberate, 

“untrained” loud, unflinching and bold voices that resound slogans of ‘Jai Bhim’ and 

sing songs from a critical cultural memory, loudly bursting speakers of bhimgeet and 

buddhageet from CD-DVD kiosks, honking vehicles, whistling policemen- all make 
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up an Ambedkarite audiotopia that brings together histories and presents of caste 

apartheid, state repression and counter-hegemonic revolutions articulated by Dalit 

communities. Conflicts between caste and sub-caste groups, bahujans and Dalits, 

brahmins and Dalits in such spaces co-exist in this audiotopia through single link of 

recognising Ambedkar’s importance and invaluable contribution to Indian society. 

This co-existence, thus creates new imaginations of identity, space, present and 

future. A critical memory of counter revolutions and struggles is sustained in this 

audiotopia which has often been erased or suppressed by dominant caste sounds. 

Most importantly, an Ambedkarite audiotopia would not be realised and articulated 

the way it is today, if it were not for Ambedkar’s contribution to enable Dalit women 

to claim their musicianship. Ambedkarite women on CD-DVD covers, young Dalit 

women who perform in musical troupes may not have had this space. The gratitude 

and reverence towards Bhim in case of Dalit women specifically is linked directly to 

dignity and citizenship of Dalit women musicians. An Ambedkarite audiotopia, in 

fact forms a critical space in which Dalit community can negotiate, imagine, express 

and experience an alternative existence given the present political environment of 

extremism and division. 

Critiques of Ambedkarite communities for participating in and encouraging 

commercialisation – buying and selling of goods and complying to musical market – 

when examined through a lens of an audiotopia present a more nuanced examination 

of Ambedkarite almanac events.  Dalit self-mobilisation functions with very little 

information of commerce and struggles toward building cooperatives (also clear 

from the example of Kadutai Kharat) (Rege 2008). While no musical subcultures can 

truly escape market forces today, it is crucial to remember again, subjectivities of 

musicians, their life histories and economic marginality that operates in their 
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choices. Similar to market forces, appropriation of almanac events as well as music 

by political parties like Congress, BJP, Shivsena in Maharashtra- is evident 

(Chatterjee 2004; Guru 1991a, 1991b; Puniyani 2015a, 2015b; Shah 2004).  Despite 

this appropriation, Ambedkarite audiotopia sustains a spirit and emotion that can be 

visibly, affectively and audibly separated given a soundscape I have described in this 

chapter. Ambedkarite audiotopia calls for an in-depth discussion of affect and 

emotion since critiques claiming its ‘irrationality’ operate from deeply casteist, 

patriarchal and dominant caste standpoints. While this would be an endeavor for a 

separate discussion. Works of Susan McClary (1991), Sara Ahmad (2004), Suzanne 

Cusick (2008), Ana Hofman (2015) would be crucial to investigate gendered 

implications of the conception of irrationality associated with music and reverence 

that creates counter-hegemonic epistemologies, invokes critical cultural memory and 

presents a liberatory politics of self-determination in marked and dissident manner. 

 

Concluding thoughts 

In this chapter, I have examined Dalit women’s reclamation of their 

stigmatised hereditary musicianship with rise of Ambedkar’s politics of modernity 

that gave rise to musical subculture of bhimgeet and buddhageet. I have also 

explored impacts and adoption of a gendered and bodily discourse of Dalit 

modernity that shaped performance and performativities of Dalit women musicians. 

Drawing on case-studies from contemporary Maharashtra, I have also put forth 

varied manifestations of bhimgeet and buddhageet articulated by Dalit/Ambedkarite 

women. I have discussed how women grapple with and navigate market economies 

of live performance and CD-DVD cultures and patriarchies that reshape gendered 

imaginations. I have further presented intimate links between bhimgeet and 
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buddhageet, Dalit women’s musicianship, market forces and broader Ambedkarite 

musical and sonic landscape form an audiotopia, a heterotopic space. An 

Ambedkarite audiotopia is not only characterised by a coming together of space, 

place, sound, critical cultural memory and negotiation of identities, but an 

experience that foregrounds emotive and affective aspects of articulating gratitude 

towards Bhim despite state and market co-optation. Most importantly, it signifies a 

space where Dalit women could first articulate and claim a new dignified 

musicianship that was a result of Ambedkar’s gendered politics of modernity that 

sustains in marked ways in contemporary Maharashtra. With bhimgeet and 

buddhageet, Dalit women’s dignified musicianship and new gendered articulations 

have brought to fore a transgressive politic articulated in their home, family and 

community. In doing so, they have claimed within limited capacities what was 

unimaginable without contributions of Ambedkar and other Dalit leaders. 

In the next chapter, I look at a caste-ending cultural revolution mobilised in 

Maharashtra during last two decades with a focus on Shital Sathe, a cultural activist, 

songwriter and singer who has been a central figure in highlighting women’s 

liberation as inseparable from annihilating caste. While drawing on but not limited to 

Ambedkar and Buddha, caste-ending cultural revolution through vidrohi shahiri 

jalsa (rebellious music gathering) promises radical shifts for Dalit women in 

particular, for women as a class, for oppressed communities at large and for critically 

examining the ‘democratic’ Indian nation-state. 
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Chapter 4 

Towards a caste-ending cultural revolution 
 

A performance of vidrohi shahiri jalsa (rebellious music gathering) by Shital Sathe 

had just commenced with a dholki intro accompanied by a click on synthesizer 

(harmonium) played by her troupe members Aniket and Pravin respectively. Shital 

played her daf (a metal frame drum) along with a dholki to accentuate the beginning 

of every cycle of dholki improvisation. A crescendo reverberated with a prearranged 

melody on a keyboard concluding introductions with a three-time repetition of a 

pattern that called everyone’s attention. The audience applauded. One male co-

singer, Amol, picked up the cue while dholki introduction was ending and gave a 

revolutionary call ‘Chang Bhala’ (Victory to) to leaders and authors of liberation in 

western India. ‘Chang Bhala’ is a high-pitched call presented traditionally for 

goddess Lakhabai as a form of incense-worship by ‘Potraj’ (priest dedicated to the 

goddess). Matang or mang communities use this call to evoke/awaken goddess 

Lakhbai. In this case Shital employed this call as an outcry (aaroli) or a form of ode 

to a historical trajectory and politics that she represents. This form of ritual worship 

is traditionally sung and performed for ‘untouchable’ gods-goddesses of mahar and 

mang communities. It is a caste hereditary occupation and in this case is transformed 

into a tribute to an alternative and counter history that has either been twisted, 

silenced or vilified by brahmanical historians and writers.  Composed and written by 

Shital this tribute was sung by Amol whose voice signified a tradition of men giving 

call of ‘Chang Bhala’ in a forceful manner.  An upsurge is applied to almost each 

line and sung without any rhythm. 
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आये ssss!	 
गणमाता िनरुर् ती	माय माझी	 
गणपुत्र गौतमी बुद्ध माझा	 
अन आता तरी	िशष्य राजा	 
चावार्क बसवेश्वराचा घात केला	 
अन शुद्रांवर अन्याय झाला	 
शंबुकाचा िशरचे्छद केला	 
अन एकलव्याचा आंगठा कािपला	 
बळी माझा पाताळी गढीला	 
अन तुका माझा वैकंुठी धािडला	 
राजे िशवाजी फुले शाहू	 
अन सािवत्री बाबासाहेबांना वाहू 
क्रांतीिसंह नाना पाटील अमर शेख 
िवलास घोगरे 
माक्सर् लेिनन माओ आिण शहीद 
भगतिसंग	 
अन बोल त्या िवद्रोही परंपरेचे sssss! 
चांग भलं ssss!   
चल चल! अरे हे! हे हे! 

 
 
O mother!  
Nirruti, my early oligarchic mother  
My Gautam Buddha, the son of the 
gana (oligarchy) 
Charvak and Basveshwar were 
killed  
Shudras were also coerced 
Shambuk was beheaded 
Eklavya’s thumb was cut off 
Bali buried in the abyss 
My Tukaram was sent off to the 
fake ‘Supreme Abode’ 
King Shivaji, Phule and Shahu 
We worship Savitri and Babasaheb 
Revolutionary Krantisinha Nana 
Patil, Amar Shaikh, Vilas Ghogre  
Marx, Lenin, Mao and martyr 
Bhagat Singh 
Victory to that revolutionary 
tradition!  
Come on! Come on! 

  
- Translation by author

 
Shital and her chorus singers together enunciated ‘Chang Bhala’ while the dholki 

and daf created a sound in unison. Their introductory piece transitioned into 

pulsating sloganeering toward an ending. 

It was the evening of January 3, 2016 in Malvan, a small picturesque coastal 

town in southernmost district of Maharashtra.  A progressive collective, ‘Phule-

Shahu-Ambedkar Vichar Manch’ (Phule Shahu Ambedkar Ideological Platform) had 

organised an event commemorating 185th birth anniversary of Savitribai Phule. 

Savitribai was a radical social reformer and poet, who started a school for 

‘untouchable’ communities and girls in 19th century western India. This school was 

first of its kind as access to education was strictly controlled and coercively banned 

for women and non-brahmins. Savitri Phule, along with her husband Mahatma 
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Jotirao Phule changed the landscape of education, equal opportunity and 

humanitarian work for Dalit, non-brahmin communities and women.  

 
Figure 16 Jotirao and Savitri Phule113 

 
The stage was beautifully decorated with a big poster of Savitribai Phule as a 

background that read: Krantijyoti Savitribai Phule Jayanti Utsav (‘revolutionary 

flame’ Savitribai Phule’s Birth Anniversary Celebration). A big portrait of 

Ambedkar on one side of this stage emphasised an Ambedkarite identity of this 

particular community, audience and organisers. Shital was dressed in her typical 

plain bright purple coloured kurta with a white dupatta (scarf) tied around her left 

shoulder and her waist. She was also holding a daf in her left hand so that she could 

play along when required. Her troupe consisted of almost all men, wearing yellow 

kurtas which they had only recently tailored to represent group identity and 

                                                        
113 Image reproduced from velivada.com, an online public domain platform: 
http://velivada.com/2015/03/07/mahatma-jotiba-phule-and-savitribai-phules-contribution-
towards-women-empowerment/ (1-07-2018) 
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togetherness.114

 

Figure 17 Shital Sathe performing with her troupe in Malvan, January 2016 (photo 
by author) 

 

Shital thanked her audience for an invitation and announced how her 

performance was not going to be ‘entertaining’. She emphasised that this was an 

opportunity to reflect on and critically engage with philosophy and politics of 

liberation of women and annihilation of caste. She asserted how all of these themes 

were going to be addressed through songs, poems, theatre and music. Given the 

significance of this occasion, Shital largely drew on the critical work of Savitri and 

Jotiba Phule. She connected Phule’s work with an inter-relationship of caste with 

women, education, brahmanical and caste-based patriarchies, everyday cultures of 

                                                        
114 These colours have no political meanings as such. Shital was certainly keen on moving 
beyond representation with colours. Perhaps that is why they decided not to have clothing 
exclusively in red (communist) or blue (Ambedkarite). The red colour of the cloth of the 
make-shift stage in the photo, however, only represents a festivity. 
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domination and so on. She performed verses written by Jotirao Phule (2013) himself 

about caste and gender equality, discrimination of women, equal opportunity for 

education and forming a community from his Akhand (verses). She also performed 

songs representing a musical legacy of Maharashtra, thereby presenting history 

spanning over a century. 

Shital reminded her audience of Savitri and Jotirao’s radical work in a 

staunch brahmanical society of Pune. She talked about challenges they faced in 

setting up one of the first girls’ school in India and opening a home for widows from 

all caste groups. Shital discussed how Phule started the first birthing centre for 

‘illicit’ pregnancies, for single pregnant women (who were often sexually assaulted 

by brahmin men within the family). He also organised barber castes to refuse 

performing customary tonsure of widows. Finally, she discussed how both Savitribai 

and Jotirao led a strong revolt against sati. She asserted how their political position 

behind educating girls and women was to critically understand role of religion, caste 

and patriarchy in their lives.  She further conjured the significance of this historical 

moment during 19th century when Savitri and Jotirao highlighted the importance of 

education for Dalit-bahujan women. Both Savitribai and Jotirao saw educated 

women as individuals who could potentially be agents of change defying, 

challenging and critiquing religious scriptures like Manusmriti and Vedas. and their 

self-proclaimed “guardians”. Shital underlined Savitri’s journey from being a 

dedicated wife afraid to educate herself to spearheading a movement against caste, 

brahmanism and women’s liberation. 

Although I had witnessed a number of Shital’s performances in the months 

preceding this event, this particular performance of vidrohi shahiri jalsa stayed with 

me as it merged themes of women’s liberation and caste politics through a simple 
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dialogue traversing through time. This particular event served as a positive cultural 

memory to critically analyse contemporary society, attitudes and beliefs. This event 

also shed light on how change needs to take place in thinking of ways to understand 

caste and women’s liberation in everyday life and mobilising a community to 

counter caste apartheid. I could tell that along with me, many others in the audience 

were moved by the passion, education and critique embedded in this performance.  

This performance helped me understand the power associated with a literary-

performative musical genre conducted in a public sphere. I learned how a public 

performance of this nature had potential to mobilise Dalit populations to undertake a 

cultural critique of caste and patriarchy. Diverse modes of poetry, song, speech, 

theatre were weaved together and narrated to a reflective audience. This performance 

brought together theory, practice, history and performance in such a way that it 

marked formation of an epistemology through a process of sonic reclamation.115 

Shital’s performance presented a mode of sonic literacy that can be seen working 

towards self-determination of a community marked by a critical caste consciousness. 

How did all these modes of performance crystallise into what is termed as 

vidrohi shahiri jalsa? What purpose did vidrohi shahiri jalsa have and how had it 

evolved in Maharashtra? These are some questions I will address in this chapter. 

Occasionally performing with Shital and after closely observing her performances 

over several months, I became increasingly curious about how aural performative 

traditions in western India were mobilised towards caste awareness among Dalit 

communities. How were musical, performative and literary aesthetics of vidrohi 

                                                        
115 I define ‘sonic reclamation’ as a process of asserting, retrieving, redefining sound and its 
social meanings articulated by the authors of the caste-ending cultural revolution. While 
‘sonic reclamation’ is not established as a theoretical term, it is observed in a number of 
writings on music, language and reclamation of public or (metaphorical) space: Grenoble & 
Whaley (2006); Alessandro Porco (2012), Gay Theresa Johnson (2013), Ó hAllmhuráin 
(2016). I identify parameters of how sound is reclaimed in the course of this chapter. 
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shahiri jalsa conceived? Who were the authors, listeners and organisers of vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa? What theoretical and philosophical foundations support this genre? 

What might have shaped the popularity of this genre? What affect did these 

performances have on the audience, specifically women? This chapter examines 

vidrohi shahiri jalsa, its evolution and its contemporary politics authored by Dalit 

musicians, shahirs, scholars and intellectuals. I explore intersections between sonic 

and political, meanings of organised sounds and ways in which they are employed to 

flip sonic, social and gendered meanings and embodiments assigned by caste. I 

explore how this genre is performed today with a primary focus on Shital Sathe. I 

also shed some light on how it can be examined as an example of an alternative 

liberatory space for women and Dalit communities at large to learn, express, 

participate and voice their vision of an alternative society. 

There are many stories and songs within Marathi aural tradition that have no 

traceable authorship.  I learnt during a conversation with Sachin Mali that vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa was a phrase introduced by well-known Marathi shahir Sambhaji 

Bhagat. As mentioned in some earlier chapters shahir Sambhaji Bhagat is a 

significant voice in anti-caste movements since 1970s. Shahir Sambhaji Bhagat gave 

several names to his musical troupes over the decades and one of them was vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa. However, this name never stuck and he moved on with other troupes 

and titles. This phrase was picked up by younger generation of shahirs like Shital 

Sathe and Sachin Mali in mid 2000s. As their understanding and passion developed 

they applied this genre toward their own compositions. This gave rise to a 

terminology that transformed into a literary, musical and performative genre. It 

formed a basis for theoretical foundations that played out in jaatiantak or caste-

ending cultural movement mobilised by Shital Sathe and Sachin Mali. Shital and 
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Sachin’s troupe is named ‘Navayaan Mahajalsa’ (Navayaan grand musical 

gathering)116. Beginning of every performance sees Shital announcing with 

reverberating drums in the background “We present to you ‘vidrohi shahiri jalsa’”!  

Needless to say, this multi-modal genre got its name in the last two decades.  

This genre indicates arrival of new political meanings, performance styles, sounds, 

instruments and sub-genres and it situates itself in shahiri, powadas from Shivaji’s 

era, satyashodhak jalsa, Ambedkari jalsa, Samyukta Maharashtra movement. This 

new genre draws inspiration from musicians like Vilas Ghogre, Sambhaji Bhagat, 

Gaddar. These well-known musicians made important contributions to movements 

against caste, student movements, workers’ and labour movements and adivasi 

uprisings in post-independence era. Vidrohi shahiri jalsa also represents literary 

trajectory of Marathi vidrohi sahitya sammelan (rebellious literary convention) that 

emerged in 1999 as a way to create an alternative space for Dalit and anti-caste 

literary voices. This alternate space emerged as only brahmin and dominant caste 

writers and poets were mainstreamed by state sponsored Marathi sahitya sammelan 

(Marathi literary convention). 

Vidrohi shahiri jalsa separates itself from bhimgeet and buddhageet in many 

ways. Authors and performers of vidrohi shahiri jalsa identify themselves as 

Ambedkarites and subscribe to Ambedkar’s politics. They do not confine themselves 

only to Ambedkar but draw on a number of political philosophies and movements 

(evident in the tribute featured at the beginning of this chapter) and present a new 

politics.  Vidrohi shahiri jalsa forms part of an Ambedkarite audiotopia but also 

                                                        
116 Navayaan, literally meaning a ‘new tradition’ or ‘new vehicle’ was presented as the third 
and alternative vehicle of Buddhism by Dr B.R. Ambedkar to present a new philosophy, a 
way of life for Dalit communities (Gross 2014).  
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creates another space of critical reflection that marks creation of a new 

epistemology, performance and practice. 

As seen earlier, shahiri tradition has evolved as an umbrella-term to 

encompass a number of genres like lavani, tamasha, powada, gondhal associated 

with caste hereditary musicianship of Dalit communities (Kosambi 2017; Morje 

1974; Rege 2002; Thakur 2005; Varadpande 1987). Within shahiri tradition, lavani, 

tamasha and powada have gained immense attention through 19th and 20th centuries. 

These genres within shahiri tradition are known for their political journey hinged on 

contesting patriarchal discourses of caste, gender, sexuality, nationalism and 

regionalism. Vidrohi shahiri jalsa (VSJ) combines improvisational narrative, song, 

poetry and theatre drawing on many of these forms. VSJ also combines new sounds 

and musical elements that are not part of traditional shahiri or a hereditary 

soundscape. VSJ predominantly includes Dalit musicians but also involves few 

bahujan musicians from marginalised backgrounds. However, given Shital’s 

openness to also include me in performances reflects that it is a space marked by a 

peculiar politics and practice that brings people together based on shared politics and 

values rather than difference based on identity politics. My observations and study of 

VSJ is based on my ethnographic research with some authors of this genre, namely 

Shital Sathe and Sachin Mali.  I propose to use following sections of this chapter to 

discuss evolution of VSJ in Maharashtra through Shital Sathe’s perspective while 

tracing her journey as a musician and cultural activist. 
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Vidrohi shahiri jalsa: first phase with Kabir Kala Manch117 

Kabir Kala Manch (Kabir Arts Platform), a cultural organisation of left and 

anti-caste activists from Pune came together immediately after communal violence 

in Gujarat in 2002. Kabir Kala Manch (KKM) involved a small group of musicians 

who started to organise public meetings, street-theatre performances and songs from 

anti-caste musical trajectory of Maharashtra. This was similar to how likes of 

Sambhaji Bhagat, Vilas Ghogre, Vamandada Kardak and Annabhau Sathe organized 

their perfromances. Shital, who was then a teenager was introduced to KKM in 

2003. Her cousin who was a singer in KKM brought her into their group. He had 

noted Shital’s interest in singing and knew she had a good voice as he noticed her 

participation in ritual performances for goddesses with her matang family since 

childhood. Her singing skills were also later appreciated by her school and college 

teachers where she participated in annual cultural events. Shital grew up watching 

and hearing her family sing and perform aaraadhi (worship) songs for the goddess. 

With encouragement from her cousin she joined KKM. She started learning songs 

written and sung by a number of shahirs. One of the first songs she learnt was 

written and composed by Sambhaji Bhagat/ This song was a stark commentary on 

communal violence in India around that time -  

नाही िहंदू ग मारला	 
नाही मुस्लीम मारला	 
माणूस मारला, माझा	माणूस मारला 
आले जुलूस झेंड्यांचे,  

You did not kill a Hindu, you did not 
kill a Muslim 
You killed a human, you killed my 
human  
Here come the parades of flags  
 

                                                        
117 All information about Kabir Kala Manch, is consolidated primarily through my 
conversations with Shital, as a way to highlight her journey in the movement. Some 
observations presented here are also based on the documentary ‘Jai Bhim Comrade’, my 
online research of Kabir Kala Manch, their printed song-booklet Lokyuddhachi Gani (2009) 
and my ongoing conversations with Shital, Sachin, Anand Patwardhan and Simantini Dhuru. 
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आले कळप गेंड्यांचे		
त्यांनी	माणसातला	माणूस	 
ठेचू	ठेचून	मारला	 

 

The herd of monsters  
You crushed humanity and killed the 
human in people 
You killed a human, you killed my 
human 

 
- Select verses, Translation by author

 

Shital’s association with KKM was significant for her to realise her own 

caste-class-gender positionality. She met activists and intellectuals who provided 

books, organised discussions and nurtured her political thought along with her 

comrades. KKM performed in settlements of Dalit and bahujan communities. These 

communities included unionised cleaners and labourers. KKM also performed for 

college students. With their growing popularity in Pune and other parts of 

Maharashtra, KKM increasingly felt the need to write their own songs. They 

nurtured their understanding about class, caste through readings of Ambedkar, Marx, 

Phule, Bhagat Singh while engaging with a Dalit literary tradition.  They began to 

write and compose their own songs that were relevant to contemporary context and 

based on their life experiences. Initially, Shital was the only woman in their group 

but eventually two other women joined their group as singers. Shital remained the 

only woman songwriter in KKM among others like Sachin Mali, Sagar Gorkhe and 

Dhawla Shantabai. 

“I had some experience writing poems in college, so I could imagine writing 

songs while working with KKM. The first song I ever wrote and composed was - 

रोजची चटणी भाकरचं हाय	 
जरा येगळं खायला घाल माय 
जरा येगळं खायला घाल माय	 
बघ माझी भूक कारतीया कालवा	 
तुझ्या मनी कसा पोहचत नाय	 
जरा येगळं खायला घाल माय		 

This bread and dry chutney has 
become dull, give me something 
different to eat mother!  
My hunger is creating commotion, 
how is it not reaching your heart?  
Give me something else to eat 
mother! Give me something different 
to eat! 
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Select verses; translation by author

Talking to you about this makes me realise how much tyranny there was around food 

in my home. I understand now the meaning of nutritious food!” Shital recalled.  

It was not surprising that one of the first songs Shital wrote was about hunger 

and food. She used food as a metaphor in song and performance genres as is 

observed by Gopal Guru (1997, 2009). Guru (1997, 2009) establishes ‘cultural 

hierarchies’ embedded in construction of purity-pollution associated with 

vegetarianism (of brahmins) and meat consumption (of non-brahmins, specifically 

Dalits) in Maharashtra. ‘Non-vegetarianism’ or meat consumption as active 

resistance to brahminism remains a dominant theme within Ambedkarite and anti-

caste cultural movements. In this sense, Shital’s song also reveals a dislike towards 

dry vegetarian food she consumed regularly. Food in this case becomes a metaphor 

not just to assert caste specific cultures but as a way to address everyday issues of 

hunger, starvation, stale food consumption (often provided by dominant caste 

employer). My exploration of songs with food as central themes would certainly 

generate a repertoire of a ‘caste and food’ theme.  

Shital’s increasing caste consciousness further led her to write about caste 

centred themes such as ‘ritual pollution’ mandated by caste in everyday life, 

encapsulated in Marathi word ‘vitaal’ meaning ritual pollution (featured in Chapter 

2). Influence of Dalit leaders further inspired her to write songs to invoke 

revolutionary cultural memory of radical leaders like Ambedkar, Jotirao and Savitri 

Phule.  
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साऊ पेटती मशाल साऊ, आग ती 
जलाल साऊ 
शोिषतांची ढाल साऊ मुक्तीचं पाऊल	 
साद िदली पाखरानंा सारं रान धुंडाळून	 
फडफडले ते पंख झेपावलं नवं गाणं	 
साऊ वाघीण आमुची ितनं फोडली 
डरकाळी,	थरथरल्या गं चाकोर्या गड 
ढासळले बाई 

Saau, the burning torch, the 
penetrating fire!118  
Shield of the oppressed, Saau, a step 
towards liberation! 
(I gave) a call to the birds after 
searching all over the field  
The wings fluttered and a new song 
was born 
Saau, our tigress, has roared, the 
structures tremored forts collapsed 

Select verses of Saau; songwriter and composer: Shital Sathe; translation by author
 

During one of our impromptu visits to 19th century house of Savitri and 

Jotiba Phule (today known as Phulewada: ‘house of Phule’, a heritage site conserved 

by the state), I realised how I had never even known, growing up in same city, that 

this place marked a revolution that shaped a new philosophy. Phulewada was only a 

five-minute walk from house where Shital grew up, still a ghetto populated by Dalit 

and Muslim communities. “This is where Savitri and Phule started their first school 

for Dalit girls. This is where Savitri had a birthing centre for single pregnant women 

and displayed this service openly at entrance of this house. Imagine that happening 

today! She did it in 19th century!  Can you believe these were outskirts of Pune 

during Peshwai? No wonder it is still a ghetto. Savitri and Jotiba built their house 

right here, in middle of their community.” Shital’s song about Savitri characterises 

her as a ‘tigress’ given a context in which Savitri put up a revolutionary fight. 

Shital became an important voice to identity of KKM. They were successful 

in combining themes of class and caste through their songs and were willing to learn 

how their thought would be nurtured further. Songs like ‘Ha itihas kadi koyandyat’ 

(our history is locked away), ‘Jai Bhim Mhannyaaadhi’ (before saying ‘jai bhim’), 

‘Mahadchya talyacha pani’ (The water from the Mahad lake), ‘Score kay zala? 

                                                        
118 Saau was Savitri Phule’s nickname. 
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(what’s the score?) by Sachin Mali among many others were becoming increasingly 

popular. Shital’s association with women’s organisations like Nari Samata Manch 

(‘Women’s Equality Platform’) made her further aware of women’s issues while she 

was actively identifying how caste shaped gender and how dominant caste feminism 

was unable to address all of her experiences. KKM thus, became a significant 

performative space that marked coming together of themes of caste-class-gender, 

although it remained largely male-dominated.  

In KKM’s exploration of their own voice, a complete erasure of lavani, 

powada or other devotional forms is observed.  Their songs marked a new musical-

lyrical-performative imagination with caste hereditary instruments and had 

completely new tunes and lyrics along with an addition of skits. This content also 

marked a new phase in public discourse of caste where critical commentaries 

relatable to youth were offered: male-dominated cricket, corruption of players, 

hypocrisy of Hindi film stars, film star alliances with corporations and multi-national 

companies, companies and their increasing colonisation of land, people and 

resources in India etc. Big corporations like Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Pizza-Hut were 

especially criticised given their popularity during this time. They were mocked along 

with those dominant caste communities who unhesitatingly promoted these products 

as consumers. KKM was leading a new pathway to critical thinking among Dalit 

communities and was presenting strategies for oppressed castes to deal with impacts 

of growing neo-liberal policies. KKM also discussed issues related to inflation, 

farmers’ debts and suicides, exploitation and brahmanical oppression. Through song, 

satire and simple dialogue, KKM also addressed issues around blind-faith and 

religion. KKM became extremely popular among oppressed caste youth in rural,  
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urban and suburban parts of Maharashtra. KKM was also supported by socialist and 

communist organisations across the country which inspired them to write songs in 

Hindi so as to reach a wider audience. 

During the time KKM was reaching its popularity many members of KKM, 

including Shital had moved away from their families. KKM members had 

recognised that their families were frustrated with their participation in “political 

movements”. There was hardly any financial support from families and very little 

money came by from performances. During this time Shital was supported by a 

shelter run by Nari Samata Manch. She lived there for a few months and pursued a 

master’s degree in Education. Sachin worked part-time as a bus conductor and 

pursued his master’s degree in Marathi. Shital and Sachin, with their growing 

friendship, connection and togetherness, fell in love and got married at a young age. 

Shital and Sachin’s companionship influenced their political thought and life 

journey. 

Figure 18 Kabir Kala Manch performing in Pirangut, Pune; a still from 
‘Jai Bhim Comrade’ by Anand Patwardhan, 2011; image reproduced 

with permission of filmmaker 
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It was during this time that the Khairlanji massacre of 2006 happened. This 

massacre involved lynching of a Dalit family in Khairlanji village. The village is 

located in north-east Maharashtra. Surekha Bhotmange, her daughter Priyanka 

Bhotmange and two sons were sexually assaulted, paraded naked and were all 

hacked to death in front of the entire village. Several people in India were enraged. 

KKM emerged as a dominant voice in Khairlanji protests and performed songs with 

direct references to brahmanical domination and casteism. They began an appeal for 

Dalit communities to rise against dominant caste coercions and protested against 

Maharashtra state government. The government was slow to act against upper caste 

men who led this massacre. Songs like ‘De Dalita Thoka’ (Fight back Dalits!), 

‘Dalita re Halla bol na’ (Raise your voice Dalits!) spread like wildfire across 

Maharashtra and inspired mass street protests. 

Maharashtra state government was led by Nationalist Congress party (NCP). 

Many members of NCP belonged the same caste as men who led the massacre in 

Khairlanji. In an attempt to create diversion to address public rage deputy chief 

minister of Maharashtra state, R.R Patil, announced KKM as a group of Naxalites.119 

Along with KKM, a number of other progressive leaders and organisations like 

Medha Patkar, Baba Adhav, ANS were also labelled as Naxalites.120 

KKM immediately became target of surveillance. Shital recounted how there 

was sudden police surveillance at KKM events “One time at the Nagpur 

Deekshabhumi, we had a book stall during an Ambedkarite calendar event. The 

police suddenly raided and picked up books that ‘looked provocative’ based on 

                                                        
119 For more information, refer to Shital Sathe’s interview by Marathi journalist Nikhil 
Wagle, dated 23rd May 2016 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFB2lFjSFeU  
An article by Bhanuj Kappal also accurately covers this story, published on 9th July 2013:  
https://indiaresists.com/sheetal-sathes-songs-of-the-dark-times/. 
120 The Naxalite movement is the Maoist militant movement, first led in the Naxalbari 
village in west Bengal in the 1970s. 
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colour and photographs on cover page – like red colour and Bhagat Singh’s picture– 

and asked us to stop selling them. We spotted police at our performance venues, and 

they also made occasional visits to my mother’s house in Pune. We protested this by 

organising a committee to save our freedom of expression and explained how we 

were not teaching or promoting Naxalite ideology in any way. But then, we had 

witnessed a trail of arrests of progressive thinkers like Dr Binayak Sen and of 

musicians like Shantanu Kamble and Sudhir Dhawale (both aligned with the anti-

caste movement). One of our friends from KKM Deepak Dhengle was suddenly 

arrested one evening. The police interrogated and harassed him. He was released in a 

few days but that was a warning bell. Sachin and I decided to go underground”. 

Members of KKM were charged under UAPA (Unlawful Activities Prevention Act) 

by Maharashtra Anti-terrorist squad (ATS). 

Shital and Sachin went underground for about two years (approx. 2011-2013) 

as they realised that police were looking to arrest them. They wanted to spend some 

time reflecting on everything that had happened and were unsure about why the state 

was accusing them as criminals. They sought guidance from a number of 

intellectuals and activists while they went underground to give a new direction to 

their work. One of them was Sharad Patil. Patil is a historian, organiser and founder 

of Satyashodhak Communist Party. Shital and Sachin’s ideological path completely 

changed after their meeting with Sharad Patil. While discussing about their work, 

compositions, songs, Sharad Patil asked them a number of crucial questions about 

their understanding of social change. As he critiqued Marxist and Ambedkarite 

politics, Patil’s words inspired Shital and Sachin to re-evaluate their understanding 

of Indian philosophy and history. They analysed Marxism as a movement different 

from the often assumed revolutionary and liberatory path of social change. Shital, in 
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our first meeting in Tasgaon, shared some of those questions posed by Sharad Patil. 

“He asked us some questions about democratic revolution after which me and Sachin 

became completely speechless – ‘Is Marxism progressive?’, ‘Is Marxism progressive 

and relatable in India?’, ‘Will any democratic revolution be successful in this 

country without end of caste system?’. We were stunned. We thought, well, it is 

globally understood to be progressive, so it has to be. But Sharad Patil said that 

Marxism was just one example. If we consider any philosophy, any theory, will it be 

considered progressive in India without it foregrounding end of caste? All our beliefs 

started to collapse one after another after this question. The terms “democratic 

revolution” (lokshahi kranti), “equalitarian society” are thrown around like we really 

understand them. But we realised we had not really thought about these issues in 

depth. We realised that our work, our shahiri, our prabodhan (social-cultural 

awakening/enlightenment) lacked that depth”. Shital and Sachin realised that they 

will have to understand how to locate music, musicianship, performance and cultural 

politics as part of a larger movement of ending caste, brahmanism and patriarchy. 

They also realised how progressive left movements had co-opted their 

movement while attempting to side-line or erase caste issues and methods of 

founding new and alternative cultures. Shital and Sachin wanted to move away from 

reactionary methods promoted in social and political movements. Although caste 

was an important factor that was highlighted, there was realisation that they had not 

engaged deep enough with caste issues. As Shital and Sachin reflected on a number 

of issues they also separated themselves from KKM due to difference and conflict of 

ideologies. 

They decided to fearlessly make a case and tell the state they were not 

Naxalites. They also decided to face judiciary so that they could carry on their work 
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without any hinderance and direct a new path for their movement. When both were 

arrested in 2013. Shital was six months pregnant. She was granted bail a few days 

before she gave birth to their son, Abhang. Sachin stayed in custody for almost four 

years to follow and was denied bail twice by the high court.121 I met Shital during 

this period when she and Sachin’s family awaited his bail.122 

 

Vidrohi shahiri jalsa: Shital Sathe 

Shital had brought together a troupe of musicians, a few months before I 

arrived for my fieldwork in September 2015. She had not named this troupe but 

banners and leaflets often publicised her performance as ‘Shital Sathe and troupe’. 

Shital was increasingly (re)gaining attention from Dalits, bahujans and progressive 

masses from across Maharashtra. 

Despite no conditions on her bail order with regard to performance, Shital 

continually had to confront censorship and intimidation from right-wing forces. One 

of her public talks at St. Xavier’s College, Mumbai, was cancelled in 2014 after 

organizing body received repeated threats from ABVP (Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi 

Parishad / All India Student Council). ABVP is a student wing of Rashtriya 

Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS). In 2016 ABVP also attempted to attack Shital on stage, 

during her performance in Solapur. Later that year ABVP threatened organisers of 

another event at which Shital was supposed to perform. Police sometimes offered 

protection during such times but in other instances they also intimidated event 

organisers by visiting performance locations, interrogating them, asking for Shital’s 

                                                        
121 The high court judge who denied Sachin’s bail twice acquitted film star Salman Khan of 
the hit-and-run case. 
122 Three other members of Kabir Kala Manch along with Sachin remained in custody. 
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whereabouts, her troupe members and so on. My meeting with Shital during this 

time was significant in that there were hardly any troupes like KKM performing in 

Maharashtra. Senior shahirs like Sambhaji Bhagat were performing as always, and 

new troupes of younger generations were slowly emerging.123 As I witnessed 

performances of a number of shahirs, I was struck by how Shital had envisaged her 

performance as a leader of a new troupe formulating her own political 

understanding, experimenting with new aesthetics and forms of performance 

inspired by Sharad Patil’s philosophical works. Sachin increasingly supported her 

choice to perform. They often exchanged letters sharing new ideological 

breakthroughs and new songs. Shital also visited Arthur road prison and met Sachin 

at Mumbai sessions court where they had to appear regularly for case proceedings. 

As a single mother Shital juggled performances, finances, Sachin’s imprisonment 

and issues that came up in her personal life. All of this was overwhelming to watch.  

I watched Shital perform for the first time in Parbhani in central Maharashtra 

on 19th November 2015 (Figure 21). This event was put together by a coalition of 

‘progressive organisations’ (they self-represented as ‘sarva parivartanvaadi 

chalwali’, meaning, all progressive movements).124 The event was held in a small 

auditorium that was completely packed with people.  Many audience members had 

to accommodate themselves on stage and others had to stand near the entrance. 

Space limits did not allow anyone to step inside. I could clearly feel a passionate 

spirit in the room. Shital was a significant voice in Maharashtra and was resuming 

her performance after a few years. She was also a leader of a new troupe. It was also  

                                                        
123 One of them was the troupe ‘Yalgaar’, led by my field assistant Dhammrakshit. Another 
one was ‘Republican Panthers Jaatiantachi Chalwal’, which included two sisters as the 
leading singers. However, both troupes performed existing songs from the cultural 
movements. 
124 The organizers of Shital’s VSJ were often from the left or the 
Ambedkarite/satyashodhak/bahujan autonomous fronts. 
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Figure 19 Leaflets advertising Shital's performance (left: 09 December 2015 in 
Baramati; right: 19 November 2015 in Parbhani) 

 

a time in India when “progressive” fronts were especially vulnerable. One year had 

passed after BJP’s win and left alliances were increasingly recognising their failures 

and drawbacks. Performances such as this one kept hope alive and created a sense of 

inspiration among youth, as expressed to me by our host in Parbhani.125  

A progressive alliance against right-wing fundamentalists needed to be 

asserted by keeping differences aside. Such alliances of political-philosophical 

trajectories were often reflected in garlanded photos of leaders at such events 

(Figure. 22 and 23). 

                                                        
125 After an overnight train journey to Parbhani, I arrived a few hours before Shital, who was 
coming from another village with her troupe. She had coordinated with me and the organizer 
and informed him to pick me up at the station. The organizer, Dr Sunil Jadhav and his 
family’s hospitality was incredibly heart-warming. We forgot how the time passed until 
Shital’s arrival as we were deeply engaged in conversations about my research, about the 
cultural movement in Maharashtra and his political engagements. 
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Figure 20 A view of Shital Sathe’s performance at B. Raghunath auditorium in 

Parbhani, 19 November 2015 (photo by author) 

 

 
Figure 21 Photos of leaders presented on one side of the stage during the 

performance in Parbhani: (Left to right)- King Shivaji, Mahatma Jotirao Phule, 
Shahu Maharaj, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Karl Marx, Annabhau Sathe (photo by author) 

 

After introductions and felicitations, Shital and her troupe set up themselves 

on stage and quickly undertook a sound check. 

“It is a crime to sing songs in our country. I am glad you are here to listen to me. 

Now we can commit this crime together, me as a singer, and you as a listener”, 

Shital said as she chuckled. 
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(Voices from the audience sloganeered: ‘Comrade Shital ko Lal Salaam, Jai Bhim!’ 

– Red salute and Jai Bhim to Shital!) 

 “We present to you, Vidrohi Shahiri Jalsa!” Shital made a loud and clear 

announcement. 

I was extremely drawn to how Shital weaved songs, stories, speech, satire 

throughout her presentation. Typical performances of shahirs like Sambhaji Bhagat 

involved a commentary and a dialogue before each song. The dialogue served as a 

connector to current political situations. Shahir Sambhaji Bhagat, presented his 

songs one after another. He would narrate and comment on a number of factors in 

the middle of a song. This was similar to how KKM structured their performances. 

One song would often go on for half an hour. Shital, on the other hand focused on a 

theme of one central song, drew on a number of sub-themes as they appeared in 

different verses. Her analysis, observations, stories, poems and songs knitted through 

each other to serve one central theme without disturbing crux of any song. The 

following transcription exemplifies this technique. Shital repeated this ‘patch’ as she 

termed it, in most of her performances including ones mentioned in this chapter –  

(Narration) 
Earlier, our women improvised poetry or verses on the rhythm of the stone-
grinder- ovi – but the content of the ovi was limited to themes and characters 
from Hindu mythology or those related to the family, household, matrimony. 
But still had a lot of critique. 
 
 
(Song 1) 
 
राम राम म्हणू बाई  
राम हलक्या िदलाचा	 
राम हलक्या िदलाचा	 
काय सांगू गं सयांनो,	सयांनो 
नाही सीतेच्या तोलाचा	 

 
 
 

 
Speaking of Ram  
Ram has a very narrow heart 
What should I tell you, my (woman) 
friends 
He is not credible enough for Sita 
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लेक चालली नांदाया 
बाप म्हनी जा गं बया	 
आईची येडी माया, येडी माया 
लांब जाती घालवया 

 

The daughter leaves for her conjugal 
home 
The father leaves her with a heavy 
heart 
The unconditional affection of the 
mother  
Leaves her to work for long on the 
stone-grinder

 
(Narration) 
Women have composed this. No known author, writer or publisher. It is from 
the oral tradition. But us shahirs, we thought we need to transform the existing 
themes into something more. Not just limited to family, but about the society, 
about our culture, our country, our politics. Shahir Sambhaji Bhagat has 
written 
 
(Main song) 
अन भल्या पाहटंच्या ग ंपारी  
कोनी नव्यानं गान ंगातो  

At the break of dawn 
Someone sings a new song 

 
(Narration) 
Now you will ask me, ‘where is the dawn sister?’ There is darkness 
everywhere. Under the guise of “acche din”126, we are buying lentils at two 
hundred rupees per kg. (Applause). Farmers are killing themselves, writing 
suicide notes and blaming the government. The chief minister is quiet. 
Atrocities on Dalits and women are increasing by the day. The leaders of our 
movement are being killed in broad daylight – it is dark everywhere! But like 
one of our poets has said-  
 
(Poem) 
क्या इस अंधेरी समय में गीत गाये 
जायेंगे? 
हां गाये जायेंगे, लेिकन	अंधेरों के 
िखलाफ	 

Will songs be sung in this time 
of darkness?  
Yes, they will be sung, but 
against the darkness

 
(Applause) 
 
 
(Main song) 127

                                                        
126 “Acche din aane wale hai”/ अचे्छ िदन आन ेवाल ेहैं (Better days are about to come) was the 
famous slogan of the BJP during their 2014 election campaign. Shital here, sarcastically 
refers to the “better days”. 
127 Chaavdi, literally meaning ‘village hall’ is a place where village gatherings including 
council meetings take place. In the context of this song, chaavdi must be interpreted as a 
space symbolising dominant caste hegemony in village settings which needs to be 
challenged. 
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अन भल्या पाहटंच्या गं पारी	 
कोनी नव्यानं गानं गातो	 
अन नव्यानं गानं गातो	 
धक्का चावडीला देतो गं माझे माय	
धक्का चावडीला देतो गं माझे माय		 
अन बया ऐकता ऐकता यांनी	ियकला वं 
देस,	अन पालटला भेस  

 

At the break of dawn 
Someone sings a new song 
And this song strikes the chaavdi (the 
meeting place/village hall) 
I strike the chaavdi, O mother!    
I strike the chaavdi, O mother! 
And slowly they have sold the 
country 
And reversed their mask  

 

(Narration) 
To hide the blood on our hands, to conceal our bigoted, casteist face, we have 
now taken the new face of ‘development’. Not you! You are all intelligent 
people! It is a way of speaking. (Laughter) And then, they have started 
building statues of Babasaheb Ambedkar. 
 
(Main song)
अन बया ऐकता ऐकता यांनी	ियकला वं 
देस	 
अन पालटला भेस	 
कुठं शोधावी मी येस गं माझे माई	 
कुठं शोधावी मी येस गं माझे माई		
 
आले आले आगलावे  
आले आग िवझवाया  

And slowly they have sold the 
country 
And reversed their mask  
Where do I look for the threshold, 
O mother?  
Where do I look for the threshold, 
O mother?  
 
Here come the fire-bearers, here 
they come to extinguish the fire  

 
(Narration) 
Those who actively promote cast and casteism, promote caste atrocities, 
promote communal violence, incite riots, those dreaming of making a Hindu 
nation are claiming to be the preachers of equality! 
 
(Main song) 
 
आले आले आगलावे  
आले आग िवझवाया	 
अन राख राख झाली  

Here come the fire-bearers, here they 
come to extinguish the fire  
Only ashes left 

 
आले मढे सजवाया गं	माझे माई 
आले मढे सजवाया गं	माझे माई 
 
सुभेदाराच्या सुनंचा, त्यो काळ िशवाचा 
व्हता माई	 
 

Here they come to decorate the 
corpse, O mother!  
Here they come to decorate the 
corpse, O mother! 

 
Mother, it was the era of Shivaji 
during the incident of the daughter-
in-law of the Subhedaar
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(Narration) 
Shiva’s era was something else mother! Shivaji punished the Patil. In the 
feudal era, they brought the woman who fought relentlessly and was defeated 
in a long conquest. She was brought with huge wealth. Shivaji asked her to be 
returned when women in that era were considered as currency. And today, 
Comrade Pansare128, who brought to fore this real Shivaji was murdered with 
bullets. And the one who presented a false Shivaji, what did he get? 
 
Audience: Maharashtra Bhushan!129 
 
Which Shivaji do we hear from Comrade Govind Pansare? From M.M 
Deshmukh, A.H Salunkhe? Our Shivaji is not gobrahman pratipalak. Our 
Shivaji is Kulwadi, Kulbhushan, the king of bahujans. 

 
 
(Song 2) 
 
आमची छाती रं फौलादी	 
आम्ही िशवबाच्या औलादी	 
िशवबाच्या राज्यामंदी  
जुलमाला थारा नाही	 
रांझाच्या पाटलाची  
गय केली जाणार	नाही 
 
धमार्च्या जल्लादांचा  
तोरा चालणार नाही	 
िवद्रोही राजा िशवाजी	 
स्वािभमानी राजा िशवाजी	
सह्यांद्रीचा राजा िशवाजी हो 

 
 
 
Our chest is made of steel 
We are the children of Shivaji  
 
In Shivaji’s empire, there is no 
place for tyranny 
The Patil of Ranjha will not be 
sparedThe swagger of religious 
bullies will not be tolerated 
The revolutionary king Shivaji 
The dignified king Shivaji  
The king of the Sanhyadri!

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
128 As mentioned earlier, comrade Govind Pansare was a communist and anti-caste organiser 
and historian, very well known for his work on King Shivaji and the history of Maratha 
empire. Pansare was assassinated in 2013 in Kolhapur outside his residence. Recent 
investigations have revealed that his murderers were activists of Hindutva organisations and 
had planned to assassinate Pansare among a number of other dissenting voices on the left. 
129 ‘Maharashtra Bhushan’, literally, ‘the jewel of Maharashtra’ is an award given by the 
Maharashtra state for more than two decades to “acclaimed” figures in the field of literature, 
arts, science, sports, social work, among other fields. This is a reference to Purandare, who 
promoted the Brahmanical image of Shivaji from the kshatriya varna (references in Chapter 
1 and 2). 
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 (Main song) 130 
 
सुभेदाराच्या सुनंचा,  
त्यो काळ िशवाचा व्हता माई	 
अन आता,  
नाक्यानाक्यांवं उभं भाई गं माझे माई	 
धक्का चावडीला देतो गं माझे माय		 
धक्का चावडीला देतो गं माझे माय		 
अरे द्या रे द्या आरोळी	 
िजन्याची केली होळी रं दादा	 
िजन्याची केली होळी 

Mother, it was the era of Shivaji  
during the incident of the 
daughter-in-law of the Subhedaar 
And today, at every street-corner 
standing is a thug 
I strike the chaavdi, O mother!    
I strike the chaavdi, O mother!  
 
Raise your voice with me 
Our living has been set ablaze 
Our life has been set ablaze!  

This patch presents Shital’s unique way of merging history with contemporary 

experience of Dalit and progressive masses. She does this while foregrounding 

how caste-hereditary musicianship, women’s musicianship has been employed 

across different times in history of Maharashtra. It brings out extensive repertoire 

of songs and poems and more importantly, its relevance in contemporary India as 

a medium of critical education. Shital’s method of weaving together these diverse 

modes of speech, song, poetry marks a unique characteristic of being able to look 

at an issue from multiple perspectives via verses of the songs. Each verse of a 

song is presented carefully to invoke cultural memory and to learn about caste 

history. These verses are also designed to educate and remind audiences about the 

history of caste.  Songs of this nature also represent positionality and seek to 

understand what ideas of liberation could look like. A unique technique of 

speech-song-poetry ensures that nothing that is sung or said is left to listener’s 

                                                        
130 Subhedaar is a rank/position in the army; The legend of the daughter-in-law of the 
subhedaar of Kalyan is often narrated to present how Shivaji treated women with respect. 
Shivajis’ troupes brought the daughter-in-law of the subhedaar of Kalyan as a prisoner to 
Shivaji, after the subhedaar was defeated in war. Although there was a norm of keeping the 
imprisoned women as entertainers or slaves in courts, Shivaji asked for her to be returned 
with utmost dignity and care. 
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abstract imagination. It marks a consciousness of closely observing everyday life 

experience as a way to understand structural oppression perpetuated by caste and 

to be able to locate oneself in that structure. This process enables a caste critique 

in minds of people as they can clearly see how and why their shared experiential 

world has a lot to do with brahmanical hegemony. Spontaneous applause from 

audiences is a testimony to this observation, an opinion also echoed by Shital. 

It was also my observation that speech-song-poetry mode of communication in 

performance enabled a specific sensibility of listeners and audiences of VSJ. Such 

modes of communication have a long and rich legacy of performance genres 

(especially in bhakti) like kirtan in Maharashtra. Kirtan is a devotional 

performance where a performer or kirtankar teaches or discusses philosophical 

and religious concepts through discourse. This kirtankar sings verses of bhakti 

poets and other authors (Schultz 2008). Kirtan has been associated with oppressed 

caste saints like Tukaram (17th c.). They used it as a way to critique religion, caste 

and patriarchy through his ground-breaking abhangs (abhang, literally meaning 

‘unbreakable’ is a genre of song written with poetic structures like a bhajan or 

devotional song and has composer’s signature in final line). Theatrical genres like 

tamasha have also added a dramatic sensibility to VSJ of KKM and also of Shital. 

This can be seen either in form of a skit or a satirical dialogue. Although VSJ is 

more presentational than participatory, Shital often asks audiences to respond to 

her questions. This questioning is to check if they are on the same page as her and 

are thinking through issues she is trying to communicate. 

Alternation of speech-song-poetry helps locate Shital’s performance and her 

songs as objects of appreciation based on their craft and form. Additionally, they 

also serve as means of critical reflection, education and literacy. The form used 
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by Shital is drawn from caste-hereditary musicianship. Sounds of dholki, daf, 

tuntune and melodies in ovi, powada, gondhal are not new to listeners but are 

different enough as they are used in a specific way wherein their meaning is 

flipped. For the audience, musical instruments, and sometimes melodies could be 

same as they may have heard in contexts of religious-ritual performance or 

entertainment. However, same sonic landscape is completely liberated from its 

religious and obligatory caste references primarily through subversive lyric. This 

is a crucial aspect of VSJ and will be discussed at length in the section below. 

Imbuing traditional form with subversive content is a key characteristic of what 

makes VSJ ‘vidrohi’ or rebellious.131 Song lyrics, poetry and speech give new 

sonic and social meanings to performers, musical instruments, performance space 

and context at large. Centrality of words and their articulation is significant to 

VSJ. 

 

Words are our wealth 

In one of my letter correspondences with Sachin, I asked him why words 

were so central to VSJ? Was there a boundary between music and words? Like 

Shital, he also responded with Tukaram’s verse, whose work has deeply 

influenced them both-

                                                        
131 Certainly, this characteristic was present also in the Ambedkari jalsa, Satyashodhak jalsa 
and its off-shoots. However, it is significant to observe the evolution of the political 
positions from naming troupes or genres derived from the names of leaders (Ambedkari, 
bhimgeet, buddhageet, Amar Shaikh’s troupe), or philosophical positions (Satyashodhak, the 
truth seekers, Avahan meaning Challenge) to actually naming the political stance as a 
rebellion against caste. This position was not always clearly stated by shahirs in earlier 
trajectories and the groups were usually part of larger political movement like Samyukta 
Maharashtra, Namantar movement among others. The contemporary VSJ mobilised 
specifically by Shital and Sachin is unique in that it asserts explicitly, the jaatiantak or caste-
ending position and both of them as intellectuals have actively initiated and voiced critical 
discussions about caste, culture and aesthetics: content, form, words, drums, sounds etc. 
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आम्हा घरी धन शब्दांचीच रत्ने	 
शब्दांचीच शसे्त्र यत्न्य करू	 

Words are the wealth in our house,  
words, our jewels, words, our weapon

शब्दची आमुच्या जीवाचे जीवन	 
शब्दची वाटू जन	धन लोका 
 

Words are what give our lives 
meaning,  
we can only distribute the wealth of 
words among people 

“Shudra and ati-shudra populations have been traditionally kept and coerced 

from writing, reading, from gaining knowledge. They expressed their life 

narratives in aural traditions through song” Sachin wrote in his letter. When Shital 

and I discussed this further, she explained, “who are creators of popular arts and 

music?  Oppressed castes: ones at margins. They created their own music and 

poetry that serves as a reflection of their lives. Our music (mostly the dholki and 

genres like lavani and powada) is appropriated and sensationalised by 

contemporary mass-mediated brahmanical capitalist culture and they have 

completely ignored words and poetry. Our words are significant to understand 

history of aural cultures and caste groups at margins. We cannot imagine anything 

without words.” Indeed, Shital was indirectly pointing to foundations of cultural 

revolution that she and Sachin had been working towards. This sonic assertion in 

language is characteristic of a unique style. In his book, ‘The consciousness of a 

caste-ending cultural revolution’, Sachin (2013) explains how sonic meanings are 

flipped with words and poetry that liberate a musician and artist from performing, 

embracing and embodying similar action that had imprisoned them for 

generations.

 
We have composed a song with the use of the halgi, a drum, traditionally 
played for the goddess (Lakhabai, Mariaai, Mandhardevi). The rhythm of the 
halgi works as a catalyst for women to trance. The fast tempo of the halgi, 
resembling lightning, transfers into the woman’s body. The ex-mahar 
community, after their conversion to Buddhism, threw away the Hindu 
shrines from their homes and also their musical instruments associated with 
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the religion. During our performances at Ambedkarite events, a number of 
activists have asked us not to play halgi as it is associated with the Hindu 
religion. It is not their fault. The sound of the halgi is so embedded in their 
conscious and sub-consciousness that they immediately are reminded of their 
caste…. But the same halgi, which was capitulated to brahmanical culture, 
when played like lightning for the end of brahmanical culture, makes them 
feel relieved. This means, whether it is the halgi of the mang-mahar 
community, or the dhol of Dhangar community, unless and until these 
instruments are brought into the field of ending caste-patriarchy-class, it 
would not be possible to dissociate them from their caste…Today, the halgi is 
not the drum of mang-mahar communities, but has become a ranhalgi (drum 
of the battlefield) (2013, 100)132 

 
The song that has transformed the meaning of halgi referred by Sachin is ‘Jai Bhim 
Mhannyaaadhi’ or ‘before you say jai bhim’ (translation by author) -  
 
 
 

भीमबाबाच्या नावानं कसा बाजार भरला	 
झाला घायाळ ग िभम कुठं चाललीया 
जत्रा बाई गं 
जीभ उचलून अशी टाळ्याला लावू नगा	 
जयभीम म्हणण्याआधी आपलं रगात 
तपासा		
 
समतेचा तो रथ भीमाचा मागं कुणी न्हेला 
मागं कुणी न्हेलात्याचा िललाव कुणी 
केला	 
हंबारतो भीम बाई गिहवरतो भीम राजा	 
अन जयभीम जयभीम म्हणून त्याचा 
घात कुणी केला, केला ना?	
	
जुलमी जात गेल्यािशवाय घटना 
िबनकामाची म्हणतो	 
घटना जाळीन म्हणतो, नवा मागर् दावीन 
म्हणतो		
 
 
 

In the name of our Bhimbaba  
Look how the market has filled up  
Bhim has been wounded  
Look where we are headed 
Don’t just use your mouth to 
blabber 
(Check your blood) Think before 
you say ‘Jai Bhim  

 
Who pulled back the chariot of 
equality given to us by Bhim? 
Who retreated it? Who auctioned 
it? 
Bhim is bellowing, Bhim is 
choked with emotion 
Who killed him by repeating ‘Jai 
Bhim’ over and over again? 
 
(He says) the Constitution is 
useless if the oppressive caste-
system isn’t eradicated 
(He says) the Constitution must be 
burnt and a new path must be 
carved 

 
 

 
                                                        
132 Translation by author. 
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पण सत्तेसाठी आज भाडं कोण कोण 
खातो	
संसदेच्या जनानखान्यात कसा तोर्यानं  
िमरवतो, िमरवतो ना 
कसेल त्याची जमीन आता व्हता व्हत 
न्हाई	 
िशवतािशवत जातीवाद जाता जात न्हाई 

 
अजून का वं दिलतांच्या रोज वस्त्या 
जळत्यात	 
मारपीट बलात्कार राजरोस घडत्यात 
घडत्यात ना 
ह्यो रानटी जुलूम कसा डोळ्यानं बघावा	 
भीमाईच्या स्वप्नांचा त्यो चुराडा का 
व्हावा, व्हावा नं 
अशा टाईमाला कावं रगात पेटत न्हाई	 
अन िहंसा की अिहंसा ह्यो वाद िमटत 
न्हाई, न्हाई ना  

But lusting for power, look at all 
those  
who have sold out  
And showing off their swagger in 
the sacrosanct Parliament 
Where is that promised ‘land to the 
tiller’?  
There is still no end to 
untouchability and casteism 
 
Why are the ghettos of Dalits still 
set on fire every day? 
Why are we being lynched and 
raped in public (with impunity) 
How do we see this brutal violence 
with our own eyes? 
Why are the dreams of our mother 
(Bhim) being crushed?  
Why does our blood not boil at 
this time?  
Why does the debate between 
violence and non-violence not 
end?

Select verses; Translation by author

Sachin’s example of this song ‘Jai Bhim Mhannyaaadhi’ clearly illustrates the 

link of caste with musical instruments (in this case, halgi). Social meanings of drum 

traditionally associated with caste-based hereditary performance confined to 

obligatory religious ritual find a new meaning through words. In this technique of 

playing halgi, players themselves remain same but performance context, players’ 

politicised subjectivity and new arising political subjectivities of audiences are 

completely changed through words. Words facilitate not only an imagination of a 

new dignified musicianship but also create a space for liberatory politics. They also 

allow discussion of a present and future marked by specific social imaginations. 

Sachin’s reference to ritual performances of goddesses like Mariaai, Lakhabai can 

be found with titles such as ‘Lakhabai, please meet me, I put you under an oath, my 
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life is yearning’; ‘The green bangles of Kaalubai’133, ‘Kaalubai has entered my body’ 

(to trance) among many others. These titles present yearning for these goddesses as a 

way to obey caste duties, married womanhood as auspicious, trance of Kalubai 

entering woman’s body. These are also associated with religious, caste and gendered 

obligations. When we compare these themes with ‘Jai Bhim Mhannyaaadhi’ (before 

you say Jai Bhim) it becomes clear how social meanings associated with musical 

instruments are subverted through words. 

Social meanings associated with drums, drummers and the context in which they 

perform have changed drastically with VSJ. Caste-hereditary musicianship, through 

poetry, utterance of liberatory words, speech-song-poetry methods of vidrohi shahirs 

liberates sounds and attempt a dissociation from the feudality of caste. Liberation 

from caste is imagined through a process of reclaiming sound of drum via words and 

lyrics of a song.  Songs of VSJ have thus enabled singer, drummer, musician to 

imagine a dignified existence from often-humiliating experience of performing a 

caste-hereditary occupation.134  Halgi, examined above by Sachin, is a significant 

example of a sonic reclamation; a significant characteristic of what makes VSJ 

‘vidrohi’ or rebellious.

Sonic reclamation of halgi, however, is one example of how a musical instrument 

is reclaimed. Sonic cues in language, voice and performance styles also work 

together in reclaiming sound which in itself are gendered, classed and caste-d. 

                                                        
133 Green bangles are a sign of auspiciousness; they symbolize being married and are only to 
be worn by women if the husband is alive since the green colour symbolizes fertility. 
134 Musicians in Shital’s troupe, for instance, come from families who were caste-hereditary 
musicians. But the VSJ of Shital has presented a place for them to not just reclaim their 
sonic/musical agency, but also to earn a livelihood and challenge the caste markers they 
embody.  
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Language  

The dawn of Dalit Panthers in Maharashtra between 1960 and 1970 marked a 

significant period of literature produced by Dalit writers and poets that changed 

literary landscape of Maharashtra. From poetry, short stories, fiction to women’s 

autobiographies and testimonios, rising narratives from experiential world of Dalit 

communities were hard-hitting. Use of specific (previously unheard) sounds in 

Marathi ‘slang’ that emerged in localities inhabited by Dalit communities appeared 

in published literature. These sounds had until that time carried a sense of stigma and 

pollution. In everyday life sonic politics of caste begins with spoken language.  

Accent, pronunciation, choice of words, are considered when determining a person’s 

caste. In Maharashtra, despite Ambedkari and Satyashodhak jalsas, bhim and 

buddhageet, literature in 1960s, 70s and after, radically reclaimed a space for 

language. The reason behind this could also be that songs remained within domain of 

aural culture and dissemination, while poems, stories and autobiographies emerged 

in public sphere in print, marking a mainstream presence and opposition to dominant 

brahmin middle-class literature.135 

Language must be examined as a site of resistance, a site of revolt to 

brahmanical sanskritised dominance on literature and spoken language. Sonic 

aesthetic of literature of Dalit writers and poets ‘strips language of its hygienist rules 

of propriety and correctness which have often been ways of concealing violence’ 

(Zecchini 2016, 68). ‘Crude’, exposed vocabulary, often admittedly 

                                                        
135 This observation is also based on my archival research at SPARROW (Sound and Picture 
Archives for Research on Women) in Mumbai in 2015. I was able to confirm this in 
Sharmila Rege’s (2002) essay ‘Conceptualising Popular Culture: Lavani and Powada in 
Maharashtra’. 
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incomprehensible to writers from dominant castes136, ‘refuses to decorate, neutralise 

or camouflage its subject’ and contexts as a way to subvert the values of 

respectability, morality, properness associated with classical Hindu language and 

literature (ibid). What Tamil writer Bama (1999:98) terms as ‘superficial orderliness 

of the status-quo’. rules of grammar, syntax, standards- must be disturbed by 

language of Dalit writers. Violence concealed in ideals of hygiene and purity is 

reclaimed as a site of self-determination and resistance. A long legacy of this sonic 

self-determination is especially underlined with Marathi poets like Namdeo Dhasal, 

Daya Pawar, Arjun Dangle, J.V. Pawar, Hira Bansode, Pradnya Pawar, among 

others. 

Sonic self-determination of language is an important landmark in caste-

ending cultural movement and its politics. Sonic politics of language shaped by caste 

can be illuminated through a number of examples. From names of people: Kachrya 

(garbage), Satva (crazy), Dagdu (Stone), Kadu (Bitter)137, to names designated to 

communities: Harijan (Gandhi’s name for ‘untouchables’), pariah (outcaste), 

asprushya (untouchable in Marathi). Language has shaped humiliating existence of 

Dalit communities. This also underlines significance of self-referential term ‘Dalit’ 

that refuses to be essentialised in its meaning as ‘victims’ while transforming disgust 

into insurrectionary pride (Zecchini 2016).  

There are clear markers indicating “shuddha” or pure Marathi despite several 

Marathi dialects and accents. Discrete categories of sound are associated (and reveal) 

                                                        
136 The example of the renowned brahmin writer Vijay Tendulkar must be noted here. In the 
preface of Namdeo Dhasal’s collection of poetry, Golpitha, Tendulkar writes extensively 
how he had to sit Dhasal down and have him explain the meanings of a number of words in 
his poems. 
137 These names are often given to Dalit people either by dominant castes or by Dalit 
parents/families themselves. There are a number of examples of how these names have been 
given up by many as a result of their conversion to Buddhism; most well-known is poet 
Daya Pawar who changed his name from Dagdu to Daya (Compassion). 
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with rural/urban, brahmin/non-brahmin and lower-class/upper-class background of 

persons. All these categories by and large point towards caste, since discourse of 

purity (“shuddha”) is associated with caste. To illustrate ‘purity’ associated with 

Marathi language, phonology of consonant ‘N’ is key. In Marathi, ‘N’ is produced 

dominantly in two ways (न, ण). Using न instead of ण, becomes “impure” to 

brahmanical ears (for instance in the words पाणी, बाण, पण; pani, ban, pan). 

Retroflex ‘n’ is associated with brahmins while dental ‘n’ is associated with non-

brahmins. This connotation has reached to such a stage that utterance of the न instead 

of ण becomes a site of humour and mocking in brahmin homes and social 

conversations as well as in film and mass-mediated cultures. Similarly, words व्हता, 

येगळं, हाय (होता, वेगळं, आहे in brahmanical usage respectively) featured in a number of 

songs in this thesis reflect reclamation of spoken language of Dalits and impurity 

associated with it. 

Interestingly in writing, a combination of both is observed. For instance, 

certain words like पाणी (paani) may be written in this format but is pronounced and 

read as पानी (paani). Combining these modes of written and spoken language 

underline sonic reclamation in language and move away from an idea that language 

has a standard or pure form. Unhesitant use of words (often very difficult to 

understand to a brahmanical ear) such as टायमाला (at this time), रगात (blood), सपान 

(dream) as well as of pejorative words brings another dimension to sonic reclamation 

of language. 
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Voice 

Another dimension of reclaiming and asserting sound is voice. While 

expressing her deep concern for increasing selective co-optation of elements of 

popular traditions in film, television and other mainstream musical landscape, Shital 

pointed to some very crucial aspects of voice. “Every musical instrument and genre 

have had its own history and legacy. Mainstream music today has taken many of 

these and accommodated them for taste of all. Anywhere and anyone in India can 

listen to songs like ‘Aai Bhavani’ (song of goddess composed by the famous Marathi 

film music director duo Ajay-Atul). This song has adopted elements of sambal (a 

drum of gondhalis) and can be seen as a song purified to suit the taste of upper 

classes and castes. If you want to use these elements, why not ask the actual 

(gondhali) singer to sing it? Why these mainstream singers who have no idea about 

these genres? Would you invite a popular singer like us to sing a classical song or a 

song from Marathi musicals? They are marginalised because their voice may be too 

raw or loud for the elite audience.” 

Shital’s indication of “raw”, “loud” voice points to established meanings 

associated with “trained” and “untrained” voices. This dichotomy is reiterated by 

ways in which classical and “folk” are also understood. Her understanding of 

“purified” is revealing since it exposes from her point of view how mass-mediated 

culture primarily serves brahmin middle class audiences. She addresses how 

separation of voice from genre of its origination is in itself an objectification, 

sensationalisation of popular arts, a selective co-optation. It is striking how voice 

becomes a site of ‘collectively recognized meanings’ within a cultural and socio-

political structure and carries meanings that eventually decide socio-economic and 

cultural capital it may afford (Weidman 2014, 38). 
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Certainly, voices of mainstreamed film singers are not discarded by Shital or 

others in this movement for their vocal quality but often because of who/what they 

represent.  Brahmanical capitalist figures like Lata Mangeshkar and Asha Bhosale 

are often criticised.138  Voice of these mainstream singers is not necessarily seen as 

something to aspire for, which was completely contradictory to my musical training. 

Lata Mangeshkar is presented in Inida as possessing an “ideal female voice”. In case 

of Shital and her cultural movement at large voice is reclaimed by embracing and 

asserting that “raw”, “loud”, “untrained” characteristic. Voice becomes a site of 

subjective identity situated as part of a genre having its own history and context. 

Lata Mangeshkar and Asha Bhosale, who have often sung lavanis for films also 

complicate gender-caste assumptions.139 Brahmanical imaginations of lavani 

singers/performers in minds of upper caste playback singers, music directors and 

film-makers has shaped voice in specific ways. 

These imaginations are certainly not limited to film and other mass-media, 

but also to musical troupes of women’s movements. I will refer to some observations 

I made during an interview with a senior brahmin feminist, activist, playwright, 

singer and songwriter. When asked about her choice of shahiri tradition to compose 

her songs and musicals, she responded “If you listen to most of our songs, they have 

a rural undertone in terms of language. The women we work with are urban poor. 

Waste-pickers in Mumbai are migrants from Marathwada and other parts of 

Maharashtra. There is a legacy of shahiri I was brought up in.140 When I was 

thinking of writing about the work of Jotiba Phule, I was wondering if I should write 

                                                        
138 Lata Mangeshkar especially has been strongly critiqued for her active support of 
Narendra Modi and the BJP. 
139 For instance, lavanis like ‘Bugadi majhi sandli ga’ and ‘Rajasa Javali jara basa’. 
140 She witnessed the communist-socialist cultural movements in Mumbai because of her 
parents’ participation in them. Her mother was a communist poet. 
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a poem or a powada. But if this thought had to reach the masses, I had to choose to 

write a powada because the purpose was to reach poor and underprivileged people. 

Who is going to listen to my poem? …I do not think shahiri or any other music 

genre is intrinsically gendered or has caste associations. It is just a musical form; one 

needs to produce a certain kind of voice for it. Women from our group were just not 

used to producing a voice that way, suitable for shahiri. All waste-pickers we work 

with are Dalits. They have a very distinct voice. Matangs have it in their voice. We 

have only Matangs and Buddhist women; what a khada [describing vocal timbre] 

voice they have! You won’t find that in me; my voice has a sweeter characteristic.” 

As a response to this, Shital shared her experience of singing with a dominant 

caste feminist group during her early days as an activist. “Most people singing with 

me would speak in a different language and sing in a different language. Their 

speaking language, coming from dominant caste backgrounds would be brahmani, 

while their songs would have words like ‘jaayaacha’ (जायाच)ं, ‘rhaayaacha’ (र्हायाच)ं 

all marked with brahmanical accents and sounds. We secretly laughed hearing this. It 

seemed very fake and unoriginal. Using words, sounds, musical instruments and 

voices selectively through your imagined ideas of poverty, of Dalithood, completely 

destroys historical meanings associated with musical traditions and people who 

perform it”. These sonic cues are markers of caste and are also often associated with 

“rurality”, “illiteracy” and are often appropriated by dominant castes in their 

ghettoised representation of ‘Dalithood’, in the form of victimhood, powerlessness 

and poverty. 

Since I also performed with Shital, it was interesting to notice her troupe 

describe my voice as “smooth”, “plain” and “sweet” (referring to the markers of a 

classically trained voice). However, it was never described as a standard that needed 
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to be achieved. Voice was considered to be a medium. Voices “filled-up” a space. 

Voice had to know pitch, melody and rhythm but it was not required to produce 

certain textures or timbre. Nobody ever asked me or anyone else to sing with a 

certain texture. 

These observations of voice illustrate that voice in itself is a location of social 

meaning-making (Barthes 1977; Cusick 1999; Feld and Fox 1994; Greco 2011; 

Sundar 2007; Weidman 2003, 2014). Female Dalit voice, imagined with attributes of 

specific language, vocal timbre gives an impression of a certain kind of essentialism. 

Gendering of female voices is clearly presented in terms of caste when dominant 

caste feminist clearly distinguishes between a Dalit female voice of a matang woman 

and her own brahmin voice (as a non-Dalit female). She describes “khada” voice of a 

matang woman as opposed to her “sweet” voice. “Khada”, literally meaning 

“standing” is often used as an adjective to describe a vocal timbre of a deep, strong 

or unconstrained voice as opposed to a more constrained and classically trained 

voice. I had never heard Shital use this adjective to describe her own or anyone 

else’s voice. I had however heard it being used by classical and semi-classical or 

light musicians when describing vocal timbres of folk singers. Was this then, a 

brahmanical construction of folk singers? 

A concept of ‘ideologies of voice’ elucidates convergence of musical, 

linguistic, and semiotic ideologies and culturally constructed ideas of voice which 

would be helpful here in analysing convergence of caste with gendered voice 

(Faudree 2012; Feld 1984; Weidman 2006, 2014). Performance (and performativity) 

of gender and caste involves conscious or unconscious ways of defining meanings of 

a voice. Most ideologies of voice determine how and where we locate subjectivity 

and agency. They are conditions that give sung or spoken utterances their power or 
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constrain their potential effects’ (Weidman 2014, 45; Stirr 2010). Different registers 

(sonic, material, cultural, historical) in which voice comes to take meaning has much 

to do with phenomenological concerns of voice as embodiment of spoken and sung 

performance (Feld and Fox 1994, 26). The ways in which meanings of voices are 

determined by brahmanical mainstream to a large extent creates that dichotomy, that 

contrast between dominant and oppressed castes. Shital never expresses a timbral 

prerequisite to be able to sing in shahiri tradition. It is interesting then, to observe 

that a timbre is predominantly described only by brahmin musicians. A matang 

woman’s voice comes to be objectified as a caste characteristic associated with non-

training and non-hesitation. Naming of this timbre (khada) in itself seems a 

deliberate effort for it to be properly co-opted. 

Further, sociolinguistics (Lippi-Green 2012; Mendoza-Denton 2008; Zhang 

2005), illuminate linguistic variation (timbre, pitch, volume and patterns of 

intonation) as a sonic vocal phenomenon with powerful social meanings and effects 

as we have seen in earlier paragraphs. Linguistic variation associated with timbre, 

patterns of intonation, pitch is evident when we look at relationship between caste 

and language. Vocal sound is central in creating/disturbing social, cultural and 

political meanings. Shital’s recognition (and dislike) of discord between speaking 

language and singing language of brahmin middle class feminists signifies collective 

caste-specific meaning associated with utterance of words like ‘jayacha’, ‘rhayacha’ 

and so on. For Shital, use of these words and use of shahiri genre appear to be 

problematic since there is a choice, a privilege of constructing notions of voice, 

language, musical genre in first place and further using them in performance. It 

perpetuates caste and gender hegemony through essentialism, exoticism and co-
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optation of those aspects which can be capitalised for presenting an inclusive image 

of their ‘feminist’ politics. 

While for Shital, this is not really a choice. It is how and what she speaks and 

sings. These sounds are her world of lived everyday experiences and have little to do 

with choice. She is only employing them to assert a dignified existence, a quest 

toward equality. An imagined gendered Dalithood in voice, language and sonic cues 

is a complex force that continues to co-opt a space within mainstream and cultures of 

political organisation.  

I witnessed Shital’s voice, often affected by constant travelling (about fifteen 

performances every month or more during calendar events; at times an entire month 

was booked), changing weather, lack of sleep, lack of energy. Continuing her 

performances despite all this, also made me realise how she reclaims a sonic vocal 

agency; tired ill voice that overworks to continue revolutionary work, but also to 

secure her and her troupe’s financial situation and to keep this movement going. In 

this way ‘ideologies of voices’ bring together multiple registers of voice and give 

‘particular insight into intimate, affective, and material/embodied dimensions of 

cultural life and socio-political identity’, in this case, the complex caste-gender 

relations, sonic cues and identities (Weidman 2014, 37). 

Performance 

Voice that embodies sonic markers of caste must be further examined within 

performance context given its significant role in making these sonic markers 

meaningful and rebellious in specific ways. Important aspects of live performance 

are locations of performance, mediation and performativity. Descriptions of Shital’s 

performances in this chapter provide a context as to where and how a VSJ is 

performed. They usually take place on a makeshift wooden stage (mandav/मांडव) 
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covered and decorated in a colourful cloth, built in the middle of Dalit vasti, near a 

Buddha vihar, on open grounds of a town or village and occasionally in auditoriums. 

All performances are typically mediated through a sound system. The main 

microphone for Shital’s voice, dholki, keyboard/harmonium, chorus singers, 

percussion (may include halgi, cymbals, ankle bells, daf) and occasionally an 

octapad. Shital always plays a daf while singing.  Locations of performance 

symbolise importance of mobilising oppressed castes near their homes/in their 

neighbourhoods and bringing ‘prabodhan’(enlightenment) to them. Most 

performances take place strategically later in evenings also points to consideration of 

everyone’s participation.  All working classes, including men and women who return 

home at sunset can participate. A performance often goes on for more than two 

hours. Consistent use of sound systems also points to an assertion of upward 

economic mobility as well as claiming a public space. 

Visual aspects of performance aesthetics also shape the ways in which VSJ is 

perceived. Use of a uniform colour of kurtas worn by Shital’s troupe members was a 

deliberate choice to highlight a group identity and to mark an importance of the act 

of music performance. Shital always dressed in a cotton salwar-kameez in plain but 

different colours (usually avoiding blue and bright red as they typically signify Dalit 

and communist politics respectively). “We need to move beyond symbolism, beyond 

colours, she often appealed to the audience”. 

Shital’s embodied gendered assertions further add to reclaiming a bodily and 

sonic agency. Shital wore a dupatta, traditionally worn with salwar-kameez. But she 

wore it across one shoulder and tied it around her waist. She shared with me during 

our initial conversations that her style of wearing dupattas in a certain way became a 

trend. It was used in such a way that it would not disturb or obstruct her movements. 
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This style, indeed has become a trend for many young women who perform her 

songs today in my observation. 

 
Figure 22 Shital Sathe in performance with her troupe, Rashtra Seva Dal, Pune, 2016 

(photo by author) 

 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, intersections of gender, caste and Dalit modernity 

imagined by Ambedkar have shaped musicianship and performance in specific ways 

(Paik 2016).  In post-independence India, Dalit women in particular have negotiated 

and struggled through specific body politics to achieve morals and values prescribed 

by Ambedkar. For instance, a white sari or salwar-kameez became a mark of 

modernity that Dalit women embraced to maintain their image, especially during 

public meetings and commemorative events. Shital’s choice to wear a dupatta and 

salwar kameez is representative of this politic. During many of our conversations, 

Shital herself described on a number of occasions that her dressing style symbolised 

honour and respectability. In my observation, Shital’s body politic through her 
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performativity provides a new alternative to amateur young performers. Her plain 

coloured dupatta and salwar kameez, her movements indicate a dignified space to 

perform and be heard. Shital and her narratives, songs and stories are often taken as a 

standard for all emerging women artists. While she herself did not really see any 

woman vidrohi shahir while she was growing up it is indeed admirable to see her 

negotiations with patriarchies and caste hegemonies to have her voice heard and to 

create a space for herself.141  

Although dominant number of male performers is evident in Shital’s VSJ, 

(instrumentalists as well as chorus singers) these male members do not take up space 

in centre-stage. This presents a progressive model to be witnessed by audiences, 

especially young women.142As a result, young women are also visible as leading 

voices in emerging new troupes. All these visible markers shape ways in which 

liberatory sounds –language, voice, music – are produced, heard and shaped. 

A long legacy of shahiri has today consolidated into VSJ where sonic 

markers of caste - language, voice, drums, performativity, performance context - 

redefine and reclaim a space with liberatory politics. In establishing what constitutes 

‘vidrohi’ or rebellious nature of VSJ, I have presented sonic aspects that actively 

                                                        
141 While Ambedkar actively encouraged women to participate in political mobilisations, 
meetings and gatherings, he placed them as “equal partners” within the political struggle that 
was firstly a responsibility of men. Ambedkar’s Dalit modernity asserted a sustained 
political commitment of Dalit women, but ironically placed them as the “helpmates” of men 
(Paik 2016, 26). Shital’s relationship with Sachin, their inter-caste marriage and the 
companionship they symbolize, also fits into the values of modernity that Ambedkar 
envisioned for his community. Sachin’s impact as a shahir, intellectual, poet and writer in 
Maharashtra, his mali (kunbi) caste status also inspires a further critical examination of 
inter-caste marriage, companionship and its inherent power-dynamics. This is certainly not 
to suggest that Shital’s agency is diluted or capitalized based on her relationship with 
Sachin, but the structure of companionate heteronormative marriage and the resulting 
womanhood, wifehood, motherhood embraced by Shital may be undertaken through a 
critical analysis of caste, gender and Dalit modernity. 
142 This model is the opposite of the troupes in the Samyukta Maharashtra Chalwal or other 
left movements. 
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work towards ending caste-specific markers. These observations are also affirmed by 

Shital in a way she defines authorship of a shahir. “One is responsible for one’s 

words. Someone who writes their own songs, sings and plays a daf, is a shahir. If 

you only sing other people’s songs, you are a singer, not a shahir”. Further, changing 

meanings of sounds with words can be explored given that Shital’s own songs 

transgress caste-hereditary musicianship and embraces new musical imaginings. 

“My songs do not always fall under typical category of shahiri (hereditary music), 

but still I am a shahir because it has developed as a revolutionary genre since 19th 

century”. 

I have explored how socio-political meanings of sound are employed to 

present an alternative epistemology of performance itself, of sound, of music and of 

women’s agency. In reclaiming sonic, embodied and public spaces VSJ truly enables 

a sense of self-determination (for musicians and the larger Dalit community) aided 

by a critical consciousness, education and agency that transcends a defensive anti-

brahmanical stance. VSJ embraces and envisions a new philosophy, a new politics 

for/of a casteless society. Foundations of this philosophy and politics are located in 

how culture is defined, analysed and understood by shahirs of VSJ and how it works 

towards social change. 

 

Theorising a caste-ending cultural revolution 

“We have realised that only playing musical instruments and singing songs of 

equality will not be enough. Shahirs will have to engage and debate theoretical and 

philosophical aspects of art and literature and intervene in existing scheme of 

things”, Sachin wrote in a letter correspondence. Sachin’s deep concern about music 

and culture emerges from his and Shital’s experiences navigating progressive 
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movements across Maharashtra and to witness their attitudes towards music, 

musicians and culture at large. I observed this frustration when Shital exclaimed 

sarcastically, infuriated after a phone call she received from an organiser, “One or 

two songs to gather people at the beginning of an event/public speech and one song 

to conclude it”. She had often been asked also to perform for free, without any 

remuneration. Shahir Sambhaji Bhagat expressed similar concerns while pointing 

towards the attitudes and opinions of people towards music, musicians and 

performance. VSJ was only slowly emerging as a movement that needed special 

attention. 

Sachin’s book, ‘The consciousness of a caste-ending cultural revolution’ 

(2013) published while he was still behind bars, was inspired by experiences he and 

Shital had while performing and writing as part of KKM. While locating themselves 

as part of a continuing legacy of an anti-caste democratic revolution, Sachin and 

Shital became increasingly influenced by work of Sharad Patil, who tirelessly 

worked for rights of adivasis, landless and Dalit communities while presenting 

ground-breaking historical works on caste, class and women. I will focus here, on 

how Sachin Mali (2013) and Shital Sathe present their critical understanding of 

culture, cultural revolution and urgency for annihilation of caste, liberation of 

women drawing on voluminous works primarily of Sharad Patil (1982, 1994, 2005, 

2006, 2008, 2010, 2014a, 2014b; 2017). 

Firstly, given the massive geographical area of India and thousands of years 

that caste has endured in it, contemporary Indian culture cannot be understood as a 

unitary category that can be applied to all. People of India are divided based on 

histories of diverse religions, communities, languages, regions, traditions, customs 

and so on. Culture is thus understood as part of a process of evolution of Indian 
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society and caste system. ‘Ambedkar reminds us that caste has not emerged because 

of someone’s advice and will not end with anyone’s advice. Similarly, culture is an 

inherent aspect of caste which has evolved in specific historical socio-political 

conditions. We need to understand contemporary references of how caste has shaped 

our everyday lives and who has dared to express alternative politics. Alternative 

cultures, as we stand at the threshold of caste-ending cultural revolution, will be 

founded on a clear understanding of production process through historical times 

along with brahmani-abrahmani cultural, historical and theoretical contestations and 

evolutionary process of the Indian social structure (2013, 81). 

This understanding arises from Sharad Patil’s (2011) argument that mere 

economic or material change will not automatically change psychological aspects of 

human behaviour. This is a central critique of communist and socialist movements in 

India. Present-day Indian society is a caste-class society. Unilinear historical 

materialism of Marx and Engels has assumed mind to be homogeneous. Rahul 

Sarwate (2014) aptly summarises Patil’s argument that ‘Marxism as a science of 

changing the material reality—instead of merely interpreting it—needs to be 

supplemented with a theory that takes cognisance of this material reality’.  Buddhist 

epistemology of dualism of mind, sa-vikalpa (consciousness or जाणीव) and nir-

vikalpa (subconscious or नेणीव) is foregrounded as a way to examine how caste has 

taken over and shaped the duality of mind. In Patil’s (2014) opinion, Phule’s 

Satyashodhak tradition and later that of Ambedkar, although extremely successful in 

delineating a non-brahmanical (what he calls abrahmani) history and method, were 

both negative. By this he means that both traditions mentioned above have a 
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defensive stance of action and lack of organisation along with an alternative 

liberatory imagination.143 

Caste-ending cultural revolution will arise from understanding that 

psychological change and transformation will need a separate or special attention, 

methods and tools. Social change will be a process for which we will need to 

individually and collectively examine our value-system, our beliefs, language and 

everyday behaviour. One of Sachin’s answer in our letter correspondence 

summarises crucial role of cultural change within all social and political movements, 

and in fact nuances an understanding of movements by analysing them as collective 

forces working towards similar goals. “The relationship of music, poetry, literature 

and arts to social/political movements is like a relationship of manure to agricultural 

soil. We need to nurture the soil that seeds are planted in.” 

Drawing on Ambedkar, scholars (Mali 2013; Pardeshi 2016) have reminded 

us that no political revolution will be successful unless we establish a preceding 

social-cultural awakening or ‘prabodhan’ (प्रबोधन).144 Caste-ending cultural 

revolution encompasses anti-imperial and anti-capitalist positions but foregrounds an 

anti- casteist brahmanical feudalism. ‘Progressive political and anti-class 

revolutionaries can be socially regressive and thus socially progressive philosophy 

will guide us in the caste-ending cultural revolution’ (Mali 2013, 88). 

Given that cultures in India are ‘dominantly brahmanical, hegemonic, 

hierarchical and semi-feudal, caste-ending cultural revolution would be necessary to 

create alternative value-systems, thought processes and psychologies’ (ibid, 70). A 

                                                        
143 This critical stance really put Patil in opposition to almost all left and progressive fronts: 
Ambedkarite, Dalit, Satyashodhak and Marxists, proving his observation about his own 
ekaaki (solitary/foresaken) life. 
144 Better translated as ‘enlightenment’ 
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caste-ending cultural revolution is thus imagined as a pathway to address how our 

everyday life behaviours, values, customs, traditions are shaped by caste and class 

and their history (and the politics of history itself).145 This revolution is meant to 

unite majority populations in India that have been marginalised such as Dalits, 

women, adivasi, landless labourers and farmers, workers, students and intelligentsia 

(ibid). 

The place of cultural and social change is of central importance for a broader 

caste-ending democratic revolution. Unlike Europe, in India, bourgeois democratic 

revolutions did not take place in the wake of modernity. Instead, brahmanical 

casteist capitalist forces coalesced with feudal forces (Mali 2013). A number of 

elements which should work together to formulate caste-ending democratic 

revolution against casteist brahmanical feudalism which I aim to summarise here. 

The forces that need to work with and as part of the cultural revolution are briefly 

identified below (ibid) – 

- Study of abrahmani (non-brahmanical) tradition of history of India and 

recognise an epistemological conflict in Indian philosophy 

- Make formal education as a form of labour, a medium of creating 

philosophy, a revolutionary tool, liberated from present brahmanical 

education system and that emerging from people, their lived experience must 

be prioritised (echoing Ambedkar’s famous call – “Educate, Agitate, 

Organise”) 

                                                        
145 What history has been silenced or twisted? Who has written history? Is being addressed 
as a result of a number of historical writings in recent times. For instance, A.H. Salunkhe’s 
Vidrohi Tukaram (1997,2014)- ‘Rebellious Tukaram’, Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharajancha 
Dusra Rajyabhishek (2015)- ‘Second Coronation of King Shivaji’, ‘Mahabharatatil Striya’ 
(Three Volumes 1993, 2003, 2008), Hindu Sanskruti ani Stree (2003, 2013)- Hindu Culture 
and Women’, Charvaka Darshan (2012)- ‘The doctrine of Charvaka’, Eklavya (2014), 
Govind Pansare’s Shivaji Kon Hota? (1988, 2015)- ‘Who was Shivaji?’, among many others 
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- Identify and beware of caste politics around symbolism and how it is 

employed for personal gain, monetary power, electoral politics (King Shivaji 

as a symbol, a figure for deepening caste antagonisms, co-optations of 

Ambedkar by the right-wing brahmanical forces to name a few).146 

- Uncompromising assertion against demonstrably false historical claims; 

especially with regard to those figures who have devised an anti-feudal, anti-

varna, anti-caste insurrection in the social history of India. 

- Identify people’s languages at periphery which have not yet had a script and 

bring them into the mainstream. 

- Redistribute land to majority of landless labourers/farmers viz. Dalits 

- Religion, religious conversions, especially Buddhism, as a positive 

alternative, bearing in mind Ambedkar’s critical insight about 

dharmachikitsa or ‘critique of religion’ 

- Embrace mixed or inter-caste marriages by actively rejecting “sacred” texts 

of Hinduism. 

While all these forces need to be working together towards a comprehensive cultural 

change, I will focus here, specifically on music and art. Arts will play a central role 

in caste-ending cultural revolution as they represent hereditary occupations, 

economic dependence and everyday struggles of majority populations.  

Since knowledge itself and its producers/authors are hierarchically organised, 

every caste has emerged with its own cultural tools, expressions, mediums, 

traditions, beliefs. Musical knowledge, at outskirts of villages/towns/cities became 

source of income for a number of caste groups. While ovi, bhajan, bharud, gavlan, 

                                                        
146 Each caste and sub-caste group assigned with a powerful symbol, in the form of a 
god/goddess is today translated into deifying political leadership and has formed the basis of 
the cultural politics of caste. 
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gan, gondhal, jagran, lavani, chakkad, theatre, sculpture became artisanal labour, 

central to the production structure, Dalit populations ‘infused their emotions, their 

happiness, their sorrow, their history, strength, bravery, philosophy in these forms’ 

(ibid, 97). ‘They developed all of this outside four walls [of their houses; where they 

worked and laboured] and have been people-oriented (janatabhimukh) as opposed to 

brahmanical arts that have developed inside four walls and with patronage of a kind 

that has not been pro-people/people-oriented’ (ibid, 97-98).  

While highlighting importance of popular arts, Sachin warns us about 

fraudulent conceptions of ‘Conservation of lokkala’ or “folk arts”) by government of 

India. He describes sensationalised, exoticised television shows such as 

‘Maharashtrachi lokdhara’ (Maharashtra’s folk spirit) as a problem. According to 

him these shows truly represent ‘conservation of caste’ and ‘Maharashtra’s caste 

spirit’ respectively (ibid, 97). ‘Those who are so mesmerised by such shows and so 

concerned about conservation of arts of Dalits, will you encourage your daughters 

and children to be devdasis and muralis?’ (2013, 97). Music and performing arts will 

have to be dissociated from their feudal and casteist content and reclaimed with 

politics that represent end of class, caste and women’s servitude. 

 Further, Sachin also suggests scientific study (shastriyakaran) of folk music, 

popular arts of Dalit, adivasi, Koli (fishsrman cosmunity), and agricultural caste 

groups. However, he does not clearly mention what exactly that would mean. One of 

the ideas is to make popular music/arts available to students in institutions and 

universities. It is suggested that this could be a step towards dissociating music, 

sounds, instruments from their current caste identity and resulting stigma. All people 

regardless of their caste will be able to learn all popular music and instruments, 

pedagogy of which will have to be worked out. A caste-ending cultural revolution 
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will be framed as an ‘alternative philosophy of liberation and not as an opposition to 

casteism and Brahmanism’ (2013, 81).  

Sachin offers a comprehensive understanding of a cultural movement or 

revolution beyond their established meaning that refers to literature, poetry and 

music of Dalit communities. A ‘cultural movement’ takes on meanings beyond just 

performance, composition and song-writing. Sachin and Shital transcend the 

understanding of VSJ and cultural movement from literary, visual (posters, cassette 

covers, leaflets) examination to actually theorising what music, performance, poetry 

means to them and how it is one facet of a larger caste-ending cultural revolution.  

Despite this contribution, attitudes of political organisers from left and 

progressive movements towards VSJ and shahirs remains largely unchanged. The 

organisers from progressive movements consider VSJ and shahirs as secondary 

and unimportant. In one of our conversations a few months after Sachin was 

released on bail, he said with a smile “People don’t believe that poets or 

musicians can be philosophers. We must only do as demanded and not 

intellectualise music. Our work, through our writings, songs, poems, critical 

education has also been to change our and peoples’ attitude towards music itself. 

Shahirs are intellectuals too. The younger generation understands this better”. I 

observed a consistent complaint against older generations of political leaders and 

organisers. 

Given all these experiences, Shital’s performances of VSJ often begin 

with a strict announcement that she draws from shahir Sambhaji Bhagat. She 

announces that VSJ is not a devotional or entertainment programme of Babasaheb 

Ambedkar. “This is where we will talk about our lives. We will talk about our 

values, our beliefs. We will critically analyse brahmanism, religion and 
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contemporary political structures that are oppressing us. Those who want to watch 

daily soap, you are free to leave now. We are paid by organisers and we will not 

accept anyone approaching the stage with cash. If anyone is drunk and unable to 

control themselves we request you to leave right now. We are not here to 

entertain you. We are here to disturb you.” 

 ‘Entertainment’, here, implies a strong critique of subcultures like Saamna 

qawwali which often perpetuate sexualised brahmanical image of Dalit women, 

encourages alcoholism and splurging away money. Sometimes bhimgeet and 

buddhageet performances also include these elements and I occasionally came 

across such instances. But certainly not all of bhimgeet performers aspired to be 

“entertainers”. Their choices and socio-economic conditions determine their 

musical choices as seen in Chapter 3. These contradictions need further research. 

Having said this, Shital’s intention to promote critical thinking and liberatory 

means of life is well understood. 

A struggle to establish an intellectual position for shahirs continues. 

Given that meaning and purpose of songs and music has to a certain extent been 

internalised and confined to entertainment shahirs find it challenging to be 

considered as intellectuals. This happens not just because of historical positioning 

of hereditary musicians but also its co-optation and commodification by global 

capitalist industries mediated through television, film, social media.  These media 

structures have emphasised and essentialised sexualised image of lavani dancers 

and caste-hereditary singers. An author’s employment of caste-hereditary 

musicianship to monetary, commercial, revolutionary, entertaining means and 

ends can only be examined with their subjectivities given the complex histories 

and places in which they have evolved.  
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Most shahirs in previous movements have hardly engaged with 

theoretical, historical and philosophical foundations of their work. Conversations 

about art and aesthetics have also only recently come to forefront with articulation 

of abrahmani (non-brahmanical) caste-ending tradition. These discussions about 

art itself, its craft, its form and content, audience, subjectivity of a listener and 

performers, methods of presentation, politics and philosophy are now slowly 

appearing in public discourse. Sharad Patil’s, theorisation of abrahmani 

saundaryashastra (अब्राह्मणी सौंदयर्शास्त्र) (2017), or non-brahmanical aesthetics and 

Mali’s understanding of it in case of VSJ must be further explored. 

 

Abrahmani epistemological tradition and aesthetics  

 The concept of abrahmani, meaning non-brahmanical is articulated by 

Sharad Patil (2005, 2006, 2017) and continues to be widely and rigorously 

debated. According to Patil, the epistemological conflict in Indian philosophy has 

evolved from history of social conflict in Indian society and is located in two 

broad schools of thought: brahmani and abrahmani.   

Patil (2014b) has clarified that the term abrahmani is an attitude-oriented 

term and not a caste-oriented term (thus, all brahmins may not be brahmani, and 

all Dalit or bahujans may not be abrahmani). Two currents of brahmani and 

abrahmani have emerged out of two Srutis (revealed/heard knowledge or 

wisdom). These two srutis are vaidiki, one consisting of Vedas and tantriki, 

consisting of Tantra. Tantriki sruti is characterised by a gynocratic (Vai-raj, Stri-

rajya) current which originated from the trinity of Sva-tantrya (Liberty), Samata 

(Equality) and Mitrata (Fraternity, Democracy) (Patil 2011). Omvedt (2003) also 

notes how a number of Tantric practices can be read as a revolt against caste with 
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rejection of purity-pollution hierarchy that produced untouchability and 

supremacy of brahmins. She also notes that a number of Tantric practitioners 

were themselves low-caste or aligned with low-castes (ibid). Sankhya, Lokayata, 

Buddhist, Shaiva, Tantra and modern figures like Phule, Periyar, Ambedkar 

represent abrahmani trajectory. This stream promotes perspectives and works 

emerging from and directed towards ending of caste system, class structure, 

women’s servitude and oppression. Brahmani trajectory is presented through 

literary works (assumed as Hindu mythology) such as Ramayan and Mahabharat 

not only because their subjects were dominant caste (khsatriyas and brahmins) 

but because of their propagation of justification of varna and jaati structure.147 

Patil argues that the inequalitarian vaidiki sruti tried to eradicate egalitarian 

tantriki sruti, which is reflected in general crisis of philosophy, literature, arts and 

culture today. Thus, brahmani aesthetics are deeply intertwined with brahmanism 

and its propagation. 

Mali (2013) draws on this theorisation to present an in-depth investigation 

of art, creativity, debates on ‘art for art’s sake’ or ‘art for life’s sake?’. Mali 

questions how we analyse form and content; what out of the two is important in 

art?’ Mali examines music as a tool of cultural intervention towards liberation and 

a caste-ending revolution. Perspectives on aesthetics of Dalit literature as put 

forth by Marxist thinkers (who support the cause of ending caste) like 

Sharadchandra Muktibodh (1994), Patankar (2009)) and Dalit thinkers like Raja 

Dhale (1995) and Sharankumar Limbale (2004), further a conversation about 

caste positionality as central to creativity, and its (discursive) articulation. In these 

                                                        
147 See Ramayan Mahabharatatil varnasangharssha (The varna-struggle in Ramayan and 
Mahabharat) by Sharad Patil (2014b). 
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discussions brahmani aesthetic is associated with centrality of form (रूपिनष्ठ) 

while centrality of content is associated with abrahmani aesthetic. Examples of 

Jotirao Phule, Namdeo Dhasal (leader of Dalit Panthers and a revolutionary poet 

in Maharashtra), are cited to highlight how their critics, Vishnushastri Chiplunkar 

and G.D Madgulkar respectively dismissed them by examining form in which 

they expressed their literary works. Both critics are brahmin men. Phule was 

asked by Chiplunkar to first learn ‘proper grammar’ before writing powadas and 

declared himself as ‘king of Marathi language’. Madgulkar invoked a casteist slur 

as he mocked Namdeo Dhasal by using his last name as an adjective to mean ugly 

or grotesque (Dhasal) as opposed to poetic or rasaal works of 13th century saint 

Namdeo (Mali 2013, 15).  

  A quote from Govind Pansare’s speech is cited as a commentary on debate 

between form and content and power that dominant caste writers employ in 

articulating standardised criteria for “good” poetry or literature- 

The relationship of ‘what is being said’ to ‘how it is being said’ needs to be 
extended also to ‘for whom it is being said’. The writers of Satyashodhak 
movement, also bahujan themselves, wanted to reach bahujans and awaken 
them. So, they spoke in that language. Using swear words was very common 
in the everyday language of bahujan castes. Naturally, it became part of their 
creative expression. (These expressions) hurt only those who were not aware 
of this reality…content, language and style of course need coherence and 
interconnectedness. Of course, the central focus is on the content (Mali 
2013,15-16) 

 

Foregrounding of listeners and critique of brahmanic gaze on expressions of 

Dalit-bahujan artists presents a context that challenges established 

standardisations and parameters of analysis. Abrahamni aesthetics enable us to 

shift our lens from assuming art objects as ultimate truths and these aesthetics 

foreground listeners, the witnesses and their subjectivities. If parameters of art 

change then so do aesthetics. Sharankumar Limbale (2004) takes this argument 
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further to suggest that Dalit arts need to formulate their own aesthetics as their 

expressions cannot be crammed into existing parameters that almost erase author, 

maker and listener of art. 

 Formulation of subjectivity and its foregrounding also resonates with 

feminist perspectives in musicology. Suzanne Cusick (1994), in Feminist Theory, 

Music Theory and the Mind/Body Problem points to how music, ‘an art which 

self-evidently does not exist until bodies make it and/or receive it, is thought 

about as if it were a mind-mind game’ (ibid, 16). Beyond formations of meanings 

through minds of performers and listeners during a music performance, Cusick 

challenges a disembodied euro-centric (and here, brahmani) view of music 

performance which operates from classical model of mind-body dichotomy. Her 

feminist critique of this ‘disembodiment’ states how music scholars and theorists 

ignore the feminine while ignoring bodies (Borgo 2005). This important insight, 

however, is not limited to gender but extends to race, ethnicity, sexuality, and in 

this case, caste. 

Mali (2013) further goes on to clarify that aesthetics are not synonymous 

with ‘what is beautiful’. He cites an example of how his troupe was disturbed 

when audiences reacted to a song about Khairlanji being ‘beautiful’. His reference 

to an art exhibition titled ‘Pictures that are not beautiful’ makes it clear that aim 

of Dalit-bahujan artists is not for observer/listener to get caught into an incessant 

conversation about appreciation of form, shape, meter, tempo. The ultimate goal 

according to him is social change. Most important factor is to look at the impact it 

makes on listeners/observers and inspires them to act and transform their ideas, 
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engage with their everyday existence with critical thinking by listening to what is 

being said.148 

We may ask then, why does one not confine to speech instead of music? 

Why do Shital and Sachin need music? The above example appears in context of 

asserting an aesthetic of liberation rather than a sophistication of form- 

characteristic of brahmanical literature. Sachin makes a point about beauty and 

critiques how dominant castes have formulated ideas of beauty based on just form 

and shape. Surely, this is not to be read as trivialising music. In my interviews and 

conversations with both Shital and Sachin, they have explicitly described 

meaning embedded in the music itself. The section on words and language earlier 

in this chapter would help take this point further. 

Despite substantial use of narrative during performance, it is essentially 

song, music that helps convey the meaning of words. Since music performance 

has been a hereditary occupation turned into a mode of communication and 

mobilisation, it markedly holds sonic meanings in memory that are confined to 

ritual performance/entertainment. Without music, if words are only said, these 

sonic memories confined to feudal performances and entertainment would not be 

subverted in entirety. Claiming those same musical instruments, tunes, voices and 

assumed social meanings and using oppressed bodies to sing not for dominant 

caste’s entertainment or an obligatory religious ritual, but for liberation, 

subversion and caste consciousness present a very important purpose for music. 

Beyond poetry and prose, music itself invokes that which is most engraved in 

                                                        
148 Having said this, it must also be noted that Shital and Sachin have recently composed 
a number of songs drawing on hip-hop and rap culture, and experimented with many 
non-hereditary musical forms so as to encourage more hereditary caste groups to witness 
the methods of reclamation. 
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minds and bodies. What VSJ offers then is a decolonised sound, bodies claiming 

new politics of corporeality and audience who see it as a new pathway, new 

alternative imagination of sound, space and bodies. 

Although this discussion of abrahmani aesthetics is extensive, its 

significance lies in understanding aesthetics as a concept embedded in cultural 

and historical evolution of Indian civilisation. Historiography, religion, symbols, 

festivals, celebrations, culture, literature, arts have been central in making of 

philosophical traditions. Caste is buried deeply in subconscious (नेणीव) as 

compared to class in Indian context. It is abrahmani aesthetics that will guide 

caste-ending cultural revolution and its awakening and it will be based on 

epistemologies that combine conscious (जाणीव) and the subconscious (नेणीव). 

This combine is evident in ‘sonic reclamation’ delineated earlier in this chapter 

and ways in which physical, social, political and cultural spaces are reclaimed. 

The study of abrahmani aesthetics is underway and its potential and 

application is being experimented by Shital and Sachin. Their VSJ and caste-

ending cultural revolution will continue to evolve with new experiences, self-

reflection and new ways of understanding their role within social structures. 

Perhaps genres and sonic-social meanings may take on new challenges. But 

revolution will continue regardless knowing how deeply caste has shaped the 

Indian society today. 

While this section has presented theoretical foundations of abrahmani 

aesthetics and caste-ending cultural revolution, potential of abrahmani 

epistemology with regards to women has largely been discounted. In Mali’s 

(2013) analysis, although women’s positionality and location are understood 

within structural setting of caste-class-gender-sexuality, women’s agency, a 
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programme for their liberation and end of patriarchal oppression is confined to 

inter-caste/mixed marriage. It lacks a clear mapping, an examination of 

brahmanical patriarchy and oppression on women in everyday life. Considering 

how crucial women are to preservation and perpetuation of caste-system, 

discussion about Dalit women’s experience or women’s experience at large is not 

accounted for as much as several other factors are carefully drafted. Sachin’s 

positionality within patriarchal caste structure may be a important reason for this 

gap and while this aspect does not appear in his written work, it certainly comes 

out prominently in Shital’s performance. 

 

Stridasyanta (end of women’s servitude) 

“Ambedkar has told us how women are gateways to caste system. Their 

sexuality is at heart of controlling caste. So, both are intertwined. One cannot be 

achieved without the other. It is good that there is awareness about this, about 

women’s liberation. But there is still no understanding as to how it can really be 

done. What exactly do we need to do in our everyday lives or during performances? 

It is of no use to just claim it outside in public performances, but then perpetuate 

brahmanical values at home or in other social contexts. We seriously need to think 

about caste and women’s objectification, their body and sexuality”, Shital responded 

during a conversation. Shahirs often refer to their work as part of the movement for 

end of caste-class-women’s servitude - jaat-varga-stridasyantachi chalwal (जात-वगर्-

स्त्रीदास्यातंाची चळवळ) – but do not address women’s issues in the same way that they 

address everything else. 
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It is true that there has been an ongoing debate for decades about usage of the 

term ‘feminism’, its dominant caste representations, ignorance of caste and resulting 

contradictions within feminist movement led by dominant caste urban middle or 

upper middle-class women. Rise of Dalit women’s autonomous groups and 

organisations in 1990s led to major shifts in ways that women’s rights were framed 

in academia (Rege 1998). ‘Dalit feminism’, ‘Dalit feminist standpoint’, ‘Dalit-

bahujan standpoint’, ‘Dalit-bahujan-adivasi standpoint’ (today often abbreviated as 

DBA), ‘Phule-Ambedkarite-Feminist pedagogies’ have all emerged from political 

and theoretical challenges of Dalit-bahujan-adivasi women and their allies (Didla 

2016; Pardeshi 1998; Rege 1998, 2016; Ilaiah 2009; Kamble 2016). In Pratima 

Pardeshi’s (1998) abrahmani feminist historiography, she has also offered an 

account of how egalitarian and equalitarian societies were matriarchal- gynocritical 

and had transformed over time into a patriarchal tribal slave society drawing on 

Sharad Patil’s (2010) abrahmani epistemology. Genesis and preservation of varna-

jaati society was largely attributed to mechanisms of patriarchy. Patriarchy has 

thrived on the basis of varna, caste and contemporary caste-class society. Thus, 

women’s liberation is entangled with end of caste-class society. 

While these historiographical considerations and theoretical shifts have 

branched out in a number of directions, shahirs, including Shital, do not use the term 

‘Strivaad’ or ‘feminism’ and instead put forth women’s liberation as stridasyanta 

(end of women’s servitude). Shital’s articulation of women’s liberation or end of 

women’s servitude could be examined through another ‘patch’ (in the form of a 

medley) from her performance in Malvan (03 January 2016) with which this chapter 

opened. Shital started this patch with a song about Savitri Phule.  

(Song – ‘Saau’ introduced earlier in this chapter) 
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(Narration) 
The first woman student of Savitri and Jotirao Phule, Mukta Salve dared to ask 
why she should be a proud participant in the Hindu religion or subscribe to any 
of its ideals. She asked ‘How is this religion ours? If this religion considers us 
as untouchables, why should we be part of it? If this religion thinks our touch, 
our food is polluted, why should we subscribe to it?’ She was given the 
strength and confidence to critique religion by Savitri and Jotirao. Are we 
thinking about this? Today our state minister of women and child development 
(Pankaja Munde) has no opinion on the issue of the Shani temple.149 This is 
what happens when your education is confined to just learning the alphabet 
and learning by rote, no critical thinking. This is a reflection of our society. 
What are we teaching ourselves, our children other than what is in the 
textbooks? There are increasing assaults on women, Dalits, farmers are 
committing suicide, there is massive inflation. What do we do about this? Here 
I am trying to address these issues and the state declares us to be against 
national interest, they called us terrorists.  
 
(Saau continued) 
 
आता नको कोंडमारा नको िवषारी हा 
वारा	 
नको दासीपण आता नको जुलमाचा 
पहारा	 
ज्योत लावलीस साऊ वणवा मी पेटवीन	 
तू जे िशल्प कोरलेस ते मी बोलके करीन 
 
ज्योती क्रातंीबा जनाचा तशी 
क्रांतीज्योतसाऊ	 
त्यांनी लािवयले रोप आम्ही नभाला 
िभडवू	 
 

No more stifling, no more of that 
poisonous wind 
No more servitude and the 
indemnity of oppression 
You have lit a flame Sau, I will 
light a forest fire  
I will animate the sculpture you 
carved 
 
Like Jyoti, the revolutionary 
father, Sau, the revolutionary 
flame 
The seedling they sowed, we will 
elevate it to the sky 
 

 
Songwriter, composer: Shital Sathe; translation by author

 
(the musicians smoothly transition into a new rhythm and melody, indicating 
the beginning of a new song) 
 
 
 

                                                        
149 In early 2016, a group of women led by Trupti Desai stormed the temple of Shani 
Shingnapur to assert their right to enter temples and pray in the sanctum sanctorum where 
women have not been allowed for over four hundred years. They received strong resistance 
by temple authorities and priests and were denied entry for days. 
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(Song 2) 150 
 
बाई मी धरण धरण धरण बांिधते	 
माझं मरण मरण कांिडते	 

I build a dam, I build a dam 
I whack my death, my death (as I 
husk the grain)

 
 
(Song 3)151 
 
डोंगरी शेत माझं गं मी बनू िकती	 
आलं वािरस राबून मी मरू िकती	 
कवळाचा	भारा बाई गं घेऊन चढावं 
िकती? 
आडाचं पाणी बाई गं पाणी वढावं 
िकती? 
घरात तान्हा माझा गं तान्हा रडलं 
िकती? 
तान्ह्याचं रडं ऐकून पान्हा येईल िकती	
डोंगरी शेत माझं गं मी बनू िकती	 
 

How much will I sow on my hilly 
farm?  
I have laboured all year, how much 
more shall I die?  
How much more do I climb with 
the bulky hay on my back?  
How much more water do I fetch 
out of the well? 
How much will my little child at 
home wail! 
Listening to his lament, how much 
will I yearn to feed him? 
How much will I sow on my hilly 
farm? 

 
(Narration) 
These are the experiences of our Dalit women labourers. We have to recognise 
why this is our condition. Why is the labour outside and inside the home only 
the responsibility of the woman in Dalit communities? How do we recognise 
this multi-layered oppression of class-caste-patriarchy? 
 
 
(Song 4)152 
 
युगायुगाची गुलामी चाल ं
युगायुगाची गुलामी चाल ं

 

Centuries of servitude/slavery is 
still ongoing 
Centuries of servitude/slavery is 
still ongoing 

 
 
(Narration) 
We think we are all very independent economically today, and many of us 
have migrated to the cities, some have gone to foreign lands but still, religion 
continues to have a hold on us. Religion has not yet left us.  We need to 
constantly ask the question ‘WHY’? The servitude, the slavery of centuries 
was given to us by the Manusmriti.  It says ‘na stri swatantryam aharti’ 

                                                        
150 Songwriter: Daya Pawar 
151 Songwriter: Narayan Surve, Compoer: Shahir Amar Shaikh 
152 Songwriter and composer: Jyoti Mhapsekar 
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(in Sanskrit). What does this mean? A woman does not have the right to 
freedom. She needs to be controlled at all times and at all stages in her life. If 
women are allowed the right to freedom, they will become autonomous, 
independent. This is what the Manusmriti told us. That is why we propose that 
Indian women’s day must be celebrated on 25th December when Ambedkar 
publicly burnt a copy of Manusmriti in 1927. But this appeal isn’t heard. 8th 
March is fine. We can keep that as it is. There are some Dalit women’s 
organisations who burn a copy of Manusmriti every year on 25th December 
and celebrate Dalit women’s day. But it could actually be a day of celebration 
for all Indian women. We recognise this oppression on all women (as 
prescribed in the Manusmriti). And so, our women wrote a song that breaks 
this understanding.153 
 
युगायुगाची गुलामी चाल ं
सांभाळून चूल नी मूल		 
स्त्रीदास्याचा तुरंुग फोिडते	 
दास्याचा	तुरंुग फोिडते	 
 
लहानपणी िपत्याचं नाव	 

 

Centuries of servitude/slavery is 
still ongoing 
Taking care of the food, family and 
nurturing the children 
I break the prison of women’s 
servitude  

 
At birth I am given the name of my 
father 

 
(Narration) 
I want to clarify something here. At the beginning of this programme, I was 
introduced by one of your volunteers who continually referred to me as ‘Mrs’ 
Shital Sathe (grins). Sathe is not my husband’s surname. My husband’s 
surname is Mali. His name is Sachin Mali. My name is Shital Sathe.154 Now 
we have to understand, those who are working in the movement towards 
equality, have something to say about this. What did Babasaheb say? If we 
undertake inter-caste marriage, it should have the power to overthrow the 
discourse of religion. What does that mean? In an inter-caste marriage, if the 
husband’s name is Sachin Mali and the wife’s name is Shital Sathe, we 
immediately assume Shital’s surname should change to Mali. Why? Because 
you leave your own caste and take on the caste of your husband- Mali. So, it is 
ensured that you stick to a caste group. Many progressive thinkers as a result 
renounced their surname. They took on their parents’ first name as their 
surname. Geetali VM (Vimal Mukund), Lata PM, Sunita SR. So, the identities 
became ambiguous, because our surnames are indicators of our caste. When I 
say Mali, you know exactly which caste. I am often asked if I am related to 
Annabhau Sathe or the ‘other’ Sathe (laughs). This is our condition. The little 
side-roles in movies are often named Kamble, why? To represent caste. We all 
know what caste Kamble is. But we didn’t stop there. Who told us to change 
our first name? Women’s first names are changed during marriage. Why do 

                                                        
153 Here, Shital refers to ‘we’ as a collective to imply women from the women’s movement 
154 Sathe is a surname among mang or matang Dalit caste groups in the ati-shudra varna 
category. Interestingly, this surname also exists among Marathi chitpawan brahmins. 
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they have a problem with her given name I do not understand. They have to 
change Sunita to Kamal. What is the problem with Sunita? (laughs).  No sense 
of identification, no autonomous existence for women. Like an object, she is 
taken from one caste to another. Why do we have to change our names? What 
is the need to put a ‘Mrs’ behind my name? Can we not have our own identity, 
our autonomous existence? We will have to think about this seriously and 
claim it ourselves. If we don’t, nobody is going to do it. There is no need to 
call ourselves ‘Mrs’. Please listen to me, marriage is something that may or 
may not happen while we live our lives. It is not a life goal. It has become that 
for women over the course of history. If we realise this, we can retain our 
autonomy, our identity. 
 
(the musicians were alert to join immediately as Shital continued with the 
verse of song 4) 
 
लहानपणी िपत्याचं नाव	 
तरुणपणी पती हा देव	 
म्हातारपणाला पोरांचा भ्याव	 
सदा जीवनी सेवाभाव हो! 
गुलामी बेड्या मी तोिडते	 
स्त्रीदास्याचा तुरंुग फोिडत े
कामाला जाताना कमी मजुरी		
उशीर झाला तर धनी मुदोरी	 
गरीबाची सदा जुनी िशदोरी	 
जातीपातीची खोल खोल दरी	 
बदलाया बंड मी किरते	 
स्त्रीदास्याचा तुरंुग फोिडत े

At birth I am given the name of my 
father 
During adulthood, I deify the 
husband  
In old age, I do as my sons demand 
A lifetime of servitude!  
I break the chains of slavery 
I break the prison of women’s 
servitude 
Minimal wage at work 
If I return home late, the husband 
gets angry  
It’s the same old rut for the poor 
The deep valleys of caste 
I revolt for change!  
I break the prison of women’s 
servitude

 
(the chorus joins in at every refrain with one stronger male voice that connects 
the repetitions with vocalisations such as heeey! or chal! A big applause 
followed at the end of this medley and the audience was quieter than before) 
 

 

Shital braids through this medley fundamentals of how women are positioned in 

the caste structure and elucidates how they can observe caste and patriarchal markers 

in everyday lives. She weaves her critical commentaries through crucial subjects like 

education, religion, women’s right to pray, marriage, women’s socio-economic 

situation, everyday life as labourers and the government and state policies – with 
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examples from recent happenings in Maharashtra. By way of highlighting 

intersections of caste and gender she presents hypocritical nature of patriarchy. 

Through her critique of marriage, she brings her own example to forefront and offers 

a simple analysis for women to think about their everyday lives. Shital addresses 

marked ways in which caste of a person is revealed with differing and hypocritical 

gendered politics of name and surname for women and men. She highlights how 

women transfer from one caste to another as carriers of a male line and how this 

transference is encouraged, affirmed in our casteist brahmanical patriarchal culture. 

Resonating with abrahmani epistemological tradition, theoretical foundations put 

forth by scholars and literary (autobiographical) contributions of Dalit women, this 

patch also reflects how there is no distinction made between private and public 

spheres - weaving together political, theoretical and every day. Kalpana Kannabiran 

(2017, 57) has recently described such strategies of bringing together everyday life 

with political and theoretical as an ‘unparalleled praxiological position that displaces 

existing pedagogical practice’. 

Shital shared with me how women were affected by this ‘patch’ and were inspired 

to think critically. “There are so many stories I could share, but women are affected 

in unique ways. After my performance, they first of all have the access to come and 

talk to me, unlike when only male shahirs perform. They often tell me that they want 

to sing like me. I will never forget one incident. After one performance in Nagar, one 

woman came to meet me and said ‘I want to take off this mangalsutra right now. I 

know what it is for!’ Babasaheb said ‘the work is to make the slave aware of his 

slavery’. If that really happens, they are prepared for change within themselves. 

Music has immense power I believe. It creates collective cultural inspiration. If 

something is heard as a group, there is a sense of responsibility felt among people. 
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That is what enlightenment, awakening is all about—to create those moments of 

critical consciousness—where an old perception buried in subconscious breaks and a 

new one is created and truly realised.” 

Significance of women’s active presence throughout a three-hour long jalsa and 

Shital’s post-performance accessibility cannot be overstated. Although women rarely 

engaged at length with my questions after Shital’s performances, it was truly a 

pedagogy for audiences: children, girls, young women who witnessed a Dalit woman 

perform and speak with power. Shital shared how she never saw a Dalit woman 

shahir while growing up and only performing women she witnessed were her 

mother, aunts and grandmothers in religious contexts. Shital has actualised for 

younger audiences the mirroring that was not available to her. 

Drawing on these experiences today, Shital, Sachin and Sambhaji Bhagat are 

designing an initiative, called ‘Kalasangini’ (Art Collective). Kalasangini draws on 

Buddhist scripture Dhammasangini, a manual of ‘buddhist psychological ethics’ 

(Rhys Davids 1900), as a way to foster an organised space for democratic debate and 

conversation about art and culture among a community of artists and creators in 

Maharashtra. Their vision behind Kalasangini is to promote the ways in which a 

creative expression can work towards the caste-ending cultural revolution. The 

application and workings of this initiative will need further exploration as it is a 

recent development and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 

Concluding thoughts 

This chapter has highlighted contemporary literary-musical- performance 

genre vidrohi shahiri jalsa, its history and evolution through eyes of Shital Sathe. I 

have established nature of VSJ by locating its performance contexts, organisers, 
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audience, and distinguishing characteristic and aesthetics of Shital Sathe’s 

performance. Her unique speech-song-narrative style of blending political, 

theoretical and everyday experiences together puts forth a critical pedagogy for Dalit 

communities. I locate sound as a site of caste apartheid and its transgressive, 

subversive employment by Shital and Sachin. I have talked about how sonic 

reclamation through language, voice, musical instruments and performance together 

present a liberatory politics and space for oppressed communities. I have further 

delineated how political and theoretical aspects of VSJ are framed within a cultural 

revolution that is due in India and how it is placed within a larger context of caste-

ending democratic revolution. Drawing on Sachin Mali (2013) and Sharad Patil’s 

(1982, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2017) seminal works, I present abrahmani 

epistemological position that is employed for an alternative study of Indian 

philosophy, history and historiography. Abrahmani aesthetics further reveal debates 

around art and its location in culture as envisioned by authors of caste-ending 

cultural movement. The critical issue of women’s liberation, articulated by Shital as 

‘Stridasyanta’ further highlights importance of caste-ending cultural revolution. 

While formal education still remains a precarious issue of accessibility for oppressed 

communities, VSJ functions as a site of critical enquiry, education, alternative 

knowledge production, presenting counter-epistemologies and creation of decolonial 

pedagogical tools.  At the same time, VSJ also functions as an alternative liberatory 

imagination for oppressed communities at large and women and young girls in 

particular. 

While roots of shahiri and jalsa traditions are hinged on women’s exclusion, 

contemporary VSJ represents an important phase for the performative-musical-

political agency of Dalit women that merges with Ambedkarite ideals of gendered 
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modernity. VSJ marks an erasure of lavani and many of traditional elements of 

tamasha but retains an effective ‘weave’ of a theatrical-narrative-song mode. With 

this erasure, however, critical commentaries are not lost and are in fact imagined in 

new methods of communication. VSJ among other spaces of assertion, resistance 

and liberation still remain largely male-dominated either in ideas or in numbers but 

are also slowly changing with growing numbers of new young women inspired by 

Shital. The struggle to transform meanings associated with music and musicians and 

mobilisations towards social change continues with growing popularity among 

youth. This leaves hope for VSJ and its potential especially given the incarceration 

of shahirs like Shital and Sachin.  

In the next chapter, I explore in detail the role of the brahmanical state in 

repressing and incarcerating shahirs. I enquire in detail how music and sound is 

seized by dominant caste patriarchies and state structures to preserve their position 

as it recognises radical potential of sound, of music, of musicians in actualising 

caste-ending cultural revolution.  
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Chapter 5 

Our song yearns for liberation 
 

The Directorate of Cultural Affairs, Maharashtra State (BJP) had organised 

‘Ambedkari Jalsa’ on 18th February 2016 in Mumbai to commemorate 125th birth 

anniversary of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar. This ‘Ambedkari Jalsa’ was first in a series 

to be performed across Maharashtra. The Directorate’s Facebook page displayed a 

poster of ‘Ambedkari Jalsa’. The poster featured as one of many musical initiatives 

sitting uncomfortably between advertisements of competitions and scholarships of 

Hindustani vocal music and natyasangeet (songs from the Marathi sangeet natak) 

named after Bhimsen Joshi and Lata Mangeshkar. This event was strategically  

 
Figure 23 Flyer of ‘Ambedkari Jalsa’ at Gateway of India, Mumbai; image 
reproduced from official facebook handle of Directorate of Cultural Affairs 

Maharashtra (posted on 8 February 2016) 
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organised at Gateway of India. As we know this monument (Gateway of India) is a 

prestigious and grand venue in south Mumbai. This monument rests at waterfront 

and was built in early 20th century by British rulers to commemorate King George V 

and Queen Mary’s visit to India.155 A flyer of this event (Figure above) featured 

names of musicians along with diverse genres that were to be performed. These 

genres included kirtan, bharud, powada, gondhal Buddha- vandana (Buddha’s 

prayer) among others. There was no mention of bhimgeet, buddhageet or vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa in this list.  Only one woman, Meera Umap featured on this flyer. There 

were 12 other male musicians featured on the flyer.   Meera Umap is a well-known 

bhimgeet performer in Ambedkarite musical sphere and prominently known as a 

khanjiri maestro (a small leather frame drum). All others were known to be part of a 

broader commercial sphere of Ambedkarite music and some of them worked in 

Hindi and Marathi film industry. No shahirs from vidrohi shahiri jalsa were part of 

this event. 

Dalit-Amberkerite-Buddhist identity of these musicians was highlighted on 

this flyer. This concert was advertised as an evening of diverse “folk” musics of 

Maharashtra with performances by Dalit and bahujan castes from different parts of 

Maharashtra.  Ambedkar was the central theme of this concert. This representation 

was a reminder of ways in which lavani and tamasha were appropriated to present 

an “authentic” Maharashtrian image in current times. The flyer had an image of 

Ambedkar and a background of a tambourine-like drum.  There was also a burning 

torch on this flyer that attracted attention and presented Ambedkar as a revolutionary 

figure.  A considerably reduced size logo of Maharashtra State Directorate of 

                                                        
155 The Gateway of India, an ex-harbour created by the British for import and export of 
goods, is a popular tourist spot today, located just across the famous Taj Hotel. 
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Cultural Affairs on this flyer might have been intended to present a humble image of 

the directorate. These intentions can be seen as insincere because the government 

had declared that they only wanted to celebrate Ambedkar’s 125th birth anniversary. 

I was very curious (and sceptical) about this event based on my preliminary 

observations and wondered how a BJP state had brought together Ambedkarite 

politics and select Dalit musicians. What could have been BJP ’s intention in 

organising such an event? How and why were bhimgeet- buddhageet singers and 

Ambedkarite musicians from film industry promoted in this event? Why were 

cultural activists like Shital and Sachin not part of this event despite their immense 

popularity among Dalit and bahujan communities? What perspectives did Meera 

Umap, given that she was the only woman (bhimgeet) singer participating in this 

event? In what way were incarcerated cultural activists (like Shital) from caste-

ending cultural revolution responding to these events? Was BJP state appropriating 

Ambedkar, Ambedkarite musical cultures and musicians? Or was it, through such 

initiatives, promoting and financially supporting marginalised Dalit musicians? In 

this chapter, I address issues of cultural and musical appropriation within context of 

state patronage, electoral politics and brahmanical state structure. I particularly 

examine how Meera Umap and Shital Sathe (formerly incarcerated musician 

excluded from this event) respond to BJP’s Ambedkari Jalsa. I draw on theoretical 

frameworks on citizenship, democracy, art, music to present how musicianship, 

music and sound is managed by brahmanical state in order to maintain hegemony, 

hierarchy and control.  I also explore how presence of radical counter currents like 

caste-ending cultural movement affect brahmanical control, hierarchy and hegemony 

(Attali 1985, 2009; Elliot and Silverman 2015; Eliott, Silverman, Bowman 2016; 

Sumarsam 2013). 
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Ambedkari jalsa of the BJP state 

Dhamma, my assistant was a student of Meera Umap. As a young teenager 

he learned khanjiri from her. He arranged a meeting for me with her. I requested if 

we could attend a rehearsal that was being organised before the final performance.  

This rehearsal was being held one day before the final performance. I wanted to 

learn more about dynamics of this state-led event and most importantly I wanted to 

listen to Meeratai’s live performance. This was the first time I was going to be 

hearing her perform live.  I had only watched some of her YouTube videos prior to 

this meeting. I went to watch Meeratai’s rehearsal at Ravindra Natyamandir, an 

auditorium in Dadar on 17th February 2016. 

As we reached, musicians were tuning their instruments. Director Ganesh 

Chandanshive was guiding musicians for their cues and his boss who was an official 

from Directorate of Cultural Affairs was impatiently observing all of this. Dhamma 

introduced me to Meeratai who was with her husband, daughter and son-in-law (who 

were all chorus singers in her troupe). She was wearing a white stone-studded sari 

with a decorative border and a veil covering her head. Her neck was adorned with a 

long thick gold mangalsutra and she had a big red dot on her forehead. She also 

wore a gold nose stud. Meeratai was extremely warm and loving. She asked me a 

few questions about my research and was happy that she was being acknowledged in 

an academic research project. She asked us to visit her next afternoon for an 

interview.  The rehearsal was delayed by a couple of hours. I witnessed a chaos and 

some frustrations that often ended with a loud proclamation from the state official 

sitting in the first row. 

After a long wait and several other performances Meeratai went on stage 

with her family. She was to perform two songs which she herself had written and 
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composed. She started off with a prolific khanjiri (also known as dimdi) solo with a 

cyclical melody playing on a harmonium. Everyone in the auditorium seemed 

impressed by her performance.  Khanjiri or dimdi, a small leather (goat skin), single-

faced frame drum, played with palm and fingers, creates modulations by applying 

pressure on its skin, either from front or back. The technique varies from player to 

player.156 She improvised with typical patterns157 but presented unexpected 

variations. Meeratai presented with such grace and proficiency that her performance 

went on uninterrupted. Dhamma whispered in my ear how he aspires to reach that  

 
Figure 24 Meera Umap in performance, holding a khanjiri; standing behind are her 

husband and daughter, the chorus singers (photo by author) 

                                                        
156 A hereditary instrument associated with the mang community, khanjiri is played as part 
of a ritual performance, the processions of the Potraj – worshipper of the goddess Mariaai. 
Traditionally played by young boys or men for the goddess, the khanjiri, also known as 
dimdi has to create a trance-like effect on the women and the Potraj men. They dance in this 
procession with ankle bells in their feet, slowly going into trace while the male Potraj hits 
his own body with a whip (Jadhav 2007, Rege 2006). 
157 The rhythms learnt on the khanjiri were always termed patterns and have no specific 
terminology. According to Dhamma, this drum is played only with limited patterns but one’s 
skill can be demonstrated depending on how they improvise within that limitation. 
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level of ease and simplicity of playing a khanjiri. A dholki and harmonium also 

joined her to enhance effect of khanjiri. Meeratai ended her solo at a highpoint with 

a tihai. A tihai is three repetitive cycles indicating a finale. She then started her 

bhimgeet.158 

 
खातो तुपात पोळी भीमा तझु्यामुळे	 
खातो तुपात पोळी भीमा तझु्यामुळे	 
डोईवरची गेली मोळी भीमा तुझ्यामळेु 
 
काल माझी माय बाजारी जाऊन	 
जरीची आणली चोळी भीमा तुझ्यामळेु 
 
साखर दुधात घालुन काजू बदाम खातो	 
िभकेची	गेली झोळी भीमा तुझ्यामुळे 
 

We can eat poli with ghee, because of 
you Bhim! 
We can eat poli with ghee, because of 
you Bhim! 
The bundle of sticks from our head is 
gone, because of you Bhim! 
My mother went to the market 
yesterday 
She could purchase a brocade sari 
because of you Bhim! 
We can have sugar in milk with dried 
fruit and nuts 
We could lose our begging rag 
because of you Bhim! 

 
 

I was struck by the lyrics of this song for they stood in stark contrast with non-

vegetarianism expressed in songs and poems by Dalit communities across India as a 

way to contest ritual, cultural and caste superiority of brahmins (Gorringe and 

Karthikeyan 2014; Kunnath 2017; Pandian 1991). A quick example from 

Maharashtra could be presented from Guru’s (2009, 16) study, Food as Metaphor 

for Cultural Hierarchies 159–  

 
पाटीभर लाडू काय कामाचे	 
वाटीभर पािहजे मटण	 
आिण वाटीभर मटणासाठी झुरते मन ना हो	 
 

                                                        
158 Select verses from ‘Khato tupat poli’; Translation by author; Poli is short for puranpoli; a 
flatbread stuffed with yellow-lentils and jaggery, a Maharashtrian delicacy and a typical 
festive dish in dominant caste homes. 
159 Laddu: sweet sphere-shaped desert (vegetarian); Mutton, in this context means beef – in 
Dalit food cultures, goat meat and chicken hold an inferior position in comparison to beef. 

The basket of sweet Laddus is of no 
use, I want a bowlful of mutton 
My heart ails for a bowlful of mutton 
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बाजारच्या िदवशी मटण नसेल तर	 
कसा िदवस लागातो भणभण	 
अन वाटीभर मटणासाठी झुरते मन ना हो	 

The day of the market passes in 
annoyance if they aren’t selling 
mutton 
My heart ails for a bowlful of mutton 

 

Meeratai’s bhimgeet with a refrain about food having no reference to meat or 

non-vegetarianism was striking and pointed to Guru’s (ibid) examination that some 

Dalit communities (specifically mahars) had given up eating meat of dead cattle 

(acquired through hunting). They did this in view of Ambedkar’s call to give up 

meat to assert dignity and self-respect. They consumed only slaughtered animal meat 

thereafter. Reference to poli, a sweet dish admired in dominant caste homes marks 

sanskritised sensibilities of Dalit middle classes in Guru’s (ibid, 7) observation - 

‘One uses sweet in order to neutralize the impact created by the hot chili. The 

metaphor of sweet, it could be argued, denies Ambedkar’s philosophy a subversive 

character’. In any case, Meeratai received a standing ovation at this rehearsal. Next 

day during our interview I learnt how she started to compose bhimgeet. I also learned 

about her incredible drumming skills and her involvement in state-led events. 

Meera Umap grew up in a poverty-stricken matang family (a Dalit sub-caste 

group) in Antarvali village in Beed district of central Maharashtra. Her parents were 

hereditary musicians and performed for alms in their village. They sang bhajans, 

abhangs, gavlan in temples and village squares. Her father sang along with an ektari 

(a single string wooden instrument) while her paternal uncle was a khanjiri maestro. 

Meeratai’s family could not afford to send her to school and she became an 

additional member in the family’s musical troupe. She was inspired to play khanjiri 

because of her uncle. When Meeratai’s father discovered her interest in khanjiri, he 

encouraged and got her a new one after her uncle left troupe to find other business. 
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“When people saw a little girl playing khanjiri so efficiently, they gave us more gifts 

and money” said Meeratai, narrating stories from her childhood. 

One time in her youth, while she and her family were performing on a small 

village bus station in Beed a government official heard her sing and was very 

impressed. He was visiting her village to attend a ‘shahiri melawa’ (shahiri fair). 

Listening to Meeratai’s performance he offered her entire family tea and asked if 

they would like to perform for an ‘anti-alcoholism campaign’ organised by the 

government in Jalna. Although apprehensive about this idea, Meeratai’s father 

finally agreed since this officer suggested that they would never have to ask for alms 

again. Only condition was that Meeratai would have to create new songs aligned 

with this campaign’s agenda. Meeratai described this episode as a turning point in 

her and her family’s life. She composed a number of songs for this campaign. She 

travelled around the entire state in several villages and towns and was offered 

financial increment over a course of time. Later state officials also involved her in a 

campaign against sex-selective abortion (‘female foeticide’ or stribhrunhatya). 

Meeratai sang verses from a few campaign songs which took on diverse themes 

about women’s life within a domestic sphere. Her songs were about how these 

women were dealing with an alcoholic-abusive husband. She also sang songs about 

sex-selective abortion which asserted importance of a female child. Since Meeratai 

did not know her birthdate, it was difficult to trace this time period of her youth 

when she was offered patronage by this state official. But her link to state was 

established through this story she narrated. 

Meeratai had memorised all these songs and if she forgot some words her 

daughter or son-in-law prompted her. Throughout our interview her family 

(daughter, son-in-law and husband) joined in as chorus singers, just like they did on 
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stage. It was surprising to see how hereditary musicians travelled together as family 

bards in current times in radically new market economies. Meeratai’s son-in-law 

seemed to be playing a role of ‘band manager’ (answering all phone calls, managing 

her travel and dates, managing money etc.). This seemed necessary in order to 

navigate exploitative state and market structures today. Such a setup perhaps kept 

musical knowledge, authors, resources and finances safe within a close family 

network. This is important given that almost all of them depended on Meeratai’s 

income.160

Like Kadutai Kharat (Chapter 3), Meera Umap was introduced to 

Ambedkarite music through songs of Vamandada Kardak. Meeratai said that 

Ambedkar’s most important contribution was his emphasis on education and taking 

up a Buddhist way of life. She described impact of Bhim on Indian society through a 

verse she had memorised – 

 
How do I describe the deeds of my Bhim! I am so delighted! 
The children of Baman, Patil, Mahar are all seen eating together!161 

 

Another food metaphor about purity-pollution and caste. “Even the daughter of 

Baman is now in the house of Jai Bhim” said Meeratai also commenting on inter-

caste marriages as a positive change crediting it to Ambedkar. “I first learnt about 

Babasaheb from songs of Vamandada Kardak. I just started to feel that I did not 

want to sing abhang and gavlan anymore. I was showered with money after singing 

                                                        
160 I encountered a similar setup of a ‘family musician troupe’ in case of shahira Anita 
Kharat from Sangli- an Ambedkarite female singer, song-writer and musician who travels 
with her extended family to perform the classical shahiri associated with Shivaji. 
161 Baman – a non-brahmin way of referring to brahmins; 
Patil – a middle-caste, the landowners or village heads – often the most powerful caste in 
village settings. Since food has been a critical caste marker of purity and pollution -the food 
itself to who serves it and with whom one consumes it- all castes sitting together and eating 
is presented as a transgression in this verse. 
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Babasaheb’s songs. That’s when I realised what he had done for us. As a result, I 

changed course of my performance. From uncertainty of slums, I was able to buy a 

small plot of land in Aurangabad on my own.” This was a testimony of how state 

patronage had given her little support to rise above her economic condition as a 

hereditary musician. Meeratai was also referring to a shift from bhajan to bhimgeet 

as a positive change in her life which enabled dignity, pride and economic assistance 

generated from within Dalit communities. Meeratai confirmed how remunerations 

offered by the state, although not sustainable did help her and her family survive. 

Despite state patronage, her financial condition had only improved marginally. 

Meeratai also confirmed that she had never performed bhimgeet as part of state-led 

initiatives. 

 Meeratai’s account is very similar to Kadutai Kharat’s account and it reveals 

another course of bhimgeet performers in post-Ambedkar era. It is clear that 

Meeratai’s association with the state has been long-term and cannot be examined 

only in contemporary regime of BJP. While specific political affiliations of officers 

who initiated her to perform for state-led campaigns is unclear, it is important to note 

the long reign of Indian National Congress and its offshoot the Nationalist Congress 

Party in Maharashtra. They could have most likely initiated Meeratai to sing in these 

campaigns. The main difference between Congress and current BJP state is that 

Meeratai was invited by BJP to perform bhimgeet in an event commemorating 

Ambedkar. This was a significant shift and needed to be explored further. I wanted 

to witness her actual performance and staging of Ambekdari Jalsa that evening to 

further analyse how music was a new cultural capital that could be used in 

appropriating Ambedkar. 
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As I got off at Churchgate station and headed to Gateway of India that 

evening, I had not imagined or anticipated the enormity of this event. Churchgate 

station was extremely crowded and everyone was headed toward Gateway of India. I 

could spot white saris, kurtas, dressed up people headed in direction of this event. 

Gateway of India resembled an Ambedkarite calendar event where spaces were filled 

with book stalls, CD and DVD kiosks and food stalls.  Although, these book stalls  

 
Figure 25 Ambedkarite Book, CD and DVD kiosk at ‘Ambedkari Jalsa’ (photo by 

author) 

 

and CD sellers were relatively smaller in numbers. There were metal detectors at 

entry points. Since I was given an invitation card by Meeratai, I was able to get in 

through a VIP access. Filled with families of politicians, their well-wishers and 

people from the corporate sector, this VIP section made me feel out of place. I chose 

a seat in a corner. Beyond this VIP section was a sea of people. This event was being 

aired on several TV channels. After a number of inaugural speeches and 
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announcements by BJP politicians and blessings of a number of Dalit Buddhist 

monks (known as ‘bhante’) the jalsa finally commenced.162 

 
Figure 26 The grand stage of 'Ambedkari Jalsa', Gateway of India, Mumbai (photo 

by author) 

 

This performance was theatrical (very similar to a tamasha). It had a narrator, 

skits, actors, singers and they exclusively spoke of Ambedkar as a father figure. 

They described him as architect of the Indian Constitution and discussed his activism 

that uplifted lives of Dalit masses. In an initial scene from this performance, four 

women appeared on stage dressed in white saris. They were all chorus singers and 

co-actors.  A lead male singer dressed as a woman also appeared with them. I could 

                                                        
162 Bhante have been important political figures in the neo-buddhist movement after 
Ambedkar. While their worldview has been shaped through Ambedkar and his path towards 
Buddhism, they hold similar power within Dalit-Ambedkarite-Buddhist communities like 
other religious teachers or monks dressed in robes. Reports of their patriarchal attitudes and 
rejection of Ambedkar’s politics of women’s liberation have emerged from oral narratives I 
encountered during fieldwork. Their participation at state-led events like Ambedkari Jalsa 
(especially that of the BJP state) and their associations with political parties at large needs 
further investigation. 
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recognise him as I was introduced to him previously during rehearsal day.  His name 

was Ganesh Chandanshive and he was writer-director hired by BJP for this event.  

Chandanshive, the head of ‘Performing Folk Arts’ section at Mumbai University was 

a mediator between Directorate of cultural affairs and musicians. These five 

‘women’ exchanged a dialogue with a character playing a role of policeman. This 

policeman acted as a conservative state authority. He questioned their identity and 

intention to go t Gateway of India for attending this ‘jalsa’. Implication of this act 

was that women are lavani or tamasha performers and a pejorative way of saying 

they are associated with sex work. This male actor, Chandanshive representing all 

women clarified that they are ‘daughters of Bhim’.  Women in this act presented 

verses from a popular song ‘Bhimraj ki Beti’ (I am the daughter of Bhim) examined 

in Chapter 3. Musicians were accompanied by a band that included synthesizers, 

harmonium, dholkis, tabla, octapad, percussion (included a number of hereditary 

musical instruments like daf, dimdi, tuntune) and five to six chorus singers (out of 

which two were women). Chandanshive underlined that this jalsa being performed at 

Gateway of India was not for entertainment but to exchange Ambedkarite ideas and 

inspire Ambedkari populations. Chandanshive also clarified that this was not 

tamasha and that it was Ambedkari jalsa based on ‘parivartanvadi chalwal’ or 

progressive movement led by Babasaheb. As this scene advanced, the policeman was 

immediately convinced about Babasaheb’s greatness. In this act he expressed his 

wish to witness diverse initiatives taken up by BJP government with regards to 

Babasaheb Ambedkar.  These initiatives that he talked about were as follows; a new 

Ambedkar memorial being built in Mumbai and a memorial of King Shivaji being 

built on a platform in the Arabian sea. It seemed irrelevant that he should mention 

Shivaji’s memorial as it no direct connection to the jalsa being performed. However, 
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it is possible that it was used as a political strategy to attract attention of bahujan 

communities.163 

There were more songs and commentaries about Ambedkar’s message to our 

world: of “humanity”, “peace” and his “unique path of Buddhism”. Narrators also 

explained how shahiri jalsas were created by activists in Ambedkarite movement in 

mid 20th century and how their purpose was to free Dalit populations of casteist 

chains and change their minds through “entertainment”. There were multiple 

references to how Ambedkari jalsa had evolved out of ‘loksangeet’ (popular music) 

and the manner in which tamasha was transformed into jalsas by Ambedkarite 

populations. This present Ambedkari Jalsa was declared to be a “modern take” on 

old Ambedkari jalsas. It was not made clear what the modern aspects of this jalsa 

were. Entire script involved use of ambiguous phrases such as “Ambedkar’s 

thoughts, ideas and his revolutionary path” or “Ambedkar’s inclination to 

modernity” without specifically mentioning those ideas and works. 

This jalsa continued with hardly any skits and focused only on songs 

thereafter. An introductory scene that set foundation to this jalsa presented a number 

of narratives that involved Dalit women, rhetoric of Ambedkar’s ‘parivartanvadi 

chalwal’, ‘modern’ jalsa and intriguing character of a policeman. While there were 

women characters their role was limited to singing. Dialogues delivered by Ganesh 

Chandanshive on behalf of these women suggested that Dalit women did not have 

their own voice even though it was claimed that they were ‘daughters of Bhim’. 

Further, progressive ideas of Ambedkar were limited to statements about his 

                                                        
163 The Shiv-Smarak has been one of the most controversial initiatives of the BJP State 
Government considering its ecological, financial and ideological implications. For more on 
this issue, see Fishermen Opposing Site of Shivaji Statue Arrested Ahead of Modi Visit by 
Varsha Torgalkar in thewire.in (24-12-2016). 
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contribution as one of the authors who helped write the Indian Constitution and that 

he had uplifted ‘untouchables’. There was no specific mention of his writings about 

or contribution to Dalit women’s lives. Neither was there any mention about his 

mobilisations to access public spaces, to his speeches and writings against caste. 

Also missing were his thoughts against brahmanism and ‘Hindu’ religion. These 

thoughts are documented in his seminal works Annihilation of Caste (1936), Who 

were the Shudras? (1946), The Untouchables: Who were they and why they Became 

Untouchables (1948), The Buddha and his Dhamma (1957), Riddles in Hinduism 

(2016). Finally, there was also not a mention about his resignation as law minister of 

India due to resistance he faced towards amendments he suggested to ensure equal 

rights for women in the Hindu Code Bill. 

It was made clear that jalsas had emerged from Phule and Ambedkar’s 

political mobilisations and references to loksangeet were presented as 

‘entertainment’ (manoranjan). This was in stark contrast with Shital’s and Sambhaji 

Bhagat’s proclamation at beginning of their vidrohi shahiri jalsa, ‘We are not here to 

entertain you. We are here to disturb you.’ 

I was fascinated by this introductory act that involved a conversation between 

a policeman and Dalit women performers including Chandanshive. In this act, the 

policeman represented the state while Dalit musicians and performers represented 

women as hereditary musicians and larger community of Dalit hereditary musicians. 

This policeman resembled long-established character of vidushak (the fool or clown) 

in tamasha who provides comical stereotypes and has been usually an authorial 

figure from dominant castes (Novetzke 2011).  This character as Novetzke (ibid) has 

effectively examined creates ‘Brahmin double’. A ‘Brahmin double’ is a device used 

by brahmin authors ‘to speak both outside and inside their fold, to criticize their 
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caste superiority while suggesting a way to maintain status within public discursive 

networks’ (ibid, 236). It was clear how Chandanshive had scripted this performance 

based on directions given to him by state officials from the ways in which the 

policeman advertised state initiatives to please Ambedkarite populations. This 

character of a policeman was stereotypically dominant caste but non-brahmin 

indicative. This can be observed because he used certain accents and a body 

language to assert power (most often associated with maratha caste group in 

Maharashtra) that could be used to stop Dalit performer. He was shown as a corrupt 

cop who asked for a bribe to allow Dalit performers to access spaces that they 

wanted to. This depiction got an overwhelming laughter from audiences. All these 

were indications of how the state through self-criticism, stereotyping and a comical 

effect ensured creation of a ‘Brahmin double’. It can be said in this case that is a 

‘dominant caste double’ given a strong hold that marathas and brahmin-maratha 

combine in Maharashtra. This strategy in turn maintained their caste, administrative 

and bureaucratic power as it convinced oppressed caste audiences of state’s honesty 

and generosity.  

As this jalsa continued with performances of songs, I noticed that most songs 

performed were from a CD culture or those written and composed by first and 

second generation shahirs in Maharashtra like Vamandada Kardak, Shahir 

Annabhau Sathe and Vitthal Umap. Some performers like Meera Umap presented 

their original songs. As promised on the flyer this jalsa included Nandesh Umap and 

Abhijit Kosambi, who were professional singers in Hindi and Marathi film industry. 

Nandesh and Abhijit were major attractions of this particular evening. Dr Ganesh 

Chandanshive, along with being a lead actor was also writer-director of this event. 

He was hired by BJP government most probably because of his recent rise to fame. 
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He had recently contributed to a blockbuster Hindi film ‘Bajirao Mastani’ (2015) 

which was written and directed by a famous Hindi film personality Sanjay Leela 

Bhansali.164 All other performers like Aniruddha Vankar, Bharati Bandhu, Meera 

Umap and Ajay Dehade were associated with bhimgeet/buddhageet and qawwali and 

mostly performed live.  

Initially assigned about ten minutes to perform two songs, Meeratai was 

instructed at the last moment to perform only one song that she had rehearsed. She 

received overwhelming appreciation with a loud applause and whistles after her 

performance of ‘Because of you Bhim’. All others were granted time slots that were 

promised. The commercial singers Nandesh Umap and Abhijit Kosambi were 

especially highlighted and given more stage time. 

It was also interesting to notice Meeratai’s stage appearance which was quite 

different when compared to her appearance on rehearsal day. At this final 

performance she wore a rather simple green cotton nine-yard sari with a delicate 

border. Choice of a nine-yard sari (unlike any bhimgeet singer featured in this thesis) 

was a reminder of Dalit women’s mimicking, subverting and redefining a traditional 

brahmin way of full sari draping (Paik 2016). It represented a shift in Dalit women’s 

performativity during Ambedkar’s mobilisations as seen in Chapter 3.  On rehearsal 

day she wore a white sari that marked a Buddhist identity but for this final 

performance she wore a nine-yard sari. Thus, it seemed that a Buddhist identity was 

missing during this final performance. 

The BJP/ state sponsored jalsa was a ‘success’ in that it attracted a huge 

audience and was able to create a perception of benevolence and support towards 

                                                        
164 Dr Chandanshive is an assistant Professor of Folk Arts and Music at the University of 
Mumbai. 
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Dalit-Ambedkarite-Buddhist community through use of Ambedkarite musicians. As 

I witnessed this entire event and my close interaction with Meeratai brought a lot of 

issues to forefront with reference to contemporary caste politics of the state. 

Complexities of state patronage to Dalit musicians, electoral politics, cultural 

appropriation, censorship and Dalit women’s embodied labour needed a deeper 

analysis. This event marked a significant shift as it indicated not only an 

appropriation of Ambedkar but also of bhimgeet performed by Ambedkarite 

musicians. A few days after this event I checked the facebook page set up by BJP 

government to announce events of this nature. I observed a significant change in 

event announcements. Two more events had been announced. One in Amravati and 

another in Nagpur. 

 
Figure 27 Two flyers of ‘Ambedkar Jalsa’ in Amravati (top) and Nagpur (bottom), 

eastern Maharashtra; images reproduced from official facebook handle of 
Directorate of Cultural Affairs Maharashtra (posted on 14 December and 13 

December 2016) 
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Most musicians were same (including Meera Umap). There was an addition 

of another woman (Seema Patil) to perform at both events. A photo of Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and his quote “Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar is an inspiration to 

all oppressed communities of the world” was added to this new announcement. This 

photo and quote of Mr Modi was completely missing from Gateway of India event 

announcement. 165 Other additions to this new event announcement were photos of 

Maharashtra state chief minister, cultural affairs ministers and two other cabinet 

ministers from office of social justice (these new additions were all men; mostly 

brahmins and marathas). It is difficult to speculate a possible reason for this 

significant alteration to the event announcement but it is possible that Dalit-bahujan 

populations from Mumbai are more politicised and may have been critical of this 

representation (of Modi appearing as prominently as Ambedkar). I acknowledge that 

this could very much be my biased analysis given that my gaze toward Amravati and 

Nagpur operated from urban parts of western Maharashtra. Nevertheless, inclusion 

of Mr Modi and other BJP ministers on this new flyer presents a rather decisive 

position of co-opting Ambedkar. 

                                                        
165 Note that Modi’s quote does not include the word ‘Dalit’, ‘caste’, ‘untouchability’ or 
makes any reference to the radical contribution of Ambedkar. 
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Political parties appropriating Ambedkar to secure a Dalit vote-bank has been 

noted since decades but methods and strategies have been different. To locate current 

political landscape and further examine BJP’s ‘Amebdkari Jalsa’, I will now present 

an investigation of how and why Ambedkar has been an important figure for a 

brahmanical state and political parties despite his radical politics against caste and 

Hinduism and his critiques of democracy. 

 

Appropriations of Ambedkar 

In a conversation about BJP’s Ambedkari Jalsa with activists from caste-

ending cultural movement Shital Sathe, Sachin Mali, Sambhaji Bhagat and Shantanu 

Kamble, they all responded with a similar critique. They were distressed with 

popularity of such events as they symbolised hypocrisy of a brahmanical state. Many 

analysed it as a classic example of using ‘Dalit culture against themselves’. They 

said a BJP ruled state was appropriating Ambedkar. “Ambedkar’s socio-political 

ideology was staunchly against the caste-system and against so-called Hindu 

religion. He was also against brahmanism and for women’s rights and liberation. 

This completely contradicts BJP state’s ideology. We need to stop singing bhajans 

and devotional songs of Ambedkar. We need to take a stand. They emphasised that 

while they were being denied a dignified citizenship on one hand, their musical 

labour is utilised for benefit of the state to get votes and power”. This critique was 

directed not only at state but also at bhimgeet musicians. Having witnessed and 

resisted state’s historically appropriative tendencies, shahir Sambhaji Bhagat had 

penned these verses in his song ‘Bhimbaba’ (Bhim, my father) performed regularly 

by Shital in her VSJ -  
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भीम बाजारी आणला गं बाई	 
त्याची जािहरात झाली गा बाई	 
सारे खाटीक जमले गा बाई गं	 
 
कोणी मतासाठी ियकतो गा बाई	 
कोणी स्वतःसाठी ियकतो गा बाई	 
कोणी खुचीर्साठी ियकतो गा बाई	 
कोणी पदासाठी ियकतो गा बाई	 
भीमराजा ...	 
 
भीम पुतळ्यातून बाहेर ये बाबा	 
भीम भजनातून बाहेर ये बाबा	 
भीम बाजार सोडून ये बाबा	 
नवा िवचार घेऊन ये बाबा                                  
वारं मुक्तीचं घेऊन ये बाबा	 
 

Bhim has been brought to the 
market 
He has been advertised 
All the butchers have gathered 
around  

 
Some sell out for votes  
Some sell out for personal gain 
Some sell out for position 
Some sell out for power 
O beloved Bhim! 

 
O Bhim, come out of that statue!  
O Bhim, come out of those 
bhajans! 
O Bhim, leave the market! 
Bring a new thought!  
Bring the winds of liberation 

 
 

 
Select verses; Translation by author

 

These verses summarise an account of cultural activists who critically 

recognise history of how Ambedkar has been usurped by political parties in 

Maharashtra. Whether it be Republican Party of India (led by Dalit leaders like 

Ramdas Athawale) or Hindutva parties like Shiv-Sena, BJP or the Congress, all 

these parties continue to court Dalit vote bank by presenting a pro-Ambedkar stance 

(Guru 1991a, 1991b; Teltumbde 2010, 2012; Waghmore 2013). From 

commemorating Ambedkar’s birth and death anniversaries, naming streets and 

institutions after him, to building dozens of statues of Ambedkar, a symbolism 

continues to be fashioned across India (Guru 1995; Jaffrelot 2003; Rao 2009). Since 

Dalit populations comprise approximately sixteen percent of total Indian population 

and almost twelve percent in Maharashtra, all political parties have manipulated 
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them in some way or another to ensure a Dalit vote-bank in post-independence 

India.166 

Along similar lines, BJP at national and state level has been actively co-

opting Ambedkar since their rise to power in 2014. They have launched a digital 

payment application ‘BHIM’ (Bharat Interface for Money) and built an Ambedkar 

Memorial. BJP is also advertising a recently purchased house of Ambedkar in 

London and has been engaged in self-congratulatory rhetoric by claiming that no 

other party but theirs has fully given Ambedkar respect he deserves.167 These tactics 

to present BJP as benevolent pro-Dalit, pro-Ambedkar party has been a pattern since 

they came into power in 2014. Similar appropriations have also been observed 

during BJP-Shiv Sena’s tenure in Maharashtra from 1995 to current times (Guru 

1995). Entry of Dalit leaders like Ramdas Athawale in electoral politics has changed 

very little in Maharashtra. Their political agendas have led them to compromise their 

Ambedkarite values and are unable to position themselves with radical politics for 

betterment of Dalits (Teltumbde 2016). Therefore, political parties and state 

structure is incapable of offering an alternative to a brahmanical status-quo (also 

clear from the song above). 

 Far from understanding and supporting Ambedkar’s politics and his 

contribution to Indian society, BJP, its parent organisation RSS (Rashtriya 

Swayamsevak Sangh) and their Hindutva allies have consistently and repeatedly 

substantiated their anti-Dalit and anti-Ambedkar stance. Since 2014, there have been 

increasing cases of violence and atrocities against Dalits in Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, 

                                                        
166 Statistics from the Office of the Registrar General & Census Commissioner, India 
Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India (2013) 
167 For more on this claim see: Appropriating Ambedkar: Why the BJP is on strong ground 
in its battle to co-opt the Hindutva critic by Girish Shahane in scroll.in (11-04-2018) 
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Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and other parts of India168 by militant Hindutva 

organisations.  To name a few, ‘cow vigilantism’ or mob lynching in name of cow. 

Also, a socially coercive ban on consumption or use of cow meat169. Control on food 

cultures and systematic control (and decline) of hereditary occupations associated 

with leather work have proved BJP state to be one of most devisive regimes since 

India’s independence. 

Fierce and violent opposition of Hindutva groups in 1978 against renaming 

Marathwada University after Ambedkar and anti-Mangal agitations against 

reservations (affirmative action) can be cited as evidence of BJP’s anti – Dalit stand.  

This anti-Dalit stand by BJP can also be seen in Ramabai Nagar (Mumbai) mass 

killings of Dalits in 1997, and innumerable pogroms of Dalits in Jhajjar in 2002 

(Haryana), Belchi in 1997 (Bihar), Laxmanpur Bathe in 1997 (Bihar).  Also, recent 

incarceration of Dalit leader Chandrashekhar Azad, links of Hindutva organisations 

established in assassinations of Govind Pansare, Narendra Dabholkar, MM Kalburgi 

and Gauri Lankesh show how Hindutva groups have surfaced across India. 

Further, in interest of presenting a pro-Dalit and pro-Ambedkar image RSS 

has been instrumental in promoting vote-bank politics by creating outreach 

programmes for Dalits (and adivasis) in India. Last few years have seen attempts by 

RSS and BJP to bring Dalits under a broader Hindu fold as reported recently by 

Badri Narayan -  

Communalisation and saffronisation170 of public spaces is a new strategy 
adopted by the BJP to mobilise each Dalit caste individually by evoking its 
unique caste identity. The party reinterpreted and recreated the cultural 

                                                        
168 See Violence against Dalits: There is a discernible pattern to this madness by Annie 
Namala in Indian Express (23-07-2016). 
169 See In state after state, cow protection vigilantes pick on Dalits, Muslims by Chetan 
Chauhan in Hindustan Times (29-07-2016) 
170 Reference to violence motivated and perpetuated by right-wing militant Hindu 
nationalism and the groups/organisations affiliated to the same. The term comes from the 
Hindu right’s symbolic use of the colour saffron. 
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resources of Dalits at the local level, including their caste histories and 
heroes, with the aim of saffronising the Dalit psyche and memory, ultimately 
transforming them into sites for political control. The local heroes of various 
castes, particularly Dalits, have been selected by the party in different regions 
for incorporation into one unified Hindutva metanarrative (October 18, 2016) 
171  

 

This piece captures intentions of Hindutva brigade, including BJP in present-day 

India.  

In a music event recently organised by RSS titled ‘Swaragovindam’ in 

Jaipur, ‘Bharatiya Shastriya Sangeet’ (Indian classical music) was presented as that 

which ‘draws the world to truth, compassion and divinity’. Promotion of classical 

music was stated in context of reclaiming ‘natural status’ of India and to bring 

harmony. In his speech, Mohan Bhagwat, current chief of RSS also claimed that 

music brings harmony, brotherhood and equality. He also went on to claim how RSS 

believed in equality and teachings of Ambedkar so as to bring independence and 

harmony for all sections of society. Ironically, a musical band of RSS performed 

‘martial music’ based on ragas presented by (exclusively male) swayamsevaks or 

volunteers. These volunteers were ‘not professional musicians’ but still came 

together from diverse social backgrounds (implying castes) to create a ‘harmonious 

symphony’, Bhagwat declared.172  

A reference to Ambedkar in Bhagwat’s speech seemed out of place and 

irrelevant but attests to Narayan’s report quoted above. RSS promotes classical 

music as most supreme form of art in India. An all-male band of RSS plays ragas as 

part of their ‘martial music’ repertoire promoting harmony and brotherhood and 

                                                        
171 See Dalits and the remaking of Hindutva by Badri Narayan in The Hindu (25-01-2016); 
also see Dalit outreach a political and ideological necessity for BJP and RSS by Abhiram 
Ghadyalpatil in livemint.com (17-08-2018) 
172 See Bharatiya Classical music draws the world to truth, compassion and divinity on 
rss.org (08-11-2017) 
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proclaims equality by invoking Ambedkar seemed insincere and not a genuine 

attempt to promote equity. While RSS promotes classical music as a “pure” form of 

music BJP and its Directorate of Cultural Affairs (DCA) without making any such 

claims about classical music, manage music as a cultural resource towards 

maintaining a brahmanical cultural hegemony. Teltumbde (2012, 11) has examined 

impact of such appropriations by different political parties, organisations and social 

actors. He talks about this impact as entrenching Dalit psychology which has today 

become ‘a matter of competitive display of devotion’ for hegemonic forces. 

As Dalit politics became rent-seeking from the mainstream political parties 
many charlatans rushed in as leaders feigning deep devotion to the Ambedkar 
icon to claim the support of Dalits. The louder one shouted allegiance to 
Ambedkar, the bigger the leader became. The more irrationality displayed in 
devotion to Ambedkar, the better the Ambedkarite. The real Ambedkar was 
forgotten in this process – Ambedkar, the iconoclast, the painstaking truth 
seeker, the fearless fighter for the cause of the oppressed and the universalist 
dreaming of the world sans exploitation and humbug. It was forgotten that he 
struggled to solve the existential problems of Dalits (ibid). 

 

Looking at this trajectory of ‘iconisation’ of Ambedkar in context of electoral 

politics as well as attempting to bring Dalits under Hindutva brigade seem to be 

aligned and fighting together to win a cultural ‘competition’ of a pro-Ambedkar and 

pro-Dalit stance. BJP’s Ambedkari Jalsa, musical initiatives of RSS and 

advertisements of music competitions on Facebook by Directorate of Cultural 

Affairs all point to how Hindutva forces are undermining Dalit ways of life. Given 

this context, reactions of Shital Sathe, Sambhaji Bhagat among others seem 

reasonable as they believe in uniting against brahmanism while recognising and 

accepting difference and disagreement. But more often than not their observation 

was that radical politics is not embraced by all as it requires risking even bits of 

privileges one may have achieved. After all, Shital, Sachin, Sambhaji Bhagat and 

Shantanu Kamble have all been at receiving end of state’s repression, censorship, 
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surveillance and incarceration from both political parties (Congress and the BJP). 

This scrutiny by state has been initiated for presenting radical works of Ambedkar 

through their caste-ending cultural revolution. Some questions that arise from this 

situation are as follows: why would any state want to appropriate and manage 

musical cultures? Is it only for vote-bank politics? Or does state apparatus have 

particular intentions in controlling music and sounds and their authors in specific 

ways? 

 

State patronage and censorship   

Jacques Attali in his theorisation of political economy of music profoundly 

stated that ‘music is a prophecy’. He states that music can show through its form 

new social realities of the future (1985, 11).  He argued how parliamentary 

democracies, just like dictatorships invest in art, cultures and histories ‘without 

necessarily theorising control’ (ibid, 8). However, through controlled musical 

distribution state standardises and stereotypes music where people lose right to 

speak. ‘The broadcast of messages, control of noise, and institutionalization of 

silence of others assure durability of power’ (ibid, 8). Music as a tool of power 

makes people forget, believe in harmony, silences them in different economic and 

socio-political contexts. Music ‘localizes and specifies power, because it marks and 

regiments the rare noises that cultures, in their normalization of behaviour, see fit to 

authorize’. (ibid, 19- 20). Thus, ‘eavesdropping, censorship, recording and 

surveillance are weapons of power’ that are employed by state apparatus to ‘interpret 

and control history, to manipulate culture of people, to channel its violence and 
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hopes’ (ibid, 7).173 Attali (ibid) further presents how subversive sound is banned for 

its claim to cultural autonomy and support for difference and marginality. Discourses 

about music, when strategic and militaristic become barricades against difference. 

Thus, ‘music as an instrument of political pressure, must be tranquil, reassuring, and 

calm’, but ‘powerful and protected’ at the same time (ibid, 7-8). 

Active promotion of brahmanical music (natyasangeet, classical music) by 

DCA as well as RSS, censorship, surveillance and imprisonment of Dalit vidrohi 

shahirs, are all examples of how marginalised voices within a society are silenced.  

Silence around vidrohi literary or musical traditions, references to ‘entertainment’ 

(manoranjan) in BJP’s Ambedakri jalsa is another example of how narratives are 

changed by upper caste power brokers for their own benefit. Silence around actually 

addressing Ambedkar’s radical politics, selection and promotion of diluted and 

Sanskritised songs of Meeratai and strong aesthetic of “authenticity” audible and 

displayed in hereditary musical genres (kirtan, bharud, powada, gondhal Buddha- 

vandana) performed by Dalit-Ambedkarite-Buddhist musicians were all indicators 

of Attali’s analysis of why and how state invests in music to control and manipulate 

history and culture of people. All of above examples point to how state tries to 

define and redefine Dalit-Ambedkarite identity, culture and music along with trying 

to reconstruct Ambedkar and his politics. Most importantly, BJP’s Ambedkari Jalsa 

reassures Dalit community through form, content and performers which are all 

familiar to audience and present a benevolent image of the state.  

                                                        
173 A recent instance involves the Broadcasting ministry ordering the media to refrain from 
using the term ‘Dalit’ (2018). Other instances include arresting Dalit musicians for “terrorist 
activities”, the ban on ‘India’s Daughter’ (BBC documentary), introduction of a list of words 
that should be refrained from Hindi films (which are against the “Hindu culture”), breaching 
‘Net Neutrality’, the introduction of Adhar represent the ways in which power is exerted to 
control and silence the voices of people. 
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These strategies stand in direct opposition to a call invoked by Shital and 

other activists when they sing and perform to ‘disturb’ audiences and not to entertain 

them. As they reflexively engage with hereditary musicianship, they also explore 

new genres and sounds without consolidating “authenticity”, reassurance and 

familiarity. The state thus becomes a machine of controlling music in interest of 

maintaining power. Sound and music become non-lethal weapons that the state 

capitalises to shape affect (Cusick 2008). 

To maintain such a power the state often takes on face of a kind supporter but 

it determines who and what will be included in that support and why.174 Economic 

support by the state either to promote their own policies or campaigns, ‘encourages 

and supports musical beliefs and practices’ of certain musicians and composers 

which can serve ‘important political purposes’ (Jorgensen 1997, 53). Investing in 

music of certain groups in this case specific Ambedkarite musicians, enables BJP led 

state to economically support marginalised musicians so they can be employed to 

serve diverse political goals. Economic support extended to Dalit-Ambedkarite 

musicians by either political parties puts the state in a position of a benevolent giver 

which is an image often associated with authoritarian regimes (Letki 2018). Such an 

image-making (of benevolence) goes hand in hand with strict regulations of 

‘citizens’ minds and political opinions’ (ibid, 341). In case of Ambedakri Jalsa of 

                                                        
174 Indeed, censorship on the arts – plays, books, poetry, cinema and film music – have had a 
long history in India. From the British colonial legacy of censorship and surveillance to 
post-independence legacies of Indian National Congress led by Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira 
Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi ample examples have been recorded (Jones 2001). For instance, 
Jawaharlal Nehru’s minister of information and broadcasting (B.D Keskar) played a 
significant role through All India Radio to “purify” the airwaves by banning film music, 
calling it ‘cheap and vulgar’ and popularised classical music to instil nationalist values 
(Bhattacharya and Mehta 2008, 108-109). Similar examples are noted during the Emergency 
in case of Doordarshan and radio broadcast in Indira Gandhi’s regime, on album songs and 
videos in the 1990s and so on. Ambedkarite and Dalit musical cultures seems to be hardly 
recorded in mainstream media and reflects the silence of the state. 
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BJP, such benevolence is further deepened by the fact that musicians are “given a 

platform” to perform “their own music” as opposed to music for state campaigns. 

But this is all strictly regulated. Similar dynamics of state patronage are noted by 

Sborgi Lawson (2011) in narrative arts of China and by Sarah Diamond (1997) in 

case of Karagaattam performers of Tamil Nadu. William Noll (1997) has also noted 

in his study of staged musical ensembles (bandura) in Ukraine and Crehan (1990) in 

Zambian theatre that state tries to control artistic endeavours to maintain power. 

These studies present insights into how state patronage and censorship or state 

benevolence and control (e.g. Ruiters 2018) are often entangled and determinant of 

each other. In all these studies, state patronage, while providing economic support, 

carefully selected performers, mandated prescription, ensured that their marginal 

position persisted. It also ensured that their performance remained in interest of a 

majority political party through use of a sanitised repertory. These studies attest to 

present examination of Ambedkari Jalsa of BJP state. What needs to be further 

questioned is that despite benevolence of the state over decades, why has Meera 

Umap’s economic condition is still marginal. Is it because the state ensures only 

limited upliftment to Dalit musicians who have been outside market economy for 

most part? Is this kind of state patronage limited only to a level where it can create a 

benevolent image in minds of musicians as well as listeners? These crucial 

questions, although beyond scope of present discussion will have to be further 

examined. 

 As I reflected more on the issue of state patronage, I also thought of Keshar 

Jainu Shaikh, a prominent woman who performed with legendary shahir Amar 

Shaikh in Samyukta Maharashtra movement. While Amar Shaikh’s songs were 

included in BJP’s Ambedkari Jalsa, Kehsartai was neither invited to this event, nor 
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was she a recipient of patronage like others. In her account she shared how she was 

waiting for financial support from the state which was promised to her in form of an 

award decades ago. Today, Keshartai lives in a small one room house in Mumbai 

and is unable to perform because of her old age. Such cases expose double standards 

of the state’s benevolent image-making of itself. Responsibility can be attributed not 

just to BJP but all political parties. Along with political parties’, responsibility also 

lies with all those who did not confer her with an award or financial support as well 

as those who continue to ignore her today. 

It is important to remember at this juncture that caste hereditary music has 

hardly ever received stage patronage after British takeover of western India. As seen 

in Chapter 2, if anything, Indian state during British rule and after independence has 

either appropriated hereditary music (like powada) to promote nationalist ideologies 

or placed a ban on tamasha and lavani for being licentious. Given the brahmanical 

hold on culture, classical music and dance continue to dominate also the 

institutionalised settings like universities. 

Given this history, it may be argued that present Ambedkari Jalsa and state-

led campaigns are a positive step towards economic support at least to a section of 

Ambedkarite musicians. While intentions of BJP led state (and its ideological allies) 

with regards to vote-bank politics and saffornising Dalit spaces and psyches is clear, 

any other benevolent motives will be noted in years to come. Only if there are 

consistent and sustainable efforts can this process of appropriation be corrected. I say 

this particularly to identify problematic aspects of BJP’s schemes of women’s 

empowerment like 'Beti Bachao Beti Padhao' (Save/Protect the daughter, educate the 
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daughter) or ‘Swacch Bharat Abhiyan’ (Clean India Campaign) which have time and 

again proved to be increasingly against women’s autonomy.175 

It may also be argued in consideration of long legacy of appropriations of 

Dalit women’s embodied labour that Ambedkari Jalsa seems a vicious disposition 

given that state and society have manipulated Dalit women’s musicianship and 

embodied labour for cultural, social, political and economic prosperity of dominant 

castes. Meeratai’s participation in such events as Ambedkari Jalsa then, seems like a 

structural consequence she cannot afford to escape. Her agency in negotiating her 

location is marked by multiple and layered oppressions.  She claims her hereditary 

musicianship and drums proudly. She also sings and composes (with utmost 

expertise) with dignity in name of Ambedkar. This is admirable given that there are 

hardly any Ambedkarite women musicians who have been consistently working with 

the state for decades. 

BJP led state’s patronage may be contested given the participation of 

professional musicians working in film and television industry in Ambedakri Jalsa 

(like Abhijit Kosambi and Nandesh Umap). Can this be termed as patronage? 

Whether or not they need support these musicians already hold a powerful position 

in society as celebrities and have immense cultural and economic capital unlike 

Meera Umap. Ambedakri Jalsa, then also becomes a space of negotiation where 

professional musicians from film and television industry contribute their 

                                                        
175 As rightly pointed out by feminist activist Kavita Krishnan during a public talk in 2016, 
when we take a closer look at such campaigns we see that they actually legitimise and 
reinforce patriarchy in distinctive ways. For instance, ‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’ campaign: 
the first part of the title of this campaign (Beti-Bachao-Save/protect the daughter) was a 
slogan used by right-wing Hindu militant organisations associated with the BJP to warn 
Hindu parents to save their daughters from Muslim boys- the insinuation being Muslim boys 
will convert Hindu women to Islam. Secondly, the ‘Clean India Campaign’, hinged on caste-
based occupation of ‘manual scavenging’ largely ignores caste and gender implications in 
keeping the country clean. 
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musicianship as prosperous and successful Ambedkarites in such events. While I 

could not enquire details about remuneration given to each artist, having worked in 

similar settings, I can say with conviction that all artists were not given equal 

payment. The cultural-social capital and aspects of gender may have played a serious 

role in determining amount of money given to each artist.176  

Additionally, it must also be stated based on my conversations that mediators 

(like Ganesh Chandanshive) and Ambedkarite musicians often have individual 

aspirations that are achieved by being visible in any and every event. Many 

musicians aspire to become part of Hindi and Marathi film industry. In the last few 

years, a space has been claimed by Dalit-bahujan and non-brahmin artists in Marathi 

and Hindi film industry. These musicians, without forgetting or downplaying their 

Ambedkarite identity make use of and negotiate with platforms where they get to 

present their skills. State led events such as Ambedkari Jalsa, are thus capitalised by 

Dalit-Ambedkarite-Buddhist musicians who aspire for professional careers in 

mainstream music and film industry.  

It is crucial to acknowledge that a general perception of musicians as well as 

the audience on day of Ambedakri Jalsa was unlike a calendar event but loyalty 

towards Ambedkar was certainly a common emotion. State’s initiatives related to 

Ambedkar, especially if they are grand and involve Ambedkarite musicians are 

perceived in a positive light without much critical thought or scepticism. My brief 

interactions with other musicians and some audience members confirmed this 

perception. The state inducting something about Ambedkar is interpreted as 

“something good” in Dalit-Ambedkarite public spheres. This attitude exists among 

                                                        
176 Just noticing the place where Meera Umap and her family were accommodated - a small 
room in a chawl in Mumbai (no hotel or government guest house) – it was clear that the 
treatment meted out to her was different than others.  
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Dalit communities because Ambedkar has also been largely erased from public 

memory for a long time in post-independence India (Rege 2013).  

Overall, my observations suggest that Ambedkari jalsa has become a 

contradictory and contested space marked by negotiations with state patronage. It is 

also used for economic, political, cultural aspirations, vote-bank politics, musical 

and cultural appropriation and censorship. Critical opinions and locations of vidrohi 

shahirs like Shital and Sachin about brahmanical state and Ambedkarite musicians 

further raise concerns about how we understand function and place of music and art 

itself in Indian caste society. This is a critical question given that brahmanical power 

structures are employing music and musicians to shape certain ideas, opinions and/or 

towards economic and political gain. Also, while a state sponsored Ambedkari Jalsa 

was underway at Gateway of India, only a few kilometres away in the Arthur road 

prison Sachin lay imprisoned. This paradox was symbolic of how democratic 

citizenship had come to shape Indian caste society. 

How can we understand artistic (and musical) citizenship shaped by caste and 

gender in contemporary western India? How may we understand citizenship as 

imagined and articulated by musicians and that constituted by the Indian 

‘democratic’ state? And thirdly, what role does civil society or everyday citizens 

play in shaping a musical and artistic citizenship through their sonic and musical 

actions namely performing, listening, disseminating? 

 

Can someone give me a visa? 

In which international court shall I take my complaint? 
This country has rejected our visa  
For hundreds of years, this country has become a religious fair of gangs (for us) 
For centuries the gangs have kept us in house-arrest 
Thousands of gangs surround us 
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And the sub-gangs of those gangs 
Like the planets in the galaxy 
The satellites of those planets 
Similarly, we are surrounded by castes and sub-castes  
 
The history of this country is the history of gang-wars 
That is, of caste wars  
That is why Ambedkar said regretfully  
‘Here, every caste is a nation’ 
 
This nation is habituated to confinement  
Knowledge-ban, food-ban, female-ban, occupation ban…. 
A long chain of bans 
The slaves wear religion in their necks and play the cymbals 
 
To keep breaking up 
To keep getting divided 
That’s the characteristic of this nation  
To get scarred and disfigured 
To keep crumbling  
That’s the tragedy of this country  
 

Select verses from the poem ‘Can someone give me a visa’ by Sachin Mali; 
translation by author 

 

Shital, Sachin and members of cultural troupe Kabir Kala Manch were target 

of surveillance by police. They were put on a hit list by Maharashtra State anti-

terrorist squad due to which they had to go underground for several years. Shital and 

Sachin were imprisoned and Sachin went on to stay in prison for about four years 

without his case being presented in court. Even after her release on bail, Shital along 

with her family was surveilled and harassed by police. Sachin Mali was granted bail 

by Supreme court of India in January 2017. Currently, Shital and Sachin both have 

severe restrictions on their movement within and outside Maharashtra. Despite a 
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number of legal provisions, both have been denied a visa on several occasions to 

temporarily leave the country.177 

Before Sachin, Shital and other members of Kabir Kala Manch, vidrohi 

musicians like Shantanu Kamble were also a target of state violence and 

incarceration. In September 2005, Shantanu was arrested for what was called a 

“routine enquiry”. During my interview with Shantanu he shared, “On our way to the 

police station, they said ‘we are going to encounter you’ (kill you). But that 

remained only a threat as a journalist spotted the police arresting me.” Along with 

eight murder cases, Shantanu was charged for associations with Naxalite movement. 

“I was brutally thrashed and beaten for eight to ten days. Police would tightly tie my 

hands in opposite directions, force my legs apart and all of them would stand on my 

legs and stamp. They threw water on my face and made sure I don’t close my eyes 

for almost ten days. Every day they used new methods of torture. I was shocked at  

 
Figure 28 Shantanu Kamble performing in Mumbai (a still from 'Jai Bhim Comrade', 

2011); (image reproduced with permission of filmmaker) 

                                                        
177 It must be mentioned here that the owners of big corporations Vijay Mallya, Nirav Modi, 
Lalit Modi have fled the country after committing grave frauds and crimes and looting the 
common citizens for which none of them have been held accountable by the BJP 
government. See After Nirav Modi, a Look-Back at High Profile Indian Businessmen Who 
Have Skipped Town by Noor Mohammad in thewire.in (19-02-2018) 
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this treatment meted out to me as I had nothing to do with any undemocratic 

activity”.  After three months in prison a court later acquitted Kamble and admitted 

that he is a shahir and not a Naxalite. 

This last decade, media and state (the government in power and the 

opposition) have together directly or indirectly conspired to project Dalits as 

Naxalites (and Muslims as terrorists) (Pelly 2009; Teltumbde 2010). A report from 

2010 Tehelka Magazine details at least a hundred cases in three years (2007-2010) 

where Dalit book sellers, students, lecturers, doctors, human rights activists, wedding 

guests were all accused of having connections with Naxalite movements. Many were 

arrested under UAPA just for possession of ‘dangerous’ literature like that of 

Arundhati Roy, Maxim Gorky, Bhagat Singh, material on Khairlanji atrocity etc. 178  

The manner in which arrests have taken place clearly demonstrate state’s inability to 

understand caste issues and contexts in which oppressed castes organise and protest. 

Such stereotyping (Dalits are Naxalites) is easy and dangerous as it normalises and 

legitimises state violence on minorities. Labelling dissenting and critical voices as 

‘anti-national’, ‘terrorist’ and ‘Naxalite’ especially vidrohi shahirs further creates a 

cultural discourse on what actions, thoughts and expressions are not permitted in 

India. A form of citizenship is thus shaped by the state and dominant cultures 

operating in media.  

There have also been ample cases of ‘encounter killings’ (like threat issued to 

Shantanu Kamble described above) against Dalits by state police or military forces 

because of mere suspicion of them being Naxals. Such killings are staunchly 

criticised by Dalit leaders and intellectuals who have demanded it to be recognised 

                                                        
178For more on the liberal use of the UAPA and Naxalism associated with Dalits see  
Bhagat Singh and Ambedkar are no longer national icons. You can be arrested for reading 
them by Rana Ayyub in Tehelka (28-08-2010) 
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as a caste-based atrocity (Teltumbde 2010). Minorities in India – Dalits, Muslims, 

adivasis – are most vulnerable to violence and state repression when they speak 

against existing social order. Dalits unlike adivasis are constituted as an interest 

group on national stage (also true for Muslim communities) (Guha 2007). Dalits, 

although able to channelize their issues and grievances through constitutional means 

and political party leadership, still remain extremely marginalised. Only a very small 

percentage of Dalits have power and it is observed that they use it for their own 

benefit rather than using it for forwarding community causes. 

From prison torture, encounter killings, surveillance, confinement to 

stereotyping, politicians from all political parties in power have tried to control and 

dominate radical thinkers and artists from Dalit-bahujan communities. Given all 

these experiences, Sachin’s poem ‘Can someone give me a visa?’ presents critical 

perspectives on brahmanical control of cultural, social, political, administrative 

structures in India. It tragically presents how inescapable caste structures are and 

confine people like nation-states, within territories, laws and stringent border control. 

Which court within such a system or outside it, will truly be able to give justice? 

 

Democracy, citizenship and the musician 

Suryakant Waghmore terms this condition as ‘paradox of high democracy 

and low civility’ characterised by a concomitance of violence and democracy (2013, 

201). It stands in opposition to how citizenship is conferred in independent India. 

‘Democracy has preceded civility, civil society’ and thus, ‘democracy in India 

continues to reproduce caste’ by breeding new and sinister ways that perpetuate 

exclusion as well as new forms of protest and alternative imaginations (2013, 17). 

This examination echoes Ambedkar’s prophetic critique of parliamentary democracy 
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in a recently published video by BBC recorded in 1953 (2018).179 Ambedkar says 

that elections, prime ministers will all be part of democracy, but his people will not 

know what exact role they would play in these elections. They would not know how 

to critically look at change in governments.  He further reminds the interviewer that 

candidates who would represent people will always be from dominant castes and 

they would not allow Dalits to represent themselves (a reference to Ambedkar’s 

dispute with Gandhi when the later fasted opposing a separate Dalit electorate).  

Ambedkar asserts that unequal caste structure is incompatible with parliamentary 

democracy and without changing or altering that, democracy will not work. There 

need to be mechanisms to resolve basic issues of land, water, food, agriculture, 

education, equal opportunities for majority populations for democracy to work. 

These predictions have led to even subaltern and postcolonial scholar Gayatri 

Charaborty-Spivak (2017) to state that democratic voting right is only equal right for 

subalterns, devoid of citizenship on all other occasions. 

Reference to ‘civility’ by Waghmore (2013) is critical in this discussion as it 

draws on Ambedkar’s theorisation of social democracy (Lokhande 1977). This 

entails working towards creating equality, liberty and fraternity as democratic values 

guiding everyday life. His vision of social democracy, thus aims at cultivating social 

and cultural consciousness. He believed and appealed to people that political 

democracy would not last without social change. Echoing these ideas and further 

drawing on Sharad Patil (1994, 2008), Shital Sathe and Sachin Mali (2013), as seen 

in Chapter 4, have called for a long overdue cultural revolution. They question this 

                                                        
179 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz75lLiG0ic (18-04-2018) 
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paradox of ‘low civility and high democracy’ (Waghmore 2013) through their own 

experience. 180

सत्य बोलण्याची िकंमत मोजतो शाहीर	 
शाहीर गेला तुरंुगात नाही आवाज बाहेर	 
 
सारं िचडीिचप कसं शांत कोणी ऐकना आकांत	 
ज्याला त्याला िजवाची भ्रांत ज्याला त्याला 
िजवाची भ्रांत	 
गाथा बुडते पुन्हा तुक्याची रोखणारा नाही रं	
रोखणारा नाही रं न नाही	आवाज बाहेर	 
शाहीर गेला तुरंुगात नाही आवाज बाहेर	 
 
तुळशीपत्र घरावर ठेवलं अन क्रांतीचं गाणं 
िनवलं	 
ते अंतःकरणातून गायलं सार्या महाराष्ट्रानं 
पािहलं	 
भूमीगत तो कबीर माझा िहंडतो िदशा दाही रं	 
िहंडतो िदशा दाही रं न नाही	आवाज बाहेर	 
शाहीर गेला तुरंुगात नाही आवाज बाहेर	 
 
शािहरांचं मायबाप रडत्यात आतल्या आत	 
संकटात आहे लेकरू	आईपासून दूर वासरू 
मायबापाच्या डोळ्यात	अश्रू पाहवत नाही रं	 
अश्रू पाहवत नाही रं न नाही	आवाज बाहेर	 
शाहीर गेला तुरंुगात नाही आवाज बाहेर	 
 
शािहरानं घेतली तान अन उंचावली मान 
मुक्तीसाठी आसुसलं गाणं	 
मुक्तीसाठी आसुसलं गाणं	 
िवद्रोही शािहरी जलसा थांबणार नाही रं	 
जलसा थांबणार नाही रं न उचला आवाज बाहेर	 
शाहीर गेला तुरंुगात उचला	आवाज बाहेर 
 

The Shahir is paying the price of 
speaking the truth 
The Shahir is imprisoned, but no voice 
heard outside 
 
Why is everything so quiet and no one 
can hear the agony? 
Everyone fears for their lives  
The scriptures of Tukaram are being 
drowned again 
And there is no one to stop 
Nobody to stop and no voice heard 
outside…. 
 
We left our house, our family and chose 
the song of revolution 
We sang the song from the heart and the 
entire (state of) Maharashtra witnessed it 
Kabir is underground and has been 
wandering in all directions 
He has been wandering in all directions 
and no voice heard outside…. 
 
The parents of Shahirs cry inside  
The child is in danger and the calf is 
away from the mother 
We can’t see the tears in the eyes of our 
parents 
We cannot see those tears and no voice 
heard outside…. 
 
The Shahir sang the song and held their 
head high  
Our song yearns for liberation 
 
Vidrohi shahiri jalsa shall never stop 
The jalsa will never stop, raise your 
voices now 
The shahir is imprisoned, raise your 
voices now

		
	

                                                        
180 Songwriter: Sachin Mali, Composer: Shital Sathe; Translation by author 
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This song summarises critical discussions in this chapter and in this thesis to 

reveal how citizenship takes on diverse forms when examined through a lens of 

caste. Caste has not only shaped a form of ‘cultural citizenship’ (food, location, 

language, music etc.) (Rosaldo 1994), but also a ‘musical citizenship’. Caste is 

crucial to the manner in which our sonic/musical sensibilities have come to be 

shaped through processes controlled by hegemonic structures and ways in which we 

employ them as performers, listeners and cultural agents (Andrisani 2015; Ingraham 

2016; Punthambedkar and Mohan 2017). Music and musicianship have been 

employed by brahmanical forces (in state and society) to determine access to, 

participation in and value of caste-specific cultures and their authors. There are many 

representations through which musical citizenship has been constructed to control 

access by brahmanical forces. They feature in this thesis thus: 1. constructions of 

lavani by brahmin song-writers and poets starting in Peshwai 2. amasha after 

Peshwai 3. rise of Marathi musicals (sangeet natak) 4. exclusion of women 

performers 5.men playing women’s characters to construct a gendered and caste-

based musicianship (Bal Gandharva) 6. appropriation of Hindustani music to make it 

classical (Paluskar, Bhatkhande) 7. rise of brahmin women singers 8. Separation of 

dance and singing to “sanitise” musical cultures 9. Hindu sacralisation of Hindustani 

music 10. brutal marginalisation of lavani and Dalit women performers 11. 

brahmanical appropriation of lavani and powada in films. These are all 

representative of the ways in which a musical citizenship has been constructed. It has 

shaped our tastes, choices and connoisseurship. Such a musical citizenship was also 

contested starting from Phule in his jalsas. and later through the 20th century. 

However, caste and gender locations as well as political interests ensured 

mainstreaming former musical citizenship.  
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Today, cultural activists of caste-ending movement have been imagining a 

new musical citizenship. This citizenship does not constitute only of music and 

musicians but also constitutes of subjectivities of listeners. It also pushes for a 

critical dialogue about broader political spectrum of art and its purpose in 

contemporary Indian society. As seen in Chapter 4, drawing on abrahmani 

epistemology, Shital and Sachin have been theorising and performing a caste-ending 

cultural revolution with a critical discussion not just of music and sound but also of 

art. Recent scholarship has termed such efforts and actions as ‘artistic citizenship’ 

(Elliott 2012; Elliot, Silverman and Bowman 2016; Schmidt Campbell and Martin, 

2006; Sumarsam 2013).  This scholarship recognises art or artistry as something that 

‘involves civic, social, humanistic emancipatory responsibilities, obligations to 

engage in art making that advances social “goods”’ (Elliot, Silverman and Bowman 

2016, 7). While ‘art’ and ‘citizenship’ may seem like contradictory terms put 

together like an oxymoron, scholars have reclaimed this framework denouncing 

connection of citizenship with ‘unfortunate semantic baggage of 18th-century notions 

about artistry’ like ‘art for art’s sake’ and limited to ‘consumption or contemplative 

gratification by connoisseurs in concert halls, art galleries, theaters, or museums. It is 

indeed a profound mistake to regard arts as collections of mere entities whose 

significance is unconnected to everyday experience or ordinary life’ (ibid, 6).  

Vidrohi shahiri jalsa in caste-ending cultural revolution plays a central role 

in creating such an artistic citizenship as it carves out spaces of resistance to assert 

right to democratic citizenship and high civility. As the state machinery, irrespective 

of the political party in power continues to retain its Brahmanism and as other Dalit-

Ambedkarite social actors negotiate with it. Vidrohi shahiri jalsa as part of caste-

ending cultural revolution seeks to imagine alternative presents and futures while 
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raising critical conversations about everyday caste cultures, symbols, deities and the 

way we consume and perform them. Shital’s unique speech-song-poetry style and 

weaving together diverse songs around a central theme adds to critical conversation 

in vidrohi shahiri jalsa. Witnessing vidrohi shahiri jalsa further sets an example of 

how artistic citizenship can be articulated in a way that encompasses musical, 

cultural and democratic citizenship based on civility. Shital and Sachin’s yearning 

for liberation of their song then, is not just a symbolism of incarceration of shahirs 

and the silence around it, but also a quest towards liberation from a deep-rooted 

apartheid of hierarchical, patriarchal and violent cultures that have guided the minds 

of people in India. It is a yearning for recognising our caste-driven psychology is 

everyday life in our consciousness (janiv) and subconscious (neniv) (Patil 2017). 

For civil society, listeners, audience, cultural agents then, to employ such a 

citizenship would mean to be aware and critical of soundscape that we consume and 

perpetuate in everyday life. It would mean to lend an ear to violence silenced in 

histories that determine our ways of knowing and participating today. Vidrohi 

shahiri jalsa is one small counter-epistemology in creation of an artistic citizenship 

working towards caste-ending cultural revolution. However, broader mainstream 

musical and sonic landscape is dominated by brahmanical appropriations and its 

wider consumption through television, internet and social media. An artistic or 

musical citizenship may be highly localised/regional since affect of sonic ques would 

be comprehensible only with shared notions of meaning and power. For instance, 

how do we participate in, watch and listen to emerging lavani competitions on 

reality shows in Maharashtra?181 Or how do we look at revival of sangeet natak on 

                                                        
181 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gwCdqsbcAg (accessed on 17-08-2018) 
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stage and in film?182 How do we analyse brahmin classical musicians performing 

songs of Chokhamela and Soyarabai?183  

As we take this discussion on citizenship further, what also needs to be 

considered is particular ways in which state apparatus comes to take shape with 

specific political parties. While I have accounted for brahmanism in both dominant 

political parties as well as in regional ones, present domination of BJP requires a 

brief comment. BJP has been constructing not just cultural, musical and democratic 

citizenship but also rethinking right to citizenship itself. When we examine musical 

citizenship against backdrop of Citizenship (Amendment) Bill of 2016 we are 

reminded not just of Hindutva politics based on racial, caste and communal lines but 

also of 19th century nationalist discourse that set stage for that ideology. This 

amendment is aimed to make religion as basis on which people will be granted (or 

denied) citizenship of India which goes completely against Indian Constitution. 

Following excerpt by Wamika Kapur in The Diplomat further describes the 

intricacies - 

The BJP government’s website about Hindutva ideology clearly draws from 
Israel’s law of return and aims to do the same for Hindus in India. This policy 
in the Indian context would be contrary to the ideals of secularism and 
pluralism and thus unconstitutional. The provisions of the bill would affect 
over 200,000 Hindus from Pakistan and Bangladesh and their migration into 
the border states of India would change the voter demographics in the 
region…Granting citizenship to Hindu refugees and making India “a natural 
home for persecuted Hindus” were among the promises made by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi in his election manifesto. Modi, in a 2014 election 
rally, specifically promised citizenship to Hindu-Bangladeshis, saying that 
they would be removed from the migrant camps. Since then, the current 
government has taken many steps which may seem majoritarian and anti-
Muslim…The bill aims to save religious minorities from violence and 
blasphemy laws in Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan. The rationale for 
selecting just these three countries, which are Muslim-dominated countries, is 

                                                        
182 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6He9Qxy143Q&t=51s ; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XzsfzUcnBQ (accessed on 17-08-2018) 
183 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2otC5hxiMZE ;   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09HYxgI4_IE&t=423s (accessed on 17-08-2018) 
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a cause for concern…The bill at first glance seems like a humanitarian effort 
to help persecuted minorities but it only seeks to help Hindus, Sikhs, 
Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, and Christians from the neighboring Muslim 
countries. Muslim minority communities facing oppression in other countries 
have been completely ignored… The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill 2016 
may be presented as a move to protect the religious minorities in other 
countries from being persecuted but, the underlying issue is clear: the bill is 
meant to address the BJP’s stated objective of making India the “Hindu 
Homeland.” (Wamika Kapur, ‘The Diplomat’ March 11, 2017) 

 

Communal aspect of this amendment is hardly surprising given a long legacy of 

Hindutva that can be traced to brahmanical nationalist discourse of 19th and early 

20th century. Mere introduction of this amendment in India’s parliament is only a 

confirmation that these 19th century struggles (over masculinity, caste, religion, race) 

have in fact been carried forward in 21st century with a composite of new media and 

free market. How this amendment will hold ground in court will be clear in years to 

come. The impact it will create on Dalit and Muslim communities who already live 

on the margins and on receiving end of everyday domination, mob-violence, 

exclusion and brutal discrimination also remains to be seen. Domination of religion 

and blind faith in “ex-colonies” (and democracies) today ironically but 

unsurprisingly concurs rising critiques of Enlightenment values in European world. 

 

Concluding thoughts 

This chapter has addressed how brahmanical state and society has 

constructed a musical citizenship based on caste and gender. Drawing on Ambedkari 

Jalsa organised by Directorate of Cultural Affairs of BJP in Mumbai, I have explored 

ways in which contemporary state is appropriating Ambedkar. I have also tried to 

understand how this appropriation is conducted primarily for electoral politics and 

for furthering Hindutva propaganda to saffornise oppressed castes and their cultures. 

From accounts of participants in Ambedkari Jalsa (Meera Umap) as well as those 
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musicians mobilising a caste-ending cultural movement (Shital), I have examined 

how Ambedkari Jalsa comes to be a space of negotiations and criticism respectively. 

I have further looked at ways in which a brahmanical state structure irrespective of 

political parties in power controls and mediates music, musicians and sounds 

through a complex (and not necessarily theorised) process of state patronage and 

censorship. I have also highlighted how present politics of BJP uses Dalit women’s 

cultural capital and embodied musical labour to shape a benevolent image of 

brahmanical BJP state. In this image, BJP appears to be pro-Dalit, pro-Ambedkar 

and pro- Dalit women. Drawing on cases of incarceration, prison torture and 

surveillance on Dalit shahirs, I have also analysed how democratic, musical and 

artistic citizenship comes to be defined for and through work of musicians and artists 

in a caste society. While state structures have always remained brahmanical, present 

shape that it has taken seems particularly dangerous as BJP has created an 

atmosphere where Hindutva politics can thrive. This is evident from ways in which 

BJP and its allies are brazenly appropriating, saffronising, coercing and lynching 

oppressed and marginalised communities and the culture of impunity and 

unaccountability that it has ensured. As spaces, symbols and psyches come to be 

saffronised not just metaphorically but also literally, I conclude this chapter by 

drawing attention to another poem written by Sachin Mali which presents a critical 

commentary on state of civility in democratic India today –  

िप्रय लोकशाही,	 
सांग आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय खाऊ 
भुकेनं टाचा खुडून मरणार्यांचा आक्रोश 
खाऊ	 
िक त्यांच्या अंत्यिवधीसाठी सुतकात घेतलेलं 
कजर् खाऊ	 

Dear Democracy, 
Please tell us what we should eat if we 
are hungry 
Should we eat the wrath of those who 
died craving for hunger  
Or eat the loans taken for undertaking 
their funeral rites 
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आत्महत्या करणार्या शेतकर्यानं झाडाला 
टांगलेला फास खाऊ	 
िक आत्महत्येसाठी िमळणारं सरकारी पॅकेज 
खाऊ		
िप्रय लोकशाही	 
शेतकर्याच्या मरणाचा झुला झुलवून सांग	 
आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय खाऊ 

Or eat the noose hanging off a tree 
after a farmer’s suicide 
Or shall we eat the rehabilitation 
package announced by the 
government 
Dear Democracy 
Rock that swing of the farmer’s death 
And tell us what we should eat if we 
are hungry 

 
िदवसेंिदवस दुःख िवस्तारात चाललेली 
झोपडपट्टी खाऊ		
िक झोपडपट्टीत नागवली गेललेी	मानवतेची 
नग्नता खाऊ 
त्या परमोच्च नग्नतेचा स्लमडॉग िमिलयनेअर 
खाऊ	 
िक माणसानंा कुत्रं संबोधनू िदलेला ऑस्कर 
पुरस्कार खाऊ	 
िप्रय लोकशाही	 
तुझ्या जागितक नग्नतेचा िसनेमा बघून सांग 
आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय खाऊ	
	
देवाधमार्च्या नावानं पाऊलं टाकत येणारा 
फॅिसझम खाऊ	 
िक िहंदुत्वाच्या नावानं वीष ओकणार्यांची 
खुंखार भाषणं खाऊ	 
"इस्लाम खतरे में है" चा नारा देत पेरला 
जाणारा आतकं खाऊ	 
का िनरपराध्यांच्या रक्तानं माखणारं ित्रशूळ, 
सुरा RDX खाऊ? 
िप्रय लोकशाही	 
सावर्जिनक िठकाणी एखादा बॉम्ब प्लांट 
करून सांग, आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय 
खाऊ 

Shall we eat the ever-growing 
sorrowful slums 
Or the nakedness of humanity stripped 
in those slums 
Shall we eat the Slumdog Millionaire 
of that ultimate nudity? 
Or the Oscar award conferred to those 
who address people as dogs 
Dear Democracy 
Watch the cinema of your global 
nakedness 
And tell us what we should eat if we 
are hungry 
 
 
Shall we eat the fascism that has 
emerged in the name of religion and 
god 
Or the vicious speeches that spew 
poison in the name of Hindutva 
Shall we eat the terrorism that is 
propagated through slogans like 
‘Islam is in danger’ 
Or the trident, knife and RDX covered 
in the blood of innocent people 
Dear Democracy 
Plant a bomb in a public place  
And tell us what we should eat if we 
are hungry

	
ऋगे्वदातलं चातुवर्ण्यार्चं पुरुषसुक्त खाऊ	 
िक खवट जहाल मनुसृ्मती खाऊ 
दिलतांच्या रक्तानं रंगलेली गावकुसं खाऊ	 
िक गावकुसाबाहेर कोंडलेल्या महासूयार्चे 
अश्रू खाऊ		

Shall we eat the verses from 
Purushsukta in the Rigveda 
Or eat the rancid ferocious 
Manusmriti 
Shall we eat the outskirts of villages 
covered in the blood of Dalits 
Or the tears of the great revolutionary 
besieged in those outskirts
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िवद्यापीठ नामांतर लढ्यात	 
जाळून खाक केलेल्या झोपड्यांची राख खाऊ 
पोिचराम कांबळेवर घातले जाणारे कुर्हाडीचे 
घाव खाऊ 
िक देशाचं खरं खुरं नाव खैरलांजी खाऊ	 
िक बेलची झझ्झर रमाबाई नगर लक्समनपूर 
बाथे खाऊ	 
गावागावातून वारातीसारख्या 
िनघणार्या	सुरेखा िप्रयांकाच्या नग्न िधंडी 
खाऊ		
िप्रय लोकशाही 
सामािजक न्यायाची नग्न िधंड काढून सांग	 
आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय खाऊ?	
	
िप्रय लोकशाही 
प्रश्नांच्या भिडमारानं अशी नाराज होऊ 
नकोस	 
आमच्यावर देशद्रोहाचा ठपका ठेवण्याची 
घाई करू नकोस	 
तू आधीच दगड आहेस आणखी दगड होऊ 
नकोस	 
ही बघ िह भूक ज्वालामुखी होऊन धुमसू 
लागली	 
ही भूक आम्हाला स्वस्थ बसू देत नाही	 
ही भूक आम्हाला स्वस्थ मरू	देत नाही	 
ही भूक नुसती भाकरीची असती तर	 
रेशिनंगचं िकडकं धान्य खाऊन	 
शमली असती कदािचत	 
पण ही भूक नुसती भूक नाही	 
स्वातंत्र्याची आस आहे	 
शोषणमुक्त जगाचा ध्यास आहे	 
िवषमतेच्या िकल्ल्यांचा अंितमतः नाश आहे 

Shall we eat the ashes of those 
shanties burnt to the ground during the 
Namantar Movement 
The axe-blows on the body of 
Pochiram Kamble  
Shall we eat the true name of our 
country ‘Khairlanji’ 
Or eat Belchi, Jhajjhar, Ramabai 
Nagar, Laxmanpur Bathe 
Shall we eat the naked parades 
emanating from villages, like that of 
Surekha and Priyanka  
Dear Democracy 
Initiate a naked parade of social 
justice  
And tell us what we should eat if we 
are hungry 
 
Dear Democracy 
Please don’t be upset with my 
questioning! 
Don’t be hasty in accusing us of being 
‘terrorists’/’anti-nationals’  
You are already a stone 
Do not become insensitive any further  
Look at this hunger, a smouldering 
volcano 
This hunger does not let us rest 
peacefully, it doesn’t let us keep quiet 
It does not let us die  
If this hunger was just of bread, it may 
have satiated  
With the rotten grains distributed to us 
in ration  
But this hunger is for the yearning for 
liberation  
It is a hunger for determination of a 
society without oppression  
It is the definitive destruction of the 
forts of inequality  

 
म्हणूनच ह्या भुकेनं िनमार्ण केलंय भुकेचं 
तत्वज्ञान	 
ह्या भुकेनं पिब्लश केलेत डावपेच वु्यहरचनेचे 
दस्ताऐवज 

That is why this hunger has created a 
philosophy of hunger 
This hunger has published for proof 
the arrays of strategies  
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ह्या भुकेसंगं िनमार्ण होतायत सुरंुगकथा	 
ह्या भुकेसंगं िनमार्ण होतायत	समरभूमीच्या 
अमर कथा 
ही भुकंच आहे स्वातंत्र्य समता बंधुतेचं 
भरतवाक्य	 
हीच आहे जाितअंताक लोकशाही क्रांतीची 
नांदी		
म्हणूनच या जनकवीनं तुझ्या गवार्च्या घरावर 
लाथ मारून	 
तुला िनरुत्तर करणारा भेदक सवाल केलाय	 
िप्रय लोकशाही	 
सांग आम्ही आमच्या भुकेसंगं काय खाऊ? 

 
This hunger has led to the emergence 
of stories from the cavern 
The eternal stories from the battlefield  
This hunger is the epilogue of 
freedom, equality and fraternity 
This is the beginning of a caste-ending 
democratic revolution 
That is why this peoples’ poet has 
kicked your arrogance 
By asking this piercing question that 
you cannot answer 
Dear Democracy, please tell us what 
we should eat if we are hungry

 
Select verses from the poem ‘Priya Lokshahi’; translation by author
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 
 

This thesis examined how caste and gender politics has shaped musicianship 

in western India. Drawing on Dalit women’s voices in Ambedkarite and caste-

ending cultural movements in contemporary Maharashtra, my thesis has offered an 

alternative history of music of modern western India. It has looked at ways in which 

musical knowledge and epistemologies at large have been historically controlled by 

brahmins. I have tried to understand how brahmin males through caste structure have 

retained their social, cultural and economic hegemony throughout precolonial, 

colonial and post-independence era. I explored how foundations of knowledge in and 

of India are based on certain ancient scriptures that have propagated varna and jaati 

that were misinterpreted by post-Enlightenment and British colonial discourse in 19th 

century to justify imperial and colonial regimes. These misinterpretations not only 

became the basis of a brahmanical nationalism but also reinforced caste structure and 

brahmanical hegemony in 19th and 20th century India. 

Given the nature of brahmanical control and caste apartheid, this thesis has 

explored responses of oppressed castes or Dalit communities while particularly 

focusing on Dalit women musicians. While representing hereditary musicianship 

mandated by brahmanical caste structure Dalit women have endured generations of 

stigma and marginalisation as their musical and sexual labour has been utilised 

towards different means and ends by the dominant castes. Given their positionality 

within the caste structure Dalit women’s musicianship in contemporary India has 

come to represent an important voice against caste apartheid through resistance, 

assertion and self-determination. Dalit women’s musical performances in 
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contemporary Ambedkarite and caste-ending cultural movements are analysed in this 

thesis as spaces of articulating liberation, invoking cultural memory, critical 

education and assertion of dignified citizenship. These articulations are a proposal to 

consider musical and sonic knowledge as a legitimate tool that can direct us to 

decolonise brahmanical, colonial and patriarchal hegemonies. 

In Chapter 2, I highlighted politics of knowledge by presenting how caste, 

gender and sexuality cannot be separated. I offered inputs to understand gendered 

and sexual motivations underlying brahmanical nationalism and explored how those 

motivations were based on a sense of emasculation thereby ‘othering’ Dalit and 

Muslim communities. This brahmanical nationalism became a basis on which 

epistemologies at large, musical knowledge and authorship drastically altered in 

colonial India. These shifts are traced through an in-depth examination of 1. lavani 

in precolonial Peshwa period 2. Marathi theatre 3. sangeet natak, 4. rise of a 

honourable brahmin woman singer 5. V.D Paluskar’s nationalist propaganda 6. rise 

of “classical” music and 7. resulting brutal marginalisation and stigmatisation of 

Dalit women’s musicianship. This chapter provided evidence of epistemic violence 

extended through a pandemic caste apartheid and importance of music in shaping 

Indian modernity based on that apartheid. 

Focusing on Dalit women’s response to nationalism and modernity both 

shaped by and for dominant castes in 19th and 20th century India, Chapter 3 

investigated how marginalised and stigmatised musicianship of Dalit women was 

reclaimed through political mobilisation led by Dr B.R Ambedkar in 20th century. I 

particularly focused on evolution of bhimgeet and buddhageet and presented their 

long legacy through contemporary manifestations in live performances and CD/DVD 

cultures. While tracing these subcultures, I also examined how Dalit women’s 
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musicianship came to be specifically gendered through politics prescribed by 

Ambedkar among other Dalit radicals. Dalit womanhood and a dignified 

musicianship was reclaimed through an active adoption of a body politic expressed 

in sari, colours, jewellery, cleanliness and adopting specific forms of “masculinity”. 

At the same time, many Dalit women while raising a ‘correct’ rhetoric of 

Ambedkarite values have remained on socio-economic margins and inaccessibility 

as of today and continue to depend on music as primary source of livelihood. Ever-

growing market forces, patriarchal dominance and brahmanical appropriative forces 

have often made it difficult for Dalit women to survive as bhimgeet and buddhageet 

singers. But this chapter looked at how they manage to navigate these forces as their 

reverence and loyalty towards Ambedkar remains intact as it ensures their basic 

income. Live performances of bhimgeet, buddhageet, CD cultures among other 

soundscapes have sustained an Ambedkarite audiotopia that blossoms on annual 

events commemorating Ambedkar’s life and work. These live performances 

symbolise a peculiar soundscape and a physical space marking memory of a counter 

revolution and liberatory imaginations of past, present and futures. 

In Chapter 4, a caste-ending cultural revolution is examined with a focus on 

vidrohi shahiri jalsa. I have examined how VSJ emerged as a literary, musical and 

performance genre in early years of 21st century. I investigated coming together of 

shahiri and jalsa. I also tried to understand how they have shaped contemporary 

vidrohi or rebellious sonic aesthetic and performance defined and theorised by 

cultural activists Shital Sathe and Sachin Mali.  I explored in this chapter through 

Shital Sathe’s journey specific ways in which aesthetics of language, poetry, voice, 

gendered performativity and performance styles come together to subvert meanings 

assigned to hereditary music and sound. Vidrohi shahiri jalsa marks an important 
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intervention in contemporary theories of art, aesthetics and music as it draws on 

abrahmani epistemology and historiography. VSJ presents importance of music 

within a larger cultural movement aimed towards end of caste, towards equality, 

non-dominance and liberation. Sachin Mali and Shital Sathe by theorising caste-

ending cultural revolution through their writing and performance present a radical 

alternative in understanding of women’s liberation (stridasyanta). They also theorise 

how women’s liberation is intertwined with and dependent on end of caste system. 

This chapter has thus articulated a move forward from bhimgeet and buddhageet to 

claim and assert an alternative history, liberatory sonic politics, performance and 

philosophy towards end of a brahmanical caste apartheid. 

Given their significant contributions, activists like Shital Sathe and Sachin 

Mali have been a target of state incarceration, surveillance and violence. Chapter 5 

looked at the role of brahmanical state (Maharashtra) in unleashing its power to 

censor, control and repress select Dalit musicians. On one hand, state apparatus had 

imprisoned and tortured Dalit shahirs by accusing them of being associated with 

Naxal movement. On the other, same state structure today has capitalised on 

Ambedkarite musicians (performing bhimgeet) to present a benevolent image of the 

state and ensure a Dalit vote bank for electoral politics. Through an analysis of 

‘Ambedkari jalsa’ appropriated by BJP state in 2016, I have revealed in this chapter 

two faces of democracy and citizenship in so-called postcolonial India. I have 

sympathetically examined the role of Dalit women in supporting state initiatives for 

economic purposes and brought to fore subjectivities that are played out by 

performers, mediators and audiences. At same time I have also offered perspectives 

on musical citizenship constructed by caste in this chapter. I have examined how we 

as cultural actors negotiate with musical citizenship depending on our caste-gender-
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class locations.  I have examined how BJP along with its allies have coloured the 

psyche, public spaces and cultures with Hindutva in last four years. Finally, I have 

discussed how a Hindutva agenda of BJP stands as a great threat not just to Dalit 

communities, but also counter-revolutions and alternative cultures that are created 

and led by Dalit women like Shital. 

My thesis contributes to a number of areas of scholarship. Firstly, it adds to 

literature on caste, gender and sexuality (Chandra 2012; Feldhaus 1996; Geetha 

2015; Paik 2016; Pardeshi 1998; Rege 1998, 2003, 2006, 2013) and to women’s 

musicianship and caste (Babiracki 1990; Bakhle 2005; Chakravarti 2014; Guru 

1997; Mangai 2015; Putcha 2013; Rege 2002; Schultz 2013; Sherinian 2014, 2015; 

Soneji 2012; Weidman 2006, 2013). In particular, I hope to have offered new 

perspectives on epistemic and historical foundations of music and how our 

contemporary perceptions of it are hinged on caste locations. Secondly, I hope to 

have shown different manifestations of musicianship through time in feudal, colonial 

and brahmanical regimes in western India. This thesis has also offered critical 

insights about modernities and nationalism of 20th century India which have had 

deep implications on musicianship of Dalit communities. I also hope to have 

contributed to contemporary debates on feminism, women’s liberation and 

brahmanical patriarchies. I have shed light on the role of brahmin women in 

perpetuation and preservation of caste system (Bidner 2014; Chakravarti 1993, 

2003). I also hope to have added to discussion on pervasiveness of patriarchies.  I 

have talked about ways in which an embodied musical labour and caste hereditary 

musicianship have been utilised and usurped by patriarchies across caste groups to 

define, refine and coerce female bodies (Chakravarti 2014; Guru 1997; Paik 2018; 

Rege 2002). I hope to have contributed to scholarship on Ambedkarite and anti-caste 
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movements (Guru 2009; Jaffrelot 2005; Keer 1997; Mali 2013; O’Hanlon 2002; 

Omvedt 1994, 2006; Pawar & Moon 2008; Rajkumar 2010; Rege 2013; Teltumbde 

2010, 2016; Thakur 2005; Zelliot 1980) from perspective of Dalit women’s 

experiences and expressions in response to Ambedkar’s political mobilisation in 20th 

century and contemporary Maharashtra. Finally, this research adds to recent works 

on caste, art, aesthetics and artistic citizenship pertaining to gendered subjectivities 

as well as abrahmani epistemology. I examine how and where sonic/musical 

experiments are used to transgress and subvert brahmanical meanings associated 

with musical instruments, its authors and singers-songwriters (Elliott 2012; Elliot, 

Silverman and Bowman 2016; Limbale 2004; Mali 2013; Patil 1987, 2017; Schmidt 

Campbell and Martin, 2006; Sumarsam 2013; Zecchini 2016). 

As I draw conclusions from this research, I also offer reflections on my 

methodology. Conducting research with Dalit musical subcultures has meant for me 

to reorient and experiment with ways in which I have listened to, performed and 

understood music. It has meant for me to lend an ear to sounds of instruments, 

language, vocal timbres, processes of writing, composing, learning and rehearsing. It 

has meant for me to witness performance contexts that require sensitive interactions 

and communication with diverse social actors. My participation as a chorus and co-

singer with Shital and her troupe was particularly important for me to educate myself 

about methods and modes of creativity, performance, mediation and dissemination. 

Most of all it has meant transgressing boundaries of caste through self-reflexive and 

active participation in caste-dictated everyday cultures. I have learnt in this process 

how musical expressions are drawn from everyday experiences and are intricately 

entwined with other expressions. As I witnessed in case of Shital and Sachin, 

creating, writing, composing, editing and performing was a process primarily 
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inspired by everyday happenings and experiences. Sachin often wrote songs in 

prison and shared them with Shital when they met at sessions court. He wrote a song 

after Narendra Dabholkar and Govind Pansare’s assassinations which Shital 

composed and has been performing till today.  Tragically she has had to add more 

names to that list (like Rohith Vemula, Gauri Lankesh). I was witness to one such 

song written and composed by Sachin which he sang in sessions court surrounded by 

confused policemen, Shital and me.184  

During my monthly visits to sessions court in Mumbai where proceedings of 

a case against Shital and Sachin were to take place, I learnt new ways of interacting 

in presence of police, judicial authorities and strict rules within court premises. My 

visits to court were based only on observation as no one was allowed to use phones. 

My conversations with Sachin were often very brief and were heard by police who 

surrounded us. It brought me into a completely new arena of communication where 

everything you say and did was heard and seen by a state authority.185 This was true 

also of letter correspondence I had with Sachin. All letters were read by police 

before they left Arthur road prison or reached Sachin. Our long correspondence in 

Marathi was another experience from which I learnt immensely about levels of 

sensitivity and prudence required in communication. I encountered similar 

experiences when agents from Intelligence Bureau followed us and when police 

appeared at performance venues. Along with sensitivity and caution in such 

situations, I also had to face my internalised fear of patriarchy and state. By 

                                                        
184 The refrain and hook line of this song can be translated thus- ‘Human-beings are treated 
as untouchables and slaves; what kind of an act is this? What kind of religion is this?’ 
185 The police and the court had become routine. Outside the court, the police were also often 
present at performance venues. Often, they were sent under the guise of ‘security’. But of 
course, we were aware that they had received complaints from right-wing groups to stop 
Shital from performing. The presence of the police had become so commonplace that 
Abhang, Shital and Sachin’s 3-year-old son, after Sachin’s release on bail in 2017 assumed 
that he was going to come home for good also accompanied by the police. 
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participating in musical performances that critiqued caste, patriarchy and 

Brahmanism, I had to cultivate courage in me to fully and unconditionally support 

Shital as well as assertively stand my ground. This was truly a significant learning 

experience given that a number of progressive leaders like Narendra Dabholkar and 

Govind Pansare were assassinated in broad daylight in previous three years in 

Maharashtra. 

I have had to make radical shifts in my understanding of women’s liberation 

and feminism and communicate them appropriately during field interactions as my 

understanding of same emerged from a specific caste and gender location. I continue 

to learn about subjectivities involved in articulating women’s rights or liberation in 

both spheres - bhimgeet-buddhageet and caste-ending cultural movement. I also had 

to understand how these two spheres are experienced in everyday life. It has taught 

me importance of non-communication, silence and listening. Disconnect between 

brahmin women’s feminism and experiences of Dalit women is real and has meant 

for me to frequently only observe different ways in which agency is enabled in 

particular contexts. This practice has also generated a sensitivity in me to not 

hurriedly clarify references that may not be clear in a particular moment.  I have had 

to be sensitive to understand that raising such references may often trigger traumatic 

experiences associated with caste domination. 

Further, I have been very careful and perceptive to increasing and often 

uncritical use of phones, cameras and recorders. While travelling with Shital to a 

number of rural parts of Maharashtra, staying in people’s homes with their utmost 

hospitality, interacting with bhimgeet and other Ambedkarite performers, I was 

vigilant to make least use of my recording and video equipment. It was extremely 

important to remember not every moment in field was data. It was to understand and 
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cultivate trust not only for purpose of this research project but to learn, share and 

understand where diverse experiences come together and how partnerships could be 

built. 

My language, food habits and appearance were extremely indicative of my 

caste.  Comments I heard about my appearance, language and food habits were an 

important part of learning about humour and about caste-gender dynamics during 

fieldwork. After every performance with Shital, a meal was served to all musicians 

which always included meat. Although I ate meat occasionally my brahmin 

vegetarianism was certainly an issue as we travelled for days together. I was 

extremely cautious of not complaining about or denying food that was served to me. 

But there were times when Shital herself asked me if I would rather eat something 

else. My experience negotiating with and undoing caste was certainly made easier 

because of my close friendship developed with Shital. She not only recognised that I 

was (un)learning and transitioning, but also made it a learning process for both of us. 

My everyday practice of undoing caste and Shital’s embrace of an active politics of 

women’s liberation developed a connect between us in unexpected ways. She was 

often a bridge that connected me to people around her, especially activists, fellow 

musicians, public intellectuals and scholars. Because of her trust in me I was also 

perceived differently by a number of people I met during my fieldwork. 

Additionally, I have been extremely careful in ways that caste, gender and 

musical representations are described in academic language. Often, ‘untouchable’ or 

‘pariah’ identity of Dalit communities (and their musical cultures) is exoticized or 

ghettoised by dominant caste members, international writers and researchers. 

Frequently, ‘caste’ is used as a synonym to ‘Dalit’ (like gender is often synonymised 

with woman). As increasing number of dominant caste researchers are engaging with 
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analysis of caste, identity politics (feminist, anti-caste, pro-Dalit and so on) has also 

become a way to distance oneself from actual practice of politics. I have been 

extremely vigilant with issues of representation. In order to make sure that I was 

representing issues appropriately I read a number of blogs and online platforms that 

discussed (mis)representations. These discussions were put forth by Dalit women. I 

also discussed with and read texts of academics who have been working on issues of 

caste for decades. I have been very careful about politics of language. I have 

relentlessly engaged and continue to engage in a critical self-reflexive understanding 

of representation in language. This is not to imply that I have forgotten or denied my 

brahmin identity. I have striven to achieve a middle ground. This shift has been 

extremely challenging but very meaningful as it has enabled me to critically examine 

and own my privileges. I have also learned to use my privileges as resources towards 

an active everyday practice of a politics. My struggle writing in English while 

translating a number of writings, poems and songs from Marathi has also been an 

important aspect of politics of language and representation. Considering significance 

of aural cultures, songs are not often credited to songwriters and composers. 

Dissemination of songs is given more importance than authorship or copyright. 

While the latter is still evolving except in case of CD cultures, I have carefully 

credited and acknowledged songwriters, composers and translators throughout this 

thesis. 

Finally, this project has emerged out of my own evolution and growth as a 

music practitioner, teacher and professional singer to my growing sense of 

patriarchal oppression, my need for critical intellectual debate and self-reflexivity to 

my inclination towards cultural criticism. My scholarship is largely shaped by my 

personal experiences and motivation that has been influenced by my upbringing in 
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brahmanical urban Pune in Maharashtra and in a brahmin middle class home. My 

project has enabled me to critique a long, often unacknowledged and ‘invisibalised’ 

trajectory of casteism, patriarchy, misogyny existent in everyday cultures of 

(non)interaction in India. This research has taught me to closely observe nuances and 

contradictions in ways that epistemic constructions of music, authorship, caste, 

gender, sexuality and their interactions are negotiated. Assertions, critiques, 

resistances of Dalit women’s musicianship in particular and of Dalit communities at 

large towards brahmanical state and social structures provoke and challenge 

contemporary cultures of domination that define epistemologies and their value. 

Within academic spaces, particularly in disciplines such as ethnomusicology where 

cultural analysis merges with political, such provocations further demand 

decolonisation. This process of decolonisation needs to include sounds, musics, 

performances and ways in which they are represented, learnt, taught and studied 

within larger historical context. These contexts include colonial and imperial regimes 

and native dominant regimes. 

Within context of South-Asia and in diasporic settings, this study can be 

useful for future analysis in a number of ways. Firstly, as suggested by Sachin Mali 

(2013), a serious endeavour must be undertaken with regard to musicianship of each 

hereditary caste and sub-caste groups and their history. Given that many Dalit castes 

have remained at the periphery of Ambedkar’s mobilisation in Maharashtra as well 

as many other parts of India, there is a need to document issues related to hereditary 

caste related musicianship. Musical subcultures like Saamnaa or Mukabla and 

qawwali which have not been examined in this thesis could offer important insights 

about coming together of Muslim and Dalit musicianship. It would also add to 

scholarly discussions on assertion and reclamation of Dalit women’s sexuality in 
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musical performance (especially in Saamnaa). A sonic and musical analysis could be 

incorporated in scholarship about political and social mobilisations in disciplines like 

political theory, anthropology and sociology. Additionally, emerging frameworks 

from gender and queer theories (e.g. Butler 1990; Chandra 2012; Dave 2012; Sheth 

& Handa 1993) present incredible potential in exploring caste system as a 

heteropatriarchal structure with specific control on sexualities, genders and bodies of 

all. Given that caste structure is inherently patriarchal and functions for perpetuation 

of supremacy of brahmin males, such frameworks may bring to fore several aspects 

of masculinities (also emasculation). It would also bring to fore ways in which these 

masculinities continue to operate in contemporary India. The vast song repertoires 

from Ambedkarite musical subcultures could specifically make a case for such 

analyses. 

Moreover, historical accounts of matriarchal societies and gynocracies 

presented by Sharad Patil (2010) may lead to important insights about complex 

framework of caste, gender and sexuality presented in this thesis. A deeper 

examination of Sharad Patil’s (2017) and Pratima Pardeshi’s (1998) theorisation of 

abrahmani epistemology and historiography could bring to fore an alternative theory 

of aesthetics. Given its present limitations which are mostly confined to literary 

criticism, a sonic and musical analysis would add to imagination of an abrahmani 

sound. Negotiations of religious identities and cultures of Buddhism and “Hinduism” 

could also be uncovered by referring to vibrant Dalit musical subcultures. 

Additionally, while there are a vast number of studies on classical music traditions 

authored by dominant caste men as well as ever-growing brahmanical domination in 

Marathi culture industries, it would be meaningful to engage in a cultural critique of 

these spheres and growing middle classes within them. Study of brahmin urban 
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middle-class and its musicianship from perspective of caste-class and abrahmani 

epistemology would be particularly important. Finally, emergence of hip-hop music 

among Dalit youth must be mentioned here given long legacy of inspirations drawn 

from African-American cultures by Dalit communities. Accessibility to and 

increasing significance of social media and internet have carved out spaces for new 

musical genres and imaginations which lay a foundation for new cultural movements 

led by Dalit musicians. In this context then, this present research also could be an 

example to connect to movements against caste led and organised by Dalit artists 

internationally and in different regions across India. 

 

New directions 

My first music teacher in Hindustani classical tradition was a middle-aged 

chitpawan brahmin woman who encouraged me to pursue a career in singing. She 

was an RSS volunteer married to an RSS swayamsevak and did not charge anyone 

for music lessons. From age four to fourteen, I was taught basics of Hindustani 

music, basics of how to dress, how to sit, how to speak, how to sing, how to perform 

as a respectable, proper, well-behaved brahmin girl. My appearance, dressing and 

behaviour was regularly monitored. Growing up as a teenager imbibed with this 

discipline, I had clearly impressed her and was taken to weekly meetings of the 

cultural wing of RSS, Sanskar Bharati. I was approved as an extremely skilled 

singer by fellow members of this group. Having successfully completed a series of 

exams of the Gandharva Mahavidyalaya (founded by Paluskar) at a young age also 

made an effect. From learning Ram ka gun gaan kahiye (Sing the glories of Ram), 

Sanskar Bharati anthem in Sanskrit to learning Sanskar bharati rangoli, I was 

enculturated into a Hindutva camp of producing a tamed submissive honourable 
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female body ready to be domesticated through systematic but implicit musical 

pedagogy. 

Ironically, I was introduced to Sanskar Bharati just after the 2002 Gujarat 

riots when Shital, whom I did not know at the time had joined Kabir Kala Manch as 

a singer. I still remember the day when booklets were distributed to us at one 

meeting of Sanskar Bharati. They were titled ‘Godhra’ (the place where a train 

carrying Hindu pilgrims returning from Ayodhya caught fire) to inform us about 

Muslims terrorism.  

 Not only did I participate in live performances of Sanskar Bharati events, but 

was also invited to record an anthology of nationalist songs in different languages of 

India. This was all assumed to be ‘volunteer work’ as part of my devotion to the 

country. I received a lot of praise for this contribution. Perhaps those songs still exist 

somewhere on cassettes. I continued my lessons with my teacher as well as attended 

meetings of Sanskar Bharati regularly. Sanskar Bharati meetings slowly started to 

disassemble as most participants either moved to other places or could not commit 

that much time on a weekly basis. 

My association with Sanskar Bharati was recognised by my teachers in 

school and I was asked to teach songs I had learnt there to entire school during 

morning assemblies. I was already known in school as the “trained classical singer” 

– a social capital I was to be proud of. My entire school sang nationalist songs in 

unison every morning. Given the success of this project, I was also asked to give a 

solo performance of a song on the Independence Day program in my school. The 

chief guest was K.S Sudarshanji, the then head of the RSS. It was to be a rare and 

prestigious occasion. I had heard of Sudarshanji beforehand with my earlier link to 

Sanskar Bharati. Lata Mangeshkar’s version of ‘Vande Mataram’ (Praise the 
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Motherland) was a major hit in 2000s. This “glorious” nationalist song written by 

Rabindranath Tagore in early 20th century made a mark in Indian National Congress 

to a point where certain verses of this song were assumed to have status of India’s 

national anthem. The rehearsals went on for weeks. My rendition of ‘Vande 

Mataram’ was received with utmost appreciation as I had successfully imitated Lata 

Mangeshkar and her gullible, shrill, high-pitched voice that symbolised ultimate 

femininity in the national imagination. My voice was very different. But it was all 

about aspiring for quintessence of femininity or one would immediately hear “your 

voice is not sweet” which meant your voice is not properly gendered and non-

sexualised. It is still difficult for me to listen to Lata’s voice as infantile, pure and 

virginal as read by a number of music scholars. My ears are too accustomed to 

hearing that timbre as an ideal voice. 

All these experiences in my young years thoroughly shaped my entry into 

professional sphere of Hindustani music as well as domain of live performances, 

studio recordings and singing competitions in adulthood. I learnt how to appropriate 

lavani and other “folk” music genres to be able to showcase my ‘versatility’. 

Television and film industry owned by Marathi dominant castes further encouraged 

this idea of versatility through reality shows. To be a good singer, always keep your 

shop of versatility ready with folk, devotional and classical music. It was all about 

being able to sing everything – a good classical singer can sing everything. It is 

important that a classical singer is versatile but their ultimate aspiration should be to 

become a classical musician. And apparently, it’s not everyone’s cup of tea. Only 

brahmin men and very few brahmin women can really achieve that by immersing 

themselves in hours of riyaz, surrounding themselves with other brahmin musicians, 

pleasing brahmin audience and cultivating a cultural-social capital based on a 
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mystical aura that is brahmanism. You are to be expert of all genres through vocal 

acrobatics without necessarily (and preferably) knowing what you are singing, what 

does it represent and why you are singing it. I did. I played into the ‘preferable’. If 

there was any inconsistency in any of this, the brahmin teacher, connoisseur, 

accompanist would let you know you were not good enough or just too arrogant to 

have a sense of autonomy. 

If I was unable to become a proficient Hindustani classical singer, it did not 

matter what other expertise I may achieve as a singer. I was told by many, year after 

year, that only when I prove my capability as a classical singer will I be recognised 

as a respectable musician. I tried. I tried very hard to sustain. I changed music 

teachers and gharanas one after another in a quest to become a successful 

respectable musician. All my brahmin teachers were convinced that classical music 

was the most ultimate and sacred form of music. 

Excellence could be achieved only through devotion to guru, the teacher. 

One had to believe their teacher in entirety. Whether teacher policed you or abused 

you, it was all for education of most ultimate and sacred form of music. Abuse and 

insult were apparently very normal according to most students and teachers of 

classical music. All abuse and trauma are actually enabling and makes one a great 

musician. Your body, your brain, your mind, your voice was all to be dedicated to 

the guru, the saviour. It was okay to not use your brain so much. The guru knew the 

right way. As great tabla maestro Suresh Talwalkar once said, ‘Its best if you get up 

when the guru asks you to get up and sit when you are asked to sit.’ It is all finally 

for you to become a great musician. It is ultimately to please the brahmins and the 

(mostly white) European and American audience. It is to prove we have ‘an equally 

complex canon’. 
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Despite frequent wins and overwhelming appreciation, I quit. I take a step 

forward from the unachievable quest to please a dominator culture. There is nothing 

to be proud of within an elite class to which I belong. There is nothing we have done 

to congratulate ourselves. You are right TM Krishna (2017), the voice of classical 

music (in his case, Carnatic music) is the voice of brahmin male. Women brahminise 

to access that highest form of power – a caste value imbibed for generations – but of 

course, women can never be equally powerful. Like many other forms of 

mainstreamed knowledges and institutionalised education, classical music is not just 

exclusive on basis of caste, gender and religion, but it is also patriarchal, misogynist, 

abusive – essence of caste. Indeed, as sociologist Kamala Ganesh (2018) says, no 

surprise that music of a caste society is also caste-based. But is that a sociological 

point of view legitimising caste? Or is it a view that embraces diversity and 

inclusivity? More importantly, can diversity and inclusivity solve a structural and 

foundational issue? Can classical music undo its brahmanism and misogyny? Can 

such a reform create a liberatory sonic aesthetic? 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Having attempted to uncover the modern history of music from perspective 

of caste and gender, hearing myself sing, hearing my voice has been tragic and 

powerful at the same time. Tragic because I cannot undo what I was taught as 

proper, beautiful aesthetic sound. Powerful because I recognise it and I am not afraid 

to explore new voice(s). When Shital first asked me to sing with her at a series of 

performances in Delhi, I was nervous, afraid and thrilled at the same time. I was 

going to sing words and songs that I had reflected on as political and social theories. 

I was going to sing something that had a legacy of a counter-revolution in 

Maharashtra, something that represented a long struggle of oppressed communities 
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including women. I was going to sing something that was to a certain extent my 

lived experience – as an oppressor within the structure as well as the oppressed. Was 

I appropriating a space of resistance and Shital’s songs? Was I appropriating the 

caste-ending cultural movement and its politics? “You are against caste, brahmanism 

and patriarchy and we learn from each other. You are part of this movement. Why 

are you distancing yourself by saying that you are appropriating?” Shital kindly 

reassured me and also held me accountable. Performing with her was certainly 

liberating in many ways and a tremendous learning experience. But it was always 

accompanied with a combination of discomfort, guilt, unease and unfamiliarity. 

But a critical dialogue through song about our everyday life mattered so 

much. It invited people to think about everything from their homes, localities, 

occupations, faiths, clothes, phones, social media, entertainment, cricket, Bollywood 

to their histories, to the work of Savitri, Ambedkar, Phule, Buddha, Annabhau, Amar 

Shaikh, Vilas Ghogre, Bhagat Singh. It was not a one-way discourse. I observed the 

audience in amazement. This was no entertainment. It moved people. They calmly 

but curiously listened and responded. It mattered so much. 

My brahmin relatives and their envy of Ambedkar, their scornful and 

contemptuous remarks on the phrase ‘Jai Bhim’, their anti-reservation propagation, 

brahmin uncles proudly celebrating their long RSS membership and justifying 

pogroms of Muslims, Babri masjid violence, assassinations of progressive leaders 

and thinkers – all being ‘discussed’ in our middle-class urban homes after a 

wholesome meal or over tea and biscuits. I shared so many stories of my family 

every time Shital and I travelled together or when she stayed with me during her 

visits to Pune. She was not surprised but often amused. She was only surprised to 

hear stories about cultures of separation among brahmin caste groups – chitpawans 
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asserting their superiority over all others, mostly deshastha brahmins. A number of 

people were aware of my performances with Shital and about my research. But it 

was interesting to see that they never acknowledged or appreciated this music. 

Neither were they curious about this research. My “career” in music was over. 

The brahmanical soundscape has dominated our minds, bodies, ears and 

psyches for long. I want to imagine a new sound. Performing with Shital, through 

our critical dialogues and in our inspiring and passionate conversations over the 

years, a seed of an abrahmani imagination is sown. I want to imagine the abrahmani 

soundscape that does not reinforce appropriation, caste or brahmanical patriarchy. 

The critiques offered by Dalit women musicians and philosophical ideas emerging 

from caste-ending cultural movement in contemporary Maharashtra direct us to 

critically reconsider not just discourse around music of India, but also the sound and 

its embodiment. It encourages academic spaces to reflect on and alter the hegemonic 

representations of the knowledge of India. To lend an ear to these voices is perhaps 

one of the most urgent tasks and long overdue, especially at this point in time with 

the rise of the right-wing regressive powers in a global context built on the politics of 

hate, division, othering, communalism, racism and unrestrained violence. 
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Glossary of Terms 
(listed alphabetically) 

 

abhang – literally ‘unbreakable’; a genre of song written with poetic structures like 

bhajan or devotional song with a signature of the composer in the final line 

abrahmani – non-brahmanical 

ambekdari/ambedkarite – associated with Dr B.R Ambedkar’s philosophy   

bateek – female sexual slaves and performers from ati-shudra castes in the Peshwa 

court 

bhajan – devotional song 

bhakti – devotion 

bharud – dramatic performance of poems predominantly associated with Saint 

Eknath 

bhaavgeet – literally, expressive song; translated as ‘light’ music, this genre and 

subculture became immensely popular among the Marathi brahmin middle classes. 

This repertoire includes film, album and solo songs. 

bhimgeet – song of bhim or Bhimrao Ambedkar 

brahmanical/brahmanic – upholding the caste system and the supremacy of 

brahmins and dominant castes 

buddhageet – song of Buddha 

chalwal – movement  

daf – a single-faced metal frame drum; traditionally also made with a wooden frame 

dholki – two-headed hand drum 

dimdi – a small leather (goat skin) single-faced frame drum; played with palm and 

fingers (also known as khanjiri) 
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halgi – a frame drum played with sticks; associated with ritual performances for 

Hindu goddesses and traditionally performed only by hereditary musicians from 

Dalit castes 

ektari – single-stringed lute 

gan – section in Tamasha with prayers/songs of Lord Ganesha 

gavlan – section in Tamasha with narratives about Lord Krishna and the milkmaids 

gayan parties – singing troupes 

geet – song  

gondhal – a ritual performance of hereditary musicians called Gondhali for deities 

like Renuka and Bhavani  

guru – teacher, master 

jagran – vigil  

jalsa – musical gathering/soiree/assembly 

jalsakar – composers of jalsa 

janiv – consciousness  

jaatiantak – towards the end of caste 

jayanti – birth anniversary 

kala – art 

kalakaar – artist 

kalapathak – art troupes 

kirtan – devotional music performance 

kranti – revolution 

kunbini – (also spelled kunbina) women, most-probably from the shudra and 

middle-castes coerced by the Peshwa regime for their illicit relations outside their 

caste and banished to do domestic and agricultural labour 
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lavani – a sub-genre of shahiri, associated with women’s performance of the erotic 

and devotional song 

lok kala – peoples’ art 

lok sangeet – peoples’ music  

lokshahi – democracy  

lokshahir – peoples’ shahir  

mahila – woman/women 

manch – stage/platform 

mandal – collective, organization 

mangalsutra – marital necklace  

manoranjan – entertainment  

mukabla – competition  

nachee – dishonourable dancer 

nartaki – honourable dancer  

natak – play/theatre  

neniv – sub-conscious  

ovi – (improvised) verses sung on the rhythm of the stone-grinder  

parampara – tradition 

parivartan – change, progression  

parivartanwadi – progressive 

powada – a sub-genre of shahiri, associated with the ballads of bravery 

prabodhan – awakening, enlightenment  

sahitya – literature 

sambal – two wooden frame drums played with wooden sticks; traditionally played 

in temple contexts by Dalit hereditary musicians known as Gondhalis. 
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saamnaa – confrontation  

sammelan – convention 

sangeet baree – an offshoot of lavani-tamasha associated with kolhati women; 

marked by oversexualised themes 

sangeet natak – literally, musical theatre; bourgeois/brahmanical Marathi musical 

theatre that emerged in the 19th century; also referred to as natyasangeet 

sanghatana – organisation  

sanskrutik – cultural 

satyashodhak – ‘Community of truth-seekers’ (founded by Jotirao Phule) 

saundaryashastra – aesthetics  

shahiri – a musical and literary tradition associated with the ballads performed for 

the Maratha king Shivaji; shahiri includes several sub-genres and musical styles 

which are central to the anti-caste cultural movement today 

shahir – balladeer (17th c.); singer, song-writer and drummer (contemporary) 

shishya – student, disciple  

sruti – revealed/heard knowledge; here, reference to the ancient authoritative texts 

that make up an important part of the religious canon  

stri – woman 

tamasgir – performer of the tamasha (later became derogatory) 

tamasha – popular/folk theatre which included lavani along with other sub-genres, 

semi-improvised narrative, often with political content 

tantriki – of/related to the Tantra  

tuntune – a single-stringed instrument with a wooden cylindrical resonator covered 

with skin at the bottom 

utsav – festival, celebration 
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vag – spontaneous theatrical/musical/narrative section in Tamasha; often unscripted 

and humorous 

vandana – prayer 

vaidiki – of/related to the Veda 

varga – class 

varkari – a sect marking the heterodox bhakti movement in western India; same 

terminology also refers to pilgrims who set out on an annual pilgrimage to worship 

Lord Vitthal in Pandharpur  

vasti – ghetto  

vidrohi – rebellious 

vidushak – clown, fool  

vihar – monastery 

vitaal – pollution 
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Appendix 
 

Ambedkarite almanac186 
MONTH DATE  

   
January 01 Commemoration of the Bhima Koregaon Battle 

 03 Birth anniversary of Savitri Phule  
 26 Republic Day 
   

February 03 Death anniversary of Umaji Naik 
 19 Birth anniversary of King Shivaji  
 22 Birth anniversary of Saint Ravidas 
   

March 08 International Women’s Day 
 20 Commemoration of Mahad Satyagraha 
 23 Death anniversary of Bhagat Singh 
   

April 11 Birth anniversary Jotirao Phule 
 14 Birth anniversary of Dr. B R Ambedkar 
   

May 09 Birth anniversary of Basaweshwara 
 12 Birth anniversary of Buddha 
   

June -  
   

July 26 Birth anniversary of Shahu Maharaj 
   

August 01 Birth anniversary of shahir Annabhau Sathe  
 15 Birth anniversary of Vamandada Kardak 
   

September -  
   

October 14 Ambedkar’s conversion to Buddhism (Ashok 
Vijayadashami) 

   
   

November 24  
 26 Sanvidhan Din (Constitution Day) 
 28 Death anniversary of Jotirao Phule 
   

December 06 Death anniversary of Dr. B.R Ambedkar 
 15 Death anniversary Shahu Maharaj 
 20 Death anniversary of Gadge baba 
 25 Manusmriti Dahan Din (Manusmriti burning 

Day)/Dalit women’s day 

                                                        
186 Not exhaustive; Made with the help of Dhammrakshit Randive 
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Visual culture 
 

 
Comrade Govind Pansare birth anniversary commemoration march, Kolhapur 

 
 

 
A ticket of ‘Ranhalgi’, a performance by shahir Sambhaji Bhagat, Nashik 
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Leaflets advertising Shital’s performance in Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi 
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Commemoration of Manusmriti Dahan Din, Pune 

 

 
Poster of Shital’s performance at press club, Delhi (credit: Shrujana Niranjani 

Shridhar) 
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